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PREFACE

I

have for many years been a very enthusiastic collector and custodian of old
books. Many of these volumes are from my various ancestor’s libraries, particularly the library at Linley Wood in Staffordshire which was for many years
the home of my Caldwell ancestors. Over time I have uncovered many fascinating
pieces of information about these people and along the way I have developed a
keen interest in history. It has been a steady journey of discovery and it has provided me with endless hours of amusement.
For some time, I have wanted to write a family history about these ancestors
but if I were to write such a book, I think it would only be read by a small audience.
I have also thought that it would be great to write a history of the library, but
of course this would mainly be a very long list of the book titles. While the list of
books has been of great interest to me, I think most people would find the subject
rather monotonous.
After further thought, I decided to write a combination of the following:
1. Some history of Linley Wood, the Caldwell family home.
2 . Information about the books in the library and the subjects covered.
3. Short biographies of my ancestors and stories about some of their friends.
4 . Some of the big events that were happening at the time.
Adding this all together gives a history of the world, as seen through the
books in my family library. This is really a window into the past and a history of
civilization.
The first chapter gives an overview of how I became interested in history. I
have also presented some of my own experiences and joys of hunting down information and piecing it together.
I then give a short history of family libraries and how they developed. As
mentioned above, my case study is the library of my Caldwell ancestors who lived
in a large house in Staffordshire called Linley Wood. After giving an overview of
these Caldwells and their relatives, I then launch into a history of the world, as
viewed through the books and various relics which were (and in many cases still
are) in my family.

vi

You may not have a particular interest in the books or any connection with my
ancestors, but I hope that you will find this story worth reading. It is a history of
the world but in particular it is a light overview of many of the historical events
that have caught my interest (all condensed into a single volume).

JJ Heath-Caldwell.
Winchester, UK.
January, 2022.
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THE FUN OF HUNTING
FOR HISTORICAL INFORMATION

P

eople often ask, how did I manage to figure out so much information and
stories about my various ancestors and relatives. I find most of my friends
remember their grandparents, but their knowledge often just stops there.
They called them grandma and grandpa but sometimes they don’t even know
what their real names were, let alone who their great grandparents had been.
Not knowing the real names of your grandparents could seem a bit careless and
possibly even thoughtless but this is normal. Everyone lives a busy life, and most
people only remember things that really do catch their attention.
When I was a young boy growing up in New Zealand, we did not have any
contact with my father or my Heath-Caldwell grandparents. My mother and
father were both English and they had immigrated to New Zealand just after
getting married in 1956. Their plan was to start a completely new life on the other
side of the world. Unfortunately, unbeknown to my mother, my father suffered
from schizophrenia and in 1963 he had a total melt down and never fully recovered. For the rest of my childhood we had no contact with my father or with any
of our Heath-Caldwell relatives.
For myself this meant that I grew up with my surname being ‘Heath-Caldwell’
but no one around to tell me who these Heath-Caldwells were or where they had
come from. My mother managed to get a job as a teacher and so we had enough
money to live but life was not easy. One thing that was a bit unusual was that,
while all our friends dined with good quality stainless steel cutlery, most of our
cutlery was very old and looked a bit worn out. However, if we got the cleaning
cloths out and gave it a good polish it would buff up quite nicely and then look
clean and shiny. As I got older, I began to realise that most of this cutlery was solid
silver, 200 years old and very valuable. Somewhere far back in the mists of time,
there were some ancestors who must have been very wealthy people but how had
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they made all the money and what had happened to it? There certainly wasn’t any
money left for us. Most of all, I began to ask, who were these forebears?
For more information on my early years please do read my book, ‘The Ups
and Downs of Jeremy James: Growing up in New Zealand in the 1960s and 1970s’.
Another item that I remember well was our clock which sat above the fireplace
in our sitting room. This was in a brass framed case and had the name Charles
Frodsham & Co, London, on the front dial. My mother told me that it was called
a ‘carriage clock’ as in the old days someone could have taken it on their travels
and if it was subsequently rocked around in a horse drawn carriage it would still
be able to keep good time. This was before the days of digital clocks and in the
1960s most clocks were still mechanical and had to be wound up regularly. Our
carriage clock was a seven-day clock and so had to be wound once a week. There
was a special key to do this which was inserted into the back and after a dozen
or so quick rotations all was set for the next seven days. The clock itself had glass
sides so you could see the mechanism inside, and this always fascinated me. I
would often peer into the back and try and figure out how it all worked. The
time showing on the clock was not
completely accurate, but this was no
trouble as every now and then we
would adjust it to match the time
broadcast on our wonderful black
and white television receiver.
I later found out that this clock
dated to around 1865 and there is
an old photograph of it being in
my great great grandfather’s house
in Malta (Col Henry Helsham
Helsham-Jones). He presumably was
given it as a wedding present when
he married in 1867. My father later
confirmed that at Linley Wood it
had been in the library where it had
sat on the mantlepiece above the
Carriage Clock made by Charles Frodsham
fireplace.
of London, c1865.
In addition to the clock and the
Originally owned by
Col Henry Helsham Helsham-Jones.
silver cutlery, we also had a few other
2
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family relics. There was a silver tray with the name ‘James Caldwell of Linley
Wood’ engraved around the rim and there was an old navy sword with the name
‘LG Heath’. We didn’t have any family portraits or anything like that, but we did
have four old books and one diary that had been passed down in the family.
One of the volumes was a History of Captain Cook and inside the cover was an
inscription confirming that it was a school prize given to my grandfather C H
Heath in 1899. Another was a copy of Ingoldsby Legends, 1889, and inside the
cover was an inscription giving another name ‘Mary L Helsham Jones’. Who was
Mary? The third book was a very small bible, completely unreadable as it was
printed in Latin but just inside the cover was an inscription in very small writing
“Picked up on the Battlefield of Tel-el-Kebir two hours after the battle 13.9.82 by
F C Heath”. This was a reference to the Egyptian campaign of 1882. The last book
was ‘Records of The Heath Family’. This book was really fascinating as it was a
history of the wider Heath family. It had been carefully put together and printed
in the early 1900s by a relative called George Heath. It consisted of two volumes,
the first volume had been printed in 1913, just before World War I, and gave a
series of short biographies of various people by the name of Heath. It also listed
some of their other early ancestors including the Dunbar family and these were
shown to be traced right back to King Alfred the Great (849-899 AD). The second

Records of the Heath Family, 1913.
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volume of ‘Records of the Heath Family’ had been printed in 1920 and recorded
the part that everyone in the family had played in the big effort to fight the Great
War (1914-1918).
I used to really enjoy looking through ‘Records of the Heath Family’. I did read
some of the writing but in my early days I was not a very active book reader. What
I most enjoyed was looking at all the portrait photographs and in particular the
photo of Adm Sir Leopold George Heath who looked to be very much a largerthan-life character. His impressive photo showed him covered with medals. He
had more medals than I had scout badges. But what really brought the photo to
life was his sword which could be clearly seen strapped to his waist. This was the
very same sword that we now had hanging on our wall and the inscription on the
hilt ‘LG Heath’ confirmed this.
There was no biography about a guy called James Caldwell but it was stated
that Frederick Crofton Heath had inherited an estate called Linley Wood from
his mother’s late uncle in 1913. My immediate thought was wow! What a lucky
guy Frederick was. This reference also noted that in compliance with his great
uncle’s will, Frederick and his son Cuthbert had then changed their surname
from Heath to Heath-Caldwell. I did not see any reference to a lady called Mary
L Helsham Jones but I noted that Frederick had married a lady called Constance
Mary Helsham Jones, so presumably they were related.
The other book was a diary, and this was fascinating as it was all hand-written
and it also included numerous pencil sketches, mainly of houses and churches
but also a portrait of a rather rotund looking gentleman called Rev Robert Forby.
It was written by a lady called Elizabeth Helsham1 who had been brought up in
Norfolk in the early 1800s. Most of the journal was about her memories of her
ancestors and relatives. She had lots of brothers and sisters and in addition to
the name Helsham there were also some cousins by the name of Crowe. This
sounds great but some of her story was rather sad as one by one all her relatives
died without having any children. Then the handwriting changed and there was
a short note to say that her son Henry was now writing on her behalf. Not long
after that the story just comes to a halt. Plenty of unused blank pages but no more
text. Unfortunately, it looks like she died before she could complete the rest of the
story. She said a lot about her ancestors, but she ran out of time and so there was
1
Eventually I worked out that Elizabeth Helsham (1801-1866) was the wife of Dr Richard Jones
(1814-1888). They were my great x4 grandparents.
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no information about her later life, her marriage, or her children.
For me, my childhood in New Zealand carried on and I progressed on through
primary school, secondary school and then on to university where I completed
three years and graduated with a degree in Physics. In early 1980 I left New
Zealand and went to the UK intending to have a working holiday of duration one
year or possibly two but certainly no longer. For me New Zealand was the best
place in the world, and I had strong intentions of spending the rest of my life there.
The job that I took up was working as an electronics engineer for a company
called Marconi Radar. After an initial few months in Chelmsford, I was assigned
to a project in Portsmouth, with the ship builders Vosper Thorneycroft, building
some fast patrol boats for the Egyptian Navy.
While in the UK, I was very interested to also meet my father’s family.
Unfortunately, his parents (my grandparents) were no longer alive so I never got to
meet them (except briefly in NZ when I was three years old but I couldn’t remember much about that). My father had three sisters, Pat, Danny and Rosamond.
Eventually I managed to meet up with all of them and although we had not had
any prior contact, they were all pleased to finally meet me.
My aunt Pat had never married and was still living in my grandparent’s house
(The Pound House in Cattistock, Dorset). I drove down and spent the weekend
with her. I always remember knocking on the front door and feeling a bit uncertain about what sort of reception I might be given. The door opened quite quickly
and my aunt who was 60 years old at this point quickly stepped out onto the
doorstep, wrapped her arms around me and give me a great big hug. She was so
pleased to see me. I felt almost like a long-lost son who had just returned home.
Like my father, she also suffered from schizophrenia, but she was not affected
anywhere near as badly as he had been. She was certainly a bit eccentric but most
of the time she came across as being bright and articulate even if on occasions her
conversation seemed to momentarily dart off in unexpected directions.
As I stepped inside the house it was like going back in time. The house itself
was a 200-year-old thatched cottage and everything inside looked to be the same
vintage. Most of the furniture was made of solid mahogany and was of a very high
quality. The walls were all covered with valuable paintings, the majority of which
were family portraits of various ancestors and other relations who had lived way
back in time. There were two large glass fronted china cabinets full of a wide
assortment of old family relics and there was more old stuff everywhere I looked.
The house itself was reasonably clean and tidy but when you looked more
5
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closely at the furniture you could see that most of it had sustained varying degrees
of damage over the years. Some of the cabinets had the odd broken handle, lots of
things were showing gaps where small pieces had been knocked off and most of
the paintings had sustained quite significant damage to their antique gilt plaster
frames. Some of the walls were showing signs of damp and a few of the pictures
had mould growing on them which was obviously causing a gradual deterioration.
There was so much to see in Aunt Pat’s house that it was difficult to take it all
in. We spent the weekend chatting and she told me all about her memories as a
child growing up on the old family estate of Linley Wood in Staffordshire, back
in the time of her grandparents (my great grandparents) in the 1930s. As aunt Pat
spoke, I could sense the ancestral home of Linley Wood all around me, as in fact
most of the contents of her house had originally come from there. She told me
about the daily routine, when together with the servants they would all start the
morning by assembling in the hall. The servants would be standing but Pat and
her sisters were allowed to sit on the hall chairs. My great grandfather, Maj Gen
Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell, would give everyone their orders for the day
and they would then bow their heads and he would say a short prayer after which
they were all dismissed.
At the end of the day the cook would bang the dinner gong and the family, all
neatly dressed, would make their way to the dining room, where they would sit
around the long mahogany dining table ready to be served dinner. The dinner
service was all exquisite Wedgwood china with little gold lions (Caldwell family
crest) and all the cutlery was solid silver. It sounded to me like quite a long-drawnout ceremony and apparently this happened consistently seven days a week. At the
Pound House there weren’t any servants, but my aunt was still eating her dinner
using the same silver cutlery and eating off the same Wedgwood china.
Aunt Pat mainly ate at a small table in the kitchen but while I was there, we also
had a few meals in the dining room. Luckily for me I was not expected to dress
for the occasion. One thing I do remember in the morning and in the afternoon
was having a cup of very unusual tasting tea. On her kitchen table Pat had a very
old tea caddy that had been handed down in the family and was still being used.
When you lifted the top, you could see that the interior was divided into two
compartments. One side was kept topped up with ‘Earl Grey’ tea leaves and the
other side had some very aromatic smelling ‘Lapsang Souchong’.
To make a cup of tea the sequence of events was as follows. Aunt Pat would
place her kettle of water onto the hot stove and bring it to the boil. She would then
6
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give her little brown teapot a bit of a swirl with some hot water to warm it up and
this water would then be tipped out. The next part of the sequence was to open
the tea caddy and take out one teaspoon of Earl Grey and one teaspoon of Lapsang
Souchong. She would drop these into the teapot, fill it with hot water, and give it
a good stir. After that she would put her brightly knitted woollen tea cosy over the
teapot and give it a minute to stew, the tea cosy being there of course to keep the
pot warm. Once she felt it was ready, she picked up the teapot and poured the tea
out through a tea strainer into the awaiting teacups which had previously had a
small amount of milk placed in the bottom. It was all another little ceremony and
as a guest I had to be careful not to touch the host’s teapot as she told me that to
maintain strict politeness, this was “just not done”.
Over the weekend I was able to
have a close look at a vast range of
family relics. Aunt Pat told me about
the people in the portraits. She did
not know who they all were, but she
knew a bit about most of them and
a lot of the portraits had information written on the back. The oldest
was a miniature portrait of a gentleman who was believed to be John
Crompton who lived in the mid-1700s
but this was so far back in time that
exactly who he had been was now a
bit uncertain. Then there was a set
of three portraits painted by Joseph
John Crompton 1682-1750 of Chorley Hall,
Wright of Derby in the 1780s. These
Lancashire (stolen in 2000).
were of James Caldwell and his wife
Elizabeth Stamford and her unmarried sister Hannah Stamford. Extensive notes
on the back so that was great. The largest portrait depicted their only son James
Stamford Caldwell, the man who later left the Linley Wood estate to the young
baby Frederick Heath. There was also a portrait of Frederick and two portraits
of his wife Constance. Another very old portrait was of Robert Crowe painted by
John Theodore Heins in 1745 but at that time I had no idea who Robert Crowe
was. There was a small portrait of Amelia Marsh but again it was a bit unclear how
she fitted in. The other large portrait was of a gentleman called Robert Hesketh
7
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and there were also quite a few small miniatures of people from the Hesketh
family but most of these were not labelled. I won’t list all the portraits here but
the above will I hope give a reasonable idea of what I saw.
While I was at the Pound House I also managed to have to look in the attic.
This was like an Aladdin’s cave. The house had a thatched roof so the attic
was incredibly dusty but the whole space was packed with pieces of old furniture and there were quite a few boxes and old suitcases full of documents and
other material.
The most interesting room at the Pound House was my late grandfather’s
study. This room was quite small but in addition to his desk it contained a very
large oak chest and two bookcases. The chest was full of old family documents
and lots of this paperwork was associated with the sale of Linley Wood in 1949. I
very much enjoyed picking up some of the old books and looking through them.
The oldest volume dated back to the 1500s and there were lots of books from the
1600s and 1700s. Most of these had the names of the original owners just inside the
front covers, either as an inscription or else as an impressive bookplate showing
a family coat of arms surmounted by a family crest. There were lots of volumes
with the family names, Caldwell, Heath and Marsh, but there were also a few extra
names that I had not come across before, including Bentley and Coape. There
were also a few diaries, some written by James Caldwell and one by a soldier,
Charles Crowe, who had fought in the Napoleonic campaign 1812-1814 in Spain
and France.
I will always remember my first visit to the Pound House from two aspects,
one was my eccentric aunt who had given me such a warm and friendly reception. The other was the massive archive of historical information relating to my
ancestors. It was just not possible to read through everything and figure out all
the information, but it was certainly a very large boost to my interest in finding
out who my ancestors had been.
My working holiday in the UK carried on and after a year I decided to extend
it for another year. My job working as an electronics engineer was challenging
but it was well paid and very enjoyable. The fast patrol boats were completed in
Portsmouth, one by one, and then sent out to Alexandria in Egypt. I got the opportunity to go to Egypt and so again I extended my working holiday for another year.
After that a new opportunity came up for an assignment to the Sultanate of Oman
to work on a land-based radar project, so I extended my working holiday for
another year. By the mid-1980s I had been away from New Zealand for five years
8
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and it was at this time that I realised that I might not return home. I had by now
become established in the UK.
My interest in family history continued to be satisfied by occasional visits
to see my aunt at the Pound House but I did not actively do much else at that
time to search for information on my ancestors. I became more interested in
general history and so I started reading a lot of books on a wide range of historical
subjects. One day I visited a second-hand bookshop in Portsmouth, and I came
across an old book titled ‘Heath’s Book Of Beauty’. This was dated 1835 and inside
were numerous illustrations printed from steel engravings, some of which had
been engraved by an artist called Charles Heath. Who was Charles Heath?
The book ‘Records of the Heath Family’ covered some of this. The main
person mentioned was my great x4 grandfather James Heath the engraver but
his son Charles had also been an engraver. This was fascinating. Antiquarian and
second-hand bookshops were numerous in those days, and they were full of old

Heath’s Picturesque Annual 1835.
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books, most of which were being sold at relatively low prices. In many cases, you
could buy a 200 year old book more cheaply than buying a brand new copy.
I very much enjoyed spending an idle half hour perusing through old book
shops so, whenever I could, I took the opportunity. Books with Heath engravings
were not very common, but I found them from time to time and bought them
whenever I could. In addition to engravings by Charles Heath (who was my great
x3 grandfather’s brother) I also occasionally came across books with engravings
by James Heath (my great x4 grandfather). On one occasion, in an antique shop
in Bath, I came across a very large engraving by James Heath of the ‘Pilgrimage
to Canterbury’, dated 1817. It was wonderful discovering it and I was more than
happy to part with £80 to purchase.
A few years later, in 1993, I had the pleasure to meet a distant cousin who
had that year published a book all about the Heath family engravers. His name
was John Heath (1922-2009) and he would have been a 3rd cousin to my father.
He had been collecting Heath engravings for quite a few years and had built up
a large collection. At the same time, he had amassed a great deal of knowledge
about James Heath and his son Charles. John was an amazing person and I got
to know him quite well over the following years. In his younger days he had
joined the Army and on D-Day he had landed on the beaches of Normandy. After
the war he attended Oxford University and for a short while after graduating he
practiced as a solicitor. He then joined the diplomatic corps and spent quite a few
years living overseas with postings in various countries including Afghanistan,
USA and Chile.
John and I would meet up a couple of times each year and have a good chat
about old books and our common ancestor James Heath. In addition, we would
talk a lot about life in general, politics, money, running a business and all that sort
of stuff. It was always great to meet him, and I learned a lot from our conversations.
Another distant cousin that I met up with in the late 1990s was David Holland
(1915-2007) who would have been a second cousin in my father’s generation.
He had contacted me about the diaries of our common ancestor, Anne Marsh
Caldwell (1791-1874), who had always been of interest to him.
David was another person who had an amazing life. He graduated from
Cambridge University in the mid-1930s and for a few years became a teacher.
He then joined the army and was part of the British Expeditionary Force (BEF)
that was sent across the channel to support France in the initial stages of WWII.
Unfortunately, the BEF were quickly overrun by the Nazi Germans and forced
10
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back to Dunkirk. More than 330,000 allied troops were evacuated back across the
English Channel helped by an armada of small ships. Unfortunately, David was
not one of them and so he and his colleagues were captured by the Germans and
spent the next five years as Prisoners of War (POWs).
After returning from his captivity, or as he put it “getting out of jail”, he got a
job as a librarian in the House of Commons Library at Westminster. He worked
his way up and quickly became the Chief Librarian. David had a great interest in
books. Not only was he surrounded by books at work, but he also had quite a large
personal library in his home. He had always been interested in family history and
he had an archive of family letters relating to a number of our common ancestors.
I always enjoyed my visits across to see David and his wife Jan at their home in
East Sussex. They always made me feel very welcome.
On my numerous visits to second-hand bookshops, most of what I bought
were old books that had been published over the period 1780 to 1840 containing
engravings by James Heath and his son Charles. I was quite keen to find some
copies of books written by my ancestor, the author, Anne Marsh Caldwell, but
whenever I asked a book dealer, the answer I always got was that they had never
heard of her. I did however have an amazing stroke of luck in a bookshop in
Hay-on-Wye, in 1998, when I bought a small book that was beautifully bound
in leather and decorated with gilt tooling (cost £18). This book was ‘The History
of Rasselas Prince of Abyssinia’ by Samuel Johnson, published by John Sharp,
Piccadilly, 1822, engravings by James Heath. After purchasing it, I noticed in the
front an inscription “Mary Marsh 20 June 1823”. Later, I was able to establish that
this book had belonged to Mary Marsh (1799-1839) who was a half-sister of my
great x3 grandfather, Arthur Cuthbert Marsh (1786-1849).
During the 1980s and 1990s I kept in regular contact with my aunt Pat and I
went down to visit her at the Pound House in Cattistock two or three times each
year. She led a very reclusive life and had very few visitors. All her other nephews
and nieces lived a long distance away and so found it difficult to maintain contact.
As she aged over the years, she started to find the struggle of living on her own
to be rather difficult. She had also taken on a cat and a short while later this had
kittens. Within five years the cat population within the Pound House had multiplied to a dozen. At that stage a local vet got involved and he attempted to explain
to aunt Pat that unless something was done the cats would have even more kittens.
I heard afterwards that my aunt apparently told the vet that she was sure the
cats would not breed any more as they were all brothers and sisters. Despite my
11
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Mary Marsh’s copy of:
The History of Rasselas Prince of Abyssinia, by Samuel Johnson, 1822.

aunt hoping that all the brother and sister cats would not mate with each other,
she did allow the vet to implement some more precautionary measures. The vet
apparently made a number of visits, captured all the cats, spayed all the females
and castrated most of the males.
On the good side of things, the cat population stabilized at 12 animals, but
they had the run of the house for the next 10 or so years. Aunt Pat was not able to
keep on top of things and as the cats defecated inside the house things began to
deteriorate. To cover up the cat mess, she then started putting newspapers on the
floor. The smell when I visited was horrendous and has put me off cats ever since.
On one visit I tried to tactfully point out to my aunt that having all this newspaper
lying around was probably not a good idea as it could be a fire hazard. I offered
to pick up the newspapers and put them in the rubbish, but she was very insistent
that I did no such thing. She told me very politely that she had not yet had time
12
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to read all these newspapers but she hoped to read them shortly.
It seemed to me that sooner or later the whole house would be burnt down, or
she would be burgled. If there was ever a fire, the amazing archive of all our family
history would be gone for ever. There wasn’t really anything that I could do except
to maintain contact and be available if she needed anything. However, one thing
I did do was photograph all the family portraits. If a calamity occurred, at least I
would still have images of what my ancestors had once looked like.
Another thing happening in the 1990s was the internet, and by the late 1990s
more and more people were beginning to use it. In particular, we were starting to
find out how to search for information and we were beginning to communicate
with each other by email. By this time, I could see that the internet was going to
make major changes to our lives and from a business point of view I could see that
I needed to find out more about it as quickly as possible. The obvious way to get
started was to produce my own website. Some of my friends had produced simple
websites and displayed a few holiday snaps. I decided to make a website about my
interest in family history. I booked the domain www.jjhc.info and I purchased a
simple software program to help me create a website. I started with a single page
that just listed my known ancestors (name, date of birth, date of death, profession,
and location). Then, one by one, I added a page for each ancestor and typed out
the story of what I knew of their life and I also included images of their portraits
or anything to do with them.
Creating my own website back in those early days was a fascinating project and
it led on to all sorts of things that I had not anticipated. I learned a lot about how
websites were constructed and how search engines worked. Bit by bit I also found
more information relating to my ancestors. Often just small references or short
snippets of biographical details. These by themselves would not mean much but
small bits of information would often knit together and start to tell a story. As the
story emerged, I would then update the relevant pages on my website. Over time
I began to create reasonably detailed life stories of various ancestors, relatives,
and family friends. After a while other people started to find my website. Most of
the time these people would ask for more information but sometimes they would
have something, a letter, a diary, a portrait or something with a name on it. People
were now bringing information to me.
Search engines developed quite quickly and by the late 1990s there were quite
a few offering a free search service including Yahoo, Altavista, Excite, AOL, Lycos
and AskJeeves. Google was a late starter (1996-1998) but by 2003 myself and I
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think most of my friends were using Google as it was quick and easy. In addition
to search engines there were also specialised websites appearing including ebay
which quickly established itself as the number one place for buying stuff (antique,
second hand and brand new items).
A friend of mine told me all about ebay so I logged on one evening and searched
on a few family surnames just to see what might come up. I was amazed when I
found a very old legal document with the name Henry Linhooke Helsham. It was
a land sale document dated 1787 and recorded my great x5 grandfather selling land
in Norfolk. At a cost of only £18 inclusive of postage, this document was a bargain
and I immediately purchased it.
I then spent a bit more time on this and looked around to see what else was
there. I found Amazon which was a very large shop selling brand new books. I
also found quite a few websites that sold second-hand books but instead of being
one large shop, these websites were a sort of marketing front end, connecting
buyers with second hand and antiquarian book dealers. The main website for
second-hand books was abebooks.com and although there were quite a few imitators, all the bookdealers started listing their books on abe and so there was no
need to look at any other websites. Abe quickly cornered the market and has had
a monopoly position ever since.
As mentioned above, I had often visited antiquarian and second-hand book
shops spread around the country. On each occasion I would spend a half hour or
so browsing through the books on the shelf, looking for old publications. Each
time I found a volume that looked to be early 1800s, or even earlier, I would carefully remove it from the shelf and then quickly flick through the pages to see if
there were any engraved illustrations by Heath. I would also look inside the front
cover for any ownership inscriptions or bookplates, just in case I might recognise
any family names.
On abebooks.com I initially started looking for titles from John Heath’s catalogue
of books with Heath engravings. This was fantastic as lots of books were showing up
and in many cases there would be more than one copy for sale. I could carefully read
through the descriptions and then order the copy that looked to be in reasonable
condition for the price requested. Many of the bookdealers were also cataloguing the
books with a lot of detail and some even added comments like “engraved illustrations by James Heath”. This was just amazing as it had now become incredibly easy
for me to source books with engravings by James Heath. I purchased lots of books
‘online’ and brown parcels started arriving regularly with each morning's post.
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In addition to searching for books illustrated by Heath, I was also keen to find
books written by ancestors and in particular by my great x3 grandmother, Anne
Marsh Caldwell. I entered her name into the search box on the abebooks website
and I could not believe my luck when about a dozen of her publications showed
up in the results. But even better than that, there was also a small collection of
letters that she had written to her publisher back in 1844. I made lots of purchases
and even more brown parcels started to turn up in the mail.
This was absolutely fantastic, but it didn’t stop there, as a few months later
another search brought up a book that had come from Anne Marsh Caldwell’s own
library. This book was ‘Leaves From My Journal’ written by Robert Grosvenor,
Baron Ebury published in 1852. It was about his travels through Germany a few
years earlier. Just inside the cover was Anne Marsh Caldwell’s bookplate showing
her family coat of arms and on the first page was an inscription “Mrs Marsh with
the Author’s compliments, Feb 25 1852”. This volume was presumably at the Linley
Wood library towards the end of her life but where it had been since her death
in 1874 was anybody’s guess. It was probably one of her many books that her

Anne Marsh Caldwell’s copy of: Leaves From My Journal, 1852.
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daughters, the Miss Marsh-Caldwells, gave away to various friends and relatives. I
did ask the book dealer if he knew where it had come from and more importantly,
did he have any others, but he said it had been in his stock for quite a few years and
he was unsure where he had originally picked it up. He did look through his other
books to see if he had any more with the same bookplate, but he did not find any.
Also, in about the same year, completely unconnected, I got a wonderful surprise one evening when I received a phone call from an elderly lady. She told me
that her name was Ursula Locket and that she lived at Number 2 Linley Cottages
which was located on the old Linley Wood estate in Staffordshire. She and her
neighbour had been looking on the internet and had come across my website
telling them all about the history of the Heath-Caldwell family. It was wonderful to talk to her. Ursula told me that she and her husband Mick had both been
brought up in the local area. Her mother had been a servant at Linley Wood back
in the days of my great grandparents and in her childhood, Ursula could remember going up to the big house to play with a young boy called Timothy Poole. Years
later, Ursula had married Mick and they had lived in a nearby house which had
previously belonged to a Mr Wainwright but more recently they had moved to
Number 2 Linley Cottages, which was the house that she had grown up in.
Ursula then went on to tell me a fascinating story about her father
(Mr Woodcock) wanting to build a garden shed. This was back around the time
that Linley Wood was demolished (c 1960). Her father had gone up the hill that
afternoon and had spoken to the demolition experts who were just making a start
on pulling the old house down. Ursula’s father explained that he wanted to build
a garden shed and asked if he could possibly take away some building materials.
The workmen were happy for him to help himself so he gathered up what he
thought would be useful including some of the panelled doors which were good
and solid and more importantly were easy to remove. Later that afternoon, while
removing a wall panel, he happened to come across a small picture. It was an
etching in a gilt frame which presumably many years previously had somehow
slipped down behind the panel and had sat undiscovered ever since. Ursula said
she remembered her father returning home afterwards. He dropped the doors
and all the wood in the garden and then walked into the house carrying his little
discovery. He put a nail in the wall and the the picture had hung in their living
room ever since.
Regarding the garden shed, Ursula told me that they had got a good 40 years
out of it, but her husband Mick had just demolished the structure and the doors
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from Linley Wood were now leaning against her apple tree. She felt they were too
good to just be thrown out, would I like to have them?
A few months later I made a trip up to Staffordshire and visited Ursula and
Mick. They were in their 70s and both lovely people. We had a good chat about
the old days and in particular their memories of Linley Wood and on my part, I
was able to tell them much of what I had found out about my ancestors who had
lived there. The doors themselves, having spent the previous 40 years outside
as part of the structure of the garden shed, were understandably not in the best
condition but I chopped off the rotten bits from along the bottom and was able
to rescue the main parts of the original doors. There were two interior doors and
one exterior door. The interior doors were very large and made up with six panels.
They must have been quite impressive in their day. Much of the paint work had
fallen off but you could see that they had originally been painted black with some
gold highlighting to the panel surrounds. Later in their life they had been painted
white and sometime after that there was another coat of paint which presumably
had also been white but was now a light grey. The door locks were still in place but
not worth keeping as they had completely rusted away but the key surrounds had
been made of brass and had survived. The other thing that had survived was two
of the glass push-plates that would have been located just above where the door
handle had formally been. The other door was an exterior door which had some
glass panels. This door was in poor condition and not really salvageable but some
of the glass panels had survived intact.
Ursula and Mick were also very
pleased to give me the etching which
was a picture of the interior of a
peasant family’s cottage. There was
an inscription on the back “When
at Woolwich, Etched by Col Richard
Crofton RA, Father of Duke Crofton
of Litchfield”. Maj Gen Richard Henry
Crofton RA (1818-1897) was the sonin-law of my great x3 grandmother,
Anne Marsh Caldwell. The etching
was done by him when he was at the
Royal Artillery Institution, Woolwich, Etching by Richard Crofton of a Peasant
in the early 1840s. The picture itself Family after Adriaen Van Ostade.
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is a reverse copy of a painting by the Dutch Golden Age painter, Adriaen Van
Ostade, titled ‘Peasant Family’, painted in 1647.
This etching is now hanging up on my wall, another little relic from Linley
Wood. The doors, or I should say the remains of the doors, are safely stored away
in my garage. Their days of propping up a garden shed are now over, and I hope
sometime in the next few years to build them into a piece of furniture and give
them a new future.
Another person that I got to know around this time was Julia Poole. Julia had
actually been born at Linley Wood. Her mother Joyce (1907-1993) had come to
Linley Wood in the late 1920s, presumably as a companion, and as it turned out it
was to become her home for quite a few years. In 1936 she married Derick Poole
(1910-1996) who was the son of the family solicitor. Julia was of course only a
small child at the time, but she has lots of memories growing up in the big house
surrounded by all the large portraits of important looking people, all staring down
at her. Julia had inherited a number of things that had come from Linley Wood
including a small almanac that had belonged to my great x5 grandmother Hannah
Stamford nee Crompton (1720-1788). This was to
be an incredibly useful document as it listed all
Hannah’s relatives together with their dates of
birth, marriage, and death. This made it possible
for me to work out the family tree for this branch
of the family.
On one of my visits, around this time, to see
my distant cousin, David Holland, he told me a
story about a manuscript document which listed
all the books in the Linley Wood library and also
all the paintings in the house. Apparently, this
document had turned up for sale quite a few years
previously with a book dealer in the Cotswolds,
Richard Hatchwell of Malmesbury. David had
immediately made contact, but the manuscript
had already been sold. However, Richard was very
helpful and gave David the name of the buyer so
he could contact him directly. Quite a few years
had passed but David was fairly certain that the Hannah Stamford’s
name of the buyer was a Mr Waley-Cohen in Almanac, 1747.
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London. Unfortunately, David no longer had his contact details, but he suggested
that I get hold of a London telephone directory and call up all the Waley-Cohens.
He pointed out that Waley-Cohen was not a common name, and he was sure there
would not be very many of them living in our capital city.
At this point, I think I will need to explain what a telephone directory was, as
anyone born after the 1990s will have no idea. Back in those days everyone had
a landline telephone and their name and number were printed in a large book
called the Telephone Directory. This massive publication was updated each year
and a new copy was delivered to all the households that had a telephone and of
course in those days, this really was all the houses. There was a fleet of delivery
vans continually driving all around the UK just delivering telephone directories.
Each directory had hundreds of pages and was an exceptionally large alphabetical list which started at A and went through to Z. Each entry was just one
small line and it listed surname, initials, address and phone number. If you
were looking for someone with an unusual name, then it was quite easy to find
them. If you were looking for someone with a popular name, like Smith, there
were hundreds, so finding the right one was not easy. In addition to this publication, there was also a ‘directory enquiries’ service where you could phone
and speak to a person who had copies of all the UK directories (for London
this was actually a 4 volume document). You would tell them who you wanted
to find, and they would look them up in the relevant directory and tell you the
possible phone number.
I phoned the lady at directory enquiries (they were almost always ladies in
those days) and asked her for the number of Mr Waley-Cohen in London. She
looked up the surname and told me that there were three listed. As I did not know
which was which, she gave me all three numbers and I carefully wrote them down
with my pencil and paper. When I look back this now seems quite incredible as
today, we no longer have printed telephone directories and even if we did, most
people would probably not want to have their contact details listed anyway.
I phoned the first number, and the phone was answered by Mr Waley-Cohen
who was very pleasant to talk to and very polite. I told him my name and explained
that I was looking for a Mr Waley-Cohen who collected book lists from the libraries of country houses that no longer existed. He told me it wasn’t him.
I then phoned the next Mr Waley-Cohen on the list and asked him the same
question. He said it was a very unusual question, but he was sorry he could not
help me.
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By now I was not feeling quite so full of enthusiasm for my little search project
to find a man in London called Mr Waley-Cohen who collected library lists but I
phoned the third number anyway. Sadly, no answer. However, I tried the number
again the next evening and a man answered the phone. I told him my name and he
immediately replied ‘oh yes, you are the young man looking for Mr Waley-Cohen
who collects old library lists’. I was quite surprised but also very pleased as now
I was speaking to someone who at least seemed to know something about my
unusual request. As it turned out his brother had spoken to him earlier in the day
and told him about the phone call, he had received from me the previous evening.
We got into conversation, and I explained that my distant cousin David Holland
had put me onto the name. He then asked me what age my distant cousin was.
I explained that David was in his late 80s but still seemed to have a fairly good
memory. However, as we had now established that there was unlikely to be a Mr
Waley-Cohen living in London, who collected old library lists, perhaps David
had got the name mixed up. Mr Waley-Cohen, who by now really was doing his
best to try and help me, said “this may be a coincidence, but I have a cousin who
does live in London and does collect old library lists. He does not have the name
Waley-Cohen and he may not be the right person, but he should be well worth
talking to. He is away at the moment but try him next week.” The name he gave
me was Charles Sebag-Montefiore, and he was happy to give me his number and
suggested I call him next week.
So, the following week I called the number and Charles Sebag-Montefiore
answered the phone. I started to explain to him that I was looking for a man
who collected old library lists and who had some years previously purchased a
document listing all the books in the Linley Wood library. His answer was “yes
I have it right beside me”. Absolutely fantastic! I was so pleased. Apparently, Mr
Waley-Cohen had been really helpful and had contacted Charles to let him know
that I would be phoning. We had a good conversation and I told him all about my
interest in family history and my ongoing website project documenting who all
the Caldwells of Linley Wood were. He was really pleased to find out more about
the Caldwells and he explained that his great interest was in the British people
who had collected art over the last 500 years and of course he was also interested
in their libraries2. It was wonderful to talk to him and he invited me to visit him
for lunch at his home and see the document.
2 The British As Art Collectors From the Tudors to the Present. By James Stourton and Charles
Sebag-Montefiore. Scala Publishers. London 2012. HCFA.
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A few weeks later I drove up to London and had Sunday Lunch with Charles
and his wife Pam and also some of their family. It was fantastic to meet someone
who had such a keen interest in old books and paintings, but it was also lovely to
have lunch with such a nice family. We talked about the Caldwells of Linley Wood
and Charles also told me a lot about his own interests in old families who collected art including the Walpoles and quite a few others. We also looked through
the Linley Wood list and in addition to the list of the library books there was a
comprehensive inventory of the contents of each room of the house, not just the
pictures but also the furniture and quite a few other items. This was fantastic. It
was almost like making a visit to Linley Wood and seeing all the paintings on the
walls, all in my imagination. In fact, some of the family portraits on the list were
the same portraits that were now with my aunt at the Pound House in Dorset. I
could see that the main list of the books was in what looked like my grandfather’s
handwriting (Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell) and the list of the contents of
the house and a further list of books was in my great grandfather’s hand (Maj Gen
Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell).
Before I left, I asked Charles if he
would ever consider the possibility of
selling this very precious document
to me as I could see it would be a very
useful addition to all the other information that I had been collecting up. He
replied something along the lines of
“I thought you might ask me that and
I was not sure what my answer would
be. I must point out that I have over the
years collected a large number of books
and documents, but I have never sold
any. Even when I have bought a duplicate in better condition than my existing copy, I have still kept both copies.
However, I am very impressed to see
what you have managed to do, and my
feeling is that you will be able to make
A page from the Linley Wood library list
much more of this document than I will, in 1920.
so yes I will sell it to you.”
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I must say at this point in my story that the Linley Wood library list document
has been the key to much of my activities over the years so I must take this opportunity to thank all three of the Mr Waley-Cohens and of course a very special
thank you to Charles Sebag-Montefiore.
And so, my hunt for information and relics relating to my ancestors continued.
A short while later another book turned up from the Linley Wood library, this
time from a book dealer in Australia. The book was described as follows:
A New System, Or, An Analysis Of Ancient Mythology: Wherein an Attempt is
made to divest Tradition of Fable; and to reduce the Truth to its original Purity.
In this Work is given an History of the Babylonians, Chaldeans, Egyptians,
Canaanites, Helladians, Ionians, Leleges, Dorians, Pelasgi: Also Of The Scythæ,
Indoscythæ, Ethiopians, Phenicians. The Whole contains an Account of the
principal Events in the first Ages, from the Deluge to the Dispersion: Also of
the various Migrations, which ensued, and the Settlements made afterwards
in different Parts: Circumstances of great Consequence, which were subsequent to the Gentile History of Moses. By Jacob Bryant, Formerly of King’s
College, Cambridge; and Secretary to his Grace the late Duke of Marlborough.
Published London: Printed for T. Payne, Mews-Gate; P. Elmsly, in the Strand; B.
White, in Fleet-Street; and J. Walter, Charing-Cross. 1774, 1st edition. 3 volumes.
Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell of Linley Wood.
Again I immediately contacted the seller and made my purchase. This book
dealer said he had bought it from an antiquarian book shop in the UK a number
of years earlier. He could not remember the name of the shop but he said it was
somewhere in the Cotswolds (possibly also from Richard Hatchwell). He did not
have any more books with the same bookplate.
I could write a number of short pieces about all the books that turned up over
the following years, but this would be a bit repetitive. I will however note the next
one, as this was to prove to be quite a game changer. This book was:
The Other Side of the Question or an Attempt to rescue the Characters of the
two Royal Sisters Queen Mary and Queen Anne, by the Dowager Duchess of
Marlborough, published 1744. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell of
Linley Wood.
I immediately contacted the bookseller (Robert Gibb of Manchester) made
my purchase and again I asked where the book had come from and were there
any more books with the same bookplate. Robert told me that he didn’t know but
he would have a look and let me know if he found any more.
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James Stamford Caldwell’s book: A New System … By Jacob Bryant, 1774.
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James Stamford Caldwell’s book: The Other Side of the Question, 1744.

A few months later Robert contacted me by email with the news that he had
found a second book in his stock. The title of the book was:
Letters written by the Late Earl of Chatham to his Nephew Thomas Pitt,
published 1804. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell of Linley Wood.
I immediately phoned Robert to find out more. It transpired that Robert’s
bookshop had originally been started by his grandfather (another Robert Gibb)
back in 1922. Robert Gibb senior had died in 1955 but Robert junior was able to
put me onto his father Tony Gibb (son of the late Robert) who was now in his 80s
but was happy to talk on the phone and tell me the story.
The late Robert Gibb had spent much of his time in the 1940s and 1950s buying
up libraries from country house sales. Large country houses had become too
expensive to maintain and so many of the old established families in the UK had
been selling off their ancestral homes and downsizing into smaller more practical
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properties. In many cases an auction was held on the property which made the
whole thing much easier for the auctioneer as it meant that he did not even have
to arrange any transportation. Whatever wasn’t sold on the day, was often just put
on a bonfire a few days later.
Tony told me that he and his father Robert attended the Linley Wood sale,
which was held by the local auctioneers, Louis Taylor & Sons in December
1949. The reason Tony could remember it so well was that he had just returned
home after finishing his national service and this was the first day that he started
working for his father. The auction of the contents of Linley Wood was held in
the house and it would appear that, as this was a fairly minor event, there was no
printed catalogue. There was one other bookdealer present and between them
they bought the majority of the books. Tony said that his father was very pleased
with the quality of the stock so he bought as much as he could until he had enough
to fill the car. The other book dealer bought most of the rest. It would appear that
there were still some books unsold at the end of the day but instead of being burnt
these were kept by the gardener. Tony helped his father load all the books into
their car and he then helped the other dealer load up his car. The dealer was very
grateful and gave Tony a half crown coin as a thank you. Tony said he remembers
setting off for home and as they left Linley Wood and were driving down the hill,
his father commented that they had done very well with their purchases.
With such a large number of country house sales happening during this period,
Robert Gibb senior spent his time purchasing books faster than he was selling
them and as a result he built up a large stock. Choice items and complete sets
were sold from his shop but many of the sets had got split up and so odd volumes
tended to be put back in the storeroom for sorting later. Always best to sell a full
set rather than sell an incomplete set at a knock down price and then suffer the
dissatisfaction of finding the missing volumes a few weeks later. In the case of the
Linley Wood books, we know from the inventory that there were already quite a
few incomplete sets, even before the sale, but of course Robert Gibb would not
have known which sets were complete and which were not.
I was very lucky to have made contact with the Gibb family and discover that,
although a lot had happened over the previous 55 years, quite a few of the Linley
Wood books were still unsold. There was however one major problem, the actual
bookshop had closed a few years previously and the entire stock, which probably
numbered over 5,000 volumes, was all packed away in boxes and these were now
stacked floor to ceiling in a large storeroom. Robert had begun the task of carefully
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unpacking the boxes one by one, cataloguing the books, and listing them for sale
on the internet. It was just not possible to look through all the books and pull out
the Linley Wood volumes. I would have to wait.
Over the next 12 years I would get the occasional email from Robert informing
me that he had found another Linley Wood book, usually with the name James
Stamford Caldwell inside the cover. Each new find became another purchase for
my collection.
While all these exciting discoveries had been taking place, I had also been
in regular touch with Aunt Pat at the Pound house but sadly, in 2000, I received
a phone call from her one morning to tell me that she had been burgled in the
night. I immediately drove down to Cattistock and arrived just as the police were
leaving. They confirmed that my aunt had been burgled and a lot of her property
had been stolen but my aunt was not able to tell them what had gone except for
her large plastic shopping bag which had a picture of a cat on it.
My aunt was understandably very upset. She had got up in the morning to find
that her kitchen table was covered in tea leaves. And then as she walked around

Landscape by Jan Van Goyen. Stolen from the Pound House in 2000.
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the house she realised that there were
pictures missing off the walls and the
doors of the china cabinets were open.
The burglar had climbed in through
one of the sitting room windows,
which my aunt had unfortunately left
open the prior evening. During the
raid the burglar had removed a lot
of stuff, but it was difficult to know
exactly what had gone. In the china
cabinets there were little circles in the
dust where old family relics had previously stood. Some of the old paintings were gone as were the collection
of miniature portraits of all my ancestors which had previously hung in the
dining room. All the silver cutlery in Miniature portrait of Henry Helsham
the dining room draw was gone. This (1767-1806). Stolen from the Pound House.
had been a mixture of crested spoons
and forks from the Caldwell, Crowe and Jones families. There had also been some
silver spoons with a crest consisting of the capitals JN with a crown. These had originally belonged to Napoleon Bonaparte’s brother Joseph who had briefly been King
of Spain (1808-1813). An early relative called Charles Crowe had bought them back
from the Peninsular Campaign 1812-1814. Sadly this silver was now all gone. The
burglar had also picked up the old tea caddy and had emptied the contents onto the
kitchen table before he made his getaway. I suppose he would have taken more but
he was limited by how much he could carry. As it was, he must have made a number
of trips backward and forward in the night carrying all his loot, and presumably he
found aunt Pat’s plastic shopping bag (with the picture of the cat) to be very useful.
I attempted to explain to Aunt Pat that unless we did something there was a
risk that the burglar would be back for a second visit. My aunt was always good
at wishful thinking and saying her prayers, but she was not very good on actually
getting things done. She hoped that the burglar would not come back and so she
did nothing. I put together a note for the police listing the paintings and miniatures that I had photos of but there was not much else I could do except buy some
stainless steel cutlery to replace what had been stolen.
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Two weeks later there was a second burglary and more of the old family relics
were gone for ever. This time my aunt was slightly more prepared to listen to
reason. With her permission, I removed the rest of the paintings and a few other
items, and I put them up in the attic. I also arranged and paid for a security
company to install a burglar alarm. In addition to these measures my aunt also
attempted to do her bit. She hung some tea towels over the glass doors of her china
cabinets in the vain hope that, should we have another visit from the burglar, he
would not be able to see the remaining items of china and therefore would be less
inclined to steal them. As she had quite a few tea towels, she also took the opportunity to hang some over of the bookcases.
Over the next five years Aunt Pat’s tea towels remained hanging over the china
cabinets and the bookcases. She was not burgled again. Perhaps those tea towels
really did work!
However, as expected, everything continued to slowly deteriorate and at the
same time Aunt Pat’s health also declined and she became even more difficult to

Aunt Pat with my father James when he visited in 2003.
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communicate with. All I could do was, stay in touch, make occasional visits, and
provide help when asked.
I did have an exceptional bit of luck on one of these visits but not at the Pound
house. Having popped in to see my aunt I was driving home and as I had a bit
of time to spare, I stopped in to visit a second-hand book shop in Puddletown.
This shop was not very large, but it had a small selection of old books that filled
half a dozen shelves. I had a casual browse through the books one by one but did
not find any that were of particular interest. Just as I was about to leave, I noticed
another bookcase in the corner with a sign on the top “Bargain books all under
£5”. These books were very cheap because they were either in poor condition or
they were odd volumes from incomplete sets. I opened one book, titled ‘Works of
Mr John Gay’3 and just inside the cover was an inscription in wonderful flowing
script. It read as follows: “The gift of George Marsh Esq Commissioner of the
Navy to Miss Jane Morrison”. This was amazing, as George Marsh was my great
x5 grandfather and he was, as the inscription stated, Commissioner of the Navy.
What a fantastic discovery. All together there were three volumes but the
fourth was missing and hence the price of only £5 per volume. I bought all three
for the bargain price of £15 and 10 years later I had even more luck when the 4th
volume turned up for sale on the internet and with great satisfaction, I was able
to reunite the complete set.
As I mentioned, I kept in contact with Aunt Pat and eventually she called me
one afternoon and told me that she had now realised that she just could not go
on any longer trying to live in the Pound House. I started to make the necessary
arrangements with a nursing home in Dorchester but the next day aunt Pat again
changed her mind. I kept calm and said no problem, let me know if you want any
more help.
The following week I got another call and again she asked me to make arrangements to put her into the nursing home. I agreed to go down and see her first thing
the next day. She also said “If I call you later and say I have changed my mind,
please ignore me”. By now she was very close to the end of her life. I checked with
the nursing home, and they confirmed they could take her straight away. Just after
I got down there, the doctor also called and helped make her feel comfortable that
3
Miscellaneous Works of Mr John Gay. Printed for John Bell ... London 1773. And: Poems on
Several Occasions by Mr John Gay. Printed for W Strahan, … London 1775. Inscription from George
Marsh. HCFA.
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Works of John Gay, 1775. George Marsh’s gift to Miss Jane Morrison.
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moving to a nursing home was the best thing to do. It was very sad when, together
with one of the neighbours, we helped Aunt Pat out the front door for the last
time. I always remember just as we were leaving, she handed me the door key and
said “I don’t think I will need this anymore. Can you look after the house for me
please”. I drove her to the nursing home and helped her to settle in. She passed
away peacefully about a week later.
As Aunt Pat had been burgled twice, I did not take any further chances. I
immediately removed all the valuable items from the house and over the next
few months I carefully sifted through everything looking for items of historic
importance. As it was, most of the cats had predeceased Aunt Pat but there was
plenty of mess that had never been cleaned up. It was a bit like carrying out an
archaeological excavation. Helped by some of my cousins and a few friends, we
removed two skips full of rubbish including a lot of newspapers from most of the
rooms. I remembered back to when my aunt told me that she did not want me to
pick the papers up from the floor as she had not yet read them. I am fairly certain
that she never did get around to reading all those newspapers.

The sitting room of the Pound House, 2005 (note the tea towels to discourage burglars).
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My grandfather’s study still containing
approximately 300 volumes from the Linley Wood library.

Sorting out the house, together with sorting out my aunt’s will, took a considerable effort over the following 12 months. There were 12 beneficiaries (my
sister, brother and all our cousins) but
everyone was very cooperative, and
we all reached a general agreement
whereby everyone got a few mementos, but I kept the majority of the
family relics. Everything had a value,
and all the beneficiaries got an equal
share of the estate, but I got more of
the family relics and less of the money.
The main archive of relics and documents relating to our ancestors had
been kept together. In addition to the Old plates covered with decades
books there was also a vast collection of dust and spider’s webs.
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The Pound House, Cattistock, 2005.

of china, silver and various other items that in many cases had been in the family
for over 200 years.
During the clearance, a lot of old family diaries and documents were rescued
including two more Linley Wood inventories which had been taken at different
times and so gave further information about the contents of the mansion. There
were approximately 1,000 books at the Pound House and about 300 of these had
come from the Linley Wood library. A lot of things had been stolen in the burglary
five years previously but there was still a vast amount left including the remains of
James Caldwell’s Wedgwood dinner service, a lot of his family silver and a wide
assortment of odd items from many other branches of the family including quite
a few of the family portraits. The following year the Pound House was sold. This
was the end of an era. It had been occupied by my grandfather and aunt Pat from
1949 through to 2005.
Time went on and I continued to make contact with more people with a
shared interest in my various ancestors. Among a wide number of distant cousins
that I had been able to meet up with there was one name that kept popping up
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in conversation “cousin Tinker”. People kept saying to me that I must go and see
“cousin Tinker” but I had no idea who this lady was or where she lived. Eventually
I managed to get her phone number and we arranged to meet. Cousin Tinker
lived in Petworth and her real name was Adela Katherine Walters (nee Wood,
born 1923). She was a 2nd cousin to my father and was a fellow descendant of Adm
Sir Leopold George Heath and Mary Emma Marsh. It was absolutely wonderful
to finally meet up with her and I was only sad that we had not got to know each
other years earlier. The history of the family had always been of great interest to
Tinker and during her life she had kept in contact with a wide circle of cousins,
and she had also in previous years met up with my grandparents and my late aunt
at the Pound House. Not only was she an absolute mine of information but she
was also a very knowledgeable person with a quick brain and the ability to talk
objectively about any topic, politics, religion, history etc. If there was a something,
she would take an interest in it.

Selection of silver spoons from the Caldwell family 1783 to 1842.
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Chinese plates from the Pound House.
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Together with her brother (John Wood), Tinker had over the years collected
up and preserved a number of books from the Linley Wood library and quite a
few old family letters and documents relating to the Caldwells and various other
ancestors. I have kept in touch with her over the years and we continue to have
great conversations.
Tinker also put me onto Claudine Brown (1925-2020). Claudine was another
distant cousin. She was a descendant of Anne Marsh Caldwell and her grandfather
had been Arthur Henry Loring (1855-1931). Claudine really did have an excellent
life. She had a happy childhood, an excellent education, a responsible job, a wonderful family, a long marriage and a great retirement. Claudine’s interest was in
our common ancestors Arthur Cuthbert Marsh and Anne Marsh Caldwell and all
their relatives. It was always great keeping in touch and updating each other on
new information but it was always great to just drop in a see both Claudine and
her husband Barry and have a good chat about the world in general.
In 2006 I found, via an internet auction search website, that a portrait of
my great x5 grandfather George Marsh (1722-1800), was coming up for sale in
Nottingham. The portrait was a drawing by an artist called Johann Gerhard Huck
(c1759-1811) and was not very expensive. It was labelled as being drawn in 1790
and showed George Marsh sitting next to a desk with some dispatch boxes on
it. On the desk was an envelope with the inscription “George Marsh Esq Navy
Office”. I found this to be absolutely amazing, as before the internet I would not
have known about this item coming up at auction. I managed to buy it for not
very much money and after I got home, I was very pleased to be able to hang my
great x5 grandfather up on the wall. The other thing that was quite interesting here
was that one of George Marsh’s government dispatch boxes (labelled American
Colonies) had been passed down to Tinker. I have often wondered if this is the
same box that was sitting on the table on that day back in 1790.
Since then, other family portraits have occasionally turned up for sale. Most
have come via auctions but there have also been a few where people have contacted me directly. In addition to the portrait of George Marsh mentioned above,
I already knew of two very major portraits of him that had been sold in London
auctions in 1984 and 1986 painted by Benjamin Wilson (1721-1788) and Lemuel
Francis Abbott (c 1760-1802). As it was, the large oil painting of George Marsh by
Abbott turned up a few years ago and I was successful in purchasing it. I also have
a small black and white silhouette of George which came to my attention when
the owner contacted me and asked if I would like to purchase it. George is now
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George Marsh drawn in 1790 by Johann Gerhard Huck.
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Silhouette of George Marsh with his diary and bookplate (c1772).

happily installed in my house three times over.
In 2009 a very good portrait of my great x4 grandmother Amelia Marsh nee
Cuthbert (1765-1793) turned up at Bonhams the auctioneers in London. This was
being sold by a distant cousin. I managed to make contact with him as I was surprised that he would sell such a thing, but he told me that he just did not want it
and would much rather have the money. Another purchase and another ancestor
hanging up on my wall.
The year 2010 really was the bonanza year for family portraits turning up in
auctions. A set of nine miniature portraits of various members of the Marsh family,
together with two large portraits, all turned up at an auction in West Sussex. I
only found out about these a few days before the auction, and I was not able to
attend but I arranged for a friend to bid for me. I managed to secure the two large
portraits for very little cost, but the miniatures all sold for very high prices. I did
manage to purchase two, but I had missed out on the other seven. The auctioneers
were not very helpful at all. They would not tell me where the portraits had come
from, so I was never able to establish the provenance. In addition, they would not
give me the contact details of the successful purchasers.
I could have given up at this stage, but I thought it would be worth trying to
see if there was anything else I could do but of course I was not very hopeful. I
did some general searches on Google for miniature portrait dealers and about
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half a dozen names came up and so I contacted them all asking if they had by any
chance bought these items. As it turned out one of them had bought one of the
lots which consisted of portraits of Elizabeth, Martin and Mary Marsh as young
children. Another dealer came back to say that she had not bought any, but she
knew one of the buyers, and she was happy to put me in contact. I was then able to
communicate with the second buyer and my luck was in as he also knew the third
buyer, who as it turned out was his ex-wife. After a lot of negotiation with all three
buyers (and parting with a lot of cash) I was able to secure the complete group.
This was wonderful but I was pretty unhappy about having to spend lots of
money. However, in the end this worked out fairly well. The two large portraits
were of Maj Gen Richard Henry Crofton RA (1818-1897) and his wife Frances
Mary Crofton (nee Marsh, 1819-1906). These were not ancestors, the link being

Collection of family miniature portraits bought from Auction in 2010.
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that Frances was a sister to my great x2 grandmother Mary Emma Lady Heath. A
few years earlier I had been in contact with a distant relative who was from this
branch of the family and so I contacted him and explained that I had bought all
these miniature portraits for way over what they were really worth but at the same
time I had bought the two large portraits for very much less than what they were
worth. He was quite keen to have the two large portraits so he agreed to pay me an
uplift for them and this helped to balance out my rather extravagant expenditure.
Later, in 2010, I received an email from someone telling me that Anne Marsh
Caldwell had just been sold on ‘Dickson’s Real Deal’. I had no idea what ‘Dickson’s
Real Deal’ was, but it transpired that this was a TV program and that an oval
portrait miniature of my great x3 grandmother had just been sold by a punter to
an antique dealer on the show. On the internet I managed to access a copy of the
said TV program. I watched the episode and sure enough there on the screen was
my ancestor in addition to a second miniature portrait. Apparently, the owner had
found the second miniature portrait tucked in behind when she took the frame
apart to clean the glass.
I contacted the TV company and they put me onto the dealer who was happy
to sell it to me and pleased to know that it was going back to its family. The second
image was a puzzle. The image of Anne was dated just after she had died and the
frame was labelled Nantwich so from this I could assume that her daughters the
Miss Marsh-Caldwell’s had arranged the framing and had put the second image in
behind. This image was of a man wearing what looked like a clergyman’s collar or
academic garb. He looked like he was the same era as Anne and he was probably
aged in his 20s or 30s but who was he? He certainly did not look like a relative.
Perhaps he had been a boyfriend or maybe her tutor during her earlier days at
Linley Wood. The other interesting thing here was that when I cleared the Pound
House back in 2005, I found an empty frame for a portrait miniature. I tried it for
size and it was a perfect fit. Perhaps this was its original frame. It is an enigma but
sadly it is unlikely that we will ever know the answer.
Over the following years more portraits have come up for sale and in most
cases I have been able to make purchases and so have added to my collection. I
really must say that this is a bit of a crazy hobby, but I have had a lot of fun with
it. I do hope that from now on all these portraits will stay in the family. I think it
is sad when people sell the portraits of their ancestors. What is even worse is the
large numbers of portraits that come up in auctions with the simple description
“portrait of a unknown gentleman” or “portrait of an unknown lady”. These are
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portraits where there is no label on the front and no inscription on the back to
tell us who the sitter originally was. These were all people who had their portrait painted but not because they wanted to look at their own image. What they
wanted was something more permanent, an image that would be around long
after their death to show what they once looked like. In addition, they wanted
people to know who they were, and they wanted their descendants to remember
them. When I see a named portrait, I see a biography of a real person who was
born, lived a life, and then died. I see a biography often already written or else
waiting to be written. When I see a portrait with no name, I just see an unknown
person. I feel very sad for their memory.
I continued to keep a look out for old family books turning up in auctions or
being sold by dealers. Robert Gibb would contact me every now and then with
another discovery. I also had distant cousins giving me items from time to time.
In 2008, I was contacted by a dealer who had several boxes of letters, in total well
over 1,000 documents. He had been on the internet searching on the various
family names and had found my website. It turned out that these were all from the
Holland branch of the family. My distant cousin David Holland had died the previous year and it transpired that his son had moved his mother to more suitable
accommodation and the house had then been sold. He had removed some of the
family items, but he had left the rest to the local auctioneers and a house clearer.
The house clearer had then sold the archive of family letters to a book dealer who
was the person who contacted me. Everything sold at the auction was already
gone so it was not possible to save anything there or to even know what these
items were. The rest of the books were in the process of being sold by another
book dealer. I bought the archive of precious family letters and I contacted the
other book dealer and managed to buy most of what had not been sold. It was all
very sad. I had paid out a great deal of money but most of this had gone to dealers.
My cousin got very little of it. In addition, a lot of family relics and historical items
that had been in the family for well over 100 years were now gone for ever, parted
from their provenance and were now just ‘decorative things’ gracing the interior
of various collectors’ homes spread around the world.
By 2016, the book dealer Robert Gibb had reached a point where the bulk of
his stock had been cleared out and it was mainly the older copies and incomplete
sets that remained. He invited me up to Manchester so I could join him in his
stock room and work my way through all the remainder. This was an excellent
weekend as I managed to find quite a few more Linley Wood books but in addition
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Detached covers with family bookplates (James Stamford Caldwell,
Arthur Cuthbert Marsh, Henry Coape, Hannah Stamford, Anne Marsh Caldwell).

to the books with the James Stamford Caldwell bookplate, I also managed to
identify quite a few with other family names (Heath, Dalton, Coape, Bentley
and Stamford).
There were also quite a few books that did not have bookplates or inscriptions
in them. I checked these against the Linley Wood library list and if they were
incredibly rare books and the title was on my list then I could be fairly certain that
they were from Linley Wood. If there were no other copies for sale anywhere in
the world then it was just a bit too much of a coincidence that the title in question
just happened to be in Robert’s stock.
Another difficulty was that most of the books were in poor condition. They
were after all anywhere from 100 to 400 years old and in many cases, they were
falling apart. Quite a few were missing their covers and so no longer had bookplates or inscriptions to identify previous ownership. In among the stock there
were also quite a few detached covers, some with the bookplate of James Stamford
Caldwell but the main part of the book was no longer attached.
One book that I always have a smile when I see it is ‘Genuine Remains of Mr
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Samuel Butler’.4 The sad thing about this book is that it was originally a two-volume work but not much has remained. Volume 2 is gone and half of volume 1 is
also missing. The ‘Genuine Remains of Mr Samuel Butler’ now only has pages
127-429 remaining.
At this stage my search had to become a bit more forensic and so I sorted all
the detached covers into a pile, graded by the height of the page on the inside of
each cover (the paste-down end paper). I was also able to add quite a few separated
covers that I had found when I cleared my grandfather’s study at the Pound House.
All together I had approximately 50 book covers, all varying in size, the smallest
with a page height of 160mm to the largest with a page height of 284mm. Robert had
collected up all his books that were missing covers and I then went through them
one by one measuring the page height and then checking to see if I had a matching
cover. I was very pleased that I had done this as I managed to marry up quite a few
books with their original covers and thus re-establish the provenance. This also
included one of the Dampier volumes that had been at the Pound House separated
from its cover which had been in Robert’s storeroom (now reunited).
We also found a book where one volume was at the Pound House and one
volume was in Robert’s stock. It was a wonderful feeling being able to reunite
these two volumes, having been separated for the last 68 years (D. J. Juvenalis
Satiræ XVI).5
It had taken us 12 years to finally get all Robert’s books sorted. During this
period, we identified 161 volumes that had originally been at Linley Wood.
Amongst these books were several very useful discoveries including the following:
Hexapla In Danielem: That is, A Six-Fold Commentarie Upon The Most Divine
Prophesie of Daniel. By Andrew Willet. Printed for Leonard Greene, 1610.
Inscription on the title page ‘Thomas Caldwell est Hujis Librum annoque
domini 1723 coast 2/6’.
4 The Genuine Remains in Verse and Prose of Mr Samuel Butler, edited by R Thyer. Printed
for J & R Tonson in the Strand, London, 1759. Front cover with the bookplate of James Stamford
Caldwell.
5 D. J. Juvenalis Satiræ XVI. ad opitimorum exemplarium fidem recensitæ, Ruperti, Georg
Alexander. Decimus Junius Juvenalis, 1801. 2 vol of 2. Vol 2 (primvm) came from Robert Gibb and
Vol 1 (altervm) came from the Pound House. Both have James Stamford Caldwell bookplates and
the inscription ‘J Stamford Caldwell, St John’s College, Cambridge, College Prize Book for 1806’. The
crest of the portcullis and the rose with the crown above them, is associated with St John’s College.
Stamford must have been very proud of his prize books as he made a reference to them in his will.
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D. J. Juvenalis Satiræ XVI. Volumes 1 & 2 reunited after 68 years.

Discovery of this book was very useful. I had been aware of the name ‘Thomas
Caldwell’ but I had no idea of who he was. Discovery of the inscription in this
book together with a bit of further research allowed me to finally fit him into the
family tree. He was Thomas Caldwell (1700ish to 1765) uncle of James Caldwell
(1721-1791) both of Scotland and Nantwich.
Another very useful find was:
History of the Life and Reign of the Czar Peter the Great by John Banks.
London, 1740. Printed for J Hodges at the Looking-glass on London-Bridge.
Inscribed ‘August, Mr John Stamford, December 11, 1750’. Also inscribed in the
back ‘Mr John Stamford his book September 1751’.
John Stamford was another name that I had come across but fitting him in had
been difficult. Again, with a bit of further research I was able to establish that he
was John Stamford of Derby (c 1693-1754). He was the grandfather of Elizabeth
Caldwell nee Stamford (1754-1831).
When we finally got to the end of Robert’s books it was sad not to have any
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Helen’s Fault. A book written for children by Anne Marsh Caldwell, 1853.

more volumes to investigate but it was also very satisfying to look back at what
we had achieved.
Books from the Linley Wood library still turn up from time to time. Some
years nothing turns up and then other years two or three volumes surface via an
auction or from a book dealer.
Books written by various ancestors and relatives have also turned up for sale,
particularly books written by Anne Marsh Caldwell. I have managed to collect
most of her productions and although they were written for a Victorian audience,
I have found many of them to still be quite readable and in some cases still very
enjoyable.
Another item related to my ancestors is the china from the pottery company
‘Wood & Caldwell’. This company was a partnership between James Caldwell
and Enoch Wood from 1791 to 1818. The company manufactured a lot of pottery
in its time but most of it was not marked and so cannot be attributed with any
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Items made by Wood & Caldwell, 1791-1818.

certainty. However, rare items do occasionally turn up with the impressed mark
“Wood & Caldwell” visible on the bottom. These are mainly small jugs and
Staffordshire figures. There was only one small jug at the Pound House with the
maker’s mark but there was a very beautiful dessert service decorated with hand
painted botanical pictures and it is almost certain that this was also produced
by Wood & Caldwell. Over the years I have managed to purchase a few Wood &
Caldwell examples for my own china cabinet.
I have listed above some of the people who have helped me over the years but
in addition to the above I have also had the pleasure to correspond with, and on
many occasions meet, some historians who have been doing their own research
and their interests have included some of my various ancestors and relatives. It has
always been wonderful to see their literary projects come to completion and then
be able to read their books. In most cases they have made a thank you reference
to me in their acknowledgement page. It does give me a great sense of pride to
know that I played a very small part in their project. Some of these books include
the following:
Tars: The Men Who Made Britain Rule the Waves. By Tim Clayton. 2007.
The Ordeal of Elizabeth Marsh. By Linda Colley. 2007.
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Cochrane the Dauntless. By David Cordingly. 2007.
The Artist’s Daughter: Ellen Churchyard. By Sally Kibble. 2009.
Our Men in Brazil. By Ian Sargen. 2009.
Dragon Rampant. By Donald E Graves. 2010.
An Eloquent Soldier, The Peninsular War Journals of Lieutenant Charles Crowe,
1812–14. Edited by Gareth Glover. 2011.
London and the Georgian Navy. By Philip MacDougall. 2013.
Descendants of Charles and John Caldwell. 3rd edition
By Edith I Caldwell and Peter Caldwell. 2013.
Squadron: Ending The African Slave Trade. By John Broich. 2017.
We Were a Band of Brothers:
The Memoir of Captain Philip George Heath MC. 2017.
I Therefore Post Him a Coward. By Gill Blanchard. 2017.
Harecastle’s Canal & Railway Tunnels, by Allan Baker & Mike Fell. 2019.
I shall look forward to more books turning up in the future.
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o most of us ‘The Library’ is that building in town funded by the local
council and offering a free service for the borrowing of books. The books
are divided into two types, fiction and nonfiction. The fiction books are
generally stories made up for entertainment. The nonfiction books can still be
thought of as stories, but they are full of facts (history, geography, science, DIY,
etc) but hopefully still written in a way that is entertaining. In fact, every book
is an individual creation and sometimes deciding whether a book is fiction or
non-fiction can be open to debate.
At the moment (as I write this book), the existence of our public libraries is
under threat, as councils look to balance their income and expenditure (balance
their books!) some of the smaller public libraries are being closed, having in
many cases been made partly redundant by computers. Since the invention of the
internet in the early 1990s, we have seen a quantum change in the amount of information that we can access, and at the same time, we have experienced fantastic
improvements in how we find what we are looking for. In fact, via the incredible
power of the search engines like Google, the more obscure the information, the
easier it is to find. At the same time, the cost of accessing this information has
been greatly reduced. I hope public libraries will continue, as I don’t think the
internet will ever be able to completely replace the benefit that we get from these
great public institutions.
If we go back in time, things were very different. In the 1500s most of the population could not read or write and books were incredibly expensive. Libraries were
few in number and access was very limited. By the 1700s the number of libraries were increasing as entrepreneurs started creating commercial ‘Circulation
Libraries’6 where books could be borrowed in return for a small payment.

6
One book at Linley Wood which had originally come from a Circulation Library was:
Memoires de Messire Pierre de Bourdeille, Seigneur de Brantome, Contenans Les Vies des Hommes
Illustres & Grands Capitaines Francois de Son Temps. Published by Chez Jean Sambix le Jeune,
a la Sphere, 1665, 1666. Remains of British Circulating Library label on the cover. Label reads:
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Many people were
beginning to realise that
education was important,
but it was only available to people who could
afford it. In the 1800s
some of the more affluent
people started contributing towards setting up
libraries as charities that
would make books more
available to the public. In
the United Kingdom the
Public Libraries Act of
1850 started to get things
moving and by the late
1800s a large number of
public libraries had been
established, paid for by the
government (funded by
the taxpayers).
Prior to the public
libraries, those who could Label of the British Circulating Library [London].
afford it, bought their own From the book Memoires de Messire Pierre de
books and built up their Bourdeille … 1665. This library probably dates to the
own private library. If you mid 1700s. Later ownership: Arthur Cuthbert Marsh.
were rich, you had a big
house and within it you had a room dedicated to being a library. In your house
you would have had the best of everything, solid oak or mahogany furniture, silver
cutlery, good quality china, and around the walls you would have had beautiful
paintings. In addition, you would have been dressed in brightly coloured clothes
made of silk. To a rich man, all these possessions were valuable but the things that
British Circulating Library. 24 Cockspur Street, Charing Cross. The early return of the books is
particularly requested as the Proprietor of this library engages to provide the Subscribers with an
immediate supply of all the new works. Books bought, sold or exchanged. Bookbinding, Stationary
& Printing. Later bookplate of Arthur Cuthbert Marsh, initials RJMC (his daughter Rosamond Jane
Marsh Caldwell). LW and HCFA.
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had the most monetary value were the books. Books were very expensive and the
value of a large library was mega.
To a wealthy person, a well-stocked library was certainly a statement of monetary worth but in most cases, it was a lot more than a financial asset. It was
a source of knowledge, an opportunity for discussion with friends, a facility to
extend education within the family and an investment for the future (financial and
non-financial). It was something that families aspired to and took a great pride in,
especially those families lucky enough to be part of the educated ‘Gentry’ classes
living in their country houses on their family estates. Also the merchant classes
living in their large town houses.
As I mentioned, books were expensive to produce and so most owners wrote
their name in the front of the book or pasted in a specially printed bookplate.
These bookplates were often very elaborate incorporating a family coat of arms
topped off with a family crest. The owner’s name would be printed along the
bottom and in many cases also the name of his (or sometimes her) family seat or
estate. The image opposite is a good example.
If an owner had made an advance subscription for a book, his or her name
would also be printed within the first few pages on the ‘subscribers list’. Selling
subscriptions in advance was a business model that helped the publishers to raise
the necessary capital to fund the high costs of writing, printing, binding, and
distributing. For modern day book collectors, and historians, inscriptions and
bookplates are wonderful little items recording the provenance of an individual
book. Names on subscriber lists are even more fascinating to read through, as
within the list of names are many individuals who would have been very much
known to each other. The printed subscriber list is a record of many of the movers
and shakers active at the time.
Our present story is about the rise of the country house libraries from the
1500s through to the 1800s and on to their peak in the early 1900s and then their
rapid demise in the mid-1900s. As mentioned previously, our case study is just
one particular library and that is the library of my Caldwell ancestors who lived
on a country estate called ‘Linley Wood’, near the village of Talke, which is near
Newcastle-under-Lyme in Staffordshire.
James Caldwell (1759-1838) bought the estate in 1789 and it remained with his
descendants for a period of 160 years until it was finally broken up and sold in
1949. The Linley Wood library contained about 3,000 volumes (1,500 titles) with
the earliest being published in the mid-1500s. The initial collection of books were
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Inside front cover of ‘Revolution in France’ 1792. Bookplates of Hannah Stamford
and Anne Marsh Caldwell. Initials of Rosamond Jane Marsh-Caldwell.

volumes that had been passed down to James Caldwell and his wife Elizabeth
Stamford, from their various ancestors and relatives. Over the next 160 years the
bulk of the collection remained intact but there would have been a continuous
flow of extra books coming in, and some going out. Occasional volumes were
purchased or received as gifts and other books were sold or given away. A death
in the family was often a point in time where a collection might be split up and
distributed among surviving relatives. A marriage in the family was a happier
occasion when two collections of books would be merged to become one.
In the case of the Linley Wood library, we have a few lists that record some of
the books at a particular time but we are very lucky to have the comprehensive
inventory mentioned earlier. There are also quite a few volumes still existing in
the present collection (Heath-Caldwell Family Archive).
A comprehensive list of all the books is certainly a major piece of the history of
the library but the inventory itself is only part of the story. The real story is about
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the owners of the books, the authors who created each volume and of most importance is the information detailed within. In each case the author had some reason
to create a book and a reader had some reason to read it. Around this you have a
social history of this 500-year period and a record of the history that preceded it.
Across the country, people were working, earning money and then spending
it. Some people earned large amounts of money and some earned small amounts
of money, but everyone made some sort of contribution and received some sort of
reward. Lots of things were happening in the UK and even more was happening
around the world. Traders wanting to make money steadily created the massive
British Empire and along with the progress of commerce came the progress of
education and this led to improvements in equality and fairness. Eventually the
British Empire peaked and then dropped into decline until it finally became no
more than another piece of the history of empires (like the Egyptians, the Greeks,
the Romans, the Portuguese, the Spanish and all the other empires that had come
and gone before). During all this time, the use of language and the written word
was continually developing. Reading and writing was on the increase and everyone was becoming more knowledgeable. When you look back over history there is

Linley Wood (painted in the late 1800s).
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only one certainty, over time mankind will continue to make progress (of course
by the word ‘mankind’ I mean both men and women).
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THE CALDWELL FAMILY AND THEIR LIBRARY
AT LINLEY WOOD (1789 TO 1949)

J

ames Caldwell (1759-1838) bought the main part of the Linley Wood estate
in March 1789 from the executors of the late Edward Salmon for the sum of
£4,750. The title deeds, which are in the Stafford Record Office (4229/6/2/1),
state that the estate consisted of 211 acres and had six houses on it. The main house
was located on the northern end of the estate up on a high hill, the very top of
which was terraced and was believed to have been inhabited back in prehistoric
times. The majority of the estate spread out to the south as undulating farmland.
For James it must have been a wonderful feeling standing at the front of the house
and looking out over a huge area that was now all his.
There is an interesting pen sketch of a house casually drawn on the inside
cover of one of James Caldwell’s books.7 We assume that this drawing was done
very shortly after James bought the property. It is likely to be a representation
of the original house known as ‘Montpelier’ possibly built during the time of
William Rowley who had owned the property before Edward Salmon.
William Rowley, who is assumed to have been a doctor, had died 43 years
earlier (1745). He had probably also very much enjoyed the view from the top of
the hill, so much so that he had himself buried in his garden and a memorial stone
still exists today with the inscription:
“Here Lieth William Rowley who departed this life Dec 22, 1745 and desired to
be interred here in his own garden rather than in the church lest he who had studied
to promote men’s health while alive should be detrimental to it when dead as well
as defile the house of God. Aged 66.”

7
A Botanical Arrangement of all the Vegetables Naturally Growing in Great Britain … By
William Withering … Birmingham: Printed by M Swinney for T Cadel … 1776. Bookplate James
Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Linley Wood, Talke, Staffordshire.
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Drawing of Montpelier House (Linley Wood) c1789.

James Caldwell did not move his family to Linley Wood for another five years
so presumably during this time he carried out substantial alterations or he may
even have demolished and rebuilt from scratch. Certainly, the later house that we
know of as Linley Wood, was very different to the house that James purchased
in 1789. However, from the various pictures showing the location with reference
to the hill, it is clear that the new Linley Wood house was on the same site as the
former Montpelier House.
On the day of the move, James Caldwell recorded this memorable event in
his diary.
1794, August 31: On this day I returned from Nantwich, where I had been since
Thursday last for the purpose of avoiding the Hurry necessarily attending a removal
from one Habitation to another, and took possession of our Dwelling at Linley Wood.
The pains that had been taken to provide for my comfortable reception was the first
consideration which struck my mind, and called forth all that lively gratitude and
affection, which never fails to animate our Hearts, on receiving proofs of Kindness
and attention from those whom we esteem & love. A spontaneous prayer to the
Author of all Happiness proceeded from my Lips, that she, my Eliza, the Source
and partner of all my earthly Bliss, might here herself enjoy, those pure and perfect
pleasures, which to refined & virtuous Minds a Country Life is so fitted to afford,
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and for which in the bustling scenes which we have quitted she had expressed many
an ardent wish. Not for herself alone, but equally for me.
James and his family steadily improved and extended the garden around the
house incorporating some of the ancient terracing. Over the years he extended
the estate by buying more land and further land purchases were also made by his
children James Stamford Caldwell and later by Anne Marsh Caldwell. The estate
at its peak was probably somewhere around 500 acres or possibly even larger.
During this 160 year period of continuous family ownership, the Caldwells
resident at Linley Wood were as follows:
James Caldwell, from 1789 to 1838.
James Stamford Caldwell, from 1838 to 1858.
Anne Marsh Caldwell, from 1858 to 1874.
The Miss Marsh-Caldwells (Elisa, Georgina & Rosamond),
from 1874 to 1913.
Maj. Gen. Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell, from 1913 to 1945.
At this stage I will give a brief overview of these people as they will be popping
up every now and then in the story.

James Caldwell

James was born in Nantwich in 1759. His parents continued to live there but by
the mid-1770s, James was in Newcastle-under-Lyme (15 miles from Nantwich)
and appears to have been working for Josiah Wedgwood (helping him to record
the results of pottery experiments). James and Josiah seem to have got on very
well and over time James became Josiah’s protégé. Through Josiah Wedgwood,
James appears to have made a lot of very useful business connections with various
movers and shakers in the Staffordshire Potteries area.
In 1777 James began working for the solicitor John Sparrow (a friend and business associate of Josiah Wedgwood) and five years later James became a solicitor
in his own right. In 1784 he made a very good marriage to the heiress Elizabeth
Stamford (the niece of Josiah’s late business partner Thomas Bentley) and they
produced a happy family of seven children. In 1791 James went into partnership
with Enoch Wood in the pottery company Wood & Caldwell (Enoch had also
previously been working for Josiah). James also got involved in a brewing business
venture, in partnership with William Bent and Dr Peter Crompton. When Josiah
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Wedgwood died in 1794, James Caldwell was his executor. James became a Deputy
Lieutenant for Staffordshire in 1797 and a few years later he became Recorder
for the Borough of Newcastle-under-Lyme. James was Chairman of the Trent &
Mersey Canal Company from the early 1820s through to 1836. During this period,
he was involved in the building of the Harecastle Tunnel with Thomas Telford
(1757-1834). James was an amazing person being both articulate and numerate. He
seems to have been very much self-educated and we certainly know that he read
a lot of books. In common with Josiah Wedgwood, James was full of industrious
energy and was very much a serial entrepreneur. Looking back, we know a phenomenal amount of detail about James because he wrote up a very comprehensive
set of diaries and these have been kept in the family. He died in 1838.

Bookplate of James Caldwell (1759-1838).

James Stamford Caldwell

James Stamford Caldwell, known as Stamford, was born in 1787 and was the only
son of James Caldwell. Stamford grew up at Linley Wood with all his sisters and
their wide circle of friends from around the Potteries area. In 1808 he graduated
from Cambridge University and then became a solicitor, practicing in London
and then in the Staffordshire area. He inherited the Linley Wood estate on the
death of his father in 1838 and lived there as a country gentleman until his death
in 1858. He never married. As it is, we know very little about him; while his father’s
diaries were handed down in the family, none of Stamford’s have survived. The
story in the family was that all his papers were burnt by his nieces, the Miss
Marsh-Caldwells. Presumably there was something about him that they didn’t like
but we will never know what it was. Immediately after Stamford died in 1858, it
was found that he had left the whole estate to a baby boy, Frederick Crofton Heath,
the second son of Stamford’s niece Mary Emma Heath. Stamford’s sister Anne
Marsh was to have possession of the estate for the remains of her life and after
that her unmarried daughters were allowed to have possession for the rest of their
lives. After their deaths the Linley Wood estate was to go to Frederick. One other
requirement of the will was that they all had to add Caldwell to their surname.
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Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell (1787-1858).

Anne Marsh Caldwell

Anne Caldwell was born in 1791 and brought up at Linley Wood. She and her
sisters were all educated at home to what was probably a very high standard for the
time. In 1817, aged 26, she married Arthur Cuthbert Marsh, whose father William
Marsh was a rich banker. In their early marriage they were able to enjoy a splendid life in London but in 1824 the family bank crashed. The money was gone,
and Anne soon realised that Arthur did not have what was needed to make up
the short fall. By 1830 they had produced a family of seven children (a son and
six daughters). Anne began to write novels to make money and her first story
‘Two Old Men’s Tales’ was published in 1834. By the early 1840s they had inherited some money and were able to buy the Eastbury Estate near Watford. Things
were looking up and they were investing all their time and financial resources in
the education of their son Martin, putting him through Eton and then Oxford
University.
Unfortunately, in 1846 Martin caught a fever and died unexpectantly. Anne’s
husband Arthur also died a few years later. In 1849 Anne became a widow with
one daughter married off but the other five daughters all unmarried and in desperate need of appropriate husbands. In 1858, as mentioned above, her brother
Stamford died having left the Linley Wood estate to the baby Frederick, but Anne
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and her unmarried daughters were allowed to have use of the estate for the rest of
their lives. This should have been fine but due to a rift in the family the will was
contested (Anne Marsh Caldwell and most of the relatives, verses three of Anne’s
spinster daughters). This legal case involved years of heartache and the loss of a
colossal amount of money (approx £10,000 in lawyer’s fees) but the outcome was
no change. The estate was to be held in trust for the baby Frederick. Anne moved
back to her childhood home of Linley Wood and changed her name from Marsh
to Marsh Caldwell. She died at Linley Wood in 1874.

Bookplate of Anne Marsh Caldwell
(1791-1874).

The Miss Marsh-Caldwells

In 1874 Anne’s three unmarried daughters took possession of Linley Wood.
These three spinster sisters were: Elizabeth (1818-1913), Georgina (1820-1900) and
Rosamond (1823-1911). They lived at Linley Wood for the rest of their lives. During
their time they entertained occasional visits from their nephew Frederick, but
indications are that they did not view him as their favourite nephew as they always
felt it was unfair that the whole estate had been left to Frederick and nothing had
been left to any of his brothers or sisters or his cousins. During this time the estate
was held in trust and managed by their nephew John Loring.
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Miss Elizabeth Louisa Marsh-Caldwell
(1818-1913).

Maj Gen Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell

In 1858, when Frederick Heath was only a few months old, his mother’s uncle
James Stamford Caldwell added the final codicil to his will. As mentioned above,
this confirmed that the whole of the Linley Wood estate would be held in trust and
then go to Frederick, once his grandmother and his spinster aunts had all died.
The last to die was Elizabeth Marsh-Caldwell (died 1913) and finally Frederick,
aged 55, took possession of his inheritance and changed his surname from Heath
to Heath-Caldwell, thus fulfilling the requirements in his great uncle’s will.
Prior to 1913 Frederick had had a successful military career in the Royal
Engineers during which time he had fought in Egypt, the Sudan and South Africa.
In 1889 he had married Constance Mary Helsham Jones who was later to inherit
a substantial fortune (and a lot of books) from her father Col Henry Helsham
Helsham-Jones. In 1913 Frederick had not yet finished his military career in the
Royal Engineers and so while he did officially take up residence at Linley Wood,
he spent very little time there for the next five years. World War I (1914-1918) was
a devastating time for everyone, and Frederick’s younger son Martin was killed
in action in 1915. His other son Cuthbert survived the war and was awarded a
Distinguished Service Cross (DSC). In 1919, after a brief six months helping to
set up the new Royal Air Force, Frederick retired, and he and his wife Constance
took up permanent residence at Linley Wood.
Frederick lived at Linley Wood for the next 25 years until his death in 1945. By
then the estate and the house were in very poor repair. Constance stayed on for
a few more years but in 1949 she accepted the inevitable. She moved to Dorset to
be closer to her son Cuthbert and the estate was broken up and sold. Cuthbert
did retain an assortment of family portraits, silver, china, diaries and letters, etc,
and approximately 300 of the books from the library. Everything else was sold
by auction; the more valuable books and paintings were sold by Sotheby’s and
everything else was sold by the local auctioneers Louis Taylor & Sons. The new
owners ran the main house as an old folk’s home for a few years but it continued
to deteriorate and it was demolished 10 years later.
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Frederick & Constance Heath-Caldwell at Linley Wood, c1930.

Other Book Owners

One of the great things about books is that the original owners often wrote their
name on the front page or pasted a copy of their bookplate just inside the front
cover. Later owners sometimes added inscriptions confirming that they had
in turn passed the book onto yet another owner. Family Bibles and notebooks
occasionally contain numerous details of names and dates of family members.
Sometimes we can pick up an old book, read the inscriptions and map out the
complete ownership (provenance) of the book’s life.
A very good example of provenance in a Linley Wood book is the small family
Bible of Francis Marsh. Francis is assumed to have been born around 1643 and he
died around 1714. Counting the generations back I can record Francis as being my
great x7 grandfather. We all have 1 father, 2 grandfathers, 4 great grandfathers and
if you do the arithmetic, you will realise that we all have 256 great x7 grandfathers.
Counting mothers as well, this would be 512 great x7 grandparents.
We don’t know much about Francis Marsh but we do know that he was a
mariner and around the year 1694 he had a very close shave with death when
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Marsh family Bible. Assumed published 1641.

he was shipwrecked off the coast of the Isle of Wight (together with his Bible).
About 100 years later, his grandson George Marsh (1722-1800) wrote a journal and
included what he had been told about the shipwreck and the Bible. In addition,
he had the Bible rebound and just inside the cover he pasted his own bookplate
and included a short note.
The full story from George Marsh’s journal reads as follows:
My father was the son of him who settled at Titchfield [Francis Marsh], who
became Captain and owner of a small ship and trading from Southampton to
Lisbon in which he had been so successful that he had intended to settle on shore
upon his fortune, but in coming home on his last voyage [around 1694] his ship was
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founded in a violent storm up the Channel to the east end to the Isle of Wight, and
there foundered and every person in her was drowned but himself. He was said to
be an excellent swimmer, but in such a sea he had not the least hopes of saving his
life. He had prepared and always carried with him to sea an oil skin bag in the shape
of a hammock in which he proposed to put his valuable papers and lash around
him and over his arms in case he should be forced by any accident at sea, to throw
himself therein, with the hope of saving his life and thereby swimming. In going this
last voyage he was earnestly entreated by a gentleman and his son who was a near
neighbour, to take the latter with him for pleasure who was a most amiable boy of
fourteen years of age, who was very much admired by him and everyone else who
knew him. He therefore consented to take him and when he found there was no
hopes of saving either of their lives or the ship he was quite miserable with regard
to this fine boy who upon finding the danger they were in, clung to him as he was
undressing himself and securing the aforementioned oil skin bag around him in
such a manner as affected him beyond expression more especially as it was totally
out of his power to assist or save him from drowning; and when he found the ship
was sinking very fast and the seamen run up the rigging to keep as long as they could
from the dreadful prospect before them, he was forced to shove the child from him,
and commit himself to the sea, from which time he saw no more of the ship or the
crew as she soon after sank and every person in her was drowned. He had put into
the oil skin bag his bank notes and his valuable papers, together with a small family
Bible, not above 7 inches long, 4 or 5 inches broad and about 1 inch and a half thick
which is remarkable for containing the Old and New Testament, the reading and
singing Psalms, the latter set to music, the Apochryphy and every chapter in the Old
Testament explained by question and answer, which remained in the bag when he
was miraculously washed on shore on the beach at the East end the said island, but
was then totally senseless and void of the strength insomuch that as the waves drove
him up the beach, he rolled back with them, but in a short time after a man at work
in a field at a considerable distance discovered something washing up and down the
beach with the surf of the sea which appeared very large and very uncommon, who
thereupon went to see what it was, and on discovering a man he thought not dead
tho’ senseless, he run up to the nearest house got a short ladder and help and carried
him to it, whereafter the water was pretty well got out of his body, he by medical
assistance came to his senses in about two hours, told the particulars of his misfortune, but could give no account of his wonderful preservation, and asked if the bag
was found lashed round him, and if his books and papers were safe, observing if a
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man could be found on the island who could preserve the book he should not regard
any expense; fortunately such a one could be found upon a visit from London to
some of his friends who very judiciously did so, which is now in my library. After
this event he lived many years in peace and happiness reflecting on the goodness of
God to him for his wonderful deliverance and escape from drowning, for which he
daily returned thanks to the day of his death.
This Bible has always been in the family. We can be reasonably sure of its
provenance under a long list of owners as follows:
Francis Marsh (1643?-1714?) the shipwreck survivor.
George Marsh (1683-1753) Royal Navy, who married Elizabeth Milbourne
(1687-17??).
George Marsh (1722-1800) Commissioner of the Navy, who married Ann
Long (1720-1784).
William Marsh (1755-1846) the banker, who married Amelia Cuthbert
(1765-1793).
Arthur Cuthbert Marsh (1786-1849), who married Anne Caldwell
(1791-1874).
Mary Emma Marsh (1826-1902) who married Adm Sir Leopold George
Heath (1817-1907).
Maj Gen Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell (1858-1945) who married
Constance Mary Helsham Helsham-Jones (1869-1957).
Capt Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell DSC RN (1889-1979) who
married Violet Charlotte Mary Palmer (1885-1972).
Patricia Constance Mary Heath-Caldwell (1920-2005).
Me, the author of this story (Jeremy James Heath-Caldwell).
The above Bible is a truly exceptional relic of history.
Sadly, not all books contain inscriptions or bookplates confirming their provenance. In some cases, a book may be missing the front cover and so any former
record of provenance is lost. In other cases, the book is complete but lifting the
front cover just reveals a neat and tidy interior with no record of previous owners.
Sometimes a book may have been rebound into a new cover and again if the provenance was not reattached, it is lost for ever.
When my late maiden aunt died in 2005, I carefully documented all the books
that I found in her house. It is reasonable to assume that all the books that were pre1900 would have come from Linley Wood. There were approximately 300 volumes;
200 had provenance and 100 did not. Of those that didn’t, 46 were from one set that
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had been rebound (Ree’s Cyclopedia) and many of the others were missing the front
cover. As a wild guess, it would be reasonable to assume that of the books at Linley
Wood probably more than 80% would have had ownership details.
At this point in my story, I will give a short overview of some of the other
relatives who owned books that were to end up in the library.

Henry Coape (1704-1778) of Duffield Hall, Derbyshire

We don’t know much about Henry except that he was a lawyer, he was very rich,
and he appears to have had a large library. He did not have any children and
left his library (or certainly quite a few books from it) to his cousin’s daughters, Elizabeth and Hannah Stamford. A few years later in 1784 Elizabeth married
James Caldwell. Of Henry Coape’s books, six titles are known to exist and five of
these are in the present collection. In addition, we know of eight other titles that
must have been in his original library as they were books that he subscribed to,
and this is confirmed with his name being noted in the list of subscribers.

Bookplate of Henry Coape (1704-1778).

John Stamford of Derby (1693? - 1754?)
and his son Thomas Stamford (1712-1787)

Again these people are so far back in time that we know very little about them.
That they existed is recorded in a small almanac full of family names and dates
written by Thomas Stamford’s wife Hannah Crompton (1720-1788). We do know
that Thomas was mayor of Derby in 1769 and that he appears to have been an
engineer and was known to Josiah Wedgwood. Thomas is also noted as being
a ‘hosier’. One of John Stamford’s books still exists in the present collection but
there are no examples known to have belonged to Thomas Stamford. It may be
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that Thomas was not inclined to write his full name into his books. We do know
of one book that John subscribed to, and two books that Thomas subscribed to,
so it is likely that there were others, and these would have all been passed down to
his two daughters Elizabeth and Hannah Stamford and hence would have ended
up in the Linley Wood library.

Inscription of John Stamford (1693? - 1754?).

The Crompton Family of Chorley Hall, Lancashire

Thomas Stamford’s wife was Hannah Crompton (1720-1788); she was the daughter of John Crompton (1682-1750) and the granddaughter of Abraham Crompton
(1649?-1724) of Chorley Hall in Lancashire. We assume that there was a library
at Chorley Hall and we know of at least one book that they subscribed to.8 We
also know that prior to the Linley Wood sale in 1949 there were some books in
the library that had been passed down from the Crompton family but the titles
are not known.

8
A Series of Discourses on the Principles and Evidences of Natural Religion and the Christian
Revelation. And on some proper practical subjects. By Samuel Bourn. London. R Griffiths. 1760.
Extensive list of subscribers including: John Aikin of Warrington, Ellis Bent of Warrington, Thomas
Bentley merchant of Liverpool, Henry Coape, John Coape, Abraham Crompton Junior of Chorley,
Charles Crompton of Chorley, John Crompton of Halesworth, John Crompton of Bolton, Samuel
Crompton of Derby, John Crompton of Derby, Joshua Crompton of Derby, Rev Harvey of Fincham,
John Seddon of Warrington, Thomas Stamford of Derby, John Taylor of Warrington.
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Notebook belonging to Elizabeth Crompton (Mrs Coape, Mrs Hacker, 1678-1757)
recording the names and dates of her relatives.

Thomas Bentley (1731-1780)
Business Partner of Josiah Wedgwood

Thomas Bentley was an incredibly bright and well-educated person and we know
that he had a considerable library. When he died in 1780, he left some of his
books to his business partner Josiah Wedgwood but the rest of his estate, including his library, went to his wife Mary Stamford. She died in 1797 and in turn
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left everything to her nieces Elizabeth and Hannah Stamford. Hence the bulk
of Thomas Bentley’s library ended up at Linley Wood and this is noted in James
Caldwell’s diary in 1808. From Thomas Bentley’s library, seven of his books have
been passed down in the family and are in the present collection. We also know
of a further three titles where he is listed as a subscriber.

Inscription of Thomas Bentley
(1731-1780).

The Marsh Family

We have already mentioned Francis Marsh’s Bible. His grandson George Marsh
(1722-1800) had a bookplate as did his son William Marsh (1755-1846) and grandson Arthur Cuthbert Marsh (1786-1849). Quite a few of their books still exist
in the present collection with the provenance confirmed by the various owners’
bookplates just inside the front covers. We know a lot about this family as George
Marsh wrote a very detailed journal about his life and his ancestors and this document has remained in the family. There is also a detailed account book relating to
George Marsh’s wife, Ann Long (1720-1784), and there are quite a few wonderful
portraits that show us what these people looked like.

The Heath Family

The Heath family were very much a book family. Joseph Heath (1700?-1757?) of
Nottingham, together with his son Joseph Heath junior (17??-1789), was a bookseller and printer. In the mid-1700s they also ran a ‘Circulating Library’ (a commercial lending library) where members of the public could borrow a book in
return for a small fee. We don’t know who Joseph’s parents were, but it is likely that
one of his ancestors was the historian James Heath (1629-1664), who wrote a biography about Oliver Cromwell. Another of Joseph Heath’s sons was George Heath
(1724-1773), who was a bookbinder. His son James Heath (1757-1834) engraved
illustrations for books. James was one of the best artist/engravers of his time
and was an Associate of the Royal Academy. His son George Heath (1779-1852),
was a successful lawyer and it would be safe to assume that he had large library.
George Heath’s youngest son was Admiral Sir Leopold George Heath (1817-1907)
who married Mary Emma Marsh (1825-1902). Their second son was Maj Gen
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Bookplate of George Marsh
(1722-1800).

Bookplate of William Marsh
(1755-1846).

Bookplate of Arthur Cuthbert Marsh
(1786-1849).
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Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell (who inherited the Linley Wood estate). The
present collection has a number of books from these people including a large
number of examples of books with engravings by James Heath.

Bookplate of George Heath (1779-1852).

The Harvey, Crowe, Dalton, Helsham, Jones
and Helsham-Jones family

Constance Mary Helsham Helsham-Jones (1868-1957) married Maj Gen Frederick
Crofton Heath-Caldwell (1858-1945) in 1889 and 24 years later in 1913, as mentioned previously, they took possession of Linley Wood. A further six years later,
in 1919, they took up permanent residence. The bulk of the library books that had
come from the Caldwell family were still on the shelves and in 1920 the collection
was increased further by a large number of books coming from Constance’s father,
Col Henry Helsham Helsham-Jones (1838-1920). Henry’s father, Richard Jones,
had been a doctor and he had inherited a library from George Bullen (Surgeon
of Ipswich). In addition, Henry’s library also contained books from his Helsham
and Crowe ancestors, and from his first and second wife’s families (Hesketh and
Greenwood families). It would seem that Henry also inherited books from some
Dalton cousins and various family friends including the author Edward Fitzgerald.
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Initials of Col Henry Helsham Helsham-Jones (1838-1920).
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WHO WERE THE EARLY CALDWELLS?

W

e don’t know for sure, but it is generally assumed that the surname
Caldwell and its variations are derived from the phrase “cold well”
and perhaps, back in the mists of time, the name was taken up by
someone who lived near a cold water well. In other words, someone called, for
example John, might have been referred to as “John who lives near the cold well”,
or “John of the cold well”. Later on, he might have started calling himself “John
Coldwell”. In the Scottish dialect the word ‘cold’ is phonetically spoken more as
“cald” or “cauld” and so perhaps in later generations, when people started to read
and write, the spelling of the family name became Caldwell.
As we try to identify the early Caldwell ancestors, going back to the early 1700s,
one particular problem that we encounter, is variations in the spelling of the name
(Caldwell, Caldwall, Cauldwell, Cadwell, … etc). However, Caldwell does seem
to be the more common spelling.

The Caldwells of Beith

Searching records of births, deaths and marriages does bring up quite a few
people, with the family name of Caldwell. In the early 1700s it can be seen that
these people are spread around the United Kingdom, but the biggest concentration of Caldwells is in Scotland and in particular in the counties of Renfrewshire
and Ayrshire. The early records show a very high concentration of Caldwells living
in the towns and villages along the road from Paisley down to Irvine (Abbey,
Kilbarchan, Lochwinnoch, Beith, Gateside, Dalry and Kilwinning).
The town of Beith is almost equidistant between Paisley and Irvine and in
the early 1700s it was a market town with a lot of trade taking place. Linen cloth
and thread were products that were actively traded but there must have been a
lot of other goods being bought and sold including some contraband goods (tea,
tobacco, spirits etc). Paying tax was not popular and in 1733 it is recorded that a
large group of disgruntled people from Beith travelled down to Irvine and sacked
the Customs House to recover a lot of confiscated contraband goods.
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In Scotland there aren’t any villages called Caldwell but there is an area called
Caldwell and this lies approximately five miles to the east of Beith and just north
of the village of Lugton. In the 1300s this area was an estate owned by people called
Caldwell but in the 1400s the family name changed through marriage to Mure.
The Mures of Caldwell then lived there for the next 400 years until 1909 when the
estate was sold and the last Mure left. The ruins of the old mansion house of the
Mure family still stand (Caldwell House). Nearby there is also a small crenelated
tower, built in the mid-1500s, which is called Caldwell Castle.
In the search for my early Caldwell ancestors, my questions have been:
Who were the ancestors of my great x4 grandfather James Caldwell (1759-1838)
of Linley Wood? Where did they originate from and what sort of people were
they? Were they wealthy or poor? Were they educated or were they illiterate?
Unfortunately the Heath-Caldwell family archive does not contain a family
tree to show who these early Caldwells were. We don’t have a list stating that so
and so was the son of so and so, etc. However we do have some clues, passed down
in the family, and there are a few brief references to the Scottish town of Beith in

Collector’s Cabinet (Caldwell family heirloom).
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various family documents, letters and diaries.
One inherited family item is James Caldwell’s collector’s cabinet. This piece of
furniture is very old and is believed to be Scottish and probably dates to the late
1600s or early 1700s. In its time, it would have been a very expensive item, so the
person who originally bought it must have been fairly rich. It might be that James
Caldwell (of Linley Wood) bought it as an antique, but it is more likely that it was
originally bought by one of his ancestors and then passed down to him.
One of the oldest pieces of family silver is a sugar shaker (sugar caster or
muffineer) dated 1738 and hallmarked for Edinburgh. It does not have a crest
or an inscription, so we don’t know who the original owner was but there is a
good chance that it was bought by
a Scottish Caldwell ancestor and
then passed down in the family. As
this would have been an expensive
thing to buy, we can assume that
the person who originally bought
it in 1738 had significant financial
wealth.
Another possible clue is in the
book ‘History of England’ 1706,9
which was once in the Linley Wood
library and is still in the family.
Printed at the front of the book is a
large list of subscribers including ‘Mr
John Cadwell Merchant’. The name
John Cadwell on this list could be a
coincidence or it could indicate that
there was an early ancestor by the
name of John Cadwell [Caldwell].
Was this book passed down to James
Caldwell or was it an old book that
he just happened to purchase 100 Silver Sugar Shaker. Made by William
years later?
Aytoun, Edinburgh, 1738.
9 A Complete History of England with the Lives of all the Kings & Queens. London. Printed for
Brab. Aylmer … 1706. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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History of England, 1706. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

This John Cadwell Merchant is probably the same person who is listed as a
subscriber to the following books:
Annals of the Reformation and Establishment of Religion and Other Various
Occurrences in the Church of England; During the First Twelve Years of Queen
Elizabeth’s Happy Reign. By John Strype. London. John Wyat. 1709.
The Lucubrations of Isaac Bickerstaff Esq. [The Tatler] 4 volumes 1710/1711. [By
Isaac Bickerstaff, Richard Steele]. London. Charles Lillie and John Morphew. 1710.
There was a John Caldwell of Glasgow who registered a family coat of arms.
He may be the same John Caldwell who was a preceptor of Hutcheson’s Hospital
in Glasgow in 1666 and it is quite likely that he was a merchant but nothing else
is known about him. There was also a person listed as ‘John Cauldwell of that Ilk’
who in 1698 invested £500 into the ‘Company of Scotland Trading To Africa And
The Indies’. The total amount of money invested in this enterprise was £400,000.
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Thomas Caldwell (1710? To 1765)

Many of the books that have survived from the Linley Wood library have
inscriptions in them and so record definitively the name or names of the early
owners. One book that really does give us some solid information is the book:
‘Hexapla In Danielem’, by Andrew Willet. Printed for Leonard Greene, 1610 (presumably printed in London). Inside the front cover are two inscriptions which
read: “Thomas Whitfield his book 1720” and then “Thomas Caldwell est Hujis
Librum annoque domini 1723 coast 2/6”.
Thomas Caldwell (and Caldwall) Weaver of Paisley is also listed as a subscriber in the following books:
Prima; The First Things, In Reference to The Middle and Last Things; or,
 The Doctrine of Regeneration, The new birth, The very Beginning of a Godly
Life. By Isaac Ambrose. Published by Glasgow-College. Printed for James
Cullen preacher, Archibald Ingram, James Dechman, John Hamilton, and John
Glasford, merchants in Glasgow 1737.
A Body of Practical Divinity, Consisting of Above One Hundred Seventy Six
 Sermons on the Lesser Catechism, Composed by the Reverend Assembly of
Divines ... By Thomas Watson, Rector of St. Stephen’s, Walbrook. Glasgow.
Printed by John Hall for James Tweedie. 1759.
The Institution of the Christian Religion, etc. [The translation by Thomas
 Norton. With ‘The Life of Mr. John Calvin.’]. Glasgow. Printed by John Bryce
… for Alexander Irvine. 1762.
Further research has shown that Thomas Caldwell was born around 1710 or
possibly slightly earlier. The location of his birth is not known but it is very likely
to have been Beith. We don’t know who his parents were but there is a good
chance that his father was called William or John or James.
We know that Thomas had brothers and possibly also sisters, but no records
exist to say who they were. It might be that two of the brothers were John and
Charles Caldwell, who emigrated to America in 1718, but if this is correct then
they would have been very much elder brothers. One brother who does seem
certain, is an elder brother called William Caldwell who married Margaret Gate
in Beith in 1714.
In the 1700s the population of Scotland was gradually increasing as more
people got married and produced more children. Making a living in Scotland
was not easy and over time a lot of young men moved away from the area to look
for a better life or to seek their fortune. Some like the brothers John and Charles
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Hexapla In Danielem, 1610. Ownership: Thomas Caldwell.
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Caldwell went to America. Others went to India or any of the many British trading
posts being set up around the world by the East India Company and the various
other trading companies of the time.
As it is, we know that Thomas Caldwell moved south and made a new home
for himself in Nantwich, Cheshire, where he became a successful linen merchant.
There are also references to a Thomas Caldwell merchant in Paisley and a Thomas
Caldwell weaver in Paisley. It is likely that these were all the same person and that
he was in business buying linen in Beith and Paisley and then selling it down in
the south from his new base in Nantwich.
There is a short reference in 1763 to a Thomas Caldwell and Robert Pollock, merchants of Paisley, being in dispute with John Graham & Co, merchants in Glasgow.
Thomas Caldwell married Margaret but we are not sure who this Margaret
was. It may have been Margaret Hunter of Hamilton in Ayr in 1736, or it may have
been Margaret Caldwell in Lochwinnoch in 1740 (presumably a cousin). Whoever
this Margaret was, there were no surviving children from this marriage.
Margaret died in Nantwich in 1759 and in the following year Thomas married
Mary Graudlove who is recorded as a 25-year-old spinster. Thomas is recorded as
a 50-year-old widower, so this would indicate that Thomas was born around 1710.
On the other hand, he may possibly have understated his age, as he was about to
marry a young lady who was considerably younger than him. We can’t be certain,
but it might be that he was slightly older than 50, in which case he may have been
born a little bit before 1710. One thing that is certain, is that there were no surviving children from either of these marriages.
At some time, before 1747, Thomas was joined in Nantwich by his nephew
James Caldwell (1721-1791) who then helped him to run the business.
Thomas Caldwell died in Nantwich in 1765 and in his will he left £1,200 to be
held by his nephew James Caldwell and to be used to support Thomas’s widow
Mary for the rest of her life. Thomas also left £50 to each of the children of his
nephew William Caldwell (William was presumably James Caldwell’s brother).
The residue of the estate was left to James Caldwell and his children. We don’t
know what the final value of the estate was but if it was more than £1,200 it was
certainly a substantial amount of money for the time.
Four months later, in early 1766, some land in Paisley appears to have been
sold in the name of Thomas Caldwell, merchant of Paisley. So again, assuming
this was the same person, Thomas seems to have been fairly active in both Paisley
and Nantwich, but Nantwich was his final resting place.
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William Caldwell of Beith (1695ish to 1750ish)

We know that Thomas Caldwell had two nephews (James and William) and
we can assume that they were probably brothers. From the records of births,
deaths and marriages we know that there was a William Caldwell who married
Margaret Gate in Beith 3/12/1714.
William and Margaret had the following children:
Possibly a child born called Thomas in late 1715 but no record exists.
William born in Beith 23/09/1716 (to William Caldwell and
Margaret Gate).
Possibly Robert who was born in Beith 07/07/1717 (to William
Caldwell and ?)
John born in Beith 31/08/1718 (to William Caldwell and
Margaret Gate).
Margaret born in Beith 31/07/1720 (to William Caldwell and
Margaret Gate).
James born in Beith 01/12/1721 (to William Caldwell and
Margaret Gate).
Possibly John who was born in Beith 28/04/1723 (to William
Caldwell and ?).
Possibly Margaret who was born in Beith 24/07/1724 (to William
Caldwell and ?).
Possibly Agnes who was born in Beith 23/01/1726 (to William
Caldwell and ?).
We know nothing more about William Caldwell, but we can see from the
above that he definitely lived in Beith and he definitely had sons called James
and William. He probably also had a son called Thomas who continued to live
in Beith and who had a number of children (James, Margaret, William, John,
Thomas, Agnes, Susannah). These children would have been 1st cousins to James
Caldwell of Linley Wood and in fact we can see from later family documents that
he maintained contact with them.

James Caldwell of Nantwich (1721-1791)

From the above we can be fairly certain that James Caldwell (later of Nantwich)
was born in Beith in 1721, his parents being William and Margaret. He appears
to have gone into business as a Linen Draper (Merchant) with his uncle Thomas
Caldwell and like his uncle he lived most of his later life in Nantwich, but he
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continued to maintain business links with people in Beith and in Paisley.
Among the family papers is a note confirming the appointment of James
Caldwell of Nantwich as a ‘Burger’ in Paisley in Scotland in 1747. A person who
was a burger or burgess was a responsible person voted or appointed to be an official of a municipality, or the representative of a borough. A burger would usually
be someone who was involved in business and had some level of education and
financial resources (nothing to do with hamburgers).
This document reads as follows:
At Paisley the twenty six day of August Fajoy and fourty seven years The which
day James Caldwell merchant in Namptwich for his good Deeds done and to be
done for the Utility of the Burge of Paisley was by the Majestrates and Council there
of Made and Created a free Burger of the Said Burgh And Admitted to the whole
priveledges of the Same as a free Burges there of in all time comeing Who made faith
as of is One therentered. Instruments Estracted By Thomas Simpson Clerk.

Early document confirming James Caldwell as a Burges in Paisley, Scotland, 1747.

From this document we can see that in 1747, when James would have been
26, he is recorded as living in Nantwich but at the same time he must have been
maintaining strong business relationships in Paisley and hence was made a Burger
there.
We know that James Caldwell married Hannah Armstrong (noted in his
grand-daughter’s diary, Anne Marsh Caldwell). We don’t know the exact date of
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their marriage and in fact he may well have been married twice.
His children were:
Margaret Skerrett (Peggy, nee Caldwell, 1749?-1805?) who married
Joseph Skerrett (1745?-1832).
Thomas Caldwell (17??-1755)
Elizabeth Caldwell (17??-1757)
Hannah Caldwell (17??-1757)
Ann Caldwell (1758?-1826).
James Caldwell (1759-1838) of Linley Wood, who married
Elizabeth Stamford (1755-1831).
Mary Caldwell (17??-1760).
Elizabeth Caldwell (Bessy, Betty, 1766?-1842).
Thomas Caldwell (17??-1760).
Mary Caldwell (17??-1763).
Thomas Caldwell (17??-1768).
Possibly further children who also died as infants.
An interesting note written by James Caldwell of Nantwich records some of the
difficulties experienced by the family during the period 1759-1760. This document,
which is still in the family, consists of three fragments of paper sewn together in
the form of a diary. The handwriting is exceptionally neat and although the use of
capital letters and the spelling of words is not at all consistent, it nevertheless presents a picture of events at the time when the younger James Caldwell (of Linley
Wood) was only an infant (referred to as Jamey). The document reads as follows:
Special & particular Merceys, of God Towards me in 1759 August. When in
Scotland Being threatened with a fever, Exceeding bad all one Night, at Beith, at a
Time When a Very Bad Fever Generaly Prevailed all Over the Nightboarhod and
many People was Carried off, the Lord in is great Goodness Recovered me the Next
day, & Preserved me in Health, & safely Brought me; Home to my Family For
Which I Desire to Sincerely Retain a Most Gratefull sense Upon my Heart, & pray
God would Enable me to do it as I ought.
Feb 1760. The Lord Restored me to Health from a very Extraordinary Cold &
Violent Pain, Settled in my head For Upwards of Fifteen days and I Trust a most
Gratefull sense of it As well as all his great Goodness to me, Will be For Ever Deeply
Impressed Upon my Heart Which pray God Enable me to Retain.
April 1760. The Lord Preserved me from all Misfortunes on my way to & in
London & Safely Brought me home to my Family and Preserved also my Wife &
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Family in health During my Absence; Not withstanding I left her but Very Weak and
only a Month of the Child Bed. For Which Great Mercie I hope a Greatfull Sence
of it will be for Ever Impressed on my mind and Pray God to Inable me to Retain.
In April & part of May the Lord Preserved me From some Other Particular
Misfortunes, that Threatened me with Regards to my Worthy Affairs; & safely
Delivered me from them; God Grant I may be Dearly Thankful for the same.
Viz. Two of my Best Customers Beeing very ill at Chester & one in Particular R
G Likely to Died But Both Recovered & now Well.
In June my dear Wife Being Very Ill Threatened Very much in Tending to A
Weakness is Now Blessed be God Recovered and in Good health this June the 18th
1760. For Which Great Mercie and the many fold Goodnesses of God toward Us.
Lord grant wee may be Duly Thankful, through Christ.
Oct 25, 1760. The Lord preserved us all in my Family from a Dreadfull Calamity
Befalling Us, when Our whole wall of Our House Thratened Falling Upon Us, which
In all Humane Likelihood had it Fallen would have Destroyed most of Us for Which
great Merciee In preventing it, I desire to Humbel my self Before the Lord, and do
hope I Shall Never Forgett the great Merciee and Interpositions of his Providence;
in preserving Us all from Death & Ruin and I do most Earnestly Beg our Lord my
God That this great Mercie and all the by past merseas of my Soul, may be so deeply
Stampd upon my mind so as to be a great means of Regulating my Conduct in Love
so long as I shall Love this would I most Earnestly Begg for Jesus Christ’s sake to
whom with thy self & Ever Blessed spirit be glory for Ever Amen.
Vesatations of the almighty To us Poor unworthy Creatures.
Saturday 8 Oct 1760 half an hour after 3 oClock it pleased the Almighty to take
from us poor Tomey Sine Child of a partial sore throat.
Decem 29 same year my dear good child Peggy seeased with the same disorder
and Poor little Bettey also and on the 30 Dear Jamey of same two days after Poor
Nanney seeased also all four confined the Lord God only Know the unspeak be the
sobs of grief that self and Dear wife underwent as wee gave Poor Bettey up for lost
to this world.
January 20 1769 our Dear Lad Jammy and our dear child Peggy ceeased with
a relapse of the same disorder we in the utmost distress Dr Penlington being out
of Town our good child Peggy complained of a Difaculty of Breathing came to a
Restoration of sending for Dr Whakstead when he came found Jammy in a smart
fever Ordered immediately a Bleeding continued several day in & the fever the ulcers
same time came . . . O Lord Good Thow & Thee only Knows the the fear & Pangs
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Special & Particular Mercys of the Lord Towards me 1759 & 1760.
By James Caldwell of Nantwich.

of grief was thy Poor unworthy creatures felt at that time every hour of their illness.
Thursday the 26 Jamey seiesed by a considerable hoareness & cough and as
wee thought a Dificulty of Breathing after going to Bed in the utmost distress of
mind concluding he was going in the same manner as our Tommy he having been
seeased in the same way two days & before his death at Eleven oClock at night I
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arose from Bed & went for Dr Whekstead came immediately & sett by him & for
some time while asleep he observed to us that he Breathed easier and in some days
we Removed our inexpressible fears for that night what wee held for him the greatest
Part of the night God only alone Knoweth. Contented hoarse for near a fourthnights
term offered heal & is Pleased God to Recover him & for which and the many great
merices thou oGod have Restored upon us Grant we may be truely Thankful and
that these Vesetations may have their dead weight and Influence upon us so as to
Remind us of our Latter End. This grant othou Father of mercies Through Jesus
Christ & Amen.
From the above we can see that James Caldwell of Nantwich, in addition to
visiting Beith in Scotland, was also visiting London where he presumably had
business interests.
A young Joseph Priestley, who was later to become famous as the man who
discovered Oxygen, was in the period 1759-1761 a Unitarian minister in Nantwich
and ran a school there. He noted in his autobiography:
In my congregation there was (out of the house in which I was boarded) hardly
more than one family in which I could spend a leisure hour with much satisfaction,
and that was Mr James Caldwall’s, a Scotchman. Indeed, several of the travelling
Scotchmen who frequented the place, but made no long stay at any one time, were
men of very good sense’; and what I thought extraordinary, not one of them was
Calvinistical.10
From the above we can see that James Caldwell of Nantwich was mixing with
intelligent people and he was presumably highly thought of.
We do not know of any further contact with Joseph Priestley however the
following of his works were later recorded as being in the Library at Linley Wood:
A Course Of Lectures on the Theory of Language and Universal Grammar.
By Joseph Priestley. Warrington. 1762.
The Rudiments of English Grammar Adapted To The Use Of Schools;
 With Notes And Observations, For The Use Of Those Who Have Made
Some Proficiency In The Language. By Joseph Priestley. London. 1768.
Miscellaneous Observations Relating to Education. More Especially, as it
 Respects the Conduct of the Mind, to which is added, an Essay on a Course
of Liberal Education for Civil and Active Life. By Joseph Priestley. Bath.
Printed by R Cruttwell for J Johnson. 1778.
10

Not a follower of the French protestant theologian John Calvin (1509-1564).
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The Caldwell family Bible, 1736.
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There is a good chance that James Caldwell of Nantwich also had some contact
with the great potter Josiah Wedgwood. The reason we can guess this, is that in the
mid-1770s, James had managed to get his teenage son James (born 1759) working
for Josiah. More on this later.
In 1777 James Caldwell of Nantwich paid £317 to the attorney John Sparrow
(1769-1825) to take the young James on and train him to become an attorney.
This was quite a considerable sum of money and would again indicate that James
Caldwell of Nantwich had by now become a fairly wealthy merchant.
One book that has survived from this early period is a family Bible (1736) with
an inscription ‘Caldwell Nantwich’, followed by later family inscriptions ‘Marsh
Eastbury’ and ‘Marsh Caldwell Linley Wood’.11 It is likely that this Bible was given
to James Caldwell by his parents shortly after 1736 when he was probably about
16 years old.

Inscriptions inside the Caldwell family Bible, 1736 (Caldwell family of Nantwich,
Marsh family of Eastbury, Miss Marsh-Caldwells of Linley Wood).
11 Holy Bible. Printed by John Baskett, 1736. This Bible has an inscription on the front fly leaf
confirming that it came from the Caldwell family of Nantwich. This would have been Thomas
Caldwell of Nantwich (died 1765) and his nephew James Caldwell of Nantwich (died 1791). LW
and HCFA.
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We can assume that James Caldwell of
Nantwich had a small library as we know
his uncle and possibly other members of the
family were subscribers to some publications
and James is also noted on the subscribers
list for ‘Sacrificium Missaticum, Mysterium
Iniquitatis’ by Rev Henry Pendlebury
(1768).12
The old collector’s cabinet, mentioned
earlier, was presumably at Nantwich. One
more item that has survived, and was
almost definitely at Nantwich, is the old
Grandfather Clock that was made by James
Green of Nantwich. James Green was active
making clocks between 1738 and 1779 and so
this would fit in with this period. This grandfather clock is recorded as being in the main
hall at Linely Wood.
Another great thing to add is that James
Caldwell’s house in Nantwich is still standing
at 140 Hospital Street. We don’t know when
he first bought this house, but we do know
that it was the house that his widow Hannah
was living in at the end of her life in 1794.
James Caldwell died in 1791 and a large
memorial stone at St Mary’s in Nantwich
was dedicated to the family in 1842. The dedication reads:

12 Sacrificium Missaticum, Mysterium Iniquitatis,
Or, a Treatise Concerning the Sacrifice of the Mass.
(never Before Printed) By the Reverend and Learned
Mr Henry Pendlebury MA of Christs College
Cambridge, Author of a Tract on Transubstiation,
Published by Arch Bishop Tillotson. And Some Other
Valuable pieces. A short account of the author’s life is
prefixed. London. Printed for W Griffin, 1768.
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Caldwell family of Nantwich.
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To the Memory of James Caldwell of Scotland but long a resident of this town
who died in July 1791. And of Hannah his Wife who died in July 1794. Also of their
daughter’s Margaret Skerrett who died 12th March 1805 age 56. Anne Caldwell who
died 6th February 1826 aged 68. Elizabeth Caldwell died 10th January 1842 age 76.
Also of Joseph Skerrett Husband of Margaret Skerrett January 18th 1832 age 87 years.
We can see that by the time James Caldwell of Nantwich died in 1791 he was
well established in the community and he had become quite wealthy. He left
£2,000 to be set aside to generate an income for his wife Hannah. He then left
£1,000 to each of his daughters and the residue to his son James. We don’t know
how much money (residue) was in fact left for James, but we can assume that it
was quite a large amount, as in the same year, James went into a partnership with
the potter Enoch Wood. Their new company was called Wood & Caldwell and
they immediately started to build a large pottery factory (The Fountain Place
Works in Burslem).13
One last thing to say about James Caldwell of Nantwich is that his granddaughter Anne published a book in 1847 ‘Norman’s Bridge or The Modern Midas’.14 The
central character is a young man called Michael who at the beginning of the
story works as a shepherd, together with his father, running a small sheep farm
in Scotland. They manage to eke out an existence, but life is tough, and Michael
decides to leave home and seek a better life. He heads south to England and initially takes on any work that he can find. He then gets a job helping a merchant
run his counting house for a few years and over time he goes on to set up his own
trading business. Michael has various ups and downs, but he steadily builds up
a considerable fortune and eventually attains the lifestyle that he had set out to
find. We can guess that Anne based some of this fictional plot on the true story
of what she had heard said about her grandfather James Caldwell of Nantwich.
The above gives an overview of many of the ancestors and relatives with links
to the Linley Wood library. In the next chapter we take a view of a history of the
world as seen through the books in the library and the various connections and
interests among the extended family.
13 The front part of the Fountain Works building is still standing and is located near the town
centre of Burslem. It was converted to residential accommodation some time around the 1990s.
14 Norman’s Bridge or The Modern Midas. By the author of Emilia Wyndam [Anne Marsh
Caldwell]. London. Richard Bentley. 1847. Inside the front cover is a reader list from the Ladies
Book Society listing 19 names. LW and HCFA (copy).
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W

e need to start in the beginning.
The first line in the Bible is: “In the beginning God created the heaven
and the earth”. If there is a God, then maybe he did have a big part in
creating the world, but most people would agree that this is not how it happened.
Nevertheless, we all love the story of Adam and Eve.
The earth was formed probably about 4.5 billion years ago, and it took a lot
longer than seven days. Over an incredibly long period of time matter floating
around in space started coming together to make a large mass. Eventually the
earth became a great big ball, similar to what we have today. Complex molecules
made up from different elements had been continually bumping into each other
and DNA somehow evolved with the ability to reproduce itself. Life forms began
to appear. The earliest evidence that we have is fossils of plants and shellfish which
probably lived about 3.5 billion years ago, but no one knows for sure.
Over time the life forms became more complex and by about 200 million
years ago comprehensive life forms had evolved and dinosaurs roamed the planet.
Evolution was going well but about 66 million years ago the dinosaurs suddenly
died out. Again, we don’t know for sure but maybe the planet was hit by a very
big meteorite and the composition of gas in the atmosphere instantly changed. At
the same time the temperature on the surface of the earth probably also changed
and the net result was that the dinosaurs and most of the higher forms of life were
immediately wiped out.
This was a real setback for the process of evolution, but we assume that there
was still a wide variety of life that survived. By about 5 million years ago ape-like
animals had evolved and from these developed Homo Sapiens. By about 200
thousand years ago, Homo Sapiens had started to become the dominant species.
We can think of this period as the ‘Stone Age’ as these early human ancestors were probably making simple tools and weapons out of stones and wood.
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Fossils. Page from Lapides, Ex Celeberrimorum Virorum … by Georg Knorr, 1750.
Ownership: Anne Marsh Caldwell.
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Adam & Eve. Page from Maynard’s Josephus 1785.
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We sometimes refer to these early people as cavemen or ‘caveman’.
Over time Homo Sapiens (cavemen) started to live in groups where they
worked together for the common good and started to figure out more complex
ways to do things. To achieve this, they needed to develop language so they could
communicate more effectively. This early talking would have started with squeals,
grunts, and body language, but over time words with different meanings must
have slowly evolved. Life would have been a continuous process of cooperating as a group and occasionally fighting as a group. The more organised groups
were probably the groups that developed more comprehensive language. These
groups would have created a more secure environment and would have bred more
children.
An early invention by prehistoric Homo Sapiens was clay pots and it is assumed
that these were developed somewhere between 30,000 BC and 10,000 BC. The
invention of clay pots would have given these people much more flexibility in
their ability to cook food. At the same time this would have helped to allow a wider
variety of plants to be processed into consumable substances. Methods to store
food would also have developed thus allowing caveman to have a regular supply
of food all year around.
By about 10,000 BC, we know that our ancestors were starting to draw simple
drawings on the walls of caves. Silhouettes of human hands and simple pictures
of animals.
There are indications of small settlements of Homo Sapiens living on the
banks of the Nile River in Egypt by about 5,500 BC. Communication using body
language was probably still the main way that individuals conveyed information, but they would have also been developing their ability to talk. There was
no written language at this early time, but drawings of pictures started to become
more complex and as talking continued to develop our ancestors probably started
to dream up stories which they then passed down orally from the older generations to the younger generations.
There was also around this time the emergence of the ‘Sumer’ civilization in
Mesopotamia (now southern Iraq).
If we go back to reading the Bible, there are indications in this great book
that God created the world somewhere around 4,000 BC but of course, as noted
above, we now know that things really started a lot earlier.
By about 3,000 BC our ancestors had discovered how to make metal and in
particular bronze (an alloy of copper and tin). These primitive people would
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have hunted around for unusual looking, coloured rocks (ore). Once they had
collected a reasonable amount of coloured rock, they would have ground this
down to a powder. By mixing it with water and pouring it across a flat surface they
would have found ways to separate the metals from the rest of the sediment. After
that a very hot fire would have been used to melt the metal powder and make large
chunks of solid metal (ingots). Metal could then be used to make weapons and
other useful implements. This was the beginning of the ‘Bronze Age’.
We don’t know for sure when or where the Bronze Age started but we do know
that by about 3,000 BC there was a fairly active Bronze Age Civilization in a wide
area stretching from the Middle East across to Northern India.
As mentioned above, written language had still not been developed but stories
were passed verbally and one story that survived in Egypt, passing down the
generations, was that there was a king called Menes who was a great leader and
he managed to combine Upper and Lower Egypt (this was the area around the
southern Nile and the northern Nile, upstream and downstream). Rather than
groups of people just living as individual tribes, they were now joining together
to make a larger group or a state. The king would have done very well out of this
but many of the tribes presumably also did well and for this reason they continued
to support the king and kept everything rolling along.
Another thing that was probably developing around this time was the concept
of a God or for many of these early civilizations, multiple Gods. People were probably starting to think more about their surroundings and trying to figure out how
everything worked. Anything that could not be fully understood, was explained
by the belief in a God and by the concept of an afterlife in heaven.
In these prehistoric times the bronze age culture (technology) was slow to
reach Britain. The early Britons were still living in the Stone Age. Some of them
were busy erecting a circle of rocks at a site located 10 miles north of Salisbury.
These early rocks are now referred to as the ‘blue stones’ and they are assumed
to have come from the Preseli Hills in Pembrokeshire. Today the monument is
referred to as ‘Stonehenge’.
By 2,700 BC the bronze age was progressing really well in Egypt. The rulers
of Egypt who we now refer to as ‘Pharaohs’ were building up their resources
and they were starting to build tombs. Around this period a tomb was built for
the Pharaoh Seth-Peribsen at Umm el-Qa’ab (near Luxor). What is special about
this tomb is that there were various inscriptions carved into the stone and some
archaeologists feel that these could be the earliest known examples of writing.
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Stonehenge. Page from Cyclopaedia by Abraham Rees, 1819. Ownership: James Caldwell.

There is no alphabet as such, just a series of pictures, but laid out in a sentence
structure telling something about the Pharoah Seth-Peribsen.
Over time, as more resources became available, the Pharaohs started to
build large pyramids. By now a tomb was being seen as a gateway to the afterlife
(heaven) and anyone with resources to spare wanted a tomb and they wanted it to
be full of possessions to take with them to the afterlife. The Pharaohs had the most
resources, so they build the largest tombs, culminating with the great Pyramid
at Giza built by the Pharoh Khufu (or Cheops in Greek) around 2,580 BC. This
pyramid is approximately 146m tall and probably incorporates something like 6
million tons of rock.
The Greeks were also into their bronze age civilization, as were the people in
the Indus Valley in Northern India. By about 2,500 BC the bronze age started to
reach Britain and around this time the early English people made some modifications to Stonehenge by moving some large stones to the site. These are now
referred to as the ‘sarsen stones’, each one weighing about 25 tons. The smaller
‘blue stones’ were moved to be an inner circle with the sarsen stones on the
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outside. Sadly there was no written language in Britain at this time so we don’t
really know anything about who these people were or why they were so keen on
building stone circles.
By about 1,500 BC, civilizations really were breaking out everywhere. By now
there was the Mycenaean civilization in Greece, the Phoenician civilization in the
Eastern Mediterranean. The Sumerians and Akkadians in Mesopotamia and of
course the Egyptians were still in Egypt. These were all bronze age civilizations.
In other parts of the world, we know that the Shang dynasty (Yin dynasty) was
evolving in China and the Olmecs were the first major civilization in Guatemala
and Mexico.
In Egypt after Khufu (Cheops) in 2,580 BC we had a long line of Pharaohs
including Tutankhamun in 1,341 BC and Ramesses II in 1,186 BC. Ramesses was
an amazing guy as he reigned for about 66 years, during which time he outlived almost everyone. As the years rolled on, people really did start to think
that Ramesses was a god and that he would live for ever. When he finally died
in 1,213 BC this was a great loss and things became difficult. In fact, problems
were already occurring across all the bronze age civilizations and the period from
about 1,100 BC to 800 BC saw the collapse of the Bronze Age civilizations. Greek
archaeologists refer to this time as the ‘Greek Dark Ages’. We don’t know for sure
what happened during this space of a few hundred years but by about 800 BC
the ‘Iron Age’ had begun.
There are some events known from this period. It is believed that King David
of the United Monarchy of Israel and Judah, lived around 1,000 BC. Part of the
reason that we know about him is because stories of his life were passed down
and became written into the Old Testament within the Bible. David appears to
have lived a charmed life. According to the story, he started off as a young shepherd who, using his sling shot, killed the giant Goliath. He got to know King Saul
quite well and then due to a combination of events, Saul was slain, and David
became King. David’s life then got a bit complicated because he fell in love with
Bathsheba who was married to Uriah the Hittite. Uriah was then killed so that
David could have his wicked way with Bathsheba. All might have been okay after
that but one of David’s sons called Absalom then led a rebellion against his father
but eventually David came out on top, and Absalom was killed. After a long and
varied life, David died, and his other son called Soloman became king. Of course,
we don’t know for sure whether David really existed but nevertheless it’s another
very good story.
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King David. Page from Maynard’s Josephus 1785.
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Not much else has survived from the time of the collapse of the Bronze Age
but it is assumed that the Phoenicians made further developments to the written
language of hieroglyphs and moved to a system that used an alphabet of letters
rather than a large number of small word pictures.15

Page from Phoenician Inscriptions by Dunbar Isidore Heath, 1873.

We can assume that stories were being produced around this time, purely for
entertainment. Initially these stories were passed around orally, by word of mouth,
but with an alphabet and the ability to write starting to emerge, some of these
stories began to be written down. One story that has survived from this period is
the Iliad and the Odyssey, ascribed to an author referred to as Homer. This story
was written in Greek and is a very long poem with lots of rhyming which probably
made it easier to remember and pass on orally.
The Iliad was all about Agamemnon, King of Mycenae, leader of the Achaeans.
15 One book that may have been in the library at Linley Wood is ‘Phoenician Inscriptions’ by
Dunbar Isidore Heath, published by Bernard Quaritch, London, 1873. Dunbar was the uncle of Maj
Gen Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell. This book presents the Phoenician alphabet together with
a number of examples of inscriptions and an overview of what was known about them at that time.
HCFA.
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There is also the glamorous Helen of Troy and the heroic warrior Achilles, King of
Phthia and leader of the Myrmidons. The Trojan war is fought, and a big wooden
horse turns up towards the end. Lots of Greek gods also feature. Not everyone gets
to live happily ever after except for Odysseus, King of Ithaca, who then features as
the main character in the Odyssey which is all about his amazing journey trying
to return to his homeland and the arms of his beautiful wife Penelope.
Of course, no early copies of the Iliad or the Odyssey have survived the last
3,000 years and back in those days the concept of a date of first publication was
not even thought about. Early versions were probably written on papyrus, but
these would have had a limited life, eventually being eaten by insects, and turned
into dust. What happened was that people liked the stories and so made copies.
As fast as the old copies were disintegrating, more new copies were being handwritten. We don’t know for sure whether there really was a person called Homer
but you can’t stop a good story and so this very ancient narrative is still being read
and enjoyed today.16 17 18
From about 800 BC onwards the Iron Age quickly gained momentum and the
various ancient civilizations were pushing ahead with everyone trying to live a
good life. Trade between the nations increased and every now and then disagreements would lead to wars and periods of devastation. In Greece a rather novel idea
emerged, and this was that people should get together and compete in a sports
event. The various nations assembled teams and around 776 BC the Olympic
Games were held for the first time at Olympia in Greece (or so the story goes).
Around this time there were various people who were to become famous
as their life stories were written into the Bible. Isaiah the prophet was probably
writing somewhere around the period 740 BC to 686 BC. Jeremiah the prophet
was probably active a bit later, as was Ezekiel who was also a prophet. Another
man called Joshua was King of Judah around 641 BC to 609 BC (Judah is south
of the Kingdom of Israel).
Everyone was moving forward but the people who were possibly moving
forward even faster, were some of the Greek city states, particularly the Athenians
16 Homeri Odyssea, Græce et Latine … [Samuel Clarke] London. A Millar. 1758. LW 1920.
17 Odyssey of Homer. Translated by Alexander Pope. London, Printed by Charles Rivington, For
T Osborne, ... 1760. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1925 and HCFA.
18 The Iliad of Homer. Translated by Alexander Pope. London. Printed by Charles Rivington, For
T Osborne, … 1760. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1925 and HCFA.
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who were now on the path to creating a trading empire. One of the earliest recorded
leaders was Solon who was an Athenian statesman, lawmaker, and poet. Perhaps
the best remembered of these early Greek leaders was Draco who established a
legal code around 622 BC. He is known as the first recorded legislator of Athens
but some of his law enforcement was considered to be very harsh and so later on
the word ‘draconian’ was added to the English language and is still used today.
Another storyteller who emerged at this time was Aesop19 20 21 who is believed
to have lived in Greece around 620 BC to 564 BC. Over the years his stories were
copied, translated and retold, again and again. Eventually they were translated into
English by John Ogilby (1600-1676) in 1651. They are now seen as fabulous children’s
stories with all sorts of fictional animals that talk and feature in the various tales.
As trade increased across the Greek Empire, the concept of money emerged,
and the Greeks managed to take full advantage of this new mechanism to help
build their trading links. Before this time trade would have been by barter, two
sides making a deal with one side providing a product or a service in exchange
for the other side offering a different product or service. If we could go back to
the Stone Age, we would probably see early man exchanging food, but this has a
limited shelf life and so in some cases food was probably exchanged for an agreement to provide something in return at a later point in time. This would have been
a bit like an ‘I owe you’ and the advent of writing would have very much helped
in this process. With the coming of the Bronze Age, metals were now becoming
available. The great thing here was that metals did not have a limit to their shelf
life. In China there are indications that as far back as 1,000 BC traders were using
small bronze knives and spades as a currency.
Somewhere around the period 600 BC to 500 BC, the precious metals, gold
and silver were being mined and refined in the kingdom of Lydia in Asia Minor
(Turkey). These were soft metals that could be made into attractive jewellery
and other items. In today’s language we could think of gold and silver jewellery
19 Aesop Improved, or Above Three Hundred and Fifty Fables, Mostly Aesop’s with their Morals
Paraphrased in English Verse [by John Ogilby]. Printed for Tho. Parkhurst ... 1673. LW 1920 and
HCFA.
20 Cent Fables en Latin et en François, Choisies des Anciens Auteurs, Mises en Vers Latin par
Gabriel Faerne et Traduites par Mr. Perrault. A Londres. Chez C. Marsh et T. Payne, 1744. LW 1920.
21 Fables of Aesop and other Eminent Mythologists. By Sir Roger Le Estrange. London. Printed
for R Sare … 1692. HCFA.
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Fables of Aesop by Sir Roger L’Estrange, 1692.

as being the ultimate in ‘bling’ and so these items became the number one ‘must
have’ possessions. As a commodity, ingots of gold and silver became excellent
for exchange. In addition, natural deposits of these metals were fairly rare, so the
supply was restricted, and relatively small amounts commanded a high value.
The next step was to make ingots of gold and silver into standardized sizes
with an accepted value. The Greeks achieved this by making round discs (coins)
of equal weight and with a standard design embossed onto both sides. Coins made
of gold had the most value and coins made of silver had a lesser value. Over time
the value of the gold or silver in the coin became less than the face value and this
was useful as it meant that the owners of coins did not melt them down to make
jewellery and other precious objects. Instead, they used the coins for financial
transactions and so coins circulated among the merchants as they bought and
sold commodities. Over time people became less concerned about the weight
of gold or silver in the coin because they quickly passed these coins on to buy
something else.
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For the Greeks (or we could say the city state governments like Athens) this
was very useful, as over time they came to control the money supply. In fact,
they were able to buy in gold and silver and then make coins which would have
a face value that was higher than the cost to produce them (to mint them). This
resulted in a profit to the government. The next step was to make coins out of
cheaper metals like copper and state a face value. This value would of course be
substantially higher than the value of the metal. As long as everyone accepted the
face value, the government could in effect make even more money. Of course this
didn’t just happen in Greece. Other governments could see that the Greeks were
doing well out of it and so they all followed suit. Since this time in early history,
governments have been clandestinely using the control of the money supply to
actually make money while very few people have realised what was going on.
The introduction of bank notes in the early 1800s really stepped this up a gear, as
printing bank notes is very low cost. Now it is even easier as they don’t even have
to print the bank notes. Most modern governments have a reserve bank, and they
can increase the supply of money just by telling everyone that it is in the bank and
available for them to borrow.
For years the UK government has been increasing the supply of money by a
few percent every year and they have used this to finance the huge government
debt that has been built up simply because every year the politicians, on our
behalf, spend slightly more money than what is earned in taxes. In fact, the control
of the money supply is an unseen tax. The Greek leaders and later the Romans
worked this out and governments all over the world have been doing it ever since.
When we talk about the Greeks, we are often talking about the Greeks who
lived in Athens (the Athenians) but we are also talking about the many Greek
speaking people who lived in various parts of the empire, including Syracuse in
Sicily which became a very important Greek trading centre. As the Greek Empire
became wealthier some individuals were able to start thinking about other things
and over the next hundred years or so, a number of philosophers emerged.
Pythagoras was one of the early ones, but he wasn’t an Athenian. He is assumed
to have been born on the island of Samos around 570 BC and ended up living
in Italy. We associate Pythagoras with mathematics and triangles but other than
the fact that he existed, it is difficult to know exactly who he was or what he did.
Two great playwrights are well known from this era, Aeschylus and Sophocles.
Aeschylus was born near Athens somewhere around 525 BC and died in Sicily
around 456 BC, possibly after being hit on the head by a tortoise dropped from an
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eagle in the sky. What a way to die! Sophocles was also born near Athens, probably
around 497 BC and was to live most of his life in the area and died around 406
BC aged about 90. There are various stories about his death, one being that he
died from a strain while trying to recite a very long sentence from one of his plays
without pausing to take a breath. We know that both of these great men wrote a
lot of plays, and some of these were copied and recopied and so can still be read
today.22
These great playwrights or philosophers were followed by Socrates (c 470-399
BC)23 and his two students, Xenophon (c 430-354 BC)24 and Plato (c 428-348
BC).25 26 27 Another person who lived in this period is Hippocrates (c 460-370 BC)
who was a Greek physician and is remembered today by young doctors when they
complete their training and take the ‘Hippocratic Oath’.
The Greek empire grew and prospered and part of this success was due to
their method of management where rather than having a king they had a group of
people elected on merit. One of their great leaders was a man called Themistocles
(c 524-459 BC) who helped build up their defence forces to fight the Persians
(the people who lived in Turkey). In 490 BC, Darius I, King of Persia, invaded
Greece but was defeated by the Athenians at a place called Marathon. After the
battle a young soldier by the name of Pheidippides ran as fast as he could from
Marathon to Athens to tell the news. This was a distance of 26.2 miles. We don’t
know what time he took to complete the distance, but we do know that on arrival
he quickly delivered the news and then collapsed and died. His story lives on and
today we have regular marathons all over the world (my favourite is the Clarendon
22 The Tragedies of Sophocles Translated [in verse by R. Potter]. London. GGJ and J Robinson.
1788. LW 1920.
23 The Orations and Epistles of Isocrates. Translated from the Greek by Mr Joshua Dinsdale. And
Revised by the Rev Mr Young. London. Printed for T. Waller. 1752. LW 1920.
24 Xenophontis Opuscula Politica Eqvestria et Venatica Cum Arriani Libello de Venatione.
Gottlob Schneider. Published by Sumtibus librria Hahnianae. Lipsia (Leipzig). 1815. LW 1920.
25 The Works of Plato. Abridg’d With an Account of His Life, Philosophy, Morals and Politicks.
By M Dacier. Printed for A Bell. London. 1701. LW 1920.
26 La Republique de Platon; ou, du Juste, et de L’Injuste [The Republic]. Platon [Plato]. Londres:
aux Frais & sous les Yeux Traducteur. 1726. LW 1920.
27 Xenophontis De Cyri Instutione Libri Octo &c. &c. Xenophon [Edited by Thomas Hutchinson].
Oxonii: E. Theatro Sheldoniano. 1727. LW 1920.
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Marathon from Salisbury to Winchester, held each year on the first Sunday
in October).
Although the Persian army led by Darius lost the battle, the situation did
not end there. The Greek-Persian wars continued and 10 years later, in 480 BC,
Darius’s son Xerxes won the battle of Thermopylae and then sacked Athens. The
Greeks quickly responded by winning the Battle of Salamis. Xerxes and his men
were forced to retreat back to Turkey. There were more battles but by about 449
BC the Greek-Persian wars had petered out. The Persian Historian Herodotus
(c 484-425 BC) wrote a history of these wars and that is why we know a fair bit
about them.
Other things had been happening around the world during this period. Over
in China a philosopher called Confucius (c 551-479 BC) spent his time encouraging personal and governmental morality, correctness of social relationships,
justice, kindness, and sincerity. He developed a strong following which still exists
today.
In northern India a man called Gautama Buddha lived somewhere around 500
BC and he also spent much of his life encouraging people to respect each other. He
also gathered a large following which spread all the way to China. The Buddhist
religion was created and is still very active today.
Various things had also been happening in Italy. According to Roman legend,
the city of Rome was founded in 753 BC by the twin sons, Romulus & Remus,
who were raised by a ‘she-wolf ’. It’s a great story but sounds a bit like someone
made it up. In 510 BC the tyrannical King of Rome, whose name was Tarquinius,
raped a good lady called Lucretia. The Roman people were very unhappy with
his leadership and the rape of Lucretia really was the straw that broke the camel’s
back28. The people rose up against him and the following year he was ousted, and
a semi-democratic government was created in his place. This was the beginning
of the ‘Roman Republic’ and this semi-democratic style of government was to last
for the next 482 years until 27 BC.
This was also the time of the Roman-Etruscan Wars between the city of Rome
and the Etruscans. One memorable event recorded in literature was the story
of Horatius Cocles who together with two of his colleagues defended the Pons
28 If you have often wondered about the origin of the phrase ‘the straw that broke the camel’s back’.
This came from a theological debate on causality by Thomas Hobbes and John Bramhall. Thomas
Hobbes (1588-1679) was an English philosopher who coincidentally translated some of the works
of Thucydides.
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The Parthenon. Page from The Cyclopedia by Abraham Rees, 1819.
Ownership: James Caldwell.

Sublicius bridge over the Tiber River, holding off a large part of the Etruscan army
and stopping them from sacking Rome. This story always conjures up a picture
in my brain of three mean looking Roman warriors, with swords drawn, standing
across a narrow bridge and killing anyone who came near them. In addition to
being very efficient killing machines they must have been quite incredible people.
Definitely heroes of their time.
After the Greek-Persian wars had petered out, the Greeks set to building the
Parthenon up on the Acropolis in Athens.29 This was a truly massive building and
the sight of it must have made all the Athenians feel proud but by 431 BC they
were into a new war, this time with the Spartans. Sparta was another city-state
29 Archaeologia Graeca: or the Antiquities of Greece. By John Potter. Published by Fitaherbert
Adams. 1697. LW 1920.
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Eight Bookes of the Peloponnesian Warre by Thvcydides, 1842.
Ownership: Arthur Cuthbert Marsh.

in ancient Greece and was located to the south of Athens. This conflict became
known as the ‘Peloponnesian War’ and went on for about 29 years until 404 BC
when the Spartans won. This was the beginning of the end for the Athenian Greek
empire. The history of this war was written by Thucydides (c 460-400 BC) who
not only documented the actual events but also commented on the human nature
aspects relating to it.30 31
30 Eight Bookes of the Peloponnesian Warre, Written by Thvcydides the Sonne of Olorvis,
Interpreted with Faith and Diligence Immediately out of the Greeke by Thomas Hobbes. London.
Hen: Seile. 1629? LW 1920.
31 The History of the Peloponnesian War by Thucydides with Notes by Thomas Arnold. 2nd
edition. London. Published by John Henry Parker … Printed by T Combe. 1842. Bookplate of
Arthur Cuthbert Marsh. LW and HCFA.
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Another person writing in this period was Aristophanes (c 446-386 BC)
whose comedy plays were well received by most people but not by those that he
ridiculed.32
The final calamity which really did bring about the end of the supremacy of
Athens was in 338 BC when Philip II, King of Macedon, defeated the Athenians
at the Battle of Chaeronea. Macedon was another city-state of ancient Greece and
was located to the north of Athens.
The great orator and statesman of Athens, Demosthenes (c 384-322 BC), did
everything he could to defend the interests of Athens, but they lost and, in the
end, he committed suicide.33 This was however a good opportunity for another
Athenian called Aristotle (384-322 BC)34. Rather than opposing Philip, he got a job
working for him as a tutor to his son Alexander. Aristotle became a famous philosopher and polymath. He went on to do lots of great things including proving
that the earth was spherical. I suppose if he had looked up at the moon at night,
that might have given him a good clue as to what shape the earth was. About one
hundred years later, another Greek, Eratosthenes of Cyrene (c 276-194 BC), was
the first man to calculate the circumference of the earth (it is actually 40,075km).
Things were looking good for Philip but unfortunately for him he was murdered by one of his guards, Pausanias of Orestis in 336 BC. Pausanias was immediately killed and so history does not record exactly what his motive was, but some
historians believe it was an argument over a woman. Philip’s son Alexander, who
was only 20 years old, was proclaimed king and he then spent most of the next
13 years on an unprecedented military campaign defeating the Persian Empire,
taking over Egypt and continuing across Asia to win a string of battles all the way
to northern India. He created a vast empire managed by a Greek speaking hierarchy. Unfortunately, while staying in Babylon he suddenly became very weak and
died within a few days, presumably of natural causes, aged only 32 years old. We
now call this young man ‘A lexander the Great’ (356-323 BC).
Alexander must have been an exceptional leader but after he was gone his
32 Comedies of Aristophanes by Thomas Mitchell. London. John Murray. 1820. Bookplate of
James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920.
33 A copy of The Orations of Demosthenes is listed at Linley Wood in 1920 but the publication
date is not known.
34 Analysis of Aristotle’s Ethics. With notes by the Rev. RB Paul [Robert Bateman Paul] ... 2nd
edition. Oxford: J Vincent. 1837. LW 1920.
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empire disintegrated as a number of his generals carved out empires for themselves. Ptolemy I Soter took over Egypt and for the next 293 years this was ruled
by Greek speaking Pharaohs. The city of Alexandria on the north coast of Egypt
became a centre of Greek culture and Mediterranean trade. Ptolemy wrote a
history about Alexander’s campaigns and this book was used as a source 400 years
later by Arrian of Nicomedia (c 86-160 AD) when he wrote his own version ‘The
Anabasis of Alexander’.35 Ptolemy also supported the mathematician Euclid who
is now referred to as ‘Euclid of Alexandria’. Another thing to note is that Ptolemy’s
son Ptolemy II Philadelphus is assumed to be the person who created the great
library at Alexandria which lasted for the next 500 years.
Another of Alexander’s generals was Seleucus I Nicator who took over a vast
area encompassing parts of Turkey and stretching right across to Afghanistan.
This became the ‘Seleucid Empire’ for the next 249 years and was a major centre
of Hellenistic culture run by a Greek speaking elite.
The Greek author Theophrastus (c 371-287 BC) was a successor to Aristotle.
He wrote on a wide range of topics including physics and ethics but is particularly
known for his works on botany.36
Epicurus (341-270 BC), another Greek author, was writing about the importance of living a good life with friends and happy surroundings. Sadly, none of his
major works have survived and we only know about him because other writers
picked up on his themes and wrote him into their history books.37
Another statesman/soldier who emerged a bit later in the Hellenistic period
was Pyrrhus of Epirus (c 319-272 BC). Epirus was a state on the west side of Greece.
Pyrrhus was to spend much of his life fighting the Romans and the Carthaginians.
At the Battle of Asculum in 279 BC (in Italy) Pyrrhus won a tactical victory but
much of his forces were completely destroyed. Years later Plutarch recorded that
35 Arrian’s History of Alexander’s Expedition. Translated from the Greek with Notes Historical,
Geographical, and Critical. By Mr. Rooke. To which is Prefix’d, Mr Le Clerc’s Criticism upon
Quintus Curtius. And some Remarks upon Mr Perizonius’s Vindication of that Author. London.
Printed for T Worrall … 1729. Inscribed Thomas Bentley. LW 1920 and HCFA.
36 The Moral Characters of Theophrastus. Translated from The Greek with Notes … By Henry
Gally. London. Printed for John Hooke. 1725. LW 1920.
37 Epicurus’s Morals, Collected Partly Out of His Own Greek Text, in Diogenes Laertius, and
Partly Out of The Rhapsodies of Marcus Antonius, Plutarch, Cicero, & Seneca. And faithfully
Englished [by Walter Charleton]. London. Printed for H. Herringman. 1670. LW 1920.
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Arrian’s History of Alexander’s Expedition. Translated …
by Mr Rooke. London 1729. Ownership: Thomas Bentley.

a report by Dionysius had said that Pyrrhus had lost the greater part of his men
including some of his best generals. The Romans had lost the battle but they
were continuing to recruit replacements to fill the gaps. Pyrrhus could not recruit
replacements in Italy and so with his numbers depleted he had no choice but to
return home to Greece. This event is remembered today in the phrase ‘A Pyrrhic
victory’ which has entered into the English language. A victory where so much is
lost by both sides that the real result is that no one has won. Pyrrhus carried on
fighting wars but had an unlucky death in the city of Argos when he was knocked
unconscious after being hit by a roof tile thrown at him by an old lady from her
window.
A highly successful leader emerged in India around this time. His name was
‘A shoka The Great’ and he gradually took control of most of the Indian subcontinent (c 268-232 BC). He became the emperor of the ‘Maurya Dynasty’ and
promoted the Buddhist religion across the country.
During much of this time the Romans in Italy had been fighting wars, winning
some and losing some. Despite the disruption of these military conflicts, trade
with foreign countries had been increasing. From 264 BC the Romans started on
a series of wars against the Carthaginans who had their main base at Carthage on
the north coast of Africa. Over time the Carthaginians had progressively spread
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out and taken over more territory including parts of Sicily. These people had
originated from the Phoenician culture and so their battles became known as the
‘Punic Wars’.38 This series of wars took place over a period of 118 years and had
three parts. In the First Punic War (264-241 BC) the Romans managed to expel
the Carthaginians from Sicily.
About 23 years later the war flared up again when Hannibal (a Carthaginian
general) landed his army in France, together with a large number of war elephants. They trekked across the Alps and down into Italy causing devastation
wherever they went. This was known as the ‘Second Punic War’ (218-201 BC) and
resulted in a huge loss to both sides. The Romans lead by Scipio did eventually
defeat the Carthaginians at the Battle of Zama (202 BC).
During the Second Punic War a great man called Archimedes was killed in
Syracuse, Sicily, by Roman soldiers. Archimedes was a Greek speaking mathematician, physicist, engineer, inventor, and astronomer. He discovered how to calculate the area of a circle and various other mathematical equations and to achieve
this he worked out a value for the constant pi (π). It is said that his last words
were “Do not disturb my circles” but of course we don’t know if he really said
this. War is a messy business and I suppose the unplanned killing of Archimedes
was collateral damage.
Although a peace treaty had been agreed, relationships between the two
empires festered and in 149 BC the Romans attacked Carthage. This became
known as the ‘Third Punic War’ and this time the Romans really meant business.
They ransacked the whole city, killed thousands of people and captured about
50,000 of the inhabitants who were then sold into slavery. This was bad for the
Carthaginians but very good business for the Romans.
Over in China the emperor Qin Shi Huangdi (259-210 BC) had founded the
Qin dynasty and during his time he unified much of this vast country. In 218 BC
he initiated the construction of the ‘Great Wall of China’ and when he died eight
years later, he was buried in a massive mausoleum which contained approximately
8,000 full size statues of warriors, made of terracotta.
By this time the Chinese were drinking tea, but it is not really known for sure
when they started making this brew.
In 196 BC the priests at Memphis in Egypt issued a written decree regarding
their Greek speaking Pharaoh, Ptolemy V. This inscription was chiselled onto
38 The word “Punic” has entered into the English language meaning faithless and treacherous.
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the flat side of a large stone known as a ‘stele’ and the words were spelt out in
three languages: Egyptian hieroglyphs, Egyptian Demotic and Ancient Greek.
The stone was probably part of a building of some sort but over time this disintegrated. Approximately 2,000 years later (1799) the stone was uncovered by a
French soldier who was part of Napolean’s army that had invaded Egypt. Within
two years Napoleon’s army was pushed out of Egypt by the British led by Gen
Sir Ralph Abercromby (1734-1801) and Maj Gen Sir John Moore (1761-1809). The
British gained possession of this ancient piece of rock and it is now in the British
Museum in London. In the 1820s the Frenchman Jean-François Champollion and
the Englishman Thomas Young managed to independently decipher the inscriptions and hence work out how to translate ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics. This
rock is now known as the ‘Rosetta Stone’.
The Seleucid Empire had become increasing involved in war with the Roman
Republic. The Hellenistic Greek speaking king ‘Antiochus III the Great’ was finally
defeated at the battle of Magnesia in 192 BC (in Turkey). He died three years later,
and this was the beginning of the end of the Seleucid Empire.
The Seleucids were also being attacked by the Jewish Maccabeans in Jerusalem
and one of their many battles was the Battle of Beth Zechariah in 164 BC. Rather
than being remembered for the outcome (the Seleucids won) this battle is remembered for the heroism of a Jewish solider, Eleazar Avaran who charged a war elephant and thrust a spear into it’s underbelly. The elephant immediately collapsed
from the fateful wound but unfortunately for Eleazar he was underneath and so
was killed in the melee. Afterwards Eleazar was proclaimed a hero and his story
was written into what would later become a section of the Bible (Macabbees).
Eleazar’s name was thus immortalized but history did not record the name of the
unfortunate elephant.
With the final defeat of Carthage in 146 BC, the Romans were now actively
expanding their empire. In the period 73-63 BC they fought and won the ‘Third
Mithridatic War’ which culminated with the suicide of Mithridates and the final
end of the Greek speaking Seleucid Empire beyond the Eastern Mediterranean.
With the backup of their army and navy, the Romans now controlled the trade
around most of the Mediterranean. The Romans had become unbeatable. Life
was great if you were a Roman.
The Roman Republic, rather than having a head of state (a King), relied on
collective management and the Senate was the key part of this system of government. This management process was not perfect but for quite a few years
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The Heroism of Eleazar, 164 BC. Engraved by Charles Heath
after the painting by PJ De Loutherbourg, for Macklin’s Bible 1815.
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it worked well enough and as a result the Latin speaking Romans continued to
extend their influence across a large part of the known world.
Julius Caesar (c 100-44 BC)39 40 was a phenomenally successful Roman general.
He won many battles including some serious fights with the ferocious Gauls in
France. In 55 BC he invaded Britain, but it was probably only really a mini-invasion, and he didn’t stay very long.
Caesar became a member of the senate in Rome while also continuing to be a
soldier. Many of the the other senators were concerned about his power and as a
result he fell out with his ally Pompey (106-48 BC). It is said that in 49 BC Julius
Caesar and his army crossed the Rubicon River and the die was set. A civil war
ensued. Pompey lost. Caesar won.
In 47 BC Caesar invaded Egypt and ended up having a relationship with
Cleopatra. Caesar’s wife Calpurnia was probably not very happy about this, but
history has not recorded her views.
Julius Caesar was a great military leader and attracted a lot of supporters but
when he was in Rome in 44 BC the Senate ganged up and murdered him. The
country had been in a state of civil war on and off for a few years, but this assassination made the situation more serious. With Caesar dead, his colleagues, Mark
Anthony and the young Octavian, gathered their supporters and wiped out the
opposing side. They became the winners but not for long as a few years later they
then fell out with each other.
Mark Anthony went to Egypt and took up with Caesar’s former girlfriend
Cleopatra. A state of war broke out between Anthony and Octavian. In 31 BC
Anthony’s forces lost the Battle of Actium and he and Cleopatra both committed suicide. Octavian had won and he was now the top man, but he didn’t stop
there. In 27 BC he declared the end of the Roman Republic and the beginning
39 The Commentaries of C. Julius Caesar, of his Warres in Gallia and the Civile Warres betwixt
him and Pompey, Translated into English: with Many excellent and judicious Observations thereupon: As also The Art of Our Modern Training, or Tactick Practise; By Clement Edmonds Esquire,
Remembrancer of the City of London. Whereunto is adjoyned the Eighth Commentary of the Warres
in Gallia; With some short Observations upon it. Together with The Life of Caesar, and an Account
of his Medalls. Revised. Together with Edmonds’ Observations upon Caesars Commentaries of the
Civile Warres betwixt Him and Pompey. Together with: The Manner of our Modern Training to
Tactick Practise. London. R. Daniel. 1655. Bookplate Edward Dalton. LW 1920 and HCFA.
40 C. Julii Cæsaris et A. Hirtii De rebus à C. Julio Cæsare geftis Commentarii cum C. Jul. Cæsar
fragmentis. By Julius Caesar and Aulus Hirtius. Londini. 1716. Ex Officina Jacobi Tonson & Johannis
Watts. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Julius Caesar by Edmonds, 1655. Ownership: Edward Dalton.

of the Roman Empire. He was now the boss and the Senate answered to him.
He changed his name from Octavian to Augustus and then ruled as the absolute
emperor for the next 41 years.
Octavian/Augustus made a relatively good job of managing things and during
his reign his method of government became robust and well established. So much
so that the Roman Empire carried on for quite a few hundred years despite suffering a few rogue emperors from time to time.
During the period of Julius Caesar and Octavian/Augustus, a number of
authors and philosophers were writing books. In addition to writing plays and
histories some of them were very interested in the early Greeks and so they studied
the old texts and then translated them into Latin, thus also helping to preserve
many of these early works for posterity.
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Map of the Roman Empire from C. Julii Cæsaris et A. Hirtii … 1716.

Cornelius Nepos (c 110-25 BC) was a Roman biographer, but his dates of birth
and death are not known with any accuracy. It is unclear if any of his works
have survived intact but later writers copied some of his biographies covering the
period of the Greeks in the Persian Wars, through to the time of Hannibal in the
Second Punic War.41

41 The Lives of Illustrious Men. Written in Latin by Corn Nepos and Done into English by Several
Gentlemen in the University of Oxon. 2nd edition. London. Printed for John Weld. 1685. Dedication
to James Earl of Abingdon signed by Leopold William Finch. Inscribed Thomas Bentley. LW and
HCFA.
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The Lives of Illustrious Men, Corn Nepos, 1685. Ownership: Thomas Bentley.

Cicero (106-43 BC) was a Roman author and a politician, but he had opposed
Caesar and was executed in the fallout that ensued after Caesar’s death.42 43 44
42 M. T. Ciceronis de Officiis Libri Tres, Cato Major, Lælius, Paradoxa, Somnium Scipionis.
Ex optimis Exemplaribus Recensuit, Selectisque Variorum Notis Nonnullas Etiam Suas Adjecit
Thomas Tooly. [by Marcus Tullius Cicero]. Oxoniæ: E. Theatro Sheldoniano, 1717. LW 1920.
43 M. Tullii Ciceronis de Natura Deorum Libritres. Cum Notis Integris Paulli Manucii, Petri
Victorii, Joachimi Camerarii, Dionys, Lambini et Fulv, Ursini. Recensuit, suisque Animadversionibus
Illustravit ac Emaculavit, Joannes Davisius. Joannes Davistius LLD, Coll. Regin. Cantab. Magister &
Canonicus Eliensis. Accedunt Emendationes Cl. Joannis Walkeri A M Coll. Trin. Socii. Cantabrigiae,
Typis Academicis. Impensis Cornelii Crownfield, Celeberrimae Academiae Typographi. Prostant
apud Jacobum Knapton, Rob. Knaplock, & Paulum Vaillant, Biblopolas Londinenses. 1718. LW
1920.
44 Of the Nature of the Gods … By M.Tullius Cicero. London. Printed for R Francklin. 1741.
Signature of Thomas Bentley. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Of The Nature Of The Gods, Cicero, 1741. Ownership: Thomas Bentley.

Copies of Cicero’s writings were rediscovered about 1,400 years later by the Italian
scholar Francesco Petrarch (1304-1374).
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Sallust (86-35 BC) was an historian who wrote about some of the wars of the
early Roman period.45 Virgil (70-19 BC) was a poet who wrote an epic called
the ‘Aeneid’.46 47 48 Horace (65-8 BC) was also another poet.49 50 Livy (c 64 BC -17
AD) wrote a full history of the Romans from the earliest days right through to
the reign of Octavian/Augustus.51 Dionysius (60-7 BC) was born in the ancient
Greek city of Halicarnassus (now Bodrum in Turkey) but spent the main part of
his life living in Rome. He wrote a number of works including a history of Rome
which incorporated aspects of early Greek culture.52 Ovid (c 43 -17 AD) wrote
‘Metamorphoses’ which also picks up on a lot of the classical mythology of the
early Greeks.
This period is sometimes referred to as the ‘Golden Age of Latin literature’ and
one of the key things that happened was that the Latin alphabet became much
more standardized. The alphabet that we use today for English is very much based
on the Roman Latin alphabet from this period.
We know a great deal about many of the individuals from this time, in particular Julius Caesar has become immortalised by later historians and authors.
William Shakespeare (1564-1616) wrote a play about Julius Caesar and a separate
play about Anthony and Cleopatra. In fact, even today people are still writing
45 A copy of Sallust’s work was at Linley Wood but the exact details are not known. LW 1925.
46 The Works of Virgil in Latin and English, Translated by Rev Christopher Pitt, Rev Joseph
Wharton. Observations by Mr Holdsworth, Mr Spence and others. Dublin. Printed by George
Faulkner. 1753. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
47 The Works of Virgil: Translated into English verse by Mr Dryden. London. Printed for F and
R Tonson in the Strand. 1763. LW and HCFA.
48 The Works of Virgil Translated into English Verse by John Dryden. Perth. Printed by R Morison.
1791. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
49 Satires of Horace in Latin and English with Critical Notes … by Philip Francis, 4th edition.
London. Printed for A Millar … 1750. LW and HCFA.
50 Q Horatii Flacci Opera Cum Scholiis Veteribus Castigavit, et Notis Illustravit Gulielmus
Baxterus … Londini: G. G. & J. Robinson … 1796. LW and HCFA.
51 Titi Livii Patavini Historiarum Ab Urbe Condita. Libri Qui Supersunt, Cum Omnium Epitomis,
Ac Deperditorum Fragmentis: Tomus I-IV. Livy (Livius, T.); Ruddimanno, Thoma. Edinburgh.
Published by T. & W. Ruddimanni. 1752. LW 1920.
52 Les Antiquitez Romaines de Denys d’Halicarnasse. Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Published by
Gregoire Dupois, Paris, 1722. LW 1920.
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histories about the Romans and in particular the life and death of Julius Caesar.
Most people don’t realise it but the main way that Julius Caesar’s name lives on is
in one of the months of the year. ‘July’ is named after Julius Caesar and ‘August’ is
named after Octavian/Augustus. These are the only months named after people. It
would be easy to think that October was also named after Octavian/Augustus but
in fact it was originally named as the 8th month, the Latin word for eight being
‘Octo’. Of course, October is no longer the 8th month (it is now the 10th month)
because the Romans introduced January and February as extra months taking the
total from 10 to 12. The Romans not only gave us some good stories and most of
our alphabet, they also gave us our 12 months of the year.
Somewhere around the period 7 BC to 2 BC a man called Jesus was born,
probably in Bethlehem. He only lived into his 30s and was executed somewhere
in the period AD 30 to 36. We don’t know exactly when he was born or when he
died but nevertheless, we do know a lot about him. He must have been a very
charismatic person and over time he became a preacher and gained a following
including Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, who all went on to write about his life
and his teachings.
Jesus has become one of the most well-known men from history because of
the spread of the Christian Religion. He did not manage to get a month named
after him but a guess at his date of birth has been used as the base line for the
number of years in our calendar. Interestingly we don’t have a year zero. Instead,
we jump directly from 1 BC to AD 1. BC of course is an abbreviation for ‘Before
Christ’ and AD is for the phrase in Medieval Latin ‘Anno Domini’ which means
‘in the year of the Lord’.
Life in Rome carried on with Tiberius becoming Emperor after Octavian/
Augustus had died in AD 14. The Roman author Valerius Maximus was writing
his history books during this period.53 Another Roman author writing at this time
was Marcus Velleius Paterculus (c 19 BC to c AD 31).54
In AD 37 Caligula followed Tiberius as Emperor but he turned out to be a
53 Q. Valerius Maximus His Collections of the Memorable Acts and Sayings of Orators,
Philosophers, Statesmen, and Other ... Antient Romans ... Together with the Life of that Famous
Historian. Newly translated into English. [by Samuel Speed.]. London. Printed for Benjamin Crayle
and John Fish. 1684? LW 1925.
54 Histoire de C Velleius, Paterculus, Traduite Nouvellement En Francois, Avec le Latin a Cote.
1715 Paris, Chez Jean Barbou. LW 1930 and HCFA.
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disaster and was assassinated a few years later. His uncle Claudius was placed on
the throne and reigned for 13 years until he was murdered and replaced by Nero.
The Emperor Nero was another bad egg and he eventually committed suicide.
There was then a year of instability and three more Emperors in quick succession
before Vespasian became Emperor and settled in for a period of 10 years. He was
followed by Titus, Domitian, Nerva, Trajan and then Hadrian who reigned from
AD 117 to AD 138. Hadrian we all remember because of the stone wall built by the
Romans in Britain between the Solway Firth and the River Tyne during his reign
(approx length 117 km). This landmark is now called ‘Hadrian’s Wall’.

Senecae, 1619. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

Most of the other Emperors are now only known to historians and a select
group of enthusiasts referred to as numismatists (coin collectors). The word
numismatist is derived from the Latin word nomisma, which was in turn derived
from the Greek word nomisma, both of which mean ‘coin’.
From the time following Octavian/Augustus the flow of literary activity
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continued. Seneca (4 BC to 65 AD) was a philosopher, statesman and dramatist55. He was an advisor to Nero but had to commit suicide after being accused
of plotting against him. Phaedrus was a storyteller who lived around this time
and translated Aesop’s Fables from Greek into Latin verse.56 Pliny the Elder (c
23-79 AD) wrote a book called ‘Naturalis Historia’57 which covered a wide range
of topics and was really an early version of an encyclopaedia. Unfortunately, he
died from asphyxiation while trying to rescue some friends from the eruptions
of Mt Vesuvius. Thousands of people living in and around the towns of Pompeii
and Herculaneum were, asphyxiated by the fumes, cooked in the high temperatures of 300-400 degrees Celsius and then buried under the falling ash cloud.
Another reason that we know about ‘Pliny the Elder’ was that he had a nephew
called ‘Pliny the Younger’ (c AD 61-113) who was a lawyer, author, and magistrate
of Ancient Rome.58
Petronius (c AD 27-66) wrote a satirical novel about life during the time of
Nero. Quintilian (c AD 35-100) wrote a book about education and in particular
about oratory and the delivery of persuasive rhetoric.59 60 Titus Flavius Josephus
(c AD 37-100) was a Jew who was born in Jerusalem and fought the Romans but
lost. He then became a slave but swapped sides and became a Roman. He appears
to have been married four times and seemingly lived quite a charmed life. He
is mainly remembered because he wrote a history of the Jewish people which
55 L. Annæi Senecae MF Philosophi et M. Annæi Senecæ Rhetoris Patris. Opera quæ extant
omnia, variorum notis illustrate. Amsterlodami, Apud Joannem Janssonivm. 1619. Bookplate of
James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920, HCFA.
56 A Poetical Translation of the Fables of Phaedrus … By Christopher Smart AM. London. Printed
for J Dodsley and sold by J Wilkie … 1765. Inscription EH Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.s
57 The Historie of the World. Commonly Called, The Naturall Historie. Translated into English
by Philemon Holland. Plinius Secundus, Gaius (Pliny the Elder). London. Published by Adam Islip.
1601. LW 1920 and Sotheby’s 1950.
58 Epistolae et Panegyricus. Gaius Plinius Caecilius Secundus (61-113 AD), Pliny the Younger.
London, ex Officina Jacobi & Richardi Tonson. 1741. LW 1920.
59 Quintilien De L’institution de L’orateur Traduit Par M.l’Abbé Gedoyn, Chanoine de la Ste
Chapelle de Paris, de l’Académie Royale des Inscriptions, & belles Lettres [Nicolas Gedoyn]. A Paris,
Chez Gregoire Dupuis, 1718. LW 1808.
60 M. Fabii Quintiliani De Institutione Oratoria Libri Duodecim … [Marcus Fabius Quintilianus,
Carl Eduard Bonnell, Philipp Carl Buttmann, Georg Ludwig Spalding, Karl Gottlob Zumpt].
Published by Lipsiae: Siegfried Lebrecht Crushii. 1798. LW 1920.
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Josephus. Page from Maynard’s Josephus 1785.
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mentions many of the main characters at the time of Jesus, in particular; Pontius
Pilate, Herod the Great and John the Baptist.61
Tacitus (c AD 56-120) wrote a history of the time of the Roman Emperors from
Tiberius to the year after Nero. His book Germania records a lot of detail about
the tribes who lived in Germany. He also recorded some of the activities of his
father-in-law, Agricola, a general involved in the conquest of Britain.62 63

Map and title page of Tacitus, translated by John Aikin. 1777. Ownership: James Caldwell.

Juvenal (who’s exact dates are not known) also lived around this time and
wrote some satires based on Roman life.64
61 Works of Flavius Josephus Translated by William Whiston. London. Ward Lock. [c 1878].
Inscription Miss Marsh Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
62 Works of Tacitus … to which are prefixed Political Discourses Upon That Author. 2nd edition.
London. Printed for T Woodward and J Peele. To be sold by J Osborne. 1737. Translated by Thomas
Gordon. Bookplate James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
63 A Treatise on the Situation, Manners, and Inhabitants of Germany; and the Life of Agricola;
by C Cornelius Tacitus: translated into English by John Aikin. Warrington. Printed by W Eyres, for
J. Johnson. 1777. Bookplate of James Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
64 D. IVNII IVVENALIS AQVINATIS SATIRAE XVI … GE. ALEX. RVPERTI. [Georg Alexander
Ruperti] … LIPSIAE. 1801. Inscription “J Stamford Caldwell, St John’s College, Cambridge, College
Prize Book for 1806”. LW and HCFA.
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Appian of Alexandria (c AD 95-165) was a Greek historian with Roman citizenship and was active during the reigns of the Emperors Trajan, Hadrian, and
Antoninus Pius. He wrote a detailed history of the Roman Empire.65
Some authors were also still actively writing in Greek, and this was the time
of Plutarch (c AD 46-119)66 the historian who wrote a number of biographies
of famous Greeks and Romans. Epictetus (c AD 50-135) was born as a slave in
Turkey, became a teacher and lived in Rome and later moved to Greece.67 None
of his writings have survived but we know if him because some of his discourses
were recorded by his Greek pupil Arrian (c AD 86-160).
As mentioned previously, the conquest of Britain had begun under Julius
Caesar in 55 BC but it didn’t gain momentum until the time of Claudius. We
don’t know for sure why the Romans wanted to take the country over. We can
assume that Britain was a producer of wool which had a good commercial value.
We also know that mining activity had been taking place in the country for some
time and the Romans may have seen Britain as a good source for much needed
metals (iron, copper, tin, lead, gold, silver).
Britain during this time was an island populated by a number of independent
warring tribes. There was no united government. The Romans with superior technology and organisation skills made steady progress with their conquest but one
set back was the rebellion of the Iceni lead by a lady called Boudica around AD 60.
This could have ended in total disaster for the Romans, but they regained control
after defeating the Iceni at what is now referred to as the ‘Battle of Watling Street’.
For me, the name of this battle conjures up visions of a small group of neighbours
suffering from a protracted dispute about relatively little (neighbours from hell)
but of course this wasn’t a fight in a street and there are no records of any elderly
ladies throwing roof tiles from their windows. In fact, we don’t even know exactly
where the battle took place, but it was somewhere between London and Wroxeter.
65 The History of Appian of Alexandria, in two parts. The first consisting of the Punick, Syrian,
Parthian, Mithridatick, Illyrian, Spanish, and Hannibalick Wars. The Second containing five books
of the Civil Wars of Rome. 3rd edition. By Appian. Translated by John Davies. London. Printed for
John Amery. 1679. LW 1920.
66 At Linley Wood there was a copy of Plutarch’s Morals 1694(?) but it has not been possible to
identify the edition. LW 1920.
67 Epictetus his Morals with Simplicius His Comment. Made English from the Greek by George
Stanhope DD, 1721. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Boudica. Page from Raymond’s History 1789.
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The old Roman road which linked these two places is called ‘Watling Street’ and
hence, with the absence of a known location, the battle is now named after the road.
Having defeated the Iceni, the Romans steadily gained control everywhere
except in Scotland. Eventually the Romans realised that they were never going to
be able to rule the Scots, so it was probably best to leave them to be independent
(no referendum needed). Hence the Romans then built Hadrian’s Wall (begun
AD 122).
In the second century more authors emerged. Many will have been completely
lost to history but some of the ones that we know of include Claudius Ptolemy (c
AD 100-170). He is assumed to have lived in Alexandria in Egypt and history has
remembered him as the man who invented longitude and latitude. This was very
useful for drawing maps. In fact, there are indications that the Greek astronomer
Hipparchus (c 190-120 BC) invented longitude and latitude a few hundred years
earlier but most people have got used to thinking that it was invented by Ptolemy.
The Greek traveller and geographer Pausanias (c AD 110-180) wrote a description of Ancient Greece.68 Lucian of Samosata (c AD 125-180) was assumed to have
been born in Syria but was an author who wrote satirical stories in Greek.69 70 71
Oppian (dates not known) produced a poem on fishing in the later part of the 2nd
century. He would probably have written more but he died of the plague when he
was aged about 30.72 Philostratus of Lemnos (c AD 190-230) was a Greek sophist
(teacher) who was interested in art and wrote about pictures.73
68 Pausanias, Ou Voyage Historique de la Grèce, Traduit en Français Avec des Remarques par M.
l’abbé Gedoyn. Chez F.G. Quiallu. A Paris. 1731. LW 1920.
69 Luciani Samosatensis Opera ex versione Ioannis Benedicti cum notis integris Ioannis
Bourdelotii. Lucian. Published by Blaeu, Amsterdam, 1687. In Greek language. LW 1920.
70 Lucien de la Traduction De N. Perrot, Sr D’Ablancourt. Paris, 1688, Chez Pierre Trabouillet.
LW 1920 and HCFA.
71 Works of Lucian Translated from the Greek by John Dryden, London. Printed for Samuel
Briscoe and sold by James Woodward. Vol 1, 1711; Vol 2, 1710. Bookplate of Samuel Strode. LW
1920 and HCFA.
72 Oppiani Poetae Cilicus De Venatione lib. IIII; De Piscatu lib. V: Cum interpretione Latina,
Commentariis, & Indice rerum in utroque opere memorabilium locupietissimo. 1597? LW 1920.
73 Images, ou Tableaux de Platte Peinture de Philostrate Lemnien [Philostratus of Lemnos], ...
mis en François par Blaise de Vigénère, ... avec des Arguments et Annotations sur Chacun D’iceux.
1597. LW 1920.
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He is also assumed to be the same person who wrote about the Pythagorean
philosopher Apollonius of Tyana (c AD 15-100).74
Cassius Longinus (c AD 213-273) was a philosopher and a teacher.75 He spent
time in Alexandria and in Athens and later moved to Palmyra where he supported
the ambitious Queen Zenobia. He encouraged her to oppose the Romans, but
it turned out to be a bad idea because she lost. He got blamed for it and he was
subsequently executed. We know of him because he was thought to be the author
of ‘On the Sublime’76 which is a work of literary criticism, but it is now thought
that maybe someone else wrote it.
The 4th century AD started off with another civil war in the Roman Empire
but by AD 324 ‘Constantine The Great’ (Flavius Valerius Constantinus AD 272337) had established himself as the undisputed Emperor and a good period of
stability followed. He was the first Emperor to convert to Christianity and it was
during this time that the capital of the Roman Empire became Byzantium (in
what is now Turkey) but the name was changed to Constantinople in honour of
Constantine (now called Istanbul). Although the Roman capital was no longer in
Rome, the Romans still continued to call themselves Romans.
Christianity continued to gather more followers and in AD 391 the Emperor
Theodosius (AD 347-395) made Christianity the official religion of the Roman
Empire. A lot of the old pagan religious practices were discouraged or banned
completely. The Olympic Games which had been taking place since 776 BC were
viewed as a pagan event and so were also banned. The games were restarted as an
international event in 1896 and are now generally held every four years.
With the move to Christianity across the Roman Empire there was an increasing demand for more knowledge about the faith. We can assume that a wide
variety of religious texts had been in circulation for a long time. From the 2nd
century various Jewish groups had been assembling a collection of many of these
74 Philostratus, Two First Books of, Life of Apollonius Tyaneus by Charles Blount. 1680.
Bookplates of Arthur Charlett and James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
75 Dionysii Longini Quae Supersunt Graece et Latine : Recensuit, Notasque Suas Atque
Animadversiones Adjecit Joannes Toupius. Accedunt Emendationes Davidis Ruhnkenii. Oxford.
Published by E Typographeo Clarendoniano. 1778. LW 1920.
76 The Works Of Dionysius Longinus, On the Sublime: Or, A Treatise Concerning the Sovereign
Perfection of Writing. Translated from the Greek. With Remarks on The English Poets; By Mr.
Welsted. London. Sam Briscoe. 1712. LW 1925.
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Philostratus, 1680. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.
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religious scripts. Somewhere around the time of Theodosius, a Greek scholar
translated much of this into a Latin document which was called the ‘Vulgate’ and
this was to be a major step forward in the development of the Bible as we know
it. This Greek scholar, who was also a Latin priest, theologian, and historian, is
known today as St Jerome.
The Emperor Theodosius died in AD 395. He had two sons who both wanted
to be the next Emperor. They were Arcadius and Honorius. As it turned out,
neither had the resources or the support necessary to defeat the other and as a
result the Roman Empire was split with Arcadius ruling the eastern side of the
empire and Honorius ruling the western side. This was a major change and from
this point onwards the power of the Roman Empire began to slowly dissipate.
There was a series of wars during which time Roman administration and
control crumbled and problems like food shortages became more common. An
ex-Roman soldier called Aleric had become King of the Visigoths and in 410 he
sacked Rome. Rome had not fallen for eight centuries. All the pagans across the
empire who had lived a life of subservience to the Romans suddenly realised
that the Romans were not invincible. Revolts began to break out everywhere. In
Britain the native people rose up and swept the Roman command out so quickly
that very little is known about exactly what happened. Roman rule in Britain was
gone but of course it would not be correct to say that the Romans all went back
to Rome. Over the preceding 400 years Romans had married among the local
population and by this time the Romans must have been a large part of the genetic
makeup of the British people. Over the same period a lot of the Latin language had
become combined into the native English language. Reading and writing more
or less stopped on the island of Britain for a few hundred years but the spoken
language continued. Britain entered a period that is now referred to as the ‘Dark
Ages’. There was no central government and presumably the country once more
became a collection of different tribes or Kingdoms all operating independently
of each other. Christianity almost died out completely and at the same time there
was an influx of pagans from northern Europe referred to as the ‘Anglo-Saxon
migration’.
One of the few people who did write about the events during this time was a
British monk called Gildas (c AD 500-570).77
77 A copy of Gildas’s book at Linley Wood was recorded as “Gildas Description of Britain (1046)”.
LW 1920.
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D. Justiniani Institutionum Libri Quatuor 1761.
Ownership: John Martin and James Caldwell.
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The Fall of the Roman Empire by Edward Gibbon, 1785. Ownership: James Caldwell.

A later book by Richard Verstegan, published in 1605, covered much of the
Anglo-Saxon migrations and the development of the English language.78
The Romans did start to make a comeback under Justinian the Great (AD
482-565)79 80 who was the Byzantine Emperor from AD 527 to 565. Under his rule
the empire expanded but this was short lived.
78 A Restitution of Decayed Intelligence: In Antiquities. Concerning the most noble and renowned
English nation. By study and travaile of RW [Richard Verstegan]. Printed at Antvverp by Robert
Bruney. 1605. Also to be sold at London in Paules-Churchyard, by John Norton and John Bill. LW
1920.
79 The History of the Warres of the Emperor Justinian in VII Bookes … Written in Greeke by
Procopgus of Caesarea and Englished by Sir Henry Holcroft. London. Printed for Humphrey
Moseley. 1653. LW 1920.
80 D. Justiniani Institutionum Libri Quatuor. The Four Books of Justinian’s Institutions, Translated
into English, with Notes, by George Harris LLD. 2nd edition. London. Printed by J Purser for M
Withers. 1761. Inscribed John Martin. LW and HCFA.
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A major history of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire (12 volumes) was
later written by Edward Gibbon (1737-1797)81 and another history was written
by Charles Merivale (1808-1893).82 More recently (1964) there was an American
movie ‘The Fall of the Roman Empire’ which was loosely based on some of the
events. Unfortunately, rather than turning out to be a major block buster this three
hour spectacular was a total flop and lost millions of dollars. Once the viewers had
seen it, the fall of the Roman Empire really was complete.

81 History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire by Edward Gibbon Esq. A new edition.
London. Printed for A Strahan … 1797. 12 volumes. LW and HCFA.
82 The History of Rome Under the Emperors .... By ... Charles Merivale. London. Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. 1841. LW 1920.
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ar away over in India the decline of the Roman Empire was not noticed.
The Gupta Empire was controlling most of the sub-continent and during
this period the game of chess is believed to have been invented. Writings
in Sanskrit and other Indian languages progressed and the ‘Panchatantra’ and
various other tales from Jatakas, written in the period AD 200 to AD 300, were
now being translated into Persian by Borzūya. Later around AD 750 these stories
were translated into Arabic by the Persian scholar Abdullah Ibn al-Muqaffa (c AD
700-756). Eventually they were also translated into European languages under a
number of different titles.83

Ivory Chess set, c1800. From Linley Wood.
83 A copy of Pilpay is recorded at Linley Wood but the date of printing it not known. It could
have been: The Fables of Pilpay, a Famous Indian phylosopher Containing Many Useful Rules for
the Conduct of Humane Life. Made English and Address’d to His Highness the Duke of Gloucester.
London: Printed for Dan. Brown ... 1699. LW 1920.
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In the Middle East, another young man preached a new story and created a
large following. His name was Muhammad (c AD 570-632) and he founded a new
religion called ‘Islam’.
Around AD 622 Muhammad and his followers migrated from Mecca to
Medina (Saudi Arabia) and established the first Muslim community. To mark
this new beginning, they started a new calendar and set it to zero. As I write this
book in September 2021 the Muslim year is now 1443.
Islam quickly spread and in AD 711 reached Spain when the Muslim Moors
from North Africa invaded the Iberian Peninsula. Later, in the early 1500s, Islam
also spread to the East when the Muslim Mughals invaded India.
Back in Britain Christianity was slowly being reintroduced, first by Patrick
in Ireland and then around AD 600 Augustine arrived from Rome, having been
sent by Pope Gregory. Augustine soon converted King Aethelberht of Kent and
more conversions followed. A monastery or religious headquarters of some sort
was built at Canterbury and Augustine became the first Archbishop of Canterbury
(head of the Christian Church in Britain, Roman Catholic).
Around AD 731 an English monk called Bede completed his ‘Ecclesiastical
History of the English People’.84 In addition to writing a lot about history and religious life, he also made popular the concept of thinking of dates as the number of
years since the birth of Jesus. This followed on from some work done by Dionysius
Exiguus (c AD 470-544). Dionysius was a monk who was probably born in
Bulgaria but spent most of his life living in Rome.
Christianity continued to spread, and monasteries were built at various
locations around Britain. These were self-contained safe havens of communal
living. Life in monasteries consisted of worshipping God and working together
to produce basic necessities needed to sustain a frugal pious lifestyle.
In AD 793 the quiet religious life at the monastery of Lindisfarne on the coast
of Northumbria was shattered when a group of raiders turned up by sea and
ransacked the building, killing many of the monks and stealing anything that
was worth taking. We could refer to these foreigners as pirates, but history has
recorded them as ‘Vikings’. It is not known for sure where they came from, but
the assumption is that they came from Denmark or Norway.
For the raiders, this was a successful attack with very little opposition and
84 Bede’s Ecclesiastical History of the English Nation. A New Translation by Rev L Gidley. Oxford
and London. 1870. Published by James Parker. 1870. LW and HCFA.
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Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, 1870.

plenty of booty. More raids followed and many of the Vikings liked it so much that
they started to settle in Britain, particularly in the area around York.
Another thing happening around this time was a steady increase in trade from
China in the east to Europe in the west. India was also in the loop. This trading
was not on a large scale as it was only possible to transport robust goods that were
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unlikely to deteriorate during the long journey, which could in fact take years. We
know that wool, gold and silver went from West to East and silk went from east
to west. Spices and precious stones were also traded. At the same time ideas and
religions spread, as did science and technology (paper making, gunpowder, etc).
This movement of goods and ideas is now referred to as ‘The Silk Road’. Of course,
there wasn’t an actual road in the modern sense, more of a network of trade routes
and as time went on some journeys were made by ship.
Over on the Continent the Franks had been extending their territory. Originally,
they ruled an area covering some parts of modern Belgium and Germany but
over time they extended their control over France and Northern Italy, eventually
capturing Rome. This became known as the ‘Carolingian Empire’. Their greatest leader was Charlemagne (AD 748-814) who in addition to being King of the
Franks was also crowned Emperor of the Romans. By now most people realised
that the Roman Empire no longer existed, but the Pope still saw himself as leader
of the Roman Catholic church and Charlemagne was happy to become the Holy
Roman Emperor.
One of the military leaders working for Charlemagne was Roland who was
later killed while fighting the Basques in Iberia. The reason we know about Roland
was because someone wrote about him, and the story subsequently became ‘The
Song of Roland’ and is known as one of the earliest pieces of French literature.85
Far away on the other side of the world, around AD 850, the Persian Merchant
Sulaiman al-Tajir travelled from Siraf (in modern-day Iran) all the way to India
and China. He observed the manufacture of fine china and wrote about his
journey after his return.86 We can probably assume that he also saw the Chinese
drinking tea.
By the 9th century the Vikings had taken over substantial parts of Britain and
their raiding lifestyle of attack, rape, burn and steal was continuing. In Britain
there had not been any national government with the necessary resources and
organisation to resist the onslaught of the Vikings. King Alfred of Wessex (c AD
85 The Song of Roland, As Chanted Before The Battle of Hastings, By the Minstrel Taillefer.
Translated by the Author of “Emilia Wyndham” [Anne Marsh Caldwell]. London. Hurst and
Blackett. 1854. Bookplate of Anne Marsh Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
86 Anciennes Relations des Indes et de la Chine de deux Voyageurs Mahometans, qui y Allerent
dans le Neuviéme Siecle; Traduites d’Arabe: Avec des Remarques Sur les Principaux Endroits de Ces
Relations. [The first part written by Sulaimān or from his accounts; the second part a supplement
by Abu Zaid Ḣasan. Translated into French and edited by Eusèbe Renaudot]. Paris, 1718. LW 1920.
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Title page from Song of Roland, translated by Anne Marsh Caldwell, 1854.
Ownership: Anne Marsh Caldwell.
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849-899) emerged as the leader who finally changed this. Alfred was the first
British King to work out how to use reading and writing to set up a more robust
administration and to create an effective chain of command. The spread of the
Viking menace was halted, and a large part of the Island of Britain became in
effect two countries, the Viking or Danish ‘Danelaw’ to the north-east centred on
York and the country of ‘Wessex’ to the south-west centred on Winchester. Alfred
has gone down in history as one of our great leaders and is referred to as ‘King
Alfred the Great’.
The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle was an important series of documents, started
around the time of Alfred. This records much of the English history known at the
time, the Romans, the Anglo-Saxons and the Vikings. Updates to the Chronicle
were steadily added for the next few hundred years and went on to also cover the
Norman conquest.
In AD 927, Alfred’s grandson Athelstan conquered Viking York and so became
the first King of England. After their defeat, the Vikings did not disappear as, like
the Romans before them, they had become genetically part of the population and
some of their vocabulary had also been absorbed into the English language.
Athelstan was followed by a number of kings. Most of us don’t know much
about them despite some of them having very memorable names. Aethelred
the Unready, Sweyn Forkbeard, Edmund Ironside, Cnut, Harold Harefoot,
Harthacnut and Edward the Confessor. In Scotland there was a king called
Duncan who was killed in a battle against Macbeth around 1040. Macbeth then
became king and kept the job for about 17 years until he was also killed in a battle.
We know of Duncan and Macbeth because of a play written 500 years later by
William Shakespeare. Shakespeare’s version of events was very different but that
is what often happens in history. Someone comes along and makes a few changes,
just to make the story more interesting.
Another event around this time was a young lady called Godiva who rode
stark naked through Coventry. The details about this event are very sketchy (her
naughty escapade was not written about by William Shakespeare). The story is
remembered by most people as it is just a very memorable image in everyone’s
imagination.
Edward the Confessor died childless in 1066. Harold Godwinson, with a
reasonable number of local supporters, decided to take the throne. He immediately had to head north to fight the invading army of Harold Hardraade, King
of Norway. The two armies clashed at Stamford Bridge and Harold Godwinson
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King Alfred the Great. Page from Raymond’s History, 1789.
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Macbeth, engraved by James Heath, 1807.
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won a decisive victory. Meanwhile, William Duke of Normandy invaded from
France. Harold Godwinson and his army had to immediately head south. They
met William at Hastings. Harold and his men were no doubt full of confidence
but probably a bit depleted on resources. Harold lost and William then became
known as ‘William the Conqueror’.

William the Conqueror. Page from A Complete History of England, 1706.
Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

This was very bad news for the English, as William and his followers just
helped themselves to everything they wanted. With Harold now dead there was
no one to lead any opposition. A guy called Hereward the Wake attempted to lead
a rebellion in 1070 but this was quickly crushed by William’s men.87
William was a strong leader and he immediately set about making things
happen. The first stage of the Tower of London was built, and Winchester
Cathedral was also started. William needed more resources so he ordered a survey
of the country, the objective being to figure out where money could be collected
87 Hereward the Wake, Last of the English. By Charles Kingsley. London. MacMillan & Co. 1895.
Cuthbert Helsham Heath, prize for English. HCFA.
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in the form of taxes. This survey resulted in the production of a very large book
which was written in Medieval Latin and was completed in 1086. This is now
referred to as ‘The Domesday Book’ and it has ended up being a fantastic source
of detailed information for historians interested in this period.
The Domesday Book was not a census and so did not record the number of
people living in the country. It is estimated by historians that the total population
at this time was probably something under 2 million.
There were now three languages being used in Britain at this time. The native
people spoke English, their French masters spoke French and there was a small
group of educated people who used Latin as a second language, especially for
religious matters.
William died in France in 1087. His son, another William (known as William
Rufus), became King William II of England but it would appear that he never
gained the respect that his father had achieved. In 1100 he went on a hunting
expedition in the New Forest and was accidently shot dead by an arrow released
by Walter Tirel. Whether it was an accident or murder will never be known for
sure, but Walter Tirel certainly didn’t stay around afterwards to discuss the matter.
William’s younger brother Henry then took up the crown and ruled from 1100
through to 1135 as King Henry I.
Over in Persia this was the time of Omar Khayyam (1048-1131) who lived in
what is now modern Iraq. Omar Khayyam was another one of these unique individuals who was very bright and was interested in nearly everything. He produced
various works on mathematics and astronomy but is best remembered for his
poetry. None of this was to reach Britain for a few hundred years but in 1859
an eccentric English author, Edward FitzGerald (1809-1883), produced a highly
embellished translation which went on to become a best seller.
Also happening around this time was the First Crusade (1096-1099). The Holy
Land had been predominantly Muslim for quite some time, but the Pope in Rome
felt that all the Christians should join forces, go to the Holy Land to defeat the
Muslims in Jerusalem and then convert everyone to Christianity. It was a plan
that sort of evolved but really it was completely crazy and despite having quite
a few Crusades they never did manage to change the Holy Land back to being a
Christian country. Lots of people were killed and nothing was achieved.
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Death of King William II (Rufus). Page from Raymond’s History, 1789.
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Erminia, engraved by James Heath. From Hoole’s Tasso, 1803.

The Italian poet Torquato Tasso (1544-1595) later wrote an epic poem about
the First Crusade.88 89
King Henry I had two children, William and Matilda. Matilda was shipped off
to Germany when she was only eight years old. This was part of an arranged marriage settlement with King Henry V (King of Germany and Holy Roman Emperor).
Back in history young princes and princesses were generally married off for political
reasons as directed by their parents and their parents’ advisors. Arranged marriages
were to remain the status quo right up until Victorian times. When she was almost 14
Matilda was married to Henry who at that time was 16 years older. As it turned out,
they didn’t have any children and the German King Henry V died in 1125. Matilda
was a widow for a few years and then her father (the English King Henry I) arranged
another political marriage, this time to Geoffrey Plantagenet, Count of Anjou. By
now Matilda was 25 but Geoffrey was only a young boy of 13. Nevertheless, they
were married, and they went on to have a son who was also named Henry.
88 Godfrey of Boulogne: or the Recouerie [Recovery] of Jerusalem. Torquato Tasso translated by
Edward Fairefax. London. Printed by John Bill. 1624. First published in 1581. LW 1920.
89 Jerusalem Delivered. An Heroic Poem Translated from the Italian of Torquato Tasso. By John
Hoole. 8th edition, London. Printed by T Bensley … For J Johnson… [engravings by James Heath]
HCFA.
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King Henry’s other child, another William, accidently drowned in a shipwreck
which meant that Matilda was heir to the throne. However, when King Henry I
died in 1135 his nephew Stephen of Blois quickly gathered supporters and took the
throne. Unfortunately, he never achieved the full support that he really needed.
The country spent most of the next 19 years in a state of civil war now referred
to as ‘The Anarchy’. Stephen eventually realised that everyone needed peace so
in 1153 he signed the ‘Treaty of Wallingford’, the result of which was that when
Stephen died the following year, Matilda’s son Henry became the next monarch,
King Henry II. This was the beginning of the ‘Plantagenet Dynasty’ which was
to last for the next 431 years (in other words, all the kings in this period had the
surname Plantagenet).
The reign of King Stephen was also the time of Geoffrey of Monmouth (c
1095-1155) who is well known today as the author of the Latin book ‘De gestis
Britonum or Historia Regum Britanniae’ (The History of the Kings of Britain).
Whether Geoffrey set out to write an accurate history we will never know as in
his book he seems to have covered a mixture of fact and fiction. He wrote stories
about some of the real leaders from history including Cadwaladr in Wales and
Cunobeline (Cymbeline) who lived in England. Other characters appearing in
his book were possibly invented, including King Arthur and King Lear. Years later
William Shakespeare produced a play about Cymbeline and a play about Lear.
The best-known character today is probably King Arthur as the stories about
Arthur, Gwenyvere, Merlin, Launcelot and the knights of the round table, have
all been retold and rewritten ever since. Sir Thomas Malory published a version
in 1485 and a further translation from Latin to English was printed in 1717.90 The
stories became very popular in Victorian times.
King Henry II married Eleanor of Aquitaine, known today as the only queen
to have had the privilege of being Queen of France and Queen of England. She
was initially married to King Louis VII of France but after disagreements between
them, the Pope agreed to annul their marriage making her free to marry Henry.
Later, she also disagreed with Henry but by then she had given birth to quite
a few children including Richard and John. Henry’s reputation took a setback
after some of his men murdered Thomas Becket, the Archbishop of Canterbury
90 The British History, Translated into English from the Latin of Jeffrey of Monmouth. With
a Large Preface Concerning the Authority of the History. By Aaron Thompson, late of Queen’s
College, Oxon. London. Printed for J. Bowyer. 1718. LW 1920.
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in 1170. Disagreement continued in the family and towards the end of his reign
Henry put Eleanor under house arrest. By then he was also fighting a war against
his sons. As it turned out, Henry died in 1189 and his son Richard became
King Richard I.
Richard liked fighting and he immediately set off on the ‘Third Crusade’ to
fight the Muslims in the Holy Land.91 Again, large numbers of people were killed,
and nothing was achieved. Eventually Richard headed for home but on the way
back he was captured by the Austrians who he had upset previously. He was then
handed over to another person who he had also upset, King Henry VI (King of
Germany and Holy Roman Emperor). Richard’s mother Eleanor had to raise a lot
of money to pay a huge ransom to get Richard released from captivity. Richard
then carried on fighting wars but died after being shot by an arrow. Richard didn’t
really do a very good job as king and he spent very little time in England, but
people enjoyed the stories that they heard about him. He is now remembered as
‘Richard the Lionheart’.
Another story set around this time is the tale of Robin Hood, but it is not
possible to say who the author was. It appears to have been folklore passed down
and embellished over many years.
After Richard the Lionheart had died, his brother John became king but he did
not have many supporters and he wasn’t seen as being very trustworthy.92 King
John lost some of his lands in France to the French king and generally lost everyone’s confidence. In 1214 the Barons forced John to sign a treaty at Runnymede
confirming that the Barons would have more say in Government and the law
would be applied more fairly. This treaty is now known as ‘Magna Carta’.93
King John died in 1215 and his 9-year-old son became King Henry III. Despite
lots of disagreement, Henry was to reign until 1272 except for a short period
around 1264 when he was captured by Simon De Montfort who wanted to set up
91 A work of fiction that was based at the time of the Third Crusade was written by Walter Scott
and published in 1825. Tales of the Crusaders consisted of two stories The Betrothed and The
Talisman. LW 1925.
92 William Shakespeare produced a play ‘The Life and Death of King John’ which is loosely based
on history and presented John as an inept king.
93 English Liberties: Or, the Free-Born Subject’s Inheritance, Containing I. Magna Charta, The
Petition of Right, The Habeas Corpus Act; and divers other most Useful Statutes . II. The Proceedings
in Appeals of Murther . III. All the Laws against Conventicles and Protestant Dissenters. By Henry
Care. London. Printed by George Larkin for Benjamin Harris. 1682. LW 1925.
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Richard the Lionheart. Page from A Complete History of England, 1706.
Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

a parliament to run the country. Simon’s parliament only lasted for about a year
because he was not able to get everyone to agree either.
The Crusades had continued on and off. Each Crusade would usually end up
being a disaster for most of the Crusaders who after a few years would then give
up and go home. Generally, there was a space of about 50 years before everyone
would have forgotten how bad it was and then a new generation would go and do
it all over again. During the ‘Seventh Crusade’ in 1250, King Louis IX of France
was captured at the Battle of Fariskur in Egypt by the Mamluk Baibars. This was
great for the Egyptians as they were able to ransom Louis and so the French had
to pay a lot of money to get their king back.
Some aspects of history like this, although very serious at the time, are quite
funny to look back on. Much of what went on was like a great big game of chess
with pawns being sacrificed and the occasional bishop, king or queen being toppled.
King Henry III died in 1272 and was succeeded by his son Edward. King
Edward I appears to have been politically astute and built up a solid support base.
He put lots of blame on the Jews and expelled them all in 1290 to keep everyone
else happy (and to avoid paying back a few loans). He also gave his son the title
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‘Prince of Wales’ to make the Welsh feel that they had a prince. These were both
well calculated political manoeuvres but of course expelling the Jews was completely unfair.
King Edward I had various disputes with the Scots but defeated them at the
Battle of Falkirk in 1298. The Scottish leader William Wallace (c 1270-1305) was
captured a few years later and was then hung, drawn, and quartered for high
treason. William Wallace94 has become a folk hero ever since and is probably now
remembered better than King Edward I.
A Venetian merchant called Marco Polo (1254-1324) travelled around much
of Asia and China between 1271 and 1295. Genghis Khan had become King of
Mongolia around 1206. Over the next few years he and his sons conquered a
vast area extending from China and Korea in the east right across to Poland
and Turkey in the West. Their general method (their business model) was to
kill a lot of people and rule by fear. Marco Polo met Kublai Khan (grandson of
Genghis Khan) and then worked for him as his foreign emissary for a number of
years before eventually returning home. Much of Marco Polo’s experiences were
recorded by Rustichello da Pisa in ‘Book of the Marvels of the World’ which was
written around 1299. It is thought that Marco Polo was the first person to describe
fine china as ‘porcelain’ from the old Italian word porcellana (cowrie shell).
It should be noted that at this time Venice had become a major trading power
in the Mediterranean and was on the way up. Its ‘Golden Age’ came around the
1400s during which time Venetian merchants made considerable fortunes from
trade networks. William Shakespeare also based a play in this period called ‘The
Merchant of Venice’.
Another person writing at this time was Roger Bacon (c 1219-1292). He was
an English philosopher and Franciscan friar who is now regarded by some as
England’s first Scientist. He wrote a book in Latin ‘Opus Majus’ which covers a
wide range of scientific and philosophical subjects.95
In 1307 King Edward I was succeeded by his son King Edward II who then
married Isabella, daughter of the King of France. As it was, Edward already had
94 The life and Acts of the Most Famous and Valiant Champion, Sir William Wallace, Knight of
Ellerslie. Maintainer of the Liberty of Scotland. Glasgow. Printed by Robert Sanders. 1665. LW 1920.
95 Fratris Rogeri Bacon, ordinis minorum, Opus Majus Ad Clementem Quartum, Pontificum
Romanum. Ex MS. Codice Dubliniensi, cum aliis quibusdam collato, nunc primum edidit S. Jebb,
MD [By Roger Bacon] London: William Bowyer. 1733. LW 1920.
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Merchant of Venice, engraved by James Heath, 1807.
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a boyfriend called Piers Graveston and we can assume that Isabella was probably
not very happy about this. Edward’s reign was an unsettled period especially after
the English lost the Battle of Bannockburn (1314) against the Scottish who were
led by Robert the Bruce. Isabella left her husband and went back to France but in
1326 she and her new lover Roger Mortimer returned to England and captured
Edward. The following year King Edward II agreed to abdicate in favour of his
son (another Edward) and shortly after this the ex-king died very conveniently
(presumably murdered). Things were still unsettled but Roger Mortimer turned
out to be a very useful scapegoat. He was accused of murdering Edward and was
executed shortly afterwards.
In Italy an author called Dante (c 1265-1321) wrote a long poem in the Italian
language titled ‘Divine Comedy’, completed 1320. By today’s standards a very
strange story as it is all about travels in the afterlife, through heaven and hell.
Very popular in its time and apparently still read by some people.96 97
King Edward III turned out to be a reasonable king and ruled from 1327 until
his death in 1377. In addition to being King of England, he also wanted to be King
of France (he was a grandson of King Philip IV of France) but not everyone in
France was keen on this idea so they ended up with a very long war which was to
go on and off for about 116 years and is usually referred to as the ‘Hundred Years
War’ (1337-1453). The writer Jean Froissart (c 1337-1405) was active at this time.98
In the period 1348 to 1349, calamity hit all over Europe in the form of the ‘Black
Death’ (probably yersinia pestis bacteria, bubonic plague). In England more than
a third of the population died and this resulted in a critical shortage of labour to
keep the country running. Fighting the Hundred Years war ground to a halt as
there was a shortage of people to do essential jobs like harvesting the crops in the
fields.
More writers were making their mark in Italy. Francesco Petrarch (1304-1374)
in addition to writing his own sonnets (poems), also became interested in ancient
texts from the times of the Greeks and the Romans. He produced a history of
96 Dante by Mrs Oliphant. Edinburgh & London. William Blackwood & Sons. 1877. Inscription
Arthur Helsham-Jones. LW and HCFA.
97 La Divina Commidea Di Dante Alighirai. Londra. Presso Pietro Rolandi. 1828. Bookplate of
John Moore Heath. HCFA.
98 Stories from Froissart. Barry St. Leger. 3 volumes. London. Published for Henry Colburn, by
Richard Bentley. 1832. LW 1925.
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Dante, 1828. Ownership: Rev John Moore Heath.

the Roman General Scipio Africanus and he also republished the Letters of the
Roman author and politician Cicero.
As mentioned previously, since the time of William the Conqueror, the various
Kings and Queens and many of the top people in the country had continued to
speak in the French language. Despite this, the English language had survived
all this time and was still widely spoken among the general population. In 1362
the decision was made to officially use English as the language of government.
Perhaps the fact that England was at war with France was another reason not to
use the French language anymore.
Towards the end of King Edward III’s life the government of England was
relatively secure and Edward’s son (Edward the Black Prince), was seen as an
heir with plenty of promise. Unfortunately, in 1376 Edward the Black Prince died
unexpectedly and the following year King Edward III also died. He was succeeded
by his 10-year-old grandson who became King Richard II.
Richard’s reign from 1377 to 1399 was a disaster and was later referred to as
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Petrarch, 1802. Portrait engraved by James Heath.

‘The Anarchy’ (just like back in the day of King Stephen). The country was still
suffering from a shortage of labour from the after effects of the plague. There was
a revolt among the peasants who felt they were being unfairly treated. At the same
time there were disagreements among many of the leading men of the time and
the Hundred Years War was still proceeding on and off with France.
Richard was in conflict with his cousin Henry Bolingbroke and in 1399 Henry
gathered supporters and took the crown. Richard was forced to abdicate, and he
died a prisoner shortly afterwards. Henry Bolingbroke then ruled as King Henry
IV for the next 14 years. History has not treated Richard kindly mainly due to a
play, written by William Shakespeare, which depicted Richard as a cruel, vindictive, and irresponsible king but this was probably an unfair portrayal. It was
probably more a case of just bad luck.
One major book project that happened around this time was a translation of the
Bible from Latin into English. This was attributed to John Wycliffe (c 1320-1384)
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and was a major change in the status quo. Some people were starting to question the right of the Roman Catholic Church to control the religion of the
country. John Wycliffe led a group of people who supported reform. After his
death the movement for reform continued to grow but the people running the
Church continued to resist. In 1415 the Church declared that John Wycliffe was a
heretic and they ordered that his dead body be dug up and burned along with his
English Bibles.
Also written around this time was ‘The Canterbury Tales’ by Geoffrey Chaucer
(c 1340-1400).99 Again, this book, instead of being written in Latin or French, was
written in English.
Another big event that had been happening around this period, in a faraway
country, was the conquests of Timur or Tamerlane (1336-1405). He appears to
have been of partly Mongolian heritage and starting from small beginnings he
gained control of a large area spanning from Aleppo in Syria across to Delhi in
India. Like Genghis Khan before him, his main strategy appears to have been the
violent suppression of anyone who opposed him. The activities of Timur were
not initially known about in England but over time stories of his exploits spread
through Europe.
In England Henry IV’s son came to the throne in 1413 as Henry V. He only
reigned for nine years but we remember him as the great leader who won the
Battle of Agincourt in northern France in 1415.
His son Henry VI became king in 1422 and for a brief period he was also
King of France after the death of his grandfather King Charles VI. This wasn’t
for long, as the French quickly found another candidate to be their king and so
the Hundred Years War continued until 1453 when the English lost the Battle of
Castillion and with it their last remaining territory in France. The Hundred Years
War was over. The French got France and the English kept England. King Henry
VI suffered a catastrophic mental breakdown and never recovered.
In 1431 a young French maiden called Joan of Arc (c 1412-1431) was convicted
of being a heretic and was burnt at the stake in Rouen, France.100 She had supported the French side in the war against the English but was later captured and
99 The Workes of our Ancient and Learned English Poet, Geoffrey Chaucer. London, Printed by
Adam Islip. An. Dom. 1602. Sotheby’s 1950.
100 Joan of Arc, an Epic Poem. By Robert Southey. Bristol. Printed by Bulgin and Rosser, for Joseph
Cottle … 1796. LW 1920.
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The Canterbury Pilgrims, engraved by James Heath, 1817.
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handed over to the English. Part of the reason she was found guilty of heresy
was because she had worn men’s clothing on a few occasions instead of consistently wearing female clothes. 25 years later in 1456 there was a retrial and Joan
was declared innocent, but they were not able to bring her back from the dead.
Certainly, the memory of her lived on and in 1803 Napoleon Bonaparte declared
her to be a national symbol of France.
After 1453, war in France had finished but the English then started their own
civil war between two branches of the extended Plantagenet family. These were
the Plantagenets of York who had as their crest a white rose and the Plantagenets
of Lancaster who had a red rose. The period 1455 to 1485 did not involve continuous fighting but nevertheless it has become known as the ‘Wars of the Roses’
which I always think is a very pretty name for a major conflict. More of this is
covered in the next chapter.
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O

ver in Portugal a man known as Prince Henry the Navigator (13941460) started supporting projects to explore new trade routes. In the
early 1400s, expeditions were sent out from Portugal to the islands in the
Atlantic. Further voyages followed the East African coastline down to the equator
and then right down into the southern hemisphere. This is sometimes referred to
as the beginning of the ‘Age of Exploration’ when ships from Portugal and Spain
started exploring the world. They were later followed by shipping expeditions
from France, Holland and England.
Around 1455 the first book was printed by the German Johannes Gutenberg.
It was a Latin Bible and was printed using moveable metal type. This was a new
revolution in book production. Before this, books were handwritten by scribes
and production of a Bible would take a year of a scribe’s time. With printing, there
was a significant amount of time required to set the moveable type into place but
once completed a large number of identical pages could be quickly printed. This
meant extra capacity to produce books and in addition to Bibles it was now possible to start printing a wide range of other publications. From this time, ideas and
knowledge could be spread faster and more easily than ever before.
The number of book productions grew, as entrepreneurs quickly began to
exploit this new opportunity. The first book to be printed in English was ‘The
Recuyell of the Historyes of Troye’, a collection of stories associated with Homer’s
Iliad. It was printed by William Caxton (c 1422-1491) in 1473, probably in Bruges.
The story is William’s translation of the French book by Raoul Lefèvre. William
then moved to London where he printed more books including: ‘Dictes or
Sayengis of the Philosophres’ which was a translation, by Anthony Woodville, of
a book by the Arab scholar al-Mubashshir ibn Fatik, originally written around
1048. William also printed copies of Chaucer’s ‘The Canterbury Tales’, ‘Aesop’s
Fables’, Ovid’s ‘Metamorphoses’ and Sir Thomas Malory’s ‘Le Morte d’Arthur’.
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The 1400s and 1500s are now considered to be a period of great change and
advancement in art, architecture, politics, science, education and literature,
helped very much by the printing of books. Much of this cultural activity was happening in the Italian city-states such as Florence, Venice, Genoa, Milan, Bologna,
and Rome. In addition to looking forward, some scholars were following in the
steps of Francesco Petrarch (1304-1374) and re-discovering more of the old texts
of the early Greeks and Romans. The Italian statesman Lorenzo de’ Medici (14491492) was an enthusiastic patron.101 All this scholarly activity in this period is now
loosely referred to as the ‘The Renaissance’.
In England in 1461 King Henry VI was deposed by his Plantagenet cousin
Edward who then became King Edward IV. They were both from the York branch
of the family (white rose). Edward died in 1483 and a few months later his sons
were murdered by their Plantagenet uncle who then took the throne as King
Richard III. Richard had his supporters, but he also had some strong opposition, including Henry Tudor. Via his mother, Henry was another Plantagenet but
from the Lancastrian branch (red rose). Henry raised strong support and defeated
Richard in 1485 at the Battle of Bosworth Field, in Leicestershire. Richard was the
last English monarch to die in battle. He became a relatively well-known king but
very much a villain. Yes, this was again due to William Shakespeare writing a play
about him. King Richard III has recently become even more well-known, due to
his body being rediscovered buried under a car park in Leicester.
Henry Tudor was crowned King Henry VII, and this swept in a new era and
a new dynasty, the ‘Tudor Dynasty’. A great opportunity lined up for Henry as he
was a bachelor and the daughter of the late King Edward IV was a young 20-yearold called Elizabeth, and she was very much available. They were both married
the following year. As it turned out this really did end up being a marriage made
in heaven and they had seven children together. At the same time the Plantagenets
of York and the Plantagenets of Lancaster (the white rose and the red rose) were
now united and the prettily named ‘Wars of the Roses’ was finally at an end. Henry
ruled the kingdom with reasonable stability for the next 24 years.

101 Although not listed on the Linley Wood inventory, we assume that there was probably a copy
in the library of ‘The Life of Lorenzo de’ Medici by William Roscoe, published in 1796.
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Almanzor, 1693. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.
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Over on the Iberian Peninsula, in Spain and Portugal, a long period of relative
stability was also underway. The Muslim Moors102 were defeated in 1492 and Spain
and Portugal were now Catholic. The Spanish Inquisition had been set up in 1478
and was ruthlessly routing out Muslims, Jews and anybody who was not a follower
of the Catholic Church. Everyone had to practice the state religion or leave the
country (or be killed). The Spanish Inquisition did not come to an end until 1834.
The voyages of exploration had gradually been extending their reach. In 1488
the Portuguese explorer Bartholomew Diaz (c 1450-1500), funded by King John
II of Portugal, sailed around the Cape of Good Hope, thus confirming the high
probability of a sea route all the way to India.
In 1492 the Italian explorer Christopher Columbus (1451-1506) funded by the
Catholic Monarchs of Spain, sailed right across the Atlantic Ocean. He was also
looking for a sea route to India but instead he discovered America and as a result
the native people of America have been referred to as Indians ever since.
By 1494 the Spanish and the Portuguese realised they were onto a good thing.
With their eye on gaining overseas territory and wealth from trade, they decided
that they needed to make an agreement to fully exploit the opportunity without
tripping over each other’s toes. They signed the ‘Treaty of Tordesillas’ thus agreeing to split the new world between them. They drew an imaginary line down the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean. Spain agreed to take everything to the west of 370
leagues west of the Cape Verde islands and Portugal took everything to the east.
The voyages of exploration continued, and the Portuguese explorer Vasco Da
Gama finally managed to make a voyage all the way to India (1497-1499) sailing
right around Africa and then east across the Indian Ocean. Wealth followed as
Portuguese entrepreneurs gradually set up trading posts along the coast of Africa
and all the way to India.103 104
102 Life of the Most Illustrious Monarch Almanzor, and of the Several Revolutions of the Mighty
Empire of the Caliphs and the African Kingdoms, together with the History of the Conquest of
Spain by the Moors. Composed in Arabic by Abulcacium Triff Abentariq, one of the Generals in
that Spanish Expedition and translated into Spanish by Michael de Luna Interpreter to Philip the
Second. London, 1693, Printed for Dan Browne. James Stamford Caldwell bookplate. LW 1920 and
HCFA.
103 Travels of the Jesuits into Various Parts of the World Particularly China and the East-Indies …
By Mr Lockman. Printed for T Piety, 1762. Signature of James Caldwell (1721-1791). HCFA.
104 In the Wake of da Gama. The Story of Portuguese Pioneers in East Africa 1497-1729. By Genesta
Hamilton (grand-daughter of Adm Sir LG Heath). Published by Skeffington, London, 1951. HCFA.
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Travels of the Jesuits, 1762. Ownership: James Caldwell.

The wealth generated from the Spanish and Portuguese trade made Spain and
Portugal into very rich countries and a period called the ‘Spanish Golden Age’ had
started. It should be noted that the ‘Venetian Golden Age’ went into decline as significant amounts of trade now became controlled by the Spanish and Portuguese,
to the detriment of the Venetian merchants.
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In 1509, in England, King Henry VII died, and his son Henry was crowned
King Henry VIII. He is possibly the most well-known English king, mainly
because he ended up marrying six wives but in addition these were times of great
change, brought about because of growing opposition to the practices of the
Roman Catholic Church, which was under the direction of the Pope in Rome. As
it turned out, lots of people got killed during Henry’s reign and the governance
of the kingdom really did get a top-down shake out.
One book that was printed around this time was ‘The Prince’ by the Italian
Niccolò di Bernardo dei Machiavelli (1469-1527) first published in 1513.105
Machiavelli’s political philosophy was all about winning, even if it meant killing
all the opposition. Morals were only secondary. The term ‘Machiavellian’ has
now entered the English language to mean cunning, scheming, and unscrupulous behaviour, especially in politics. I wonder if King Henry VIII read this book!
Sir Thomas More (1478-1535) published ‘Utopia’ in 1516. This book was in the
Latin language and was very popular in its time. Since then, the word ‘utopia’ has
become an English word meaning, a place of ideal perfection.
The following year a German priest called Martin Luther (1483-1546) made a
small demonstration against the Catholic Church in Germany.106 The Reformation
had begun, and the printing of books and pamphlets was to have a large part in
the growth of the movement for reform. Martin Luther translated the Bible from
Latin into German, and an English scholar William Tyndale (c 1494-1536) made
a translation into English. Things really heated up as lots of people pushed for
change and lots of people resisted change. In the meantime, numerous books got
burnt but lots more got printed. William Tyndale was exceedingly unlucky as he
was later convicted for being a heretic and was also burnt (at the stake!).
Meanwhile King Henry VIII had a problem. All he wanted was to have lots
of children, just like his parents had enjoyed, but time had rolled on and his
wife Catherine of Aragon had only delivered a daughter called Mary. It became
obvious to Henry that Catherine was not going to have any more children, so he
started making plans to divorce her so he could marry the much younger Anne
105 One book at Linley Wood by Niccolo Machiavelli was ‘Florentine History’ but it is not known
which edition (first published 1674). LW 1925.
106 The Table Talk of Martin Luther Translated and Edited by William Hazlett. New edition to
which is added The Life Of Martin Luther by Alexander Chalmers. London. HG Bohn. 1857. LW
1920.
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History Of The Reformation, 1683. Ownership: Thomas Bentley.

Boleyn. An annulment of the marriage was needed from the Pope in Rome, but
the necessary paperwork was not forthcoming. At the same time lots of people
in England wanted reform of the Church and so they were not very enthusiastic
about the Pope anyway. Other people just kept their heads down and did not
commit one way or the other. Another problem was that Henry was short of
money. The church had a lot of property. Then Anne Boleyn became pregnant.
Looking back, I suppose we could say that Henry then went ‘nuclear’ and
pushed the button. He certainly became Machiavellian and as a result ‘heads
rolled’.107 Many people in key positions were sacked and some, including Sir
Thomas More, met their fate at the hands of the executioner.
In 1533 Henry married Anne Boleyn and the following year, he made himself
Head of the English Church. The ‘Dissolution of the Monasteries’ followed. Over
107 The phrase “heads rolled” or “heads will roll” is of course an allusion to decapitated heads
rolling after execution by the axe.
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a very short space of time, Henry got a new wife (and a daughter Elizabeth) and
he also got all the property that had formerly belonged the the church. The people
wanting religious reform got rid of the Pope, and a programme to print an English
Bible for every church was soon underway. The Reformation had hit the kingdom
with the full force of an atom bomb. Overall, this was to end up being great progress
for the country, but it was to take a long time for the dust to fully settle.
Over the period 1519 to 1522 a Portuguese expedition led by Ferdinand Magellan
(c1480-1521) completed the first circumnavigation of the world. Of the five ships
that originally set out on the voyage, only one ship made it back and out of an
estimated 270 sailors, only about 18 survived the voyage. Ferdinand Magellan was
not one of them, as he had been killed in a battle in the Philippines. Most of the
others had died of scurvy. The voyage was still a success, as it opened the way for
more trade routes and over time much financial gain.
Meanwhile Spanish conquistadores had started to take over large parts of
central and southern America. In 1520 Hernán Cortés (1485-1547) had tenaciously
taken control of Tenochtitlan and the Aztec Empire in Mexico. Its former king
Moctezuma had been killed. Hernán Cortés and his men then systematically stole
everything they could get their hands on, especially anything made of gold or
silver. A few years later in 1534 the same game plan was repeated by Francisco
Pizarro (c 1471-1541) who marched into Peru, captured and executed their king
Atahualpa, and then took control of the Inca Empire. It was nothing more than
rape, murder and pillage of a native nation who had very little in the way of
defences. This was done on a massive scale and by today’s standards this really
was as bad as you could get. For the Spanish it was a new empire and for the conquistadores that survived, it was riches beyond their wildest dreams.108 109
By 1536 King Henry VIII had tired of his second wife Anne Boleyn and he
now wanted to marry Jane Seymour. Full of confidence at what he had achieved
in the previous few years, he accused Anne Boleyn of adultery and various other
trumped-up charges. She was quickly found guilty and shortly afterwards lost her
108 The Natural and Moral History of the East and West Indies. Written in Spanish by Joseph
Acosta and Translated into English by EG. London. Printed by Val: Sims for Edward Blount and
William Aspley. 1604. LW 1920.
109 The General History of the Vast Continent and Islands of America Commonly call’d The WestIndies, from the First Discovery Thereof. With the Best Accounts the People could give of their
Antiquities. … By Antonio De Herrera, Historiographer to His Catholic Majesty. Translated into
English by Capt John Stevens. London. Printed for Jer. Batley. 1725. LW 1920.
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head (no need for a protracted divorce). Henry married Jane Seymour and she
delivered a son (Edward) but she then died. Henry then married Anne of Cleves,
but he immediately changed his mind and divorced her. Thomas Cromwell lost
his head because of Henry’s sudden change in plan. Henry then married the
very young Katherine Howard. By now Henry was suffering from syphilis and
was losing his mental faculties. This was very unfortunate for Katherine who
was queen only for a few years before she also lost her head. Henry’s sixth and
final marriage was to Catherine Parr. She had been very unlucky in her first two
marriages as both her husbands had died. As it was, Henry also died a few years
later. Catherine then married Thomas Seymour, but she did not live very long as
a year later she died during childbirth.110
In 1547 the new king was Henry’s nine-year-old son Edward who became
King Edward VI but only for six years as he then also died. His protestant cousin,
Lady Jane Grey111 was then Queen but only for nine days as she was quickly
overthrown by supporters of Edward’s half sister Mary (daughter of Catherine
of Aragon). Queen Mary was a devout Catholic and she had been horrified with
all the changes made by her late father. She and her supporters immediately set
out to cancel the English Reformation and change the country back to being
good Roman Catholics. Her opponents within what was now the English protestant church tried to resist but, in many cases, they were singled out and convicted as heretics. A few hundred of them were burnt at the stake including Hugh
Latimer112 who had been Bishop of Worcester and chaplain to Mary’s late brother
King Edward VI.
Even Thomas Cranmer, the Archbishop of Canterbury, was put on a bonfire.
By now there were a lot of upset people, all saying their prayers daily but uncertain
as to whether they were Catholic or Protestant. As it turned out Queen Mary died
of natural causes in 1558. History has not treated her well and she is now generally
referred to as ‘Bloody Mary’.
110 The Life and Raigne of King Henry the Eighth. Written by the Right Honourable Edward Lord
Herbert of Cherbury. London. Thomas Whitaker. 1649. LW 1920.
111 Lady Jane Grey (c 1536-1564) was a granddaughter of Mary Tudor, King Henry VIII’s sister .
112 Fruitful Sermons Preached by the Right Reverend Father and Constant Martyr of Jesus Christ
Master Hugh Latimer newly imprinted with others not heretofore set forth in print to edifying of
all which will dispose themselves to the reading of the same. Printed at London by Thomas Cotes
for the Companie of Stationers 1635. Inscription Henry Coape, Mary Bock. Bookplate of James
Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Latimer’s Sermons, 1635. Ownership: Henry Coape.

Her half-sister Elizabeth (daughter of Anne Boleyn) became queen and immediately re-established the English Protestant Church. She was to reign for 44
years, during which time she maintained a relatively moderate course and with
the backup of a good team she was able to ride through the various storms that
came her way. Elizabeth never married and is now sometimes referred to as ‘The
Virgin Queen’.
A number of followers of the Roman Catholic religion continued for the next
hundred years to try and reverse the reformation but they never succeeded. The
English Protestant Church survived, and England continued to be independent
of the Pope.
The reformation had also maintained its course in Germany but in France
instability continued for some time. The period 1562-1598 became known as the
time of the ‘French Wars of Religion’ and religious conflict continued for more
than a hundred years afterwards. Over this extended period tens of thousands of
French Protestants (Huguenots) fled to England. By 1700 it is estimated that 5%
of the people living in London were Huguenots.113
113 The Protestant Reformation In France; Or, History of The Hugonots. [by Anne Marsh
Caldwell]. London. Richard Bentley. 1847. LW and HCFA (copy).
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The Protestant Reformation in France by Anne Marsh Caldwell, 1847.

The Portuguese and Spanish had made a head start in voyages of discovery
(and trade) but during the Elizabethan Age the English were beginning to catch
up. The earliest English voyage was possibly the Italian John Cabot (c1450-c1500),
who with support from King Henry VII, made some voyages from England to
America in the late 1490s. There is very little surviving documentation about John
Cabot’s expeditions, and it is assumed that he was lost at sea.
Later in the 1500s, further sea voyages were undertaken and some that were
more fully documented were those led by the Englishman Sir John Hawkins (15321595) from 1562 onwards. During his voyages he managed to carry out some very
lucrative trade in goods and he also made money by taking slaves from Africa to
South America. He was followed by Martin Frobisher (1535-1594), Francis Drake
(c1540-1596), John Davis (c1550-1605), Walter Raleigh (c1552-1618), Sir Thomas
Cavendish (1560-1592) and many others. These voyages were recorded later in a
book by the English author Richard Hakluyt (1553-1616).
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Revolutions de Portugal, 1728. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

In addition to making money by trading, these sailors were also able to take
great advantage of the fact that England and Spain were at war. The Spanish were
regularly bringing back large shipments of gold and silver from their colonies in
Central and South America. Working as ‘Privateers’ licenced by the English government, English sailors were able to act as pirates, capturing Spanish ships and
stealing all their gold. Francis Drake was particularly good at this. As long as the
Privateers shared their gains with the English government, everyone was happy
(except for the Spanish).
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In 1580 King Philip II of Spain also became King of Portugal. This brought
about the ‘Iberian Union’ (1580-1640) giving Philip the combined resources of
Spain and Portugal.114 115 116
During Elizabeth’s reign there had been a number of plots against her rule and
Catholic opponents were continuing to view Mary Queen of Scots117 as a possible replacement (Mary was the granddaughter of Margaret Tudor, the sister of
King Henry VIII). Sadly for Mary, she was implicated in a plot against Elizabeth
and was subsequently executed in 1587. Mary was probably not actively against

Mary Queen of Scots (1542-1587)
by Bernard Lens (1682-1740).

Elizabeth but on this occasion, it was more a case of having been in the wrong
place at the wrong time. The death of Mary was a setback for the Catholics who
were still hoping that the country would once more return to their religion.

114 Conestaggio, Girolamo Franchi di. The Historie of the Uniting of the Kingdom of Portugall
to the Crowne of Castill. London: Arn[old] Hatfield for Edward Blount, 1600. Bookplate of John
Marsh. HCFA.
115 Revolutions de Portugal, Par M. l’Abbe De Vertot, de l’Academe des Inscriptions & belles
Lettres. A Paris, Chez Francois Barois, sur le Quay. 1728. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell.
LW and HCFA.
116 The History of the Reign of Philip The Second, King of Spain. By Robert Watson. London:
Printed for W. Strahan, and T. Cadell. 1778. LW 1920.
117 James Stamford Caldwell bought a miniature portrait of Mary Queen of Scots at the Stowe sale
in 1848. Mary Queen of Scots by Bernard Lens.
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The Spanish Armada. From Raymond’s History, 1789.
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The situation between Protestant England and Catholic Spain came to a head
in 1588 when King Phillip II of Spain decided to put all his resources into building
a massive armada of about 130 ships to invade England and sort the British out
once and for all. However, things did not quite go to plan. The ‘Spanish Armada’
was supposed to pick up a large Army contingent from Flanders and then cross
the English Channel and create mayhem. Instead, they ran into Francis Drake
and his colleagues. The British ships proved quite a match and the Spanish ships
scattered. Over the next week a huge storm erupted, and it is believed that more
than a third of the Spanish ships were lost. This was possibly the high point in the
strength of the Spanish. From this time on the Spanish steadily got weaker and
the British got stronger.
Intrepid individuals were continuing to travel and more of them were writing
books about their journeys. A German physician and botanist (herbalist) called
Leonhard Rauwolf (1535-1596) travelled to Greece, the Levant (Turkey) and
Mesopotamia (Iraq) over the period 1573-1575. He was seeking out herbal medicines that he was hoping to bring back to Germany and sell at a profit. He wrote
about his herbs, his travels and the people that he met. He was one of the earliest
travellers to write about the drinking of coffee.118
Another early explorer who travelled through the Levant was the Frenchman
Joseph Pitton de Tournefort (1656-1708). He was sent by King Louis XIV and travelled in the period 1700-1702. Joseph was also a botanist (herbalist) and he was a
accompanied by the the artist Claude Aubriet (c1660-1742).119
Over in India the Mughals, who had been Muslim invaders from the north,
were now ruling a major part of the subcontinent. The first Mogul had been
Babur (1483-1530), who was a descendant of Timur and Genghis Khan. He was
followed by Humayun (1508-1556) and then Akbar (1542-1606). Akbar as well as
being a strong general was also an astute politician. He consolidated his father’s
and grandfather’s control of the county by recognising and accepting the religious and cultural diversity that existed across the empire. He was also a great
118 A Collection of Curious Travels and Voyages. The First Containing Leonhart Rauwolff ’s
Itinerary into the Eastern Countries. The Second Taking in Many Parts of Greece, Asia Minor,
Egypt, Arabia Felix etc. To Which are Added Three Catalogues. By John Ray. Published by S. Smith
& B. Walford, London, 1693. LW 1920.
119 Relation d’un Voyage Du Levant Fait Par Ordre Du Roi … Par M. Pitton de Tournefort.
Amsterdam, 1718, Aux depens de la compagnie. Bookplate of Anne Marsh Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
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Tipolis/Tirebolu on the coast of the Black Sea in Turkey with a view of the castle Ceresonte.
From Relation d’un Voyage Du Levant, 1718. Ownership: Anne Marsh Caldwell.

supporter of literature and built-up a large library of books written in Sanskrit,
Urdu, Persian, Greek, Latin, Arabic and Kashmiri.
While the existence of India was known by people in England, there had been
no direct contact until the merchant-explorer Ralph Fitch (1550-1611) made an
incredible eight-year journey through Syria and Iraq, on down to Oman, and
then on to India. From there he continued travelling east to Burma and down
to Malacca, a city on the Malay Peninsula (where spices were traded). When he
finally reached home in 1591, he found that he had been presumed dead and his
will had been proved a year earlier.
The first Englishman to sail to India was probably James Lancaster (c15541618) and his crew. Of three ships that set out in 1591, his was the only ship to make
the full journey. They sailed around Africa and then on past India and continued
west to the Spice Islands (East Indies) where they bought dried spices that could
be sold in England at a high profit. When they returned in 1594 only 25 members
of the crew had survived. The trip was not a huge financial success, but it proved
that trade could be done directly by sea, instead of overland with all the middlemen taking a cut. As a result, more merchants were prepared to speculate further.
The East India Company was set up a few years later and over the next 200 years
this was to end up being one of the largest companies that the world had ever seen.
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The East Indies. Map from Dampier, 1699.

As it turned out, the East India Company sailed on to create the British Empire.
The Dutch also created a great trading company, often referred to as the Dutch
East India Company (Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie, VOC).
Before the Elizabethan period writing books in Latin had been fairly commonplace, but with the changes brought by the Reformation, more authors
started writing their books in English. At the same time drama presented on a
public stage was attracting an increasing following. Some of the popular writers
of literature during this time include Thomas Wyatt (1503-1542), Edmund Spenser
(c1552-1599), John Lyly (c 1553-1606), John Florio (1553-1625),120 Sir Philip Sidney
(1554-1586), Christopher Marlowe (1564-1593) and Thomas Nashe (c 1567-1601).
Ben Jonson (c 1572-1637)121 was writing plays, as was William Shakespeare (1564120 The Essayes or, Morall, politike, and Militarie Discourses of Lord Michael de Montaigne …
[translated by John Florio]. London. Printed by M. Flesher for Rich: Royston. 1632. LW 1920 and
Sotheby’s 1950.
121 The Works of Ben Jonson in Nine Volumes with Notes Critical and Explanatory, and a
Biographical Memoir. W. Gifford. London. Printed for G. & W. Nicol. 1816. LW 1920 and Sotheby’s
1950.
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Shakespear, 1768. Ownership: Hannah Stamford.

1616).122 123 Also the drama writing duo of Francis Beaumont (1584-1616) and John
Fletcher (1579-1625).124
Another author of note was the early women writer Jane Lumley (1537-1578)
who translated some of the ‘Orations of Isocrates’ from Greek into Latin, and
Euripides’s ‘Iphigeneia at Aulis’ from Greek (or Latin) into English.125
122 Works of Shakespeare. London. Printed for A Bettesworth … 1733. LW and HCFA.
123 Shakespear [Baskerville Edition]. London. Printed by R Martin; and Sold by A Donaldson.
1768. 9 vols of 9. Inscription of Hannah Stamford & Elizabeth Caldwell. Bookplate of Hannah
Stamford. Inscription Martin W J Marsh from his affectionate Mother. Initials Mary Emma Lady
Heath. LW and HCFA.
124 The Works of Beaumont and Fletcher … by The Rev Alexander Dyce. London. Edward Moxon.
1843. LW and Sotheby’s 1950.
125 The Orations and Epistles of Isocrates. Translated from the Greek by Mr. Joshua Dinsdale.
And Revised by the Rev. Mr. Young. London. Printed for T. Waller, 1752. LW 1920.
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In addition to works of literature and the arts, writers were also producing
works of nonfiction. Books on history subjects were popular with a wide audience
but also books on specialist subjects such as the medicinal properties of plants.
Many of the books in the library at Linley Wood were by these authors and
some were original publications from the period. We know of 11 titles dated
between 1549 and 1603.
At Linley Wood the oldest recorded title was:
‘Image of Governance Compiled of the Actes and Sentences Notable,
of the Moste Noble Emperour Alexander Seuerus’. Written by his
secretary Eucolpius. Translated from Greek to English by Thomas
Elyot. Published in London by T. Berthelette, 1549 (Possibly first
published in 1541).
This book was in the Linley Wood library up until 1949 and was sold by
Sotheby’s in the following year.
The author, Sir Thomas Elyot (c 1490-1546), was an English diplomat and
scholar who had lived through the turbulent times of King Henry VIII. With the
move away from Latin during the Reformation he was one of the early authors
who began to write in English for literary purposes. Severus Alexander was
the Roman emperor from 222 to 235 AD but little is known about his secretary
Eucolpius, so much so that it might be that Thomas made it all up and used it to
raise questions about the government of the time. Sir Thomas Elyot wrote quite a
few books and also published some translations of classical authors.
Another early book, this one in Latin, was:
‘Petri Andreae Matthioli Senensis, Serenissimi Principis Ferdinandi
Auchiducis Austriae &c. Medici, Commentarii Secundo Aucti, In
Libros Sex Pedacii Dioscoridis Anazarbei de Medica Materia :
Adjectis Quam Plurimis Plantarum, & Animalium Imaginibus
Quae In Priore Editione Non-Habentur, Eodem Authore’. 1558.
This was by an Italian physician called Pietro Andrea Mattioli (1501-1577) and
is all about the medicinal properties of plants. Much of this was from the work of
the Greek physician Pedanius Dioscorides (c 40-90 AD). It contains one of the
earliest mentions of tomatoes and in addition to medicine, it began to make the
general study of plants an interest in its own right.
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Also at Linley Wood was ‘The Herball or General Historie of Plants’ by John
Gerard, published in 1597.126 This was the first book to mention potatoes in
England. They were probably imported from South America during the time of
the explorer John Hawkins.
I am not sure if it is mentioned in Gerard’s book, but it was in the late 1500s that
leaves from the tobacco plant started to be smoked in England. Tobacco had been
brought back from America by the Spanish shortly after the time of Christopher
Columbus. Later, John Hawkins had also observed the native American Indians
smoking pipes. Indications are that tobacco received a mixed reception in England
with some people being positive and some being negative. Of course, the positive
experimenters quickly got addicted to the nicotine and gradually over time entrepreneurs spotted the opportunity and a commercial supply chain developed to
meet the increasing demand.
Another early Linley Wood book that was auctioned by Sotheby’s in 1950
was ‘Mirror for Magistrates’, edited by William Baldwin, published by Thomas
Marshe, London.127 This copy was a first edition and was very rare. The buyer
paid £680 which was a lot of money in 1950. The book itself was a collection of
poems in which the ghosts of eminent statesmen recounted their downfalls as an
example for future magistrates and others in positions of power.
The earliest book from the Linley Wood library which has survived, and
is now once more in the present collection, is: ‘C. Ivlivs Caesar Sive Historiae
Imperatorvm Caesarvmqve Romanorvm Ex Antiqvis Nvmismatibvs Restitvtae
Liber Primvs’. An English translation would be: Julius Caesar, or a history of
Roman Emperors in Medals, by the Dutch author Hubert Goltzius (1526-1583).
Published in 1563.
Also present is a later book ‘Graecia Sive Historiae Vrbivm Et Popvlorvm
Graeciae Ex Antiqvis Nvmismatibvs Restitvtae Libri Qvatvor’, or History of Greece
in Coins, by the same author, published in 1581. These are both large folio sized
books (page height 330mm) and both are written in Latin. Inside are illustrations
of portraits of Julius Caesar and numerous other engraved portraits of famous
126 The Herball or General Historie of Plants. Gathered by John Gerarde of London Master in
Chirvrgerie. Imprinted at London by John Norton 1597. LW 1920.
127 A Myrrovre For Magistrates. Wherein may be seen by example of other, with how we grievous
plages vices are punished: and howe frayle and bnstable ino ldip prosperitie is founde, even of those,
whom fortune seemeth most highly in favour. Anno 1559. Londini In aedibus Thomas Marshe. LW
1920 and Sotheby’s 1950.
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Julius Caesar, or a history of Roman Emperors in medals, in Latin.
By Goltzius. 1563. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.
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people taken from coins from the Roman and Greek period. Another thing that
is interesting about these books is the provenance as they have the bookplate of
the English barrister Phillip Carteret Webb (1702-1770) and it is assumed that he
purchased them from the English lawyer and politician Sir Julius Caesar (c 15571636). There is also the bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell (1787-1858) of Linley
Wood confirming that he was a later owner. These particular books were two of the
many volumes sold in the auction at Linley Wood in 1949 to the book dealer Robert
Gibb. They were bought back from his grandson Robert Gibb in 2008 and 2016.
At Linley Wood there were a number of books on mining.128 129 Coal mining
was a very active part of the local economy in Staffordshire in the 1700s and
1800s. The earliest known book at Linley Wood which touches on this subject
was: Georgii Agricolae De Re Metallica Libri XII. Qvibvs Officia, Instrvmenta,
Machinae, AC Omnia Denique ad Metallicam Spectantia Non Modo … Basileae.
1561.
Georgius Agricola (1494-1555) was a German who took a particular interest in
mining and on the refining of metals. De re metallica (On the Nature of Metals
or Minerals) was printed in Latin and gives an overview of the mining activities
of the time taking place in Germany. The book remained the authoritative text on
mining for 180 years after its publication.
It should be noted that much of the mining carried out in the United Kingdom
has been for coal but further back in history metals were also extracted. Copper,
tin, iron, lead, silver and gold were all being extracted during the time of the
Romans from a number of locations across the country.

128 De la Fonte des Mines, des fonderies, des grillages, des fourneaux des fonte, d’affinage, de raffinage, de fabriques, de vitriol, de potasse etc. By Christoph Andreas Schutler. Paris 1753. [From the
smelting of mines, foundries, fences, smelting furnaces, refining, factories, vitriol, potash. Vitriol is
sulphates of iron and copper. Potash is a potassium-rich salt.] LW 1920.
129 Pyritologie, ou Historie Naturelle De La Pyrite, … On Y A Joint Le Flora Saturnisans, …
Par M. Jean-Frederic Henckel … A Paris, Chez Jean-Thomas Herissant … 1760. LW 1920.
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Another author who was active in the late 1500s was Francis Bacon (1561-1626)
who was writing philosophy and science.130 131 132 He was also Attorney General
and Lord Chancellor of England. Not to be confused with the earlier Roger Bacon
(c 1219-1292) who was another scientist.
Also surviving in the Linley Wood library from the Elizabethan period is the
book ‘Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland’ by Raphael Holinshed, 1587.
This book, written in English, covered the full history of the British Isles up until
this period. It is believed that William Shakespeare read a copy of this book and
then used it as his main source when he was writing some of his historical plays
(King Lear, Cymbeline, Macbeth, Richard III etc).
The library also contained a few later publications giving a history of Queen
Elizabeth and the period of her momentous reign from 1558 to 1603.133 134
Queen Elizabeth never married and when she died in 1603, she was succeeded
by King James VI of Scotland, who then became King James I of England. James
was the son of Mary Queen of Scots (1542-1587) and hence was descended from
King Henry VII.
King James I was very positive about his new job and being a canny Scotsman,
he quickly moved south to take up residence in London and take full advantage of the situation. He had presumably been rather unhappy that the earlier
government of Queen Elizabeth had chopped his mother’s head off but as the
expression now goes ‘every cloud has a silver lining’.135 Due to a rather complex
130 Philosophical Works of Francis Bacon . . . Notes by Peter Shaw. London. Printed for JJ & P
Knapton … 1733. LW 1808, 1920 and HCFA.
131 Of The Advancement and Proficiencie of Learning or the Partitions of Sciences, Nine Books.
By Francis Bacon, Interpreted from the Latin by Gilbert Wats. London. Published by T. Williams.
1674. LW 1808.
132 Essays, or Counsels, Civil and Moral by Francis Bacon. London. Printed for A Millar. 1755.
Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
133 Annales or the History of the Most Renowned Princesse Elizabeth, Late Queen of England, in
Latin by William Camden. Probably 3rd edition. London. 1635. Arthur Cuthbert Marsh bookplate
and John Loring inscription. LW 1925.
134 Fragmenta Regalia. Memoirs Of Elizabeth, Her Court And Favourites. By Sir Robert Naunton.
London. Printed For Charles Baldwyn. 1824. 1 vol of 1. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW
and HCFA.
135 The phrase “Every cloud has a silver lining” has its origins in a poem written by John Milton
(Comus: A Mask Presented at Ludlow Castle, 1634).
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combination of events, he suddenly found himself king of a much larger country
at the relatively young age of 36. He now styled himself ‘King of Great Britain and
Ireland’ and it would appear that he avoided Scotland except for one trip back
there in 1617.
James had reasonably good literary skills and wrote a number of publications
including ‘A Counterblaste to Tobacco’ (1604). This publication was longer than
an essay but shorter than a book and so is generally referred to as a ‘treatise’. The
work itself points out the ill effects of tobacco, dangerous to the lungs and hateful
to the nose. James felt smoking was bad news and shortly afterwards Parliament
put a tax on the importation of tobacco, which was by this time being regularly
shipped in from America.
In 1605 there was an unsuccessful attempt by Guy Fawkes, Robert Catesby and
a few other devout Catholics, to blow up the Houses of Parliament. Lots of books
have been written about this event and it has been celebrated with bonfires and
firework displays on the 5th of November ever since.136
Around the same time the Spanish author Miguel de Cervantes (c 1547-1616)
published the first part of his best seller, ‘Don Quixote’ (1605 and 1615).137 138 139
Possibly the biggest book project in the time of King James was the update of
the English translation of the Bible, the objective being to make it more widely
acceptable for use in England. A team of 47 men set to work on the project in 1604.
They worked steadily for the next seven years and by consensus came up with
136 The Gunpowder Treason: With a discourse of the manner of its discovery; and a perfect relation of the proceedings against those horrid conspirators; wherein is contained their examinations,
tryals, and condemnations: likewise King James’s speech to both Houses of Parliament, on that
occasion; now re-printed. A preface touching that horrid conspiracy, by the right reverend father
in God. And by the way of appendix, several papers or letters of Sir Everard Digby, chiefly relating
to the Gunpowder-Plot, never before printed. By Thomas Barlow Lord Bishop of Lincoln. London.
Printed by Thos Newcomb. 1679. Embossed ownership crest of William Douglas, 1st Duke of
Queensberry (1637 -1695). LW 1920 and HCFA.
137 Primera y Segunda Parte del Ingenioso Hidalgo Don Quixote de la Mancha [By Miguel de
Cervantes Saavedra]. En la Imprenta Real; A Costa de IA Bonet, y F Serrano: Madrid, 1647. LW
1920.
138 The Life and Exploits Of the Ingenious Gentlemen Don Quixote De La Mancha. Translated
from the Original Spanish of Miguel Cervantes De Saavedra. By Charles Jarvis … London: Printed
for J and R Tonson … 1749. LW 1920 and HCFA.
139 Novelas Exemplares De Miguel De Cervantes Saavedra … En Madrid Por Don Antonio De
Sancha. 1783. Bookplate of Arthur Cuthbert Marsh. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Gunpowder-Treason, 1679. From Linley Wood.

a new version which the majority of them agreed with. The result was the ‘The
Authorized Version’ or as it is now more commonly known ‘The King James Bible’.
This project was completed in 1611 and this Bible has been printed in various
forms ever since. The King James Bible became the most widely read book in
the English language and played a major role in standardising the language and
spreading it around the world.
Another important book published around this time was ‘Mirifici
Logarithmorum Canonis Descriptio’ published by John Napier (1550-1617) who
was one of my great x7 grandfathers.140 This contained a set of logarithm tables
which made it much easier to carry out complex multiplications and divisions.
Mathematics was becoming more important with the increase in sea voyages and
the need to navigate and accurately plot courses.
140 Memoirs of John Napier of Merchiston, His Lineage, Life and Times, With a History of the
Invention of Logarithms. By Mark Napier. Published by William Blackwood, Edinburgh … 1834.
HCFA.
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Don Quixote, 1749. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

In 1610 the explorer Henry Hudson had discovered Hudson Bay in Canada
but in 1611 his crew mutinied and Henry, together with his son and seven other
members of the crew, were put in a long boat and pushed out into the cold icy
waters never to be seen again.
The East India Company were active on the much warmer west coast of India
where they managed to beat the Portuguese and then set up a trading post at
Surat. A few years later Sir Thomas Roe (1581-1644) became ambassador to the
4th Mughal Emperor Jahangir (1569-1627). Thomas spent three years in India and
very much enjoyed blending into the native lifestyle.
Some settlers went to America in 1607 and founded a new colony in Virginia
where they successfully started to grow increasing quantities of tobacco. The great
thing about this plant was that once it was dried out it would have a long shelf life.
It could then be exported back to England at a healthy profit even if the product
itself was rather unhealthy for the consumers. This crop would later be called
‘Virginia Gold’.
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Memoirs of John Napier of Merchiston by Mark Napier, 1834.
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Around the same time in America, John Rolfe (1585-1622) discovered romance
and married Pocahontas (c 1596-1617). People in Britain were hearing stories of
fantastic opportunities in the ‘New World’ and many wanted to leave British shores
for a better life. A group of people generally referred to as ‘Pilgrims’ boarded a
sailing ship called the ‘Mayflower’ in Southampton in 1620 and left permanently
for America.
Many of these people were ‘Puritans’ who were strongly against the practices
of the Catholic Church and even the change to English Protestantism was not
enough to satisfy their desire for freedom.141 The Puritans’ religion was a new
brand, and they are also sometimes referred to as ‘Separatists’.

History of the Puritans, 1754. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

Another person travelling and writing around this time was the Englishman
George Sandys (1578-1644) who travelled extensively in the Eastern Mediterranean.
Setting out in 1610 he travelled through France and on to Northern Italy, Venice,
Constantinople, Egypt, Mount Sinai, Palestine, Cyprus, Sicily, Naples and

141 History of the Puritans or Protestant Non-Conformists from the Reformation under Henry
VIII to the Act of Toleration under King William and Queen Mary. By Daniel Neal. London. Printed
for J Buckland … 1754, 2nd edition. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW and HCFA
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Rome. He published a story of his travels in 1615.142 He then went to Virginia
in America where he joined the other settlers and lived there for a number
of years. Presumably he experimented with smoking a bit of Virginia Gold,
but we don’t know for sure. Eventually he returned to England and spent the
remainder of his life writing books. He is known for his translation of Ovid’s
‘Metamorphoses’.
By the time King James I died in 1625 the new relationship between the church
and the state was reasonably settled but with the coming of his son King Charles
I a new shake up was about to start and this time it would be the king who was
going to lose his head.
In 1628 William Harvey (1578-1657) published his work on the circulation of
blood143 and in the same year a young man called Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658)
became the Member of Parliament for Huntingdon.
By this time King Charles was in deep arguments with Parliament and being
married to a Catholic (Henrietta Maria144) was not helping his image. In 1629 he
dissolved Parliament and for the next 11 years he tried to rule the country himself
but not with any great success.
Around this time things were great in Holland. The Dutch were living through
what would later be called ‘The Dutch Golden Age’ which had started around 1588
after the Spanish Armada and the birth of the Dutch Republic. The good times
were to last until 1672 when the French invaded from the south and things were
never the same again. In the 1630s the Dutch East India company was making
huge profits and rich merchants were spending their gold on magnificent paintings. Prior to this period, most artwork was commissioned by the church and
images were generally of a religious theme. The Dutch Golden Age painters were
now painting family portraits and scenes of everyday life. Landscapes and historic
142 A Relation of a Journey Begun An: Dom: 1610. Containing a Description of the Turkish
Empire, of AEgypt, of the Holy Land, of the Remote parts of Italy, and Ilands Adjoining. By George
Sandys. London. Published by W. Barrett. 1615. LW 1920.
143 Anatomical Exercitations Concerning the Generations of Living Creatures: To which are added
Particular Discourses of Births and of Conceptions &c. By William Harvey. London: Printed by
James Young 1653. LW and Sotheby’s 1950.
144 Henrietta Maria (1609-1669) was the daughter of King Henry IV of France. She married King
Charles I of England in 1625. A portrait of her, possibly by Van Dyck, was purchased by James
Stamford Caldwell from the Stowe sale in 1848. It hung at Linley Wood until 1949 when it was sold
by Sotheby’s.
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scenes were also popular. Some of the famous artists of this period include Gillis
d’Hondecoeter (c 1575-1638), Frans Hals (c 1582-1666), Jan van Goyen (1596-1656),
Salomon van Ruysdael (c 1602-1670), Rembrandt (1606-1669), Jan Both (c 16101652), Jacob van Ruisdael (c 1629-1682), Johannes Vermeer (1632-1675) and some
of the Flemish painters including David Teniers (1610-1690), Pieter Bout (c 16401719) and Adriaen Frans Boudewijns (1644-1719).
One of the intellectual figures of the Dutch Golden Age was the French philosopher René Descartes (1596-1650). During the period 1629-1649 he lived in
Holland and published his ideas about life and society.145 Many historians consider him to be one of the founders of modern philosophy.

The Village Fete by David Teniers (late 1600s).
145 Discours de la Méthode Pour Bien Conduire la Raison et Chercher la Vérité Dans les Sciences.
By Descartes. Paris, Par la Compagnie des Libraries. 1724. Inscription H Stamford (Hannah
Stamford), Anne Marsh Caldwell and RJMC (Rosamond Jane Marsh Caldwell). LW 1808 and
HCFA.
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In addition to buying paintings and books, the rich Dutch merchants also
developed a great passion for tulips. This became ‘Tulip Mania’ as the price of
tulip bulbs went up and up, hitting their highest prices in 1637, after which there
was a massive collapse and the prices have never recovered. Today you can buy
some excellent tulip bulbs from a garden centre for little more than a few pounds.
One book at Linley Wood about the Dutch was: ‘A Treatise of the Antiquity of
the Commonwealth of the Battavers, which is now the Hollanders’.146
An interesting person living at this time was the English mathematician
William Oughtred (1575-1660). He invented the slide rule for multiplication and in
1631 he published ‘Clavis Mathematicae’ (The Key to Mathematics) and invented
the useful symbol x for multiplication. Not resting there, he also invented the
abbreviations sin and cos for the sine and cosine functions.
In 1640 King Charles I recalled Parliament but there was dissatisfaction all
around and by 1642 the country had slipped into civil war with the supporters of
the king in opposition to the supporters of Parliament. The war ended in defeat
for Charles and by 1647 he was under arrest but by now his opposition had split
into two distinct groups, the ‘Parliamentarians’ and the ‘New Model Army’. In
the confusion, Charles continued to actively oppose both, and a second civil war
resulted. This time around, Charles lost well and truly. Parliament (and Oliver
Cromwell) put the King on trial for treason, judged him to be guilty, and he was
beheaded a few days later.147 One obscure person involved in all this was Colonel
Francis Hacker who was Captain of the Guard at the execution.148
In Scotland James Graham, 1st Marquess of Montrose (1612-1650), who had
been a supporter of King Charles I, had to flee and he was for a while hidden by
John Milbourne (one of my great x7 grandfathers). Unfortunately, the Marquess
was eventually caught and subsequently also lost his head. In the meantime, John
146 A treatise of the antiquity of the commonwealth of the Battavers, which is now the Hollanders.
First written in Latin, by H. Grotius, ... and afterwards translated into the Netherlandish Dutch, and
perused by the author himselfe; and now again translated out of both the Latin and Dutch, into
English, by T. Woods. London, 1649. LW 1920.
147 An Impartial Collection of the Great Affairs of State. From the beginning of the Scotch Rebellion
in the Year 1639. To the Murther of King Charles I. By John Nalson. 1st edition, London: printed
for Thomas Dring, Benjamin Tooke & others, Vol 1 1682, Vol 2 1683. LW 1920 and HCFA(copy).
148 Portraits of Col Francis Hacker’s son and daughter-in-law were at Linley Wood; Samuel Hacker
(1646?-1724) and Elizabeth Crompton (1678-1757).
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Montrose, 1720. Ownership: John Marsh.

Milbourne had to flee, and this story was passed down in the family and recorded
by his granddaughter’s husband, George Marsh as follows:
Mr Milbourne had intimation from friends that it was known he had secreted
him [the Marquess of Montrose], and that therefore it would not be safe to continue
in his house. Who thereupon buried all his plate and valuables in an old dry well,
and flew with his family into an obscure part of Scotland; of which information
having been given, a party came to his house in a few days after he was gone,
opened the well, took possession of his effects, burnt his house and all his barns and
outhouses and almost ruined him and his family; with which, however, he often
declared he was not so much concerned of as he was by the opprobrious treatment
of the most noble Marquis, for whom he had the utmost affection, which so prayed
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on his mind that he fell into a decline and died in a few months after.149 150 151
The country was now run by Parliament as a ‘Commonwealth’ but there was
still a lot of dissatisfaction and of course there was no longer a king to blame.
Cromwell and the New Model Army had to fight a third civil war against supporters of the late king. Things came to a head in 1653 between Cromwell (leader
of the New Model Army) and Parliament. Cromwell carried the day. Parliament
was dissolved and Cromwell was made ‘Lord Protector’.
During these difficult times, lots of other things were happening around the
world. In 1642 the Dutch sailor Able Tasman (1603-1659) and his crew briefly
discovered a new country which they called New Zealand, but they were low
on provisions and so only stayed a few days before continuing their journey.
Unfortunately, they didn’t manage to mark the location very accurately on their
map with the result that New Zealand was not to be rediscovered until Captain
Cook arrived there in 1769.152
Over in India the 5th Mughal emperor Shah Jahan (1592-1666) was building
the Taj Mahal in memory of his late wife, Mumtaz Mahal who had died in 1631.
In fact, Shah Jahan had lots of wives, but Mumtaz was his favourite.
During this period of Indian History, the Mughal empire was at its peak with
resources and riches that the world had never previously witnessed.
In England, authors continued to write books, but the 1650s had a rather
subdued output. With the unstable politics of the time most people were trying
to keep their heads down. Publishing a book that might be seen to be in any way
critical, was not a risk worth taking. During much of this time the theatres were
also closed, to stop anyone presenting anything that might be unacceptable to
Parliament.

149 Recorded in George Marsh’s diary. LW and HCFA.
150 Manuscript copy of section from George Marsh’s diary, bound with: A Complete History Of
the Wars in Scotland; Under the Conduct of the Illustrious James Marquis of Montrose … Printed
in the year 1720. Bookplate of John Marsh. HCFA.
151 The Scottish wars and the Marquis of Montrose were covered by Walter Scott in his historical
novel ‘A Legend of Montrose’, 1819. LW 1925.
152 An Account of the Voyages Undertaken by the Order of his Present Majesty for Making
Discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere, and, Successively Performed by Commodore Byron,
Captain Wallis, Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook, In the Dolphin, the Swallow, and the
Endeavour … London: Printed for A. Strahan, and T. Cadell. 1773. LW 1920.
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Early map showing assumed location of a land mass called N Zeeland (New Zealand).
From Voyage Around the World by William Dampier, 1699.

Aesop’s Fables was translated by John Ogilby (1600-1676) in 1651. Izaac Walton
published a very popular book in 1653 but he restricted the content to his favourite
hobby fishing ‘The Complete Angler’.153
Another author who did publish around this time was James Ussher (15811656) Archbishop of Armagh and Primate of All Ireland.154 He was very interested
in dates and after researching old Greek and Roman texts, he worked out dates
for various historic events. He correctly calculated that Alexander the Great had
died in 323 BC and Julius Caesar in 44 BC. James went even further and became
very confident that God had created the world, 22 October 4004 BC.
153 Complete Angler, 6th edition. By Izaac Walton & Charles Cotton. London. Published by
Rivington. 1797. Inscription Caldwell Linley Wood. LW 1920 and HCFA.
154 The life of the Most Reverend Father in God, James Usher [Ussher], Late Lord Arch-Bishop
of Armagh, Primate and Metropolitan of all Ireland. With a collection of three hundred letters,
between the said Lord Primate and most of the eminentest persons … by Richard Parr, D.D. his
lordships chaplain. Published in London, 1686. Printed for Nathanael Ranew, at the Kings-Arms in
St. Pauls Church-Yard. Ownership inscription of W Caldwell. HCFA.
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Complete Angler, 1797. Ownership: James Caldwell.
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THE RESTORATION AND THE GLORIOUS
REVOLUTION (1660-1700)

C

romwell died in 1658 and political instability ensued once again. A new
leader was needed. Parliament voted for a new king and as a result the late
king’s son, who had been living in France and Holland, was invited back
to take the job. In 1660 he returned as King Charles II and today he is sometimes
referred to as the ‘Merry Monarch’ due to his passion for pretty ladies.
The restoration of the monarchy was followed by an explosion of activity.
All the blame for the execution of the late King was placed on the small group of
men who had signed his death warrant or been directly involved in his execution.
These men were used as scapegoats, but they were called ‘Regicides’ to make them
sound like they were really bad people. As it turned out, some of the Regicides
had already died and some fled overseas but a small number of unlucky ones,
including Col Francis Hacker, were rounded up, put on trial, and then executed.
For everyone else the restoration introduced a new period of relative freedom
and frivolity. The theatres reopened and authors started publishing books again.
They even published works by the late King.155 ‘Hudibras’ was published by Samuel
Butler (1613-1680) from 1663.156 ‘Paradise Lost’ was published by John Milton
(1608-1674) in 1667 and ‘Annus Mirabilis’ was published by John Dryden

155 Reliquiæ Sacræ Carolinæ. Or The Works of That Great Monarch and Glorious Martyr King
Charls the I: Collected together, and digested in order, according to their severall subjects, Civil
and Sacred Charles I, King of England (1600-1649). Published by Hague [i.e. London]: printed by
Samuell Browne [i.e. F. Leach], 1651. LW 1920.
156 Hudibras. In Three Parts. Written in the Time of the Late Wars. Corrected and Amended: With
Additions. To which is added Annotations to the Third Part, With an Exact Index to the Whole;
Never before Printed. Adorn’t with Cuts. London: Printed for R Chiswell, F Tonkin, T Horne, and
R Wellington. Bookplate of Anne Marsh Caldwell. 1710. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Hudibras, 1710. Ownership: Anne Marsh Caldwell.

(1631-1700) in 1667.157 158 159 An historian called James Heath (c 1629-1664) published ‘A Chronicle of the Late Intestine War’ in 1661 and a biography of the ‘Late
Usurper’ (Oliver Cromwell) in 1663.160 A more extensive history was written by
157 In 1650 during his time working for the Commonwealth of England under its Council of
State, John Milton had written: A Defence of the People of England, by John Milton: In Answer to
Salmasius’s Defence of the King. A later 1692 copy was listed at Linley Wood in 1920.
158 The Works of John Milton … From the text of Thomas Newton. Birmingham: Printed by
John Baskerville for J. and R. Tonson. 1758. Thomas Stamford (1712-1787) is listed as one of the
subscribers. HCFA. There were also a number of other titles of Milton’s works at Linley Wood.
159 The Poetical Works of John Dryden with The Life of the Author. Cooke’s edition. London.
Printed for C Cooke. No date, c 1800. Inscribed JS Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
160 A Chronicle of the Late Intestine War in the Three Kingdoms of England, Scotland and Ireland.
With the Intervening Affairs of Treatises, and other occurrences relating thereunto. As also the
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Chronicle of the Late Intestine War, James Heath, 1676. Ownership: George Heath.

Edward Hyde, 1st Earl of Clarendon (1609-1674) and was published by his son
in 1702.161
Some of the books at Linley Wood printed in the 1660s include:
1660. Chronicle of the Kings of England. By Richard Baker.
1661. Humane Industry: or a History of Most Manual Arts. By Thomas Powell.
1662. Voyages & Travels of the Ambassadors ... to the Great Duke of Muscovy,
 and the King of Persia 1633-1639. By Adam Olearius.
Translated by John Davies.
1664. Some Considerations … of Experimental Natural Philosophy.
By Robert Boyle.
several Usurpations, Foreign Wars, Differences and Interests depending upon it, to the happy
Restitution of our Sacred Sovereign K. Charles II. By James Heath. London: printed by J.C. for
Thomas Basset. 2nd edition. 1676. Bookplate of George Heath. HCFA.
161 The History of The Rebellion and Civil Wars In England Begun in the Year 1641. By Edward
Earl of Clarendon. Oxford: Printed at the Theatre, 1702. LW copied dated 1708. LW 1920.
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1665. Life and Acts of the Most Famous and Valiant Champion,
Sir William Wallace.
1666. Memoires de Messire Pierre de Bourdeille. 1669. Fables Choisies.
By Jean de La Fontaine.
Another book that has survived from this period is the Crowe family Bible.
This is a beautiful volume, with gilt edged pages, exquisitely bound in green lizard
skin and incorporating a silver hinged spine and silver corners. On the front is
the family coat of arms engraved on silver. The arms represent Crowe on the left
and Dalton on the right but there is no crest at the top and so this book probably
belonged to Christopher Crowe’s wife who we can assume had Dalton as her
maiden name.162 We have passed down in the family an impression of a letter seal
showing the same coat of arms but with the addition of the Crowe family crest
consisting of a sheaf of five arrows. This seal would have belonged to Christopher
Crowe. We don’t know their dates except that they lived in the second half of the
1600s.
Printing a book after 1660 was less risky than it had been in the time of
Cromwell and the Commonwealth, but the new government still wanted to maintain some restrictions. In 1662 they brought in “An Act for preventing the frequent
Abuses in printing seditious treasonable and unlicensed Books and Pamphlets
and for regulating of Printing and Printing Presses”. This meant that the printing
of most books could go ahead provided the printer was licensed. However, the
printing of newspapers continued to be difficult. The act expired in 1695 and was
finally repealed in 1863.

162 The Holy Bible Contayning the Old and New Testaments. Newly Translated out of the Originall
Tongues, and with ye former Translations diligently compared, and revised by his Majesties speciall
command. London. Printed by John Field. 1660. Silver binding. Crest of Christopher Crowe incorporating Dalton. HCFA.
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Bible, 1660. Assumed to have belonged to the wife of Christopher Crowe.
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The Royal Society was founded in 1660 to promote science and Robert Boyle
(1627-1691)163 164 165 published his law on the pressure of gasses (PV=k). Another
person writing at this time was the diarist Samuel Pepys (1633-1703) but his diary
was not to be published until 1825.166
Not everything went well. The Plague hit the country in 1665 and this was
followed by the great fire of London in 1666. There was a war with the Dutch
who then raided the Thames. They sunk a lot of English ships and captured the
navy’s flagship (Royal Charles) which they then sailed back to Holland as a prize.
With the aftermath of the great fire, St Paul’s Cathedral was rebuilt by a team
lead by Sir Christopher Wren (1632-1723).
During this time, French merchants were also attempting to become active in
India. The diamond trader Jean-Baptiste Tavernier (1605-1689) made a number
of voyages to India and Persia. Somewhere on his travels he picked up a massive
diamond (116-carat) that he later sold to King Louis XIV of France for the equivalent of 172,000 ounces of gold (approx £200 million in today’s money). He wrote a
book about his travels and this became a best seller, being translated into German,
Dutch, Italian, and English.167
Another Frenchman active at this time was Jean-Baptiste Colbert (1619-1683).
He served as First Minister of State from 1661 to 1683 under the rule of King Louis
163 Some Considerations Touching the Usefulness of Experimental Natural Philosophy, Proposed
in a Familiar Discourse to a Friend, by way of Invitation to the Study of it. By the Honorable Robert
Boyle Esq, Fellow of the Royal Society. A Second Edition [first published in 1663]. Oxford. Printed
by Henry Hall for Richard David. 1664. LW and Sotheby’s 1950.
164 An Essay About the Origine & Virtues of Gems, Wherein are Propos’d and Historically
Illustrated Some Conjectures About the Consistence of the Matter of Precious Stones, and the
Subjects Wherein their Chiefest Virtues Reside. By Robert Boyle. London. Published by William
Godbid and are to be sold by Moses Pitt. 1672. LW and Sotheby’s 1950.
165 Essays of the Strange Subtilty Determinate Nature Great Efficacy of Effluviums. To which are
annext New Experiments to Make Fire and Flame Ponderable: Together with a Discovery of the
Perviousness of Glass. By Robert Boyle. London. Published by W.G. & M. Pitt. 1673. LW 1920 and
Sotheby’s 1950.
166 Memoirs of Samuel Pepys. Comprising His Diary from 1659 to 1669 … Deciphered by the Rev.
John Smith. Edited by Richard, Lord Braybrooke. London. Henry Colburn. 1825. LW 1925.
167 Les Six Voyage de Jean-Baptiste Tavernier, Ecuyer Baron d’Aubonne, en Turquie, en Perse et
aux Indes. By Jean-Baptiste Tavernier. Published by Suivant la copie, 1679. LW 1920.
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XIV. Colbert was an enthusiastic supporter of French trade and wrote a biography
of his time.168
Isaac Barrow (1630-1677) was an English Christian theologian and mathematician who is now almost forgotten. He played an early role in the development of infinitesimal calculus and in 1669 he published ‘Lectiones Opticae et
Geometricae’.169 Isaac Newton was one of his students.
Aphra Behn (1640-1689) completed her play ‘The Forced Marriage’. It was
acted at the Lincoln’s Inn Fields Theatre in London around 1670. She then spent
the next 17 years producing a series of bawdy comedies. During this time, she
attracted some criticism as she was a lady, and it was not considered appropriate
for women to write such plays. Towards the end of her life, she also wrote some
novels including ‘Oroonoko: or, The Royal Slave, A True History’ by Mrs Behn,
London, 1688. Her portrait was at Linley Wood, having been bought by James
Stamford Caldwell at the Stowe sale in 1848. Presumably, Stamford owned and
read and enjoyed some of her bawdy productions but none of her publications
survived in the Linley Wood library. Perhaps after his death the Miss MarshCaldwells destroyed them.
John Bunyan (1628-1688) published The Pilgrim’s Progress in 1678.170
The Protestants in England were still very worried that there might be an
attempt by Catholics to try and take the country over. In 1678 a man called Titus
Oates revealed that certain individuals were working together to assassinate King
Charles II. Although Titus Oates presented no real evidence a number of people
(for political reasons) took his accusations very seriously. They rounded up some
of their rivals (who just happened to be Catholic) and accused them of treason.
Some of them were convicted and were subsequently executed.

168 La vie de Jean Baptiste Colbert Ministre d’etat Sous Louis XIV Roy de France. Cologne, 1695.
LW 1920.
169 Lectiones Opticae & Geometricae: in Quibus Phaenomenon Opticorum Genuinae Rationes
Investigantur, Ac Exponuntur: et Generalia Curvarum Linearum Symptomata Declarantur. By Isaac
Barrow [edited by Isaac Newton]. London. Published by William Godbid for Robert Scott. 1674.
LW 1920.
170 Illustrations of The Pilgrim’s Progress: Accompanied with extracts from the work and descriptions of the plates. By Bernard Barton. And a biographical sketch of the life & writings of Bunyan
by Josiah Conder. London and Paris. 1836. Inscription Louisa, Fanny, Georgiana and Rosamond
from their affect brother MM [Martin Marsh]. LW and HCFA.
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Bunyan’s Pilgrims Progress, 1836. Ownership: Martin Marsh.

This became known as the ‘Popish Plot’. A few years later it became apparent
that Titus Oates had dreamed it all up.171
In South America the Spanish were continuing to build their empire and
explore the country.172
The Belgian Catholic Priest Louis Hennepin (1626-1704) was writing about
his time exploring New France (Quebec, Canada) around 1680.173
171 A Display of Tyranny: Or Remarks Upon the Illegal and Arbitrary Proceedings in the Courts of
Westminster and Guildhall ... from ... 1678 to ... 1688. [By Titus Oates.] London, 1689-90. LW 1920.
172 Voyages and Discoveries in South-America. The first up the river of Amazons to Quito in Peru,
and back again to Brazil, perform’d at the command of the King of Spain. By Christopher D’Acugna.
The second up the river of Plata, and thence by land to the mines of Potosi. By Mons. Acarete. The
third from Cayenne into Guiana, in search of the lake of Parima, reputed the richest place in the
world. By M. Grillet and Bechamel. Done into English from the originals, being the only accounts
of those parts hitherto extant. The whole illustrated with notes and maps. London. Printed for S.
Buckley. 1698. LW 1920.
173 A New Discovery of a Vast Country in America, Extending above Four Thousand Miles,
between New France & New Mexico by Louis Hennepin. London. Published by Henry Bonwicke.
1699. LW 1920 and Sotheby’s 1950.
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The French Jesuit Louis le Comte (1655–1728) was writing about his mission
to China around 1688.174
The Quaker William Penn (1644-1718) was founding the state of Pennsylvania
in America. He was writing books about religious matters and also about common
sense.175
Peter the Great became the Tzar of Russia around 1682 and ruled the country
until his death in 1725. During his reign Russia swallowed up a number of surrounding countries and became a major power on the east side of Europe. He is
also linked with the founding of the city of Saint Petersburg, which became the
capital of Russia (until 1917).176
Over in India the East India Company had set up a trading post in Bombay,
where they were making so much money that they started to mint their own coins.
The competing Dutch East India Company was also active in India but the British
East India Company was in ascendancy. The English engineer Andrew Yarranton
(1619–1684) wrote a detailed account of the trade with India and outlined the great
opportunities to make money.177
In 1685 King Charles II died without a legitimate heir and as a result his Catholic
brother James was crowned King James II. The Duke of Monmouth, who was an
illegitimate son of Charles, led a rebellion but lost the battle of Sedgemoor and
afterwards also lost his head. Many of the Duke’s followers were rounded up and
then condemned by the notorious ‘Judge Jeffreys’ (George Jeffreys, 1645-1689). A
few hundred were executed including the 68-year-old widow Alice Lisle, whose
only good luck was to be beheaded instead of being burnt alive. Apparently, her
174 Memoirs and Observations Topographical, Physical, Mathematical, Mechanical, Natural, Civil
and Ecclesiastical. Made in late Journey Through the Empire of China, And Published in several
Letters. By Louis le Comte, Jesuit. London. Published by Benjamin Tooke. 1699. LW 1925.
175 Fruits of Solitude in Reflections and Maxims Relating to the Conduct of Human Life. By
William Penn. 9th edition. London. Printed and Sold by James Phillips. 1778. LW 1920 and HCFA.
176 History of the Life and Reign of the Czar Peter the Great by John Banks. London. Printed for
J Hodges. 1740. Inscription Mr John Stamford, December 11, 1750. LW and HCFA. John Stamford
was one of my great x6 grandfathers.
177 England’s Improvement by Sea and Land: To out-do the Dutch without fighting, to pay debts
without moneys, to set at work all the poor of England with the growth of our own lands. …
with directions how the several companies of handicraftsmen in London may always have cheap
bread and drink. By Andrew Yarranton. London. Published by R. Everingham and to be sold by T.
Parkhurst, and N. Simmons. 1677. LW 1920 and Sotheby’s 1950.
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Peter The Great, 1740. Ownership: John Stamford.

late husband had been one of the Regicides who had condemned King Charles I.
Over the next few years King James II upset all the Protestants in his attempts
to steer the country back to the Roman Catholic religion. By 1688 he could see
strong opposition building up against him. Then his Dutch son-in-law, William
of Orange, led an invasion which quickly gained momentum. Possibly fearing that
his own head could shortly be on the block, James fled to France. William and his
wife Mary took the crown (or crowns). The country remained Protestant.
Things would have also been bad for Judge Jeffreys but he died of a kidney
complaint.
In 1687 Isaac Newton (1642-1727) published his famous work ‘Philosophiae
Naturalis Principia Mathematica’ (Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy)
which laid out a group of formulas relating to motion.
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This is now referred to as ‘Classical Mechanics’.178
Other books at Linley Wood from around this time include titles by Thomas
Burnet (c 1635-1715)179 who instead of science, wrote books on theology and
history.180 There were also books by Gilbert Burnet (1643-1716).181 182 183
Another book at Linley Wood that was probably far more interesting was a
History of China.184 This was based on the journal of a Jesuit missionary Gabriel
Magaillans (1610-1677) who had lived in China. His journal was brought to France
by Philippe Couplet, translated into French by Claude Bernou and then translated
into English by John Ogilby. This is perhaps a good example of how knowledge
about the world was being spread by the written word.
By the later 1600s, tea from China had started to become a popular brew in
England but it was relatively expensive. We don’t know when the first cup of tea
was consumed in a British household, but we do know that Catherine of Braganza
(1638-1705), Queen of England, wife of King Charles II, had been a regular tea
drinker.
In 1691 William Dampier returned to England after 12 years away at sea during
which time he had completed a circumnavigation of the globe. He wrote an
excellent book about his adventures which was published in 1697, ‘A New Voyage
Round the World’ (still very readable).185 London Merchants were supporting
178 A View of Sir Isaac Newton’s Philosophy. By Henry Pemberton and a poem by Richard Glover.
Printed in London by S Palmer in 1728. Henry Coape is listed as a subscriber.
179 The Theory of the Earth: Containing an Account of the Original of the Earth ... 2nd edition.
By Thomas Burnet. London. Printed by R. Norton, for Walter Kettilby. 1691. LW 1920.
180 Abridgment of the History of the Reformation of the Church of England. By Gilbert Burnet.
2nd edition. London. Printed by JD for Richard Chiswell. 1683. Inscription Thomas Bentley. LW
and HCFA.
181 Some Letters Containing an Account of What Seemed Most Remarkable in Switzerland, Italy,
etc., To which is Annexed his Answer to Mr. Varillas. By Gilbert Burnet. Amsterdam. 1686. LW 1920.
182 Bishop Brunet’s History of his Own Time. London. Printed for Thomas Ward. 1734. Henry
Coape listed as a subscriber.
183 Bishop Burnet’s History of His own Time. Edinburgh. Printed by Hamilton, Balfour and Neill.
1753. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
184 A new History of China containing a Description of the Most Considerable Particulars of
that Vast Empire. Done out of French. By Gabriel Magaillans, of the Society of Jesus, Missionary
Apostolick. London. Printed for Thomas Newborough. 1688. LW 1920, HCFA.
185 A New Voyage Round The World. Describing particularly, The Isthmus of America, several
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History of China, 1688.

trading expeditions to countries all over the globe. There were quite a few trading
companies, but the East India Company was continuing to dominate, setting up
trading posts in far flung places including Calcutta in 1690.
One problem with funding these great sea voyages was the colossal cost and
the huge risk. If a ship set out and was never seen again it was sad for the crew and
a tragic loss for their families, but it was also a large financial loss for the backers.
A group of entrepreneurs, who used to meet up in a London coffee house run by
someone called Lloyd, came up with an idea to spread the risk. They would pool
their financial resources and in return for a large fee they would underwrite a
voyage. The concept of insurance was born and the place where all these insurance deals were put together became known as ‘Lloyds’.
Coasts and Ilands in the West Indies, the Iles of Cape Verd, the Passage by Terra del Fuego, the South
Sea Coasts of Chile, Peru and Mexico; the Isle of Guam one of the Ladrones, Mindanao, and other
Philippine and East India Islands, near Cambodia, China, Formosa, Luconia, Celebes &c. New
Holland, Sumatra, Nicobar Isles; the Cape of Good Hope, and Santa Hellena. Their Soil, Rivers,
Harbours, Plants, Fruits, Animals, and Inhabitants. Their Customs, Religion, Government, Trade
&c. Vol 1. By Capt William Dampier. Illustrated with Particular Maps and Draughts. The Fourth
Edition Corrected. London. Printed for James Knapton, at the Crown in St Pauls Church-yard.
1699. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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New Voyage Around The World by William Dampier, 1699.

One fateful shipwreck which occurred off the Isle of Wight around the year
1694 resulted in a total loss of all the crew except the owner, a man called Francis
Marsh. This was the book that I mentioned previously.
The British government was always looking for ways to bring in more money.
Duty on imported commodities was a fairly standard way to raise tax and this had
been happening for hundreds of years. Income tax was considered at this time
but was not implemented because it would have been very difficult to accurately
assess a person’s income. In 1695 the government brought in ‘Window Tax’. This
was very easy to assess. The tax officer did not even need to enter a building. He
could just count the number of windows from the outside and then calculate the
annual tax that would be payable. This tax method was relatively successful, but a
lot of people bricked up some of their windows to reduce the tax payable. When
you look at an old building today you can sometimes see an outline in the wall
where a window once existed.
It is possible that the phrase ‘daylight robbery’ partly came about because of
the window tax but ‘daylight robbery’ could also be a reference to the fact that
only the most daring robberies would happen during daylight (most robberies
happened at night).
In 1694 a group of investors, with agreement from the government, set up the
‘Bank of England’. This was to be a super bank. It would be so big that it would
never be able to fail, and it would bring more stability to the banking system. It
would also make lots of money for the investors.
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One commodity that had been making good money for hundreds of years
was wool. Many of the sea towns on the east coast like Newcastle upon Tyne,
Hull, King’s Lynn, Yarmouth and London, had a regular export business with the
‘Hanseatic League’ which was a confederation of market towns stretching across
the northern coast of Europe (Holland, Germany, Poland, Latvia …).
One person who is assumed to have benefited from this trade was John
Cuthbert (1675-1724) of Herrington. He has a very impressive monument inside
the St Nicholas Church, Newcastle upon Tyne, which notes him as being “Serjeant
at Law, and Recorder of This Town” (a lawyer). None of his belongings are known
to have been at Linley Wood but a group of family portraits186 have survived of
John Cuthbert, Mrs John Cuthbert and John’s sister Mrs Hopkins. In his portrait
he is depicted with two of his fingers pointing to a map, one finger pointing to
Newcastle upon Tyne and the other finger pointing to Northern Europe. A book
from his library has also survived.187
In England the privileged sons of rich families were generally given a good
education, but not the daughters. Over time there was a general realisation among
women that they were missing out. Change was needed. One woman who wrote
about this was Mary Astell (1666-1731) and some historians now refer to her as
the ‘first English feminist’.188
The earliest book at Linley Wood giving maps of the main roads in England
and Wales was printed in 1698. This was a later edition of a map book produced by John Ogilby (1600-1676). In 1674 he had been appointed ‘His Majesty’s
Cosmographer and Geographic Printer’. His work of 1675 set the standard for the
road maps that followed.189
186 Three large portraits of John Cuthbert, Mrs John Cuthbert and Mrs Hopkins, circa 1700.
Possibly painted by Johann Kerseboom (1680-1708) or Sir Godfrey Kneller (1646-1723). HCFA.
187 Historiae Anglicanae Scriptores. Edited by Sir Roger Twysden, 2nd Baronet (1597-1672).
Written in Latin. Published by Typis Jacobi Flesher, sumptibus Cornelii Bee, Londini 1652.
Inscription: J Cuthbert Herrington. HCFA.
188 A Serious Proposal to the Ladies for the Advancement of Their True and Greatest Interest. By a
Lover of Her Sex [Mary Astell]. 3rd edition. London. Printed by TW for R Wilkin. 1696. LW 1920.
189 Britannia, or, The Kingdom of England and Dominion of Wales actually survey’d: with a geographical and historical description of the principal roads, explain’d by one hundred maps on copper-plates : with the ichnography, or drought of the several cities, chief towns, &c., and a view of the
churches, houses, and places of note on the road: also an account of the most remarkable passages
of antiquity relating to them, and of their present state. By John Ogilby. London. Robert Morden &
Abel Swall. 1698. LW 1925 and Sotheby’s 1950.
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Portrait of John Cuthbert (c1675-1724).
Assumed to have been painted by Johann Kerseboom
(1680-1708) or Sir Godfrey Kneller (1646-1723).

Another early map book at Linley Wood was ‘Description of England & Wales’
by Herman Moll, 1724.190
Queen Mary had died in 1694 and her husband King William III died in 1702.
They did not have any children, so Mary’s sister Anne became Queen. Anne was
only 37 years old, but she was rather overweight, and she only lasted 12 years.
190 A New Description of England and Wales, With the Adjacent Islands. Wherein are contained,
Diverse useful Observations and Discoveries in respect to Natural History, Antiquities, Customs,
Honours, Privileges, &c. … By Herman Moll, Geographer. London. Printed for H Moll … 1724.
Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
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England and Wales, 1724. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.
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During the reign of Queen Anne, England was at war with France and Spain
due to the ‘War of the Spanish Succession’. Sometimes also referred to as ‘Queen
Anne’s War’. This war came about on the death of the childless King Charles II of
Spain. The Frenchman Philip of Anjou became King of Spain and leader of the
Spanish Empire. The English opposed what they saw as the French taking political control of Spain. Some of the Spanish were not happy about it either. Everyone
quickly slipped into a state of war that was to last from 1701 to 1714.
For the English, John Churchill (Duke of Marlborough) became the man of
the moment, successfully leading the forces in a series of victories. As well as being
fought on the Continent, battles took place in various places around the world
including America. In the end everyone agreed that continuing to fight was not
going to achieve much so they signed the Treaty of Utrecht (1713) and the Treaty
of Rastatt (1714). By then it was all over. No one was a clear winner, but England
came out of it quite well. In fact, England was now really ‘Great Britain’ as in 1707
there had been a political union of England and Scotland to make Great Britain.
Some of the books at Linley Wood were early medical books that had been
owned by Dr Richard Jones (1814-1888), one of my great x3 grandfathers. He had
inherited various books from his friend the surgeon George Bullen (1791-1871).
One book from 1701 was ‘Rational Anatomy by Daniel Tauvry’.191
During the reign of Queen Mary, the book ‘Synopsis of the Astronomy of
Comets’ (1704) was published by Edmond Halley (1656-1742). He predicted that
there would be a comet returning in 1758 and, although he did not live to see it,
this comet has been known ever since as ‘Halley’s Comet’. It streaks through our
galaxy every 75 to 76 years. Edmond Halley published a number of books including editing ‘Miscellanea Curiosa’ in 1705.192
Another book that was first translated into English around this time was the
‘One Thousand and One Nights’ or the ‘Arabian Nights’.193 Some of the stories
191 A New Rational Anatomy Containing an Explication of the Uses of the Structure of the Body
of Man and Some Other Animals According to the Rule of Mechanicks. By Daniel Tauvry. London.
Printed for D. Midwinter, and Tho. Leigh. 1701. LW 1920.
192 Miscellanea Curiosa, Containing a Collection of Some of the Principal Phaenomena in Nature,
Accounted for by the Greatest Philosophers of this Age [edited by Edmond Halley]. 2nd Edition.
London. Printed by JM for R Smith, 1708. Linley Wood 1920.
193 Arabian Nights Entertainments Translated by Rev Edward Forster. London. Willoughby & Co
[c 1840]. LW and HCFA.
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Illustration of Zobeide, engraved by James Heath.
From The Arabian Nights by Rev E Forster, 1802.
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within this book probably originated in India and Persia in the 8th century but it
is so far back in time that no one knows for sure.
A young man called Aaron Hill (1685-1750) travelled to the Eastern
Mediterranean to stay with his relative, Lord Paget, who was the ambassador in
Constantinople. During this time Aaron travelled around the Ottoman Empire
and later wrote a book about his observations.194
Two other people travelling around the Levant at this time were the Dutchmen
Jan Aegidius van Egmond van de Nijenburg (1693-1747) and John Heyman
(1667-1737).195
More people were reading and writing, and more books were being published
to meet demand. One thing to note, was that the spelling of words still varied a
lot. On occasions some people even spelt their surnames differently. Hence all
the variations in the spelling of ‘Caldwell’. An early attempt at a dictionary was
‘Table Alphabeticall’ created by Robert Cawdrey around 1604 but this was not
printed in large numbers. The book that did achieve a wide circulation was The
King James Bible of 1611 and this would have helped to standardise spellings. The
earliest dictionary at Linley Wood was ‘Glossographia Anglicana Nova’ 1707.196
More dictionaries followed and in 1755 Dr Johnson published his dictionary and
this was a major step towards making spellings more uniform.
In 1710 an engineer in Dartmouth called Thomas Newcomen (1664-1729)
invented a steam engine. The heat from a fire was used to boil water in a tank and
generate steam. The steam was used to push a piston which then turned a large
wheel. The reason Thomas wanted to do this was so he could pump water out of
tin mines, extract more tin, and everyone could make more money.
Possibly the best scheme for making money, started around this time, was
194 A Full and Just Account of the Present State of The Ottoman Empire In all its Branches: With
The Government, and Policy, Religion, Customs, and Way of Living of the Turks in General.
Faithfully related from a serious observation taken in many years travels through those countries.
By Aaron Hill. London. Published by G. Parker. 1733. LW 1920.
195 Travels Through Part of Europe, Asia Minor, The Islands of The Archipelago; Syria, Palestine,
Egypt, Mount Sinai, &c. … By Johannes Aegidius van Egmont [Egmond] and John Heyman.
London. Published by L. Davis and C. Reymers. 1759.
196 Glossographia Anglicana Nova: or, a dictionary, interpreting such hard words of whatever language, as are at present used in the English tongue, with their etymologies, definitions, &c. London.
Printed for Dan Brown. 1707. LW 1925.
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A Dictionary of the English Language by Dr Johnson. 8th edition, 1799.
Portrait of Dr Johnson engraved by James Heath after Sir Joshua Reynolds.

the foundation of the South Sea Company. Its full name was ‘The Governor and
Company of the Merchants of Great Britain, Trading to the South Seas and Other
Parts of America, and for the Encouragement of the Fishery’. The actual objectives
of the company were quite complicated but with good marketing detail was not
really needed. The potential to make lots of money was so good that even the
government were in on it. Lots of hopeful investors put their life savings into
it and the price of their shares went up and up. It was officially incorporated in
1711 and the associated hype played out over the next nine years. Although the
excellent marketing presented this enterprise as doing lots of wonderful things,
in actual fact it was not really doing much that could be considered productive.
The smart people sold out before the final crash in 1720. Everyone else who was
left holding the shares lost everything. Life never changes. Even today there are
still people who will put money into something that they do not understand and
there are always financial tricksters who are more than happy to fleece them (all
within the rules of course).
For quite a few hundred years witches had been burnt at the stake for the
heinous crime of witchcraft. None of these unfortunate ladies were really witches
but some of the men thought they were. It is incredible to look back at the appalling
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way that people sometimes treated each other. By the early 1700s, the public desire
to see poor defenceless women being so cruelly killed was now diminishing. Some
of the few witch trials that were held around this time led to acquittals and it
wasn’t long before witch trials stopped all together.
Over the years 1712-1714 a Frenchman Amédée-François Frézier (1682-1773)
made a visit to Chile and Peru, in South America, to clandestinely observe the
Spanish military fortifications.197 He also reported on the operations of the
Church, the physical geography and flora and fauna of the area, as well as its
agricultural products. On his travels he collected plant specimens including a red
berry (Fragaria chiloensis). After he had returned to France, his military observations did not lead to much but his red berry became a sensation. He is now known
as the man who introduced the strawberry into Europe. There was already a small
variety of strawberry growing in Europe but this new strawberry from the Pacific
coast of America was truly delicious.
Another person exploring the new world around this time was the French
Jesuit missionary, Joseph-François Lafitau (1681-1746). He was one of the early
observers of the the Iroquois and other northern tribes of the native American
Indians.198
Antoine-Simon Le Page du Pratz (c 1695–1775) was a Dutch/French ethnographer, historian, and naturalist, living in the Louisiana colony from 1718 to 1734.
He made many observations of the Natchez Indian society and culture.199

197 A Voyage to the South-Sea and Along the Coasts of Chili and Peru in the Years 1712, 1713 and
1714. Particularly Describing the Genius and Condition of the Inhabitants. By Monsieur Frezier,
Engineer in Ordinary to the French King. Illustrated with 37 Copper-Cutts of the Coasts, Harbours,
Cities, Plants and other Curiosities. With a Postscript by Dr Edmund Halley. And an Account of the
Settlement, Commerce, and Riches of the Jesuites in Paraguay. London. Printed for Jonah Bowyer.
1717. LW 1920.
198 Moeurs des Sauvages Ameriquains, Comparees aux Moeurs des Premiers Temps [by Joseph
Francois Lafitau]. A Paris. Saugrain & Charles Estienne Hocherau. 1724. LW 1920 and Sotheby’s
1950.
199 Histoire de la Louisiane Contenant la Decouverte de ce vaste pays. Antoine-Simon Le Page du
Pratz. Paris: Bure, Delaguette and Lambert. 1758. LW and Sotheby’s 1950.
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Map of America from The American Gazetter, 1762.

William Burke published ‘An Account of the European Settlements in America’
(1757).200 A few years later another book about America was ‘American Gazetteer’
(1762) anonymous.201
200 Account of the European Settlements in America by William Burke. London. Printed for J.
Dodsley. 1770. Inscription Anne Marsh. LW and HCFA.
201 The American Gazetteer : containing a distinct account of all the parts of the New World;
their situation, climate, soil, produce, former and present condition, commodities, manufactures,
and commerce : together with an accurate account of the cities, towns, ports, bays, rivers, lakes,
mountains, passes, and fortifications … [anonymous]. London : Printed for A. Millar and J. & R.
Tonson. 1762. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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In England, in 1714, Queen Anne died aged only 49. By then she was so overweight that they had to build a square coffin to make enough space to accommodate her remains. Except for her half-brother James Francis Edward Stuart
(1688-1766) there were no close relatives to succeed to the monarchy. James was
living in France and as a practicing Catholic he was not seen as an acceptable man
for the job. As it was, he had attempted an invasion via Scotland in 1708 and he
was to try again in 1715 (in both cases he was unsuccessful).
Parliament had passed the Act of Settlement (1701) making it illegal for the
British Monarch to be Catholic so instead of James, the job was given to his second
cousin, George I of the House of Hanover. The fact that George lived in Germany,
and didn’t even speak English, was not too much of a problem because religion
was more important, and George was Protestant.
With the death of Queen Mary this brought about the end of the Stuart
Dynasty that had started in 1603 with the accession of King James I. From 1714,
the new family on the throne were known as the Hanoverians.
Science and technology continued to develop. In 1714, in Holland, Daniel
Gabriel Fahrenheit (1686-1736) invented the mercury-in-glass thermometer and
a few years later, in London, John Harrison (1693-1776) started producing his
accurate clocks (Chronometer). These clocks were important as they were built
in such a way that they could keep accurate time while being rocked around inside
the cabin of a sailing ship. Navigators could measure latitude by measuring the
height of the sun at midday but to measure changes in Longitude they needed an
accurate clock.
Over in India Mughal rule had started to become unstable. Aurangzeb (16181707), the 6th Mughal Emperor, had taken over from his father Shah Jahan around
1658 and had held the empire together for 49 years.202 During his reign, the Mughal
Empire had expanded to cover almost all of the Indian subcontinent and the total
population had become something like 158 million people. At this stage it was
one of the largest economies in the world. After Aurangzeb’s death in 1707 his son
Bahadur Shah I became the 7th Mughal but he died in 1712. His son Jahandar
Shah then became Mughal having quickly murdered his brothers to eliminate any
competition, but he only survived a year and was then murdered by his nephew
202 A book about the Mughal Aurangzeb was: Voyages de François Bernier Docteur en Medecine
de la Faculté de Montpellier. Contenant la Description des Etats du Grand Mogol, de l’Hindoustan,
du Royaume de Kachemire, &c. Amsterdam [By François Bernier, 1620-1688]. 1709. LW 1920.
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Farrukhsiyar. Farrukhsiyar ruled as Mughal from 1713 but was murdered in 1719.
From this time onwards the control of India by the various Mughals began to
decline into a power vacuum, as individual leaders in various states started to
take control of their own territories, thus causing the Mughal Empire to fragment.
During this time the East India Company was steadily building up its own
empire and in 1717 the Mughal Farrukhsiyar issued a farman (a decree) granting
the company the right to reside and trade in the Mughal Empire in return for an
annual fee. As it turned out, Farrukhsiyar did not gain much from this deal as he
was dead within a few years and so he possibly never even got to see the cash.
For the East India Company the farman was absolutely fantastic. Over the next
hundred years this London based trading company managed to gradually take
full political and financial control of India.
English traders were already making fortunes in India, but one problem was
how to bring their money back to England. One smart operator called Thomas Pitt
(1653-1726), who had made a lot of money in Madras, carried part of his fortune
back with him in the form of a large diamond. In 1717 he sold his diamond to the
Frenchman Philippe II, Duke of Orléans, for the colossal sum of £135,000. With his
new fortune, Thomas was able to take up the life of an English gentleman and spawn
a family dynasty. One of his grandsons became William Pitt, 1st Earl of Chatham
(prime minister 1766-1768), more commonly known as William Pitt the Elder. His
son, William Pitt the Younger, followed in his footsteps and became the youngest
prime minister at the age of only 24 (prime minister 1783-1801 and 1704-1706).
In 1714 my great x6 grandparents, William Caldwell and Margaret Gate were
married in Beith in Scotland. One of their children was James Caldwell who was
born in 1721. We know very little about them, but we can assume that they were
able to read and write. It is unlikely that they owned any diamonds.
With the crash of the South Sea company in 1720 politics became quite intense
as the resulting blame game ran its course. In the Commons there were two main
parties, the Torys and the Whigs. Exactly what each party stood for is not so easy
to define as it evolved over time. What is very clear is that they opposed each
other. From 1721 Robert Walpole emerged as the leader of the Torys and it is from
this time that the term ‘Prime Minister’ became commonly used. Robert was very
astute. He actually sold all his stock in the South Sea Company just before the
peak and made a huge fortune. During his time as prime minister (1721-1742) he
generally steered the country along a reasonably safe course and for most of the
time he managed to avoid getting into any costly wars.
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The prolific author Daniel Defoe (c 1660-1731) was active in this period. He
made a name for himself by writing political pamphlets and then moved on to
become a successful novelist. Some people say that he was the first novelist, but
it is not really possible to say this as a definitive statement. Daniel Defoe is most
remembered for ‘Robinson Crusoe’203 published in 1719 and loosely based on
the experiences of the marooned sailor Alexander Selkirk (covered in a book by
his rescuer Woodes Rogers204). Daniel Defoe also wrote; A Journal of the Plague
Year (1722), Moll Flanders (1722), Roxana: The Fortunate Mistress (1724) and
The Political History of the Devil (1726).205
Around this time books on art were also becoming popular and some of the
titles that were at Linley Wood include:
1685. Lives of the most Eminent Painters, Sculptors, and Architects.
By Giorgio Vasari.
1701. Traite de Perspective. By Bernard Lamy.
1715. An Essay on the Theory of Painting. By Jonathan Richardson.
1716. The Art of Painting. By Charles Alphonse Du Fresnoy.
1721. A Treatise of Painting by Leonardo Da Vinci, translated by John Senex.
1721. L’art du Feu ou de Peindre en Émail, Dans Lequel on Découvre …
Jacques-Philippe Ferrand.
1722. An Account of Some of the Statues, Bas-Reliefs, Drawings, and Pictures,
 in Italy. By Jonathan Richardson 1725. Entretians sur Les Vies et sur Les
Ouvrages des Plus Excellens Peintres … By JF Felibien.
1779. Traité des Couleurs Matérielles et de la Manière de Colorer Relativement
aux Différens Arts & Métiers. By Lepileur d’Apligny.
Architecture was also popular:
1755. The Architecture ... Painting ... Statutory. By Leon Battista Alberti.
The reign of King George I passed relatively calmly. He was not widely liked
because he was seen as being German (which he was). However, he swam with
203 The Life and Strange Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe of York, Mariner. Written by
Himself [written by Daniel Defoe]. 2nd edition. London. Printed for W Taylor. LW 1920 and HCFA.
204 A Cruising Voyage Round the World, First to the South-Seas, Thence to the East Indies, and
Homewards By the Cape of Good Hope, Begun in 1708, and Finished in 1711. By Captain Woodes
Rogers. Published by A. Bell and B Lintot, London, 1712. LW 1920.
205 The Political History of the Devil as well, Ancient as Modern [by Daniel Defoe]. London.
Printed for T Warner, 1726. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Robinson Crusoe, 1719. Ownership: James Caldwell

the tide and kept on relatively good terms with the prime minister Robert Walpole
(who was really running the country). George died in 1727 and was succeeded by
his son George II who did not get on well with Robert Walpole, but he was smart
enough to know not to rock the boat too much.
Life in Great Britain was relatively stable, and most people were pleased
because the economy was moving along satisfactorily, and people were making
money. One item that most rich families spent their money on was silver, and
in particular, silver cutlery and fancy household utility items. The desire to own
silver probably went back a long time as it was a convenient way to store your
wealth. People did not have bank accounts. If you had surplus cash, there wasn’t
really many safe places to put it. Land was probably the safest asset to own but it
only came in very large chunks and if you had to leave in a hurry, you couldn’t
take it with you. It was better to own silver cutlery as you would have the pleasure of eating with it three times a day and it was seen very much as an asset that
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Art of Painting, 1716. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

Drawing of Carshalton House from Architecture by Leon Battista Alberti, 1755.
Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.
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reflected your family’s social status and your net worth. It could also be passed
down through the generations and if someone ran out of money then as a last
resort they could always ‘sell the family silver’.
Odd items of silver from the various Heath-Caldwell ancestors have been
passed down in the family and still exist today. Some of these are as follows:
1725. Silver dessert spoon made in London by the French Huguenot silversmith
 Paul Hanet. Marsh family crest of the horse head ducally collared and
mounted on a crenulated base. This spoon would have belonged to George
Marsh (c 1683-1753).
1727. Small silver cup, probably made in Scandinavia.
Possibly owned by one of the Stamford ancestors.
1738. A large sugar shaker (muffineer) made in Edinburgh by William Aytoun
and probably relating to the Caldwell ancestors.
1746. Large silver cup with two handles. Has the initials S and then T+A on the
 side. Probably celebrating a marriage in the Stamford family. Made by
Thomas Whipham, London.
1747. Silver meat skewer made in London by Thomas Parr II. Marsh family crest
 of the horse head. Probably owned by George Marsh (1722-1800) or his
father George Marsh (1683-1753?).

Silver heirlooms passed down from the Caldwell, Marsh and Stamford families..
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1783. James Caldwell’s silver tea caddy made by Charles Aldridge
and Henry Green in London.
Another item that a well-off person could spend their money on was building
up a library. Books were incredibly expensive and would hold their value long
term. Again, they were an asset that was useful, reflected the family’s status, could
be passed down the generations and could be sold if the money was ever needed.
Having your portrait painted was becoming more popular and this was
another thing that well-off people would spend their money on. Previously only
the aristocracy and the extremely rich had been able to afford this. One artist who
was active around this time was the German, John Theodore Heins (1697-1756),
who was based in Norwich. In 1743 he painted a pair of portraits of Robert Crowe
(1710-1786) and his wife Alice Alpe (c1713-1777). These portraits were hanging in
the dining room at Linley Wood.206 Robert was a lawyer in Swaffham and was my
great x6 grandfather. We know that he had a library as he had a bookplate but
none of his books have survived. The only one we know of is ‘The History and
Antiquities of the Conventual and Cathedral Church of Ely’ published in 1771
by James Bentham. At the front of this book is a list of 361 people who subscribed
in advance. Robert is listed as “Robert Crow of Swaffham”.
There were quite a few books at Linley Wood printed around this time. Rather
than listing them all, here is a selection just for the years 1726 to 1728.
1726. Histoire Universelle dv Sieur D’Aubigne.
1726. Political History of the Devil. By Daniel Defoe.
1726. Spanish & English Dictionary. By John Stevens.
1726. Chinese Tales: or the Wonderful Adventures of the Mandarine
Fum-Hoam. By Thomas-Simon Gueullette.
1726. The Hero. From the Spanish of Baltasar Gracián.
1726. La Republique de Platon; ou, du Juste, et de L’Injuste (by Plato).
1726. Geographia Classica. By William Stukeley & Herman Moll.
1726. Geography. By Edward Wells.
1726. Medulla linguae Gallicae Grammatices. By Stephen Coulet.
1727. L’Homme de cour, Traduction par Amelot de la Houssaie.
By Baltasar Gracián.
1727. Il Cortegiano, or the Courtier. By Count Baldassare Castiglione.
206 The portrait of Robert Crowe by John Theodore Heins is still in the family but the whereabouts
of the portrait of his wife Alice is not known. HCFA.
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Robert Crowe (1710-1786) painted in 1743 by John Theodore Heins.
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1717. New System of Agriculture. By John Lawrence.
1727. Elementa Iuris Civilis Secundum Ordinem Pandectarum.
By Johann Gottlieb Heineccius.
1727. Fables of Mr Gay. By John Gay.
1727. Game Law: or, the Laws Relating to the Game.
1727. Xenophontis De Cyri Instutione Libri Octo by Xenophon.
Edited by Thomas Hutchinson.
1727. Dizionario Italiano Ed Inglese. A Dictionary Italian and English.
1727. View of Sir Isaac Newton’s Philosophy. By Henry Pemberton.
1728. Batavia Illustrata. By Onslow Burrish.
1728. Revolution de Portugal. By M. l’Abbé de Vertot.
1729. Arrian’s History of Alexander’s expedition. Translated by Mr. Rooke.
1729. Collection of Voyages (Dampier, Cowley, Sharp, Woodes Roberts).
By Funnell.
1729. Oeuvres. de Boileau. By Nicolas Boileau.

Bookplate of Robert Crowe
(1710-1786).

A very interesting book at Linley Wood was ‘Description de l’Egypte’ by the
Frenchman, Benoît de Maillet (1656-1738).207 In this work he covers the ancient
history of Egypt and civilization, but he also goes on to suggest that the earth was
207 Description de l’Egypte Contenant Plusieurs Remarques Curieuses sur la Geographie Ancienne
et Moderne de ce pais, sur les Monumens Anciens, sur les Moeurs, les Coutumes & la Religion
des Habitans, sur le Gouvernement & le Commerce, sur les Animaux, les Arbres, les Plantes, &c
Composee sur les Memoires de M. de Maillet. A Paris: Chez Louis Genneau. 1735. LW 1920.
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not created in seven days. Instead, he proposed an evolutionary hypothesis to
explain the origin of the earth and he takes a guess that the earth is approximately
two billion years old. Maillet’s proposal on evolution predates that of Charles
Darwin by more than 100 years.
In Great Britain, whether you were rich or poor, life had its ups and downs.
Having a good education and family connections certainly was a big advantage
but sometimes you could be in the wrong place at the wrong time and just have
bad luck. In 1736 in Edinburgh there was a riot by a crowd who were sympathetic
towards three criminals who had been convicted of smuggling (not paying import
taxes). Captain John Porteous was instructed to call out his guard and quell the
rioters. Unfortunately, the situation deteriorated, and six people were killed.
The local politicians then blamed Porteous, even though he had only been
carrying out his orders in difficult circumstances. As a result, he was then arrested,
tried, found guilty and sentenced to death. The more responsible politicians,
including Robert Walpole (the prime minister in London), arranged for the sentence to be deferred so they could figure out how to extract Porteous from his
legal predicament. Unfortunately, another riot erupted, and a mob broke into the
jail and grabbed poor Porteous. The guards did nothing to stop the unruly mob
as they were concerned that if they fired at the crowd, they might also be charged
with murder. The result was that Porteous was dragged outside and murdered by
the crowd. The story is remembered because, quite a few years later, Sir Walter
Scott wrote a novel which covered the event (The Heart of Midlothian, published
in 1818). Walter Scott also published in the same year ‘Criminal Trials Illustrative
of The Tales Entitled The Heart of Mid-Lothian … Including some particulars of
The Life of Captain John Porteous’.
Another person who had sailed into a bit of trouble a few years earlier was
Robert Jenkins the captain of the Royal Navy ship HMS Rebecca which was
boarded by the Spanish just off the coast of Havana in 1731. In the fracas that followed the Spanish cut off Jenkins’ left ear (ouch!). Jenkins survived the incident
and told his story when he got back to England. Ill feeling towards the Spanish was
on the rise over the next few years and in 1739 the British initiated maritime reprisals against Spain. This became known as ‘The War of Jenkins’ Ear’. As it turned
out the ‘War of the Austrian Succession’ erupted the following year and quickly
grew into a major conflict involving most of the countries in Europe (1740-1748).
Fighting took place all around the world including in India where the British East
India Company had their own war with the French East India Company.
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Criminal Trials, 1818. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

The War of the Austrian Succession came about due to political uncertainty
after the death of King Charles VI in 1740. He had been Holy Roman Emperor
and ruler of the Austrian Habsburg Monarchy. His heir was his daughter Maria
Theresa (1717-1780) but several countries, including France and Spain, refused
to accept her succession to be ruler over such a large empire. Fighting broke out
and escalated.
During this time George Anson (1697-1762) led a Royal Navy squadron of six
ships to attack the Spanish in South America. George and his crew were away
for four years, during which time they circumnavigated the globe. When they
reached home in 1744, they only had one ship left but on the way they had captured a Spanish gold ship near the Philippines. Back at this time Royal Naval
Commanders were on what we would now call ‘performance related pay’. If they
managed to capture an enemy ship, they were allowed to keep a percentage for
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themselves. Luckily for George he still got his pay out despite losing a few of his
other ships.208

Map from Voyage Around The World by George Anson, 1776
(New Zealand is still missing). Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

As I mentioned above, the War of the Austrian Succession involved numerous
battles all over the place. Another well-known battle from this time was the Battle
of Dettingen with the British, Austrian, Dutch, Hanoverian and Hessian armies all
fighting the French at a place called Dettingen (now in modern Germany). King
George II participated personally and is recorded in history as the last British
monarch to lead his troops into battle.
In 1745, in amongst all the political chaos of the War of the Austrian Succession,
Charles Edward Stuart (1720-1788), known as ‘Bonnie Prince Charlie’ or ‘The
Young Pretender’, landed in Scotland and led a rebellion of the Scots against the
British government. Even though his grandfather, King James II, had fled England
57 years earlier in 1688, Charles somehow felt that he could regain the crown.
He quickly gathered support in the form of a large mob of unhappy Scots who
travelled down into England wreaking havoc wherever they went. This became
known as the ‘Jacobite Rising’. It would be unfair to say that they stole everything
208 A Voyage Round The World, In the Years 1740-1744. By George Anson Esq; Late Lord Anson,
Commander in chief of a Squadron of his Majesty’s Ships, sent upon an Expedition to the South
Seas. Compiled from his Papers and Materials, by Richard Walter MA, Chaplin of the Ship the
Centurion, in that Expedition. Edinburgh: Printed by and for Gavin Alston. 1776. Inscription James
Stamford Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
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they could get their hands on. It was more a case that they were not a well-resourced army and so they had to requisition food and resources as they progressed. They made it as far as Derby where among other things they purloined
a horse belonging to my great x5 grandfather, Thomas Stamford (1712-1787).209 At
this stage they realised that with only limited support they would be unlikely to
win a battle against the British forces which were moving in their direction. The
Scots decided to turn around and head home (taking Thomas Stamford’s horse
with them). Their withdrawal changed into a rout all the way back to Scotland and
right up into the Highlands. The British forces caught up with them at Culloden
near Inverness. The resulting battle only lasted an hour or so and was a massacre
with between 1,500 and 2,000 Scots being killed. Charles survived the battle and
fled back to France.
Bonnie Prince Charlie spent the rest of his life wanting to regain the British
throne, but he never managed to gather any significant number of supporters. He
lived in France for a few years but took to alcohol and became an embarrassment
for the French Government who then encouraged him to move to Italy. In 1772,
after a number of relationships with various women, he married Princess Louise
of Stolberg-Gedern (1752-1824).210 She was aged 20 and he was 32 years older, aged
52. The couple were known as the ‘Duke and Duchess of Albany’, but the marriage
did not result in any children and the couple separated eight years later. Charles
became very much a broken man and died in Rome (1788) of a stroke, aged 67.
One of Charles’ followers, Simon Fraser, 11th Lord Lovat (1667-1747), was captured after the Scottish Rebellion and taken back to London where he was tried
and was found guilty of treason. He was sentenced to death by beheading and
on the day of his execution large numbers of spectators turned up all wanting to
get a good view. So many in fact that the timber stand erected for them collapsed
and some of the spectators were accidently killed. Lord Lovat thought this was
hilarious and even laughed. He is now remembered for two reasons. One being, as
it turned out, he was the last person executed in Great Britain by having his head
chopped off. The other reason is that the phase ‘laughed his head off ’ entered the
English language.

209 Derby Mercury, Number 38, Volume XIV, 1745. Single sheet newspaper. LW and HCFA.
210 A small miniature portrait of The Duchess of Albany was bought from the Stowe sale in 1848
by James Stamford Caldwell.
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Duchess of Albany
(Princess Louise of Stolberg-Gedern).

In 1748 the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle was signed bringing the War of the
Austrian Succession to an end. It was confirmed that Maria Theresa would just
be Archduchess of Austria and Queen of Hungary. Again, this was a war that no
one really won but Britain came out of it better than most of the other combatants.
The Empress Maria Theresa is of course remembered as the main figurehead
in the War of the Austrian Succession but today she is more widely known as
the profile on the silver dollar coin ‘Maria Theresa thaler’. These coins, minted
from 1741 onwards, became very popular in the countries bordering the Arabian
Sea (Ethiopia, Yemen, Oman, India …). In fact, these Austrian thalers became so
widely used that various countries, including the UK, minted copies for general
circulation. Very large numbers were produced and today examples of these coins
are a very common sight in antique shops.
Returning to our story about books, following on from the success of Daniel
Defoe with ‘Robinson Crusoe’ (1719) more authors started writing novels. Samuel
Richardson (1689-1761) was successful with ‘Pamela; or, Virtue Rewarded’ (1740)
and ‘Clarissa: Or the History of a Young Lady’ (1748). His rival Henry Fielding
(1707-1754) published ‘Shamela’ (1741) which was a parody of Richardson’s
‘Pamela’. This was well received by the public and Henry went on to write quite
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Maria Theresa Thaler (silver dollar).
Dated 1780, this example was probably minted in the UK in the mid 1800s.

a few novels, plays and various other works.211 His most famous novel was ‘The
History of Tom Jones, a Foundling’ (1749)212 which is still a brilliant read. Another
book by Henry present at Linley Wood was ‘A Dialogue Between a Gentleman
of London …’ (1747).213 One thing that many people don’t know about Henry
Fielding is that he was also a magistrate and in 1749 he helped to found the ‘Bow
Street Runners’ which was an early version of our present day police force.
Also writing at this time was Samuel Johnson (1709-1784). He was a prolific
writer and made his early reputation with a periodical called ‘The Rambler’214
which went from 1750 to 1752, but he is best known for his massive project published in 1755 ‘A Dictionary of the English Language’.215 He also published a novel
211 Amelia. In Four Volumes. By Henry Fielding. London. Printed for A. Millar, 1752. LW 1925.
212 Tom Jones by Henry Fielding. London. John Cochrane. 1831. Bookplate of William Malin
Roscoe. HCFA.
213 A Dialogue Between a Gentleman of London, Agent for Two Court Candidates, and an Honest
Alderman of the Country Party. [By Henry Fielding]. Printed for M Cooper at the Globe. 1747. LW
1920.
214 The Rambler. Printed by Sands, Murray, and Cochran. Sold by W. Gordon, C. Wright, J. Yair
… Edinburgh, 1751-1753. 8 volumes. Bookplates of Heath’s Circulating library. HCFA.
215 A dictionary of the English language: in which the words are deduced from the originals.
Johnson, Samuel, Dr. Published by W. & A. Strahan … , London, 1784. 5th edition. LW 1808. Also a
2nd copy, 1799, 8th edition, with portrait of Samuel Johnson engraved by James Heath. HCFA 1996.
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Rasselas by Johnson, 1775. Ownership: George Marsh.

‘Rasselas’ in 1759.216 Much of his work was published over the following years
in various collected editions217 and his young friend James Boswell published a
biography ‘Life of Samuel Johnson’ (1791)218 sometimes referred to as “the greatest
biography written in English”.

216 The Prince of Abissinia, A Tale [Rasselas]. 5th edition, London, Printed for W Strahan, 1775.
Bookplate of George Marsh. LW and HCFA.
217 Works of Samuel Johnson. A new edition … By Arthur Murphy, London, 1806. Printed by Luke
Hansard for J Johnson … 1806. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW & HCFA.
218 The Life of Samuel Johnson LL.D. Comprehending an Account of his Studies and Numerous
Works. 7th edition. By James Boswell. London. T Cadell and W Davies, 1811. Bookplate of James
Stamford Caldwell. LW & HCFA.
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One of Johnson’s literary colleagues was Tobias George Smollett (1721-1771).
He published ‘The Adventures of Roderick Random’ (1748), ‘The Adventures
of Peregrine Pickle’ (1751) and ‘The Expedition of Humphry Clinker’ (1771).219
Also, a ‘A Complete History of England’ (1757–1765). Smollett initially trained as
a surgeon. He joined the navy and travelled to Jamaica where he stayed for a few
years. He then returned to London and set up as a surgeon during which time he
married a rich heiress with estates in Jamaica. He travelled through France and
Italy and also around Great Britain and much of his adventures provided great
material for his novels.220
An interesting survivor from Linley Wood is ‘An Account of English Ants’ by
Rev William Gould AM of Exeter College, Oxon.221 His book is full of observations on how ants live and interact in a colony. This should have been a fairly safe
topic for a clergyman to write about but apparently, he got into big trouble with
the Church authorities. This was because the Bible says that ants hoard grain, but
William had said that they didn’t.

219 The Expedition of Humphrey Clinker by T Smollet MD. London. J Walker & Co. 1814. LW
1920.
220 The Adventures of Peregrine Pickle, In which are included, Memoirs of a Lady of Quality. By
Tobias Smollett. Printed for the Author: And Sold by D. Wilson … London. 1751. LW 1920 and
Sothebey’s 1950.
221 An Account of English Ants; Which Contains I. Their different Species and Mechanism. II.
Their manner of Government, and a Description of their several Queens. III. The Production of
their Eggs, and Process of the Young. IV. The incessant Labours of the Workers or common Ants.
With Many other Curiosities observable in these surprising Insects. By Rev William Gould AM of
Exeter College, Oxon. London. Printed for A. Millar. 1747. LW and HCFA.
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An Account of English Ants by Rev William Gould, 1747.
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A ‘miser purse’ made from gold beads (dating from the late 1700s).

I

n the 1750s the East India Company continued consolidating its presence in
India. At this point in the story, it is probably worth giving an overview of
what they were doing and how this came about.
Back in the 1400s and 1500s the Portuguese and the Spanish had started
sending ships out on long voyages with the hope that they could sail all the way
to India and to China. Their objective being to trade goods made in Portugal and
Spain for goods made in India and China. By the late 1500s the English, Dutch
and French, had also started to do the same.222 Goods which had previously been
brought overland on a long journey had been very expensive. If these foreign
222 Elemens du Commerce by François Veron de Forbonnais. Published by Chez Briasson, David
l’aîné, Lebreton, 1754. LW 1925.
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commodities could be obtained directly by sea, this would be much more cost
effective and there was good potential to make a lot of money.

Old plate from Linley Wood.
Assumed to have been made in China in the late 1700s.

The initial trips ran into all sorts of problems, like any new business venture,
but the merchants and sailors (entrepreneurs) kept working at it to identify the
right business solution. The first problem was actually managing to get a ship
there and back intact. They had to develop well-built ships that could last the
voyage and they had to work out a suitable diet, so the crew didn’t all die from
scurvy. Once they managed to get to their destination, they needed to unload their
goods and sell them. Then buy goods for the return journey. The English quickly
found out that most of the natives in these hot countries were not interested in
buying English garments made from heavy wool. Gold and silver however were
widely accepted. The English sold wool to the continent in return for other goods
but also for gold and silver. They then used this gold and silver to buy goods from
India and other far-off countries. The goods that they bought included cotton,
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silk, fine porcelain china, indigo dye, salt, spices, saltpetre, tea, and opium. In
addition to trading to and from England, these merchants also found they could
trade between countries. For example, they later found that they could trade tea
in China in return for opium grown in India.
Another problem in the early days was supply. If they turned up somewhere
with a ship full of goods, it would not be possible to find someone to buy such a
large quantity. If they tried to sell in smaller quantities, the market would quickly
become saturated, and the price would fall. Likewise, there was no one to sell
them a large quantity of suitable cargo to quickly fill the ship for the next leg of
their journey. If they started to buy up large quantities of a particular commodity,
the price would quickly rise. Initially they would have to be careful and take their
time, but this meant a long duration for the ship to sit in harbour doing nothing,
while they slowly sold their cargo and bought a replacement cargo for their return
journey.
The next part of the business solution was to set up a trading post which would
consist of a shop and a large warehouse, manned by people they could trust. These
trading posts became known as ‘factories’ and the English employees of the East
India Company who manned them became known as ‘factors’. A factor running
a trading post could gradually buy up a large quantity of a desirable commodity
without overpaying. When a ship arrived, it would immediately unload all its
cargo into the factory (warehouse) and collect the new cargo which the factor had
bought during the previous months. The ship could then achieve a much faster
turnaround and accomplish more trips in a year. The factor could sell the new
cargo gradually over the next few months for good prices rather than flooding the
market and having to accept low prices.
Another reason for a trading post was to help make it more efficient to victual
(stock) the ships. Running a fleet of ships was a complicated business. Between
voyages the crew would need to be rested and the ship would need to be victualled
with food, water, rope etc, ready for the next voyage.
Factors working for the East India Company could have a fantastic lifestyle.
They could live like a king provided they didn’t die of disease or get killed by any
disgruntled natives. Unfortunately getting murdered wasn’t uncommon so over
time they started hiring guards and the factories were fortified for extra security.
As the volume of trade increased the number of people involved increased and the
profit grew. The fortified factories became fortified towns. The number of guards
increased so much that over time the East India Company began to have what was
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in effect its own private army. At the same time their numerous ships, all of which
were armed, became in effect a private navy. The whole thing became so big that
the British government also started lending support when the opportunity allowed.
By the 1750s there were three super trading posts emerging in India. These were
Bombay (Mumbai), Madras (Chennai) and Calcutta (Kolkata). With the farman
(decree), that had been granted by the Mughal Farrukhsiyar in 1717, the East India
Company were, in theory, allowed to exist and trade freely across the whole of
India. However, this was not quite so straightforward. The Mughal Emperor still
existed in Delhi but large parts of India were really being controlled by individual
rulers. The rich area of Bengal was ruled by the Nawab Alivardi Khan but he died
in 1756 and was succeeded by his 23 year old grandson Siraj ud-Daulah. Most
Indians probably liked the East India Company because they were doing business
with them and making money to their mutual benefit. However, the company was
avoiding, wherever possible, payment of tax on their goods being traded. Many
Indian leaders like Siraj ud-Daulah were concerned about the rising power of the
company and its reluctance to share its financial gains.
Everything came to a head in 1756 when Siraj ud-Daulah’s army overran Fort
William, the East India Company’s stronghold in Calcutta. The capture was very
quick, and the British were rounded up and placed under arrest. Unfortunately, in
the chaos, over 100 Europeans, mainly English, were locked up overnight in a very
small cell. It was a hot evening and there was little ventilation. By the following
morning only 23 of them were still alive. This incident has been known ever since
as ‘The Black Hole of Calcutta’.
A British relief force was assembled in Madras and immediately sailed to retake
Calcutta. Events moved quickly. The man of the moment was Robert Clive (17251774) who was a politically astute and charismatic leader. Some of the Indians
supported their Nawab Siraj ud-Daulah but some supported the British. Although
vastly outnumbered, the British forces went on to win the Battle of Plassey. Siraj
ud-Daulah was murdered shortly afterwards.
What happened next had some similarity to the events in Mexico in 1520
when the Spanish had taken over the Aztec empire. The East India Company, led
by Robert Clive, took political control of Bengal. This meant that they would not
have to pay taxes but in addition they now had control of the government and the
financial resources of this large part of India.
If you think of this as a business model, it was that the East India Company
could now run the administration of Bengal and more importantly they could
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collect all the taxes and keep a share for themselves. We don’t know how much but
let’s assume it was 10%. Robert Clive and his colleagues were now richer than their
wildest dreams. Over time the company slowly took over the whole subcontinent
of India. Lots of British people made huge fortunes. Later, some people back in
Great Britain became concerned about the activities of the East India Company
but the money flowing back to Great Britain was so large that it wasn’t in their
best interests to try and stop it.223
Another thing happening around this time was that in 1754 British colonial
forces had started fighting a war in North America against the French. ‘The Last
of the Mohicans: A Narrative of 1757’ is an historical novel set during this period,
written in 1826 by the American author, James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851).224
A good friend of Josiah Wedgwood was Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) and it
is believed that he wrote ‘Historical Review of the Constitution and Government
of Pennsylvania’ around this time.225
Things had also deteriorated on the Continent and from 1756 to 1763 another
major war took place which is generally referred to as ‘The Seven Year War’. Now
it was Britain, Prussia and Hanover fighting France, Saxony, Sweden, Russia and
later Spain.
In 1756 the French captured the British naval base in Minorca (Spanish
Balearic islands). This was a setback for the reputation of the British government.
In today’s language we would say that they saw it as ‘bad PR’ (public relations).
Blame started to be put on the fact that Admiral John Byng’s ships had not been
victualled satisfactorily and so were not in the full fighting order that they should
have been. In fact, it was more a case that the French were quick and had taken
Minorca before the British could react to defend the island. By the time Byng
223 A View of the Rise, Progress, and Present State of the English Government in Bengal: Including
a Reply to the Misrepresentations of Mr. Bolts, and Other Writers. By Harry Verelst. London. Printed
for J. Nourse … 1772. LW 1920.
224 Quite a few of James Fenimore Cooper’s novels on early life in America were present at Linley
Wood including: The Pilot; A Tale of the Sea (1824), The Waterwitch (1830), The Bravo (1831),
The Pioneers; or, The sources of the Susquehanna (1849), The Spy: A Tale of the Neutral Ground
(1849).
225 An Historical Review of the Constitution and Government of Pennsylvania, from its origin :
so far as regards the several points of controversy, which have, from time to time, arisen between
the several governors of that province, and their several assemblies [Richard Jackson; Benjamin
Franklin]. London. Printed for R. Griffiths. 1759. LW 1920.
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turned up with his ships the Island had been overrun. Rather than risk a major
defeat he decided it was best to head for home and then make preparations to
come back to fight another day.
For the Admiral this was a case of being in the wrong place at the wrong time.
The government officials needed someone to blame for what was now seen as a
fiasco. Byng was accused of cowardice. He was court-marshalled, found guilty
and sentenced to death. Many of those involved assumed he would be granted
a pardon by the King and so everyone would then be able to go home relatively
happily. However, King George II was 74 years old, very much in his later years,
and not inclined to be getting involved in political shenanigans. He took no action,
perhaps thinking that he would otherwise have attracted a lot of criticism. Adm
Byng was executed by a firing squad on the quarter deck of his ship at anchor in
Portsmouth harbour in 1757. He had been a convenient scapegoat or perhaps in
today’s language his unfortunate death would have been described as ‘collateral
damage’.
One family that had been living in Menorca, before the French overran it,
was the family of Milbourne Marsh (1709-1779). His job, managing the naval
dockyard at Port Mahon, had been arranged the year before by his younger
brother George Marsh (1722-1800). Knowing that the French were about to attack,

Book of Common Prayer 1772. Ownership: Milbourne Marsh (1709-1779).
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Milbourne quickly booked a passage back to England for his daughter Elizabeth.
Unfortunately, shortly after leaving Menorca her ship was captured by pirates
from Morocco.226 She and her fellow passengers then spent four months in captivity before being released. During this ordeal Elizabeth had to pretend that she was
married to her fellow captive James Crisp. If the Moroccans had known that she
was a single woman, she would have been very valuable as a white slave. Things
were touch and go but they survived their adventure. After their release Elizabeth
and James got married for real. She later wrote a book all about her experience
‘The Female Captive: a Narrative of Facts which happened in Barbary in the year
1756’ published by Bathhurst, London in 1769. James and Elizabeth went on to
live colourful lives and spent much of their later years in India.227
An interesting publication printed around this time was ‘The Gentleman and
Cabinet Maker’s Director’ (1754). This was produced by the furniture maker
Thomas Chippendale (1718-1779) and was full of high-quality furniture designs,
many of which were then copied by other furniture makers. Today lots of old
mahogany tables, chairs, chests of drawers, etc, are described as ‘Chippendale’ but
there are very few examples known to have been made by Thomas Chippendale
as he did not mark his productions.
A very special book at Linley Wood was Ann Harvey’s Receipt Book or
Cookbook.228 This is dated 1755 and is full of handwritten recipes for meals (also
medical remedies and household hints). We know a little bit about Ann Harvey (c
1701-1777) because she is mentioned in her great granddaughter’s diary, Elizabeth
Jones nee Helsham (1801-1866).
The world was a very different place for girls and various books were published to help young ladies learn how to take their place in the world. Some of the
volumes that have survived from Linley Wood include:
1738. The Art of Conversation. By Stefano Guazzo.
1750. The Country Housewife’s Family Companion. By William Ellis.
226 A Compleat History of the Piratical States of Barbary viz. Aglers, Tunis, Tripoli and Morocco.
Containing The Origin, Revolutions and present State of these Kingdoms, their Forces, Revenues,
Policy and Commerce. Jacques Philippe Laugier de Tassy. London. Printed for R Griffiths. 1750.
LW 1920.
227 A biography of Elizabeth’s life was published in 2007 by Prof Linda Colley ‘The Ordeal of
Elizabeth Marsh’. HCFA.
228 Ann Harvey’s cookbook is about to be published by Julia Poole.
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Inside cover of recipe book belonging
to Ann Harvey (c1701-1777).

1752. The Lady’s Preceptor or a Letter to a Young Lady of Distinction
upon Politeness.
Other books from this period in the present family archive include:
1755. Lapides [sea shells]. By Georg Wolfgang Knorr.
1756. Miscellaneous Works of Sir Thomas Overbury.
1757. An Account of the European Settlements in America. By William Burke.
1757. Travels Through Holland Germany Switzerland Italy.
By Monsieur De Blainville.
1757. Oevres de M Boileau Despreaux. By Nicolas Boileau-Despréaux.
William Falconer (1732-1769) published his epic poem ‘The Shipwreck’
(1762).229 Shipwreck disasters were a relatively common occurrence and William
probably dreamt his poem up after surviving a shipwreck earlier in his career.
Sadly, in 1769 he was a passenger in the frigate Aurora, which was lost at sea with
all hands, en route to India.
In 1762 Oliver Goldsmith (1728-1774) published ‘Chinese Letters’.230 His most
well-known novel was ‘The Vicar of Wakefield’ (1766).231 He also wrote a poem
229 The Shipwreck by William Falconer. London. Printed for J Sharpe. 1822. Embellished with
engravings from the designs of Richard Westall, engraved by Charles Heath. Prize book from the
Royal Naval College to Leopold George Heath (later Adm Sir LG Heath). The inscription reads
‘Prize in mathematics for June 21, 1831, James Inman DD Professor’. LW & HCFA.
230 The Citizen of the World or Letters from a Chinese Philosopher residing in London to his
friends in the East. By Oliver Goldsmith. London. Printed for J. Newberry, 1762. LW 1920.
231 The Vicar of Wakefield. By Oliver Goldsmith (Everyman’s Library edition, 1905). Stamped MF
Heath. LW & HCFA.
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The Shipwreck by William Falconer, 1822. Prize book from the
Royal Naval College won by Leopold George Heath (1817-1907).
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‘The Deserted Village’ (1770) and some plays ‘The Good-Natur’d Man’ (1768) and
‘She Stoops to Conquer’ (1771).232 233
In the mid-1700s, to meet growing demand from readers, business entrepreneurs started creating small libraries where books could be loaned in return
for a fee. These were called ‘Circulation Libraries’. Books were very expensive
and so renting a book for a few pennies was much cheaper than buying a copy.
With the advent of circulation libraries, books were now becoming available for
a wider audience. My great x6 grandfather Joseph Heath ran a family business in
Nottingham.234 James and his sons sold books, stationery, medicines and elixirs.
They also provided a printing and binding service. Over time they started renting
books out to customers and their business evolved to become a circulating library.
The minimum rental period being a single day at a cost of one penny (1d) and
the maximum being a year at a cost of eight shillings (8s). One shilling equalled
12 pennies.
Some of the books and pamphlets known to have been printed by Joseph
Heath and his sons include:
1744. A Sermon Preached, On Occasion of the Fast. By James Sloss.
1753. David’s Harp Well Tuned; Or a Book of Psalmody. By Robert Barber.
1754. Barber’s Psalm-Book.
1759. The Spiritual Gamut: Or, Rudiments of True Music. By William East.
1774. List of the Burgesses and Freeholders of the Town and County
of Nottingham.
1777. The Dying Christians Triumph in a Living Redeemer. By John Barrett.
Another person living at this time, and also starting to write books, was the
theologian Joseph Priestley (1733-1804).235 As mentioned earlier, in the period
1759-1761 Joseph Priestley was a Unitarian minister in Nantwich where he also ran
a school. During his time there he became friends with my great x5 grandfather,
232 The Miscellaneous Works of Oliver Goldsmith … London. Printed for J. Johnson … 1806. LW
1920.
233 The Poetical Works of Oliver Goldsmith … Edited by Bolton Corney. London. Published by
Longman … 1846. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW & HCFA.
234 Joseph Heath (c1700-c1757) was the father of George Heath (1724-1773) who became a bookbinder. His son was James Heath (1757-1834) who became an engraver of illustrations for books.
235 As mentioned earlier, a number of Joseph Priestley’s publications were at Linley Wood including, Language and Universal Grammar (1762), English Grammar (1768), Education (1778).
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Heath’s Circulating Library.
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James Caldwell (1721-1791).236 In 1761 Joseph moved to ‘The Warrington Academy’
which had been set up in 1754 as a school for families who dissented from the
established Church of England. These people were often referred to as ‘dissenters’
many of whom were ‘Unitarians’ or ‘Methodists’.
It is difficult to look back and understand the differences in religious beliefs
that had evolved over the years. Certainly, most people believed in God and participated in regular worship of some sort. The majority followed the teachings of
the Church of England, but many didn’t.
The Warrington Academy built up an exceedingly good reputation for academic education. Joseph Priestley must have enjoyed working there as he stayed
for six years, and he probably very much helped to add to its success. While there
he worked with John Aikin (1713-1780) and probably also taught his son the author
Dr John Aikin (1747-1822).237 238 Joseph Priestly also met Josiah Wedgwood (17301795) and Thomas Bentley (1731-1780) who were both supporters of the academy.
At this time schools were generally run by, or were connected to, the Church
(Church of England or many of the dissenting Churches). These schools took
mainly paying students, but they also provided free places for poor children.
However, most children from poor families did not go to school as they needed
to work to earn money to buy food. Over time, church schools started to attract
growing numbers of poor children for a day of religious education on Sundays
(Sunday Schools). This then evolved further into charity schools providing
increasing periods of study. Later on, in 1833, the government started putting
money into schools and by the 1880s it was to become compulsory by law for all
children to attend school.

236 James Caldwell (1721-1791) was a Scotsman who had moved to Nantwich where he was a
draper selling cloth. He was father of James Caldwell (1759-1838) of Linley Wood.
237 A Treatise on the Situation, Manners, and Inhabitants of Germany; and the Life of Agricola;
by C Cornelius Tacitus: translated into English by John Aikin. Warrington. Printed by W Eyres, for
J. Johnson … 1777. Bookplate of James Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
238 General Biography or Lives Critical and Historical of the Most Eminent Persons of all Ages,
countries, Conditions and Professions. By John Aikin & William Enfield. London. Printed for GG
and J Robinson … 1799. Vols 10. LW and HCFA.
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Tacitus, 1777. Ownership: James Caldwell.
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The Warrington Academy also had its own circulating library. In 1773 it is
listed as ‘Warrington Academy Circulation library’ on the subscriber list inside a
book about the history of Liverpool.239 It was probably operating from the premises of the printer William Eyres.
The Warrington Academy, despite its early success, ran into difficulties and
closed in 1782. However, it would appear that the associated library continued in
one form or another and was eventually taken over by the local government. In
1848 Warrington was possibly the first town in Britain to be running its own rate
payer funded library.
By the mid-1700s middle and upper-class families were reading books and
most of their sons were achieving a reasonable level of education. Certainly, they
were achieving a level of education far above the young boys who came from poor
families. If you were an eldest son, then due to the commonly accepted practice
called ‘primogeniture’, you didn’t need to think much about what you were going
to do in life, as you were likely to inherit all your father’s wealth. The only responsibility you had was to look after any of your sisters if they didn’t manage to find
a good husband.
For younger brothers, the options were very different. There was going to
be little family money coming their way. They had to set out in the world by
themselves, stand on their own two feet and seek their fortune. Many of them
would follow in their father’s footsteps, as the sons of Joseph Heath had done in
Nottingham. For others, like Joseph Priestley, they studied theology and took up
jobs associated with the church. For the more active ones, looking for a complete
change, they could sign up as an ensign in the army or as a cadet in the navy.
Another option, and one taken up by the young Robert Clive, was to sign up as a
writer with the East India Company. If these young men were really adventurous,
and they had enough money to buy a passage on a boat, they could emigrate to
America and hope for the best once they got there.
What was really happening in the 1700s, and this also continued through to
the 1800s, was that Great Britain was producing large numbers of young men who
were relatively well educated, had very little money, had no fixed ties, and had
to leave home. Some of these were adventurers who would take great risks. They
had everything to gain and nothing to lose. In other words, they had to do or die.
239 An Essay Towards the History of Leverpool [Liverpool], Drawn up From Papers Left by the
Late G. Perry, And From Other Materials Collected by William Enfield … Warrington printed 1773.
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They are usually referred to as ‘The English’ and they certainly spoke English
but quite a few of them were actually Scottish. Some of these young British men
went on to achieve great fame and fortune. Robert Clive, rightly or wrongly, was
an example of this type of person but for every young man who gained success,
there must have been an incredibly large number who didn’t make it. Many of
them died obscurely in a foreign land and their individual story is not known
to history. As an example, to give us a feel for the numbers, it is estimated that
approximately two million British citizens died in India between 1612 and 1947.
The vast majority of these were young men and most of them died of disease.
These adventurers were the special ingredient that step by step created what was
to become the British Empire.
In 1760 King George II died. He was predeceased by his son Frederick who
had died in 1751 and so it was Frederick’s son George who was crowned King
George III at the young age of 22. Unlike his father and grandfather, George had
been born in Britain and spoke English as his first language. The following year he
married Princess Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Strelitz (Germany) and he purchased
for her comfort the former home of the Duke of Buckingham which at that time
was called ‘Buckingham House’. It then became known as ‘The Queen’s House’.
Much later, after extensive renovations, it became known as ‘Buckingham Palace’
when Queen Victoria moved in at the beginning of her reign in 1837.

British one shilling silver coins:
King William III (1689-1702), Queen Ann (1702-1714), King George I (1702-1727),
King George II (1727-1760), King George III (1760-1820).

The Seven Years War, fought predominantly between France and Great
Britain, came to an end in 1763 with the signing of the Treaty of Paris. From this
time onwards, Great Britain was able to strengthen its presence in North America
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and in India. Both of these countries were becoming an immensely important part
of Great Britian’s trading empire.
The Royal Navy was continuing to grow and since the execution of Adm John
Byng a lot more organisation had gone into ensuring that the navy’s ships were
well built, well maintained, and well victualled. New ships were being launched
regularly, one particular ship being HMS Victory which was launched in 1765. It
was a 104-gun first-rate ship of the line. This was a very large ship with tremendous fire power, and it was manned by crews who were relatively well trained and
again these were men who would take risks as they had nothing to lose. Possibly
in the back of their minds they remembered what had happened to Adm Byng.
If they got into a conflict with an enemy, these were men who were now well and
truly programmed to go for it. Turning around and heading for home was never
going to be a credible option.
The East India Company was continuing to consolidate its position in India.
In 1764 Hector Munroe (1726-1805) won the ‘Battle of Buxar’ against the Mughal
Emperor Shah Alam II and this was followed by the ‘Treaty of Allahabad’ where
the East India Company made an official agreement that they would collect the
taxes in Bengal and they would pay an annual fee to the Mughal. Robert Clive,
who had spent most of his working life in India, left the country for the last time
in 1767, having appointed Gen Richard Smith (1734-1803) Commander-in-Chief.
Richard is not very well known to history, but he is known to me because he was
one of my great x5 grandfathers.
Another person who had been in India was Captain Charles Hopkins (c 17001757). We know very little about him except that in 1736, in Madras, he married
Phyllis Bright. Charles and Phyllis were also my great x6 grandparents. We
remember Phyllis because a miniature portrait of her has survived together with
a small snippet of information about her life. Phyllis and Charles had a number
of children including a son who later became Col Charles Hopkins (1740-1809)
who we also remember by a miniature portrait. Two of his sisters were Sarah and
Amelia. Amelia married Gen Richard Smith in Madras in 1756. This was the year
of the incident of the ‘Black Hole of Calcutta’, so they were very lucky that they
were in Madras. The following year Amelia’s father died. We don’t know what he
died of, possibly disease or he may have been one of the casualties at the Battle
of Plassey.
Phyllis (who was now a widow) and her daughter Sarah, then took up residence in her son-in-law’s household. We don’t know how well Richard got on
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Col Charles Hopkins (1740-1809) and his mother Phyllis Hopkins (c1720-c1795).
Assumed to have been painted by Abraham Daniel.

with his live-in mother-in-law, but we do know that he got on very well with his
unmarried sister-in-law. In fact, a very intimate relationship developed, and Sarah
became pregnant. This must have been exceedingly difficult as Richard could not
do the honourable thing and marry Sarah because he was already married to her
sister Amelia. Presumably, relationships within this small family group must have
become rather strained.
As it was, it all turned out relatively satisfactorily. Arthur Cuthbert (c 17341788), who was probably a distant cousin, stepped in and took Sarah’s hand. A little
baby girl was born, and shortly afterwards Sarah married Arthur. They named
the baby Amelia after Sarah’s sister and Arthur Cuthbert took little Amelia on as
though she was his own. In fact, it is likely that the young Amelia never did find
out who her genetic father was. We only know all this because the date of the
marriage was after the date of the birth and Gen Richard Smith in his will many
years later, named Sarah as his natural child.
Arthur Cuthbert was an interesting character and very much a man on the up.
He had only recently arrived in India with Admiral Charles Watson (1714-1757)
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Photograph of a portrait of
Arthur Cuthbert (c1734-1788)
painted by Lemuel Francis Abbott.

Bookplate of Arthur Cuthbert.

and seems to have made a good name for himself as a writer or secretary linked to
the navy. Later, Arthur became a ‘free merchant’, which meant that he was one of
the few people who could operate independently of the East India Company. He
also became responsible for all the British Navy’s stores in India. This meant that
he could receive money from the Navy Office in London and use it to buy stores in
India to keep the ships victualled (stocked and maintained). Transporting money
in the form of gold from London to Madras was fraught with difficulty and risk. It
was also difficult for rich merchants and soldiers to move their money from India
back to Great Britain. If a ship sank, all the gold would be lost.
Arthur was quick to spot a great business opportunity. He worked out that he
could move money from London to Madras and from Madras to London at the
same time. This meant that no money actually moved, and as a ‘free merchant’,
he did not have to share any profits with the East India Company. Arthur was
able to set up his own business which was in effect a bank specialising in moving
money. Rich merchants wanting to return to England would give a heap of gold
to Arthur and in return Arthur would write them a receipt. Arthur arranged for a
colleague in London to receive the receipt and exchange it for cash. At the same
time, when the Navy Office in London wanted to send money to India, they would
give the cash to Arthur’s colleague in London. He would then send a receipt to
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Arthur in Madras to confirm that this money was being transferred from London
to Madras. For every transaction Arthur kept a percentage which was probably
something like 10%. Arthur went on to spend about 29 years in India before he
finally returned home for good. By then he was astronomically wealthy.
In 1768 Captain James Cook (1728-1779) and his crew set out on their ship HMS
Endeavour on a voyage of discovery to circumnavigate the globe. Accompanying
him were Joseph Banks (1743-1820) and Daniel Solander (1733-1782). In addition
to recording measurements of the transit of Venus they were also to look for New
Zealand which had not been seen by any western people since Able Tasman had
discovered it in 1642. For James Cook and his crew, the trip was a great success. On
this occasion they weren’t able to get rich, but they certainly achieved fame.240 241
This was also the time of the famous Genevan philosopher Jean-Jacques
Rousseau (1712-1778). He was writing about politics and education but raised
questions about some of the religious thoughts of the time. As a result, some of
his books were publicly burnt in France.242 243
One opportunity to make a small amount of cash was to publish a journal.
There was a large appetite among educated readers for books about expeditions
and travels to far places. This was also a time when lots of young Englishmen from
wealthy families would spend a year or so on a ‘Grand Tour’ of the continental
countries. Some of the books at Linley Wood included:
1743. British Empire in America. By John Oldmixon.
1743. A Description of Holland.
1745. New General Collection of Voyages and Travels. By John Green.
240 An Account of the Voyages Undertaken by the Order of his Present Majesty for Making
Discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere, and, Successively performed by Commodore Byron,
Captain Wallis, Captain Carteret, and Captain Cook, In the Dolphin, the Swallow, and the
Endeavour … London. Printed for A. Strahan. 1773. LW 1920.
241 Authentic Narrative of a Voyage Performed by Captain Cook and Captain Clerke, in His
Majesty’s Ships Resolution and Discovery during the years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 … By William
Ellis … London. Printed for G Robinson. 1782. Inscription Hannah Stamford. LW 1920.
242 Emilius and Sophia: or, A New System of Education; Translated from the French of Mr. J.J.
Rousseau, Citizen of Genenva, by the translator of Eloisa. 2nd edition. London. Published by
T Becket and PA de Hondt. 1763. LW 1920.
243 Remarks on the Writings and Conduct of JJ Rousseau [By J. H. Fuesli.]. London. T Cadell. 1767.
LW 1920.
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1757. Account of the European Settlements in America. By William Burke.
1757. Travels Through Holland, Germany, Switzerland Italy. By De Blainville.
1759. Travels Through part of Europe, Asia Minor …
By Nijenburg and Heyman.
1762. American Gazetteer … the parts of the new world. By John Adams.
1762. Travels of The Jesuits, Into Various Parts of The World.
By John Lockman.
1763. Journal of a Tour to Italy. By Charles Marie de Condamine.
1766. Travels Through Italy. By John Northall.
1773. Discoveries in the Southern Hemisphere. By John Hawkesworth.
1776. Tour Through Sicily and Malta. By Patrick Brydone.
1776. Voyage Round the World. By George Anson.
1777. Voyage Towards the South Pole and Round the World. By James Cook.
1781. Travels Through the Interior Parts of North-America. By Jonathan Carver.
1782. Voyage performed by Captain Cook and Captain Clerke. By William Ellis.
Another person who was starting to make a lot of money around this time
was Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795). He had been brought up in the Potteries area
around Stoke-on-Trent in England. Pottery had been produced here for hundreds
of years, mainly because there was an ample supply of clay and coal. In his early
days Josiah worked as a partner with Thomas Whieldon and in 1768 he went into
partnership with Thomas Bentley (1731-1780). Josiah only had a basic education,
but he was a person who took a great interest in everything around him, and he
was to become one of the 18th century’s most successful serial entrepreneurs. In
addition to his pottery business, he was also one of the founders of the Trent &
Mersey Canal (opened in 1777) which was to provide efficient transportation of
his pottery to Liverpool and from there much of it was exported all around the
world.
Josiah attracted a wide circle of likeminded friends. One select group, who
met up regularly as a dinner club from about 1765 onwards, became known as
the ‘Lunar Society’. They generally met in the evenings and took the opportunity
to discuss science, engineering, business, art, books, philosophy, and the general
ideas of the time. Meetings were usually held around the time of a full moon so
they would hopefully have some moonlight to help them find their way home afterwards. The club was informal and never had much more than 12 members because
at that time a large dining table sat 12 people. In addition to Josiah, some of the
other members were Matthew Boulton, Erasmus Darwin, Thomas Day, Samuel
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Thomas Bentley (1731-1780) and his business partner Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795).

Galton, Robert Augustus Johnson, James Keir, William Small, Jonathan Stokes,
James Watt, Joseph Priestley,244 Richard Lovell Edgeworth,245 John Whitehurst246
and William Withering.247 248 Many of these gentlemen wrote books and some of
their publications were present in the Linley Wood library.
244 As mentioned previously, there were a number of titles by Joseph Priestley in the Linley Wood
library.
245 Practical Education by Richard Lowell Edgeworth and his daughter Maria Edgeworth. London.
Printed for J Johnson. 1798. LW 1808.
246 An Inquiry into the Original State and Formation of the Earth Deduced From Facts and the
Laws of Nature. To which is added an appendix containing some general observations on the strata
in Derbyshire. Written by John Whitehurst. London. J Cooper. 1778. Thomas Stamford is listed as
a subscriber.
247 A Botanical Arrangement of all the Vegetables Naturally Growing in Great Britain … By William
Withering … Birmingham. Printed by M Swinney for T Cadel … 1776. Bookplate James Stamford
Caldwell. This book also contains an early sketch of Linley Wood. LW 1920 and HCFA.
248 Systematic Arrangement of British Plants with An Easy Introduction to the Study of Botany.
By William Withering. 4th edition. London. Printed for T Cadwell. 1801. Bookplates of Hannah
Stamford and Anne Marsh Caldwell. LW, Eastbury 1845 and HCFA.
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Around 1771 we assume that James Caldwell (1759-1838) began working for
Josiah Wedgwood. James was only about 12 years old, and this was probably his
first job. He must have worked directly for Josiah as we know from his notes that
he spent much time writing out the results of pottery glazing experiments (possibly copied from Thomas Bentley’s notes).249 Small pieces of pottery were coated
with different compositions of glazing and then fired at different temperatures for
varying lengths of time. After each experiment, James would carefully write down
the details of the firing and a description of the results. James may have worked
for Josiah for as much as six years. The knowledge and connections that he made
during this time were to set him up for life.
By the early 1770s Great Britain was becoming the most active trading nation
in the world. The Spanish and Portuguese empires had been in decline for some
time, as were the French and the Dutch but these competing nations were all still
active. The two largest areas of operations for the British were India and North
America. India was lived in by about 150 million native people with a diverse
range of religions, all in theory being ruled over by the Mughals, who had originally been Muslim invaders from the north. In North America it was completely
different. The population of natives was probably not much more than 1 million
and its population of colonialists was small but growing rapidly. Unlike in India,
the native people of America did not have an advanced civilization. They did not
have a written language and they lived and operated in local tribes. There was no
national leader to hold them together and represent their views. As a result, the
colonialists from Britain, France, Holland and various other places were able to
just walk in and claim the land for themselves.250 This type of land grab had also
been taking place in Central and South America where the Spanish had been
active much longer. The taking of the land by these early colonialists was really
theft but the natives initially would not have had a European style concept of
land ownership. In most instances there was little opposition. North America was
becoming a country populated by, and run for, the new colonialists. There was
little respect for the native Indians.
249 James Caldwell’s notes on pottery experiments and his records of facts, written down while he
developed his own education, were all kept and are still in the HCFA. They provide a fascinating
view of the world that he was experiencing in his teenage years.
250 An Account of the European Settlements in America by Edmund and William Burke. 1757.
Bookplate of Anne Marsh Caldwell. HCFA.
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Page from James Caldwell’s notebook recording pottery
experiments carried out for Josiah Wedgwood in the 1770s.
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By 1773 the East India Company was running into financial difficulties. It had
been paying out too much in the way of dividends to its investors and the other
problem was that it had huge stockpiles of unsold tea.
The British Government needed revenue to fund the navy and the army, which
in turn were supporting the British colonialists. The British government had put
a massive amount of resources into winning the Seven Years War (1756-1763) and
helping to win the war against the French in America. This had greatly benefited
the colonialists, but they were now starting to feel more independent and many
of them did not see any reason to pay taxes to the British government.
Tea had been a convenient commodity on which to raise tax revenues. The
East India Company was selling tea in America and paying tax to the British
government in London. However, due to an oversupply in the market, the price
had gone down and the British tax had become a large percentage of the selling
price. The Dutch East India Company was now supplying most of the tea to the
American colonialists and the tax was not being paid. In other words, the Dutch
were smuggling tea into America and the British government was ineffective in
trying to stop them. The stockpiles of unsold tea were mounting up and the East
India Company was heading towards bankruptcy.
Everything came to a head in 1773. The American colonialists protested in
Boston and dumped a large amount of tea into the harbour (an event now known
as the ‘Boston Tea Party’). The British government passed the Tea Act (1773)
trying to fix the situation. The East India Company had been generating huge
revenues for the government and as an enterprise it was too big to be left to fail.
The government passed the East India Company Act (1772) and the Regulating
Act (1773) and bought the company. As a result of this the government now started
getting directly involved in the management of the company’s interests in India.
Warren Hastings was appointed Governor-General of Bengal and he also took
over the presidencies of Madras and Bombay. The British government was now
on an unintended course which would result in the political takeover of India.
Meanwhile in North America the colonialists were still unhappy about the
high cost of tea. They did not want to pay taxes and by 1775 fighting had broken
out and the ‘American War of Independence’ had started. It was to last nearly
eight years.
The British government, led by the Prime Minister, Lord North, felt they were
quite experienced with fighting wars and in most of the recent conflicts they had
come out on top. A lot of the politicians in London assumed that a war in America
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would not be much different and they would soon gain control and then tax
revenues would once more flow and everyone would be relatively happy. After
all, the majority of the tax revenues raised in America would once more be used
to support the American colonialists but within a British government managed
framework. The American colony was also a very convenient place to transport
unwanted convicts.
In the Navy Office in London steps were taken to organise the shipping of
soldiers and supplies to America. George Marsh (1722-1800), who was another
one of my great x5 grandfathers, had recently been appointed as one of the
Commissioners of the Navy. These were a select group of a dozen or so men who
ran the Navy. With the war gearing up, there was a huge requirement for more
transport. George made a special trip to Hamburg to hire extra ships. Altogether
he arranged the shipping of 34,000 tons of supplies and 17,000 troops for the
American conflict. His total expenditure on this project was £200,000.
George was a very organised administrator who had slowly worked his way up
to the top. In addition, he was also a fairly smart businessman. In common with a
lot of other government employees at the time, he also had his separate business
interests on the side. In his case he built up a company which supplied materials to
the Navy (Naval Agents). His company was so successful that it started branching
out into other areas of operation. If something needed doing, George’s company
would make it happen. In addition to supplying goods to the Navy, his company
became a sort of clearing house that accepted prize ships and then arranged all
the payments to everyone involved. A Naval commander like Horatio Nelson
(1758-1805) would capture a French ship and bring it back to London. George’s
company would then take possession of it and turn it into money. This process
was quite drawn out and would often take a few years but eventually the prize
money would be divided up and paid out to all the sailors who had been involved
in the capture. In addition to being Naval Agents, George’s company was handing
such a large amount of cash that it became in effect a bank.
Arthur Cuthbert was also fulfilling a similar role over in India. Collecting up
prizes and then gradually paying the money out to all the sailors and soldiers who
had been involved in the capture. As we covered earlier, Arthur was also arranging transfers of money between London and India. For this he needed a London
partner, and this person was George Marsh. Money flowed and with each transaction they were able to keep a percentage. Over the years the concern had a number
of partners and by the late 1790s it was trading as a bank called DeVisme, Cuthbert,
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George Marsh (1722-1800) painted by Francis Lemuel Abbott, c1780.
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Marsh, Creed and Co. Mr Creed had been George’s trustworthy clerk and Gerard
DeVisme (1725-1797) was a wealthy financier with connections in Portugal.
The war in America continued until the British realised that it was not possible to fight a map. It was not winnable. During this time there had also been a
lot of people in Great Britain that had questioned the whole thing. Fighting the
French or the Spanish was understandable but fighting English speaking colonialists, most of whom were originally British, just didn’t sit well. Men like Josiah
Wedgwood were completely against it, as in addition to just looking wrong, it was
also bad for business.
The Prime Minister, Lord North, was reluctant to admit defeat but finally in
1782 he was forced out of office by a motion of no confidence. For a while politics
became very unsettled and there was a quick succession of leaders. The Treaty of
Paris was signed in 1783 and in the same year the 24-year-old William Pitt (17591806) became Prime Minister.251 Following in the footsteps of his father William
Pitt the Elder, William Pitt the Younger proved to be a good choice and held the
post for the next 18 years.
George Marsh in his diary records much of his thoughts at the time. At the
end of it all he was left feeling a bit despondent. He felt he had done a good job
and deserved a knighthood. The recognition never came but he did get to keep
his government dispatch box labelled across the top in gold lettering “American
Office, Whitehall”. Now that America was lost, I suppose the dispatch box was no
longer needed in Whitehall.
While the British had been fighting the war in America, the East India
Company had also been fighting a war in India called the ‘First Anglo-Maratha
War’. The Maratha Empire covered a large section of the middle of the Indian
subcontinent but the outcome of this first war did not change much.
In the world of books, a number of noteworthy publications had been produced around this time. ‘The Wealth of Nations’ had been published in 1776 by
Adam Smith (1723-1790).252 A massive two volume work called ‘Flora Londinensis’

251 The Speeches of the Right Honourable William Pitt in the House of commons. London. Printed
for Longman … 1806. LW 1920.
252 An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. By Adam Smith. 11th edition.
And a Life of Dr Smith by William Playfair. 1805. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. Prize book
from Cambridge. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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American Office, Whitehall. British Government dispatch box belonging to George Marsh.

full of coloured pictures of plants was published by William Curtis in 1777.253 A
young lady from Norfolk called Francis Burney (1752-1840) published in 1778 a
lovely novel titled ‘Evelina, or the History of a Young Lady’s Entrance into the
World’ which is still a good read.254 Another notable title of special interest to
me was ‘Naval History of Great Britain’ published in 1779 by Frederic Hervey.255
253 Flora Londinensis; Or, Plates And Descriptions Of Such Plants As Grow Wild In The Environs
Of London … their several Names according to Linnaeus and other Authors: With a particular Description of each Plant in Latin and English. To Which Are Added, Their Several Uses in
Medicine, Agriculture, Rural Oeconomy, and other Arts. By William Curtis. London. B White and
Son. 1777. Bookplate of Anne Marsh Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
254 Evelina, or a Young Lady’s Entrance into the World [By Frances Burney, afterwards Mrs
D’Arblay]. London. T Lowndes. 1778. LW 1920.
255 The Naval History of Great Britain, from the earliest times to the rising of the Parliament
in 1779. Describing the origin and progress of the British power at sea; the extension of its commerce; its foreign conquests; and the establishment and growth of its colonies. Including the naval
expeditions and sea fights in every period of the English history, and particularly recording the
glorious atchievements [achievements] in the last war. Also the lives and actions of those illustrious
Commanders and Navigators who have contributed to the spread of the fame, and increase the
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Flora Londinensis by William Curtis, 1777.

This publication was the earliest book to contain engravings by my great x4 grandfather, James Heath (1757-1834), copied from the illustrations of Thomas Stothard
(1755-1834). In 1781 William Hayley published his poem ‘Triumphs of Temper’256
and the following year ‘An Essay on Epic Poetry’.257

power of the British Empire. Particularly designed to excite in the breasts of Britons, at this important crisis, a noble ardour, to emulate such bright examples; and, by their firmness and valour, to
secure to themselves and to posterity, that envied pre-eminence which their enemies have in vain
attempted to subvert. By Frederic Hervey Esq and others. In five volumes. London. Printed by
Willaim Allard for J Bew. 1779. HCFA.
256 The Triumphs of Temper; A Poem in Six Cantos. By William Hayley. 6th edition. London.
Printed for T Cadell. 1788. Engravings by James Heath. HCFA.
257 An Essay on Epic Poetry in Five Epistles to the Rev Mr Mason … By William Hayley. London.
Printed for D Dodsley. 1782. Bookplate of Anne Marsh Caldwell. LW and HCFA (copy).
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George Marsh was also building up his library around this time. There isn’t a
list to tell us what books he had but a few have survived.258 259 We also know that
he subscribed to a book about Rochester which is where he had spent his younger
days.260
A man by the name of Henry Coape of Duffield died in 1778. We know very
little about him except that he was a lawyer, and he did not have any children. He
is listed as a subscriber in a number of publications, and we assume he built up a
considerable library. Quite a few of his books passed to his cousin’s two daughters,
Hannah Stamford and Elizabeth Caldwell. Some of these books can be identified
because of his bookplate inside the front cover. Those that have survived in the
family library include:
1635. Fruitfull Sermons Preached by the Right Reverend Hugh Latimer.
1643. Sulpitii Severi Opera omnia quæ extant. Sulpice Severe.
1715. Works of Mr Edmund Spenser.
1722. Sermons Sur Divers Textes de L’Ecriture Sainte par
Jaques Saurin Pasteur a la Haye.
Another person who died around this time was Josiah Wedgwood’s business
partner Thomas Bentley who passed away in 1780. He had also subscribed to
various publications, and he built up a considerable library. Many of his books
relating to pottery were left to Josiah but the majority of his effects, including the
remains of his library, passed to his wife’s nieces, Hannah Stamford and Elizabeth
Caldwell.
Thomas Bentley did not have a bookplate and did not always write his name
inside the front cover but the following volumes with inscriptions have survived
in the family library:
1683. Abridgment of the History of the Reformation. By Gilbert Burnet.
1685. Lives of Illustrious Men written in Latin. By Corn Nepos.
258 A Chronicle of the Kings of England, From the time of the Romans Government, Unto the
Death of King James … By Sir Richard Baker … London. Printed for George Saubridge and Thomas
Williams. 1660. Bookplate George Marsh. LW and HCFA.
259 Prince of Abissinia [Rasselas], 5th edition. London. Printed for W Strahan, 1775. Bookplate
George Marsh. HCFA.
260 The History and Antiquities of Rochester and Its Environs [William Shrubsole and Samuel
Denne]. Rochester. Printed and sold by T Fisher. 1772. George Marsh and Milburne Marsh are
listed as subscribers.
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1713. Letters Du Cardinal Bentivoglio. By De Veneroni.
1729. Arrian’s History of Alexander’s expedition.
Translated from the Greek by Mr Rooke.
1741. Of the Nature of the Gods. By Cicero.
1752. Abridgement of Mr Locke’s Essay concerning Human Understanding.
By John Locke.
1769. Contemplation de la nature par C Bonnet. By Charles Bonnet.
Thomas Bentley is also known to have subscribed to a number of publications
including:
1760. Principles and Evidences of Natural Religion. By Samuel Bourn.
1772. Genuine Letters from a Gentleman to a Young Lady his pupil.
By J Preston.
1772. Discoveries relating to Vision, Light and Colours. By Joseph Priestley.
1778. Mineralogia Cornubiensis; A Treatise on Minerals, Mines, and Mining.
By W Pryce.
In 1779 the Dutch scientist Jan Ingenhousz (1730-1799) discovered that in sunlight plants take in oxygen and give out carbon-dioxide. This was following on
from the work of Joseph Priestley who he had met a few years earlier. What Jan
had discovered was ‘photosynthesis’.
In 1780 anti-Catholic feelings arose once more in Great Britain. The Papists
Act of 1778 had withdrawn some of the government-imposed discrimination
against Catholics. Lord George Gordon, head of the Protestant Association,
was convinced that this could lead to the Catholics once more trying to take the
country over. During the warm summer evenings wild mobs started looting and
burning Catholic chapels and destructive riots quickly spread across London.
One of the biggest disturbances was in Broad Street.261 The army was called in and
some of the looters were shot. Eventually the rioting petered out, probably many
due to a general drop in the evening temperature.
The following year (1781) a group of 1,000 Frenchmen invaded Jersey in
the Channel Islands. Maj Pierson, who was in charge of the British troops stationed there, quickly organised a counterattack, but he was then shot dead by a
261 The artist Francis Wheatley (1747-1801) painted a scene of the Riot in Broad Street and this was
later engraved by James Heath and his team. From the large copper plate they were able to reproduce
something over 1,000 copies. The image measured 42x59cm. To produce a detailed engraving of
this size probably took them over a year. It was published in 1790 and copies were sold for 1 guinea
each (1 pound and one shilling).
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The Riot in Broadstreet, 1780.
Engraved by James Heath after the painting by Francis Wheatley, 1790.

The Death of Maj Pierson, 1781.
Engraved by James Heath after the painting by John Singleton Copley, 1796.
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sniper. His deputy Lt Philippe Dumaresq continued to push the counterattack
and the French were defeated. The British public were ecstatic when they heard
about the victory and the late Maj Pierson was immediately honoured as a hero.262
A rather devastating accident occurred with the 100-gun ship ‘HMS Royal
George’ at Spithead just outside Portsmouth harbour (1783). The crew were tilting
the ship slightly to one side to carry out maintenance on the hull, but they over
did the tilt angle. Water poured in through the gun ports and the ship quickly
sank with the loss of approximately 800 people. Unfortunately, quite a few of them
didn’t know how to swim.
Another ship incident with a devasting loss of life occurred in 1781 in the
Caribbean but this was not an accident or an act of war. This was caused by poor
planning and an outrageous action on the part of the crew. The Zong was a British
owned slave ship transporting slaves from Africa to Jamaica but due to navigational errors they accidently sailed past Jamaica and then started running out of
drinking water. The crew decided to jettison some of their cargo (the slaves). The
ship had started its journey with 442 slaves of which 62 had already died from
disease and lack of nutrition. With the supply of water getting low, the crew threw
142 slaves overboard. The crew had murdered 142 people but they didn’t realise
this as they had convinced themselves that the slaves were just cargo.
Afterwards, in London, the owners of this venture put in an insurance claim
to make up for the financial loss of their cargo. The insurers were very concerned
about the crew’s actions but were probably even more concerned about making a
loss themselves, so they refused to pay the claim. This resulted in a series of legal
battles. Eventually the owners lost, and as a result the insurers were able to keep
their money.
The only good thing that came out of this disgraceful incident was all the publicity and this ended up being quite extensive. People in England were horrified to
find out what had been going on. Previously, most people had accepted slavery. It
was after all commonplace in their Bible stories. The other general impression was
that slaves were valuable commodities and so surely the slave owners did a good
job looking after them, just like a farmer would look after his precious animals.
In fact, most slaves, once they were in America, were probably kept and fed better
262 The artist John Singleton Copley (1738-1815) painted a large topographical picture based on
the battle. This was engraved by James Heath and was published in 1796, the image measuring 76cm
x 55cm. Something over 1200 copies were printed and were sold between 3 and 4 guineas each (1
guinea = 1 pound and 1 shilling).
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than many of the poor workers back in Great Britain. What the Zong massacre
showed was that slavery was an abdominal practice and it was completely unacceptable. It had to be stopped.
There were quite a few people who were actively anti-slavery including the
church minister John Wesley (1703-1791), the ex-slave ship captain John Newton
(1725-1807), Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795), the poet William Cowper (17311800),263 the clergyman William Paley (1743-1805),264 the author Hannah More
(1745-1833)265 and the businessman William Roscoe (1753-1831). Josiah’s partner
Thomas Bentley had also been anti-slavery but as mentioned above he had
recently died. One of the key people who was to lead the anti-slavery movement
forward was of course William Wilberforce (1759-1833).
One question that no one seemed to ask was where the slaves were coming
from and who was capturing and enslaving them. It would appear that some of
the natives in Africa had been having their own disputes and wars for centuries.
In each case the Africans on the defeated side were either killed or forced into
slavery, just like what the Romans had been doing in Carthage (North Africa)
back in 146 BC. Once the captors realised, they could sell the slaves to the Arabs
or to the Europeans, a market evolved. Slaves were then shipped off, usually in
appalling conditions, to Arabia or America. Any unsold slaves that were surplus
to requirements were often just killed by their African captors to save on the cost
of feeding them.
First-hand accounts of the slavery business are quite rare but one document
that does cover the subject was the journal of the slave-dealer Nicholas Owen
(died 1759). This manuscript was in the ownership of Thomas Bentley and after
his death it made its way to the Linley Wood library.266
263 Poems by William Cowper. London. Printed for J Johnson. 1798. Inscription Isabella Dalton.
LW and HCFA.
264 Natural Theology or Evidences of the Existence and Attributes of The Deity. 13th edition.
By William Paley. Printed for T Cadell and W Davies in the Strand 1810. Inscription Anne Marsh
Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
265 Practical Piety or the Influence of the Heart on the Conduct of the Life. By Hannah More. 8th
edition. London. T.Cadell & W Davies 1812. Bookplate James Stamford Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
266 The manuscript of Nicholas Owen’s journal was discussed between Thomas Bentley and
John Newton. The journal was transcribed and published in 1930 as ‘Journal of a Slave-Dealer’, by
Nicholas Owen, edited by Eveline Martin, published by Routledge, London. The original manuscript
was given away to a family friend around 1949 and was subsequently sold at Christies in London, 7
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Practical Piety, 1812. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell

During the 1770s the young James Caldwell was learning all he could from
Josiah Wedgwood. One item passed down in the family from this time was an
American powder horn that Josiah had given to James in 1776 (when James was
17 years old).267
In 1777 James took up a new job and this was probably arranged by Josiah
Wedgwood as the person James went to work for was Josiah’s friend, the lawyer John
Sparrow. James’s father, James Caldwell of Nantwich, paid John Sparrow the sum of
£315 to house, clothe and train young James to become an ‘Attorney and Solicitor’.
June 2000 (… journal of voyages between England, Philadelphia, Rhode Island, the West Indies and
West Africa, and of five years’ residence in Sierra Leone as a slave trader on the Sherbro River … ).
267 Josiah Wedgwood’s powder horn was in the family until 2000 when it was taken in a robbery.
It surfaced in an auction in America in 2013 but the auctioneer refused to cooperate with the UK
police. Present whereabouts are not known.
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William Wilberforce.
Engraved by James Heath after the painting by John Russell, 1807.
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Journal of a Slave Dealer (Nicholas Owen), edited by Eveline Martin, published in 1930.

American Powder Horn given by Josiah Wedgwood
to James Caldwell in 1776 (stolen in 2000).
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Another connection that James made through the Wedgwood circle was with
the Stamford family. Thomas Stamford (1712-1787) was a successful businessman.
He had been mayor of Derby (1769) and his business interests seem to relate to
textile manufacture and engineering. He is the person who lost his horse during
the 1745 rebellion when all the Scottish rebels turned up at Derby. He is also
recorded as helping Josiah Wedgwood and Thomas Bentley with engineering
solutions for their pottery manufacture. Thomas Stamford’s young half sister
Mary had married Thomas Bentley in 1772.
Thomas Stamford and his father John Stamford (c 1693-c1754) both had libraries and subscribed to books, but we only have one book that has survived with a
definite provenance, and this is a ‘History of the Czar Peter the Great’ 1740. The
titles that Thomas is known to have subscribed to include:
1749. Discourses on … Natural Religion and Social Virtue. By James Foster.
1758. Paradise Lost by John Milton. Edited by Thomas Newton.
1760. Discourses on … Natural Religion and the Christian Revelation.
By Samuel Born.
1778. An Inquiry into the Original State and Formation of the Earth.
By John Whitehurst.
In 1784 James Caldwell married Thomas Stamford’s daughter Elizabeth, at
St Werburgh’s Church, Derby. We don’t know who the wedding guests were, but
we can assume that Josiah Wedgwood was among them. We do know that Josiah
gave the newly wedded couple a Wedgwood dinner service. The remains of this
impressive set of china still exist in the family. The other relics passed down from
around this period are the three portraits of James and Elizabeth and her sister
Hannah, all painted by Joseph Wright of Derby (1734-1797).
Elizabeth at age 29 was 4 years older than James who was 25. The marriage
was to last 47 years and we can see from James’ diaries that their relationship was
full of love and happiness. They were also blessed with seven children, three of
whom went on to marry and produce grandchildren.
When Thomas Stamford died three years later, his daughters Elizabeth and
Hannah inherited a considerable fortune. As it turned out Hannah never married
and so she spent the rest of her life living with James and Elizabeth. In addition
to gaining a good wife, James also gained a live-in sister-in-law but all indications
are that he had a much better sense of responsibility than my other ancestor Gen
Richard Smith (covered previously).
Another family wedding that took place the following year (1785) was that of
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Selection of items from James Caldwell’s Wedgwood dinner service.
A gift from Josiah Wedgwood on the occasion of James Caldwell’s
wedding to Elizabeth Stamford in 1784.

William Marsh (1755-1846) and Amelia Cuthbert (1765-1793). This was an arrangement that would cement together the financial activities of George Marsh and
Arthur Cuthbert. Some surviving letters between Arthur and his daughter Amelia
indicate that she was very much in agreement. The wedding day was recorded in
George Marsh’s diary:
27th October 1785. My dear son William was married this day Thursday to Miss

Elizabeth and Hannah Stamford, together with Elizabeth’s husband James Caldwell.
Painted by Joseph Wright of Derby in the 1780s
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Amelia Cuthbert at St. Mary L’bone Chapel [St Marylebone]. Present: Her father,
sister, her uncles Alexander Cuthbert and Colonel Hopkins, Miss Dove and myself.
Her father gave her £40,000 of which £10,000 he desired might be settled upon her,
but my son desired to make it £15,000 which he settled upon her accordingly. At
this time his fortune and income were equal to hers, so that if riches will produce
happiness they have a very large share to begin the world with, and the greatest
prospect of it. We returned to Mr Cuthbert’s house in Berner Street where we met
Mrs Hopkins Mr Cuthbert’s mother-in-law, my son George, Mr John Marsh and his
wife, and proceeded from thence to Mr Cuthbert’s house called Woodcott Park near
Epsom and spent several day together.
There was no mention of Amelia’s uncle (her genetic father) Gen Richard
Smith but maybe he was out of town and not able to attend. Portraits were painted
around this time of William and Amelia, and also of George Marsh, Arthur
Cuthbert and his brother Alexander Cuthbert. These were very large masterpieces
painted by the London based artist Lemuel Francis Abbott (c1760-1803).
In addition to Amelia’s letters and her portrait, another item that has been
passed down in the family is her music book with her name in gold lettering on
the front cover.268
At this time there was no connection between the Marsh and the Caldwell
families. That connection would be made by the next generation.
Other things happening around this time; an Italian, Vincenzo Lunardi, flew
a balloon over London travelling 24 miles in which must have been an incredible
sight to everyone who saw it (1784).
Not everyone in the country was having a good life. If you got on the wrong
side of the law you could be in big trouble which could lead to execution. An alternative was transportation which for the British government also had the benefit of
providing extra labour in some of the emerging colonies. India was not on the list
as there were already plenty of natives to provide cheap labour and (at this point
in time) India was not officially a colony. America had been in great need, but the
colonialists were now running the place as an independent country. They didn’t
yet have a president (their first would be George Washington 1789-1797) but they
didn’t want to take any more British convicts as they were now bringing in large
numbers of slaves from Africa.
268 Music. Sheets printed by J Bland of 45 Holborn [c 1790]. On the leather cover in gold is written
“Amelia Cuthbert”. LW and HCFA.
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Items relating to Amelia Marsh nee Cuthbert (1765-1793).
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Photograph of portrait of William Marsh
(1755-1846) painted by Lemuel Francis Abbott.

The next chosen colony identified as a suitable dumping ground for convicts
was Australia. This was about as far away as you could get but it was only inhabited by a small number of nomadic natives called ‘Aborigines’. The other major
European countries, like France, Spain and Holland had not attempted any settlements there. James Cook had mapped much of the coastline in 1770 and had
recommended setting up a colony at Botany Bay (Sydney).
In 1787 a fleet of transport and supply ships, led by Arthur Phillip (1738-1814)
set off for Botany Bay and Sydney Cove. The first major challenge was to get there.
The next was to build a colony or a town that would be self-sustainable. This was
probably an even bigger challenge but with the help of a few extra supply ships
sent out from England, they managed to achieve it. The combination of settlers
and convicts worked relatively well and for many of the convicts it allowed them
a second chance. Over the next 62 years 806 convict ships made the voyage from
Great Britain to Australia and approximately 162,000 convicts started a new life
in Australia.269
269 Memoirs of James Hardy Vaux Written by Himself [James was an English-born convict transported to Australia on three separate occasions]. London. Printed by W Clowes. 1819. Inscription
James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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This was great for the early settlers (and for most of the convicts) but it was to
be a disaster for the native Aborigines whose land was stolen and many of whom
died after catching European diseases.
Meanwhile the activities of the East India Company were going from strength
to strength. The company was now owned by the British government, but it
was still being run as as a relatively independent enterprise. Warren Hastings
(1732-1818) had been the first Governor-General of Bengal from 1772 but he had
resigned in 1785, partly worn out by political intrigue and the constant challenges
that resulted. On the good side for him, he had managed to amass a considerable
fortune, as had a lot of other British people working in India. Lots of these very
rich people were returning to Britain and setting themselves up as English country
gentlemen, making full use of their money to achieve a very luxurious lifestyle.
They were often referred to as ‘Nabob or Nabobs’.270 271
Gen Richard Smith was one of these Nabobs who had returned to England.
His next adventure was to become a Member of Parliament by bribing voters (a
common practice at the time) in a constituency which was referred to as a ‘rotten
borough’. Richard lived the high life and also took up gambling which had become
a very popular pastime. Unfortunately, he was not very good at cards, and he lost
all his money.
Another family that had been very active making money in India were the
Scottish Graham family.272 John Graham (1741-1775) had been a member of the
Bengal Council and was a close associate of Warren Hastings. With all his contacts
John was able to help his brothers Thomas and George further their trading business interests. Sadly, John died on his way back to England in 1775 but Thomas
and George continued to prosper with George handling the London side of the
operation and Thomas continuing to be based in India. In 1777 George purchased
270 The Saddle Put on the Right Horse; Or, an Enquiry into the Reason Why Certain Persons Have
Been Denominated Nabobs … By the author of the Vindication of Gen. Richard Smith [Joseph
Price]. London. Printed for the author; and to be had of John Stockdale. 1783.
271 The British Government produced a confidential report: First Report from the Committee of
Secrecy Appointed to Enquire into the Causes of the War in the Carnatic [India] 1782. This includes
references to Gen Smith. HCFA.
272 Later in 1794 John Graham’s daughter Francis Graham (1770-1805) married William Marsh,
becoming his second wife. John’s son Col George Edward Graham (c 1771-1831) became a partner
in the Marsh family bank.
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Mother of Pearl gaming counters belonging to JMW (John Milbourne Warren).
Left by him to his cousin George Marsh.
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the estate of Kinross in Scotland and he was also able to gain a seat in Parliament.
Warren Hastings was a very smart person and, unlike Richard Smith, did not
lose his money gambling. After he had retired from his job as Governor General
of India, he should have settled down for a luxurious lifestyle as an English gentleman on his newly bought country estate at Daylesford in Gloucestershire.
Unfortunately, he was accused of having committed crimes and misdemeanours during his time in India and as a result he was impeached in the House of
Commons. This ended up being a long-drawn-out debate between two groups.
Both sides wanted sovereignty over India, but one side was focused on opportunities for the East India Company while the other side was more focused on the
rights of the Indians.

John and Mary Graham. Parents of Willim Marsh’s second wife Francis.

Warren Hastings’ trial attracted much publicity and there was a high demand
for seats in the viewing gallery from members of the public wanting to watch the
events unfold. Special tickets were printed and sold for each session. The trial
ground on for seven years (1788-1795) and in the end Warren Hastings won but by
then he had spent most of his fortune funding the costs of the lawyers. Luckily, he
had retained quite a few friends in the East India Company, and they arranged a
company pension, so he was still able to live out the rest of his life in relative comfort.
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Warren Hastings Trial. Spectator’s ticket for James Heath.

Another activity in Parliament at this time was the investigations into the slave
trade with the House of Lords resisting any attempt to abolish slavery on the
grounds that it would be damaging for British commerce. An interesting review
of slavery was conducted by the House of Lords and was published in 1792.
Minutes of the Evidence taken at the Bar of the House of Lords. Upon the order
made for taking into consideration the present state of the trade to Africa, and particularly the trade in slaves; and also for the taking into consideration the nature,
extent, and importance of the sugar, coffee, and cotton trade; and the general state
and condition of the West Indian Islands … in support of their petition against the
abolition of the slave trade.
This is a fascinating document as it shows the reasons why so many people
in Britain did not want to abolish slavery. One of the witnesses called was Lewis
Cuthbert (1737-1802) who is assumed to have been a cousin of Arthur Cuthbert
(c 1734-1788). Lewis was an attorney who had spent most of his working life in
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Relic from Linley Wood. English tea service made by Derby.
Tea from China and sugar from Jamacia.

Jamaica. His main area of business had been running sugar plantations on behalf
of absentee owners. Lewis presented a detailed overview of his activities in Jamaica
where he had managed 11 plantation estates which between them had approximately 2,300 slaves working the land. He explained how well, in his opinion, the
slaves were looked after by their masters. Workers in Britain were expendable
and were treated very badly by their employers. Slaves in Jamaica were valuable
and worked best when they were well fed and looked after. In fact, each slave
was given a ¼ acre of land to grow his own food and he was allowed to sell any
surplus produce. Lewis said that converting the slaves to Christianity and giving
them an education was wasted time as they were not very enthusiastic and most
of the church ministers in Jamaica were rogues. Lots of people died in Jamaica of
disease, both slaves and the English. To keep the plantations going more slaves
needed to be imported. In Lewis’ opinion, ending the slave trade would be bad
for commerce and bad for the slaves.
Lewis did admit that there were some plantation owners who were not very
competent, and their slaves suffered very badly. He also noted that the slaves
were not reproducing fast enough to increase the population. Syphilis and other
diseases were a common problem.
In summary, Lewis genuinely believed that he and the other slave owners and
managers were all doing the slaves a good favour. The question of whether people
should have the freedom to make their own choices about where they wanted to
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Relic from Linley Wood. English tea service.
Unmarked but assumed to have been made by a Staffordshire manufacturer.

work did not seem to register with him. In Jamaica they were producing between
80% and 90% of the world’s sugar and for Britain this was very good business.
Meanwhile the British were continuing to expand their trading empire. In
1793 William Pitt Amherst (1773-1857) arrived at the imperial court of the Chinese
Emperor Qianlong. William’s objective was to negotiate agreements to trade more
freely. As it turned out the expedition was not a great success and on his way back
things deteriorated further when he had the misfortune to be shipwrecked in
HMS Alceste.273 Six years later he became Governor General of India but under
his watch the East India Company got involved in a fairly costly war with Burma.
Compared to many of the others he was a very lucky person because he survived
his travels and returned to England unscathed. He was created Earl Amherst and
retired on a good pension.
273 Voyage of His Majesty’s Ship Alceste, along the Coast of Corea, to the Island of Lewchew; with
an Account of her subsequent Shipwreck. By John Mc’Leod, Surgeon of the Alceste. London. John
Murray. 1818. LW 1920.
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Another shipwreck around this time was the East India Company’s Winterton
which sunk off the Coast of Madagascar in 1792. The survivors were marooned in
Madagascar for some time before making their way to Mozambique. From there
they sailed for Bombay but were then captured by French pirates. After that they
were detained in Mauritius for a while but were eventually released and allowed to
sail to Madras. Their journey had taken them 21 months after leaving England.274

274 A Narrative of the Loss of the Winterton East Indiaman, Wrecked on the Coast of Madagascar
in 1792; and of the Sufferings connected with that Event. To which is subjoined, a short account
of the natives of Madagascar, with suggestions as to their civilization. By a passenger in the ship
[George Buchan]. Edinburgh. Printed for Waugh and Innes. 1820. LW 1920.
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HISTORY OF THE WORLD:
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND
THE RISE OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE (1789-1815)
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n France some major changes were underway. Social structure and management of the country were about to explode, and it would take quite a
few years before life would settle down again. During the 1700s the population had increased from about 18 million to 26 million and by 1789 there were
widespread food shortages and unrest. In Great Britain, rule by Parliament had
developed steadily over the period but in France government management was
less efficient. An advisory group called the ‘Estates General’ which had not met
since 1614 was summoned. This was made up of three groups or estates (clergy,
nobility and commoners) who tried to discuss the situation and come up with
solutions, but everything quickly fell apart. ‘The Third Estate’, now meeting as
the ‘Communes’, came up with a radical solution and declared themselves to be a
‘National Assembly’. King Louis XVI tried to resist but a short while later an angry
mob rose up and invaded the Palace of Versailles capturing the Royal Family and
taking them to Paris.
From this point anarchy increased as everyone had different ideas about what
was best for the country. In 1791 King Louis XVI and his family tried to flee but
they were recaptured and brought back to Paris. The following year the National
Assembly arrested the King and declared that the monarchy would be abolished,
and the country would become a Republic. Louis was put on trial for treason.
He was found guilty and on 21 January 1793 he was guillotined at the ‘Place de la
Révolution’ (renamed ‘Place de la Concorde’ in 1830).
It is difficult to know what was happening in everyone’s brains. Some people
perhaps thought that by executing the King this would somehow kill off the
unhappiness of the past and everyone could start a new life of happiness for the
future. Unfortunately, the main problem, lack of food and a lack of good government was not suddenly fixed by murdering the king. More political instability
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followed. It would seem that more executions were needed to somehow make
everyone happy. The king’s wife Marie Antoinette was guillotined towards the end
of the year. By now the ‘Committee of Public Safety’, dominated by Maximilien
Robespierre (1758-1794), had been formed and the ‘Reign of Terror’ had commenced. This was to go on for about a year, during which time approximately
16,000 people were executed. In 1794 Robespierre lost his support and he was also
guillotined. Political instability continued.
Viewed from afar, many people in Great Britain had no knowledge of what
was really happening in France and they had some sympathy for the ordinary
people of the French Revolution. One phrase that had been given in a speech by
Robespierre in 1790 was “Liberté, égalité, fraternité”. ‘Liberty, equality, fraternity’
became a phrase among many British people who felt that the days of having a
king in London were numbered. They felt that a change to what they thought was
a fairer more representative method of government was needed in Great Britain.
Strong opinions were forming for and against supporters of the American and
French Revolutions. Many of the people who believed in liberty, equality and
fraternity were Dissenters.
In July 1791 a group of Dissenters in Birmingham, which included well-meaning people like Joseph Priestley, had arranged a dinner on the anniversary of
the storming of the Bastille. An unruly mob of anti-Dissenters formed and by
the end of the evening a number of Dissenting chapels and quite a few homes
and buildings connected to the Dissenters had been destroyed, including Joseph
Priestley’s house which was burnt to the ground. The rioting continued for four
nights before order was restored. This was in July. Warm evenings had coincided
with a full moon and bright moonlight, perfect conditions for an intoxicated mob
to run amok.
Joseph Priestley lost all his possessions including his library and most of his
scientific instruments. He was so shocked by the incident that a few years later he
and his family emigrated to America.
During all the troubles in France there was a continuous flow of people fleeing
to Britain. Adelaide Filleul (1761-1836) fled to England and lived within a group
which became known as the society of émigrés (Juniper Hall, Mickleham, Surrey).
Sadly, her husband did not manage to escape and was guillotined.
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Adele de Senages, 1808. Ownership: Anne Marsh Caldwell.

To make money she wrote ‘Adèle de Sénanges’.275 276 Another person to flee,
who also lived at Juniper Hall, was Gen Alexandre D’Arblay (1748-1818), who
later married the author Fanny Burney. Madame de Staël (1766-1817)277 fled
to Switzerland and then England where she met up with her lover Comte de
Narbonne, also at Juniper Hall. Pierre-Marc-Gaston de Lévis (1764-1830)278 fled
275 Adele De Senange ou Letters de Lord Sydenham [by Adelaide Filleul, Marquise de SouzaBotelho]. Paris. 1808. Inscription ‘To Eliza Anne & Emma Caldwell’. LW and HCFA.
276 Eugénie et Mathilde, ou mémoires de la famille du Comte de Revel. Madame de Souza. London.
L Deconchy. 1811. LW 1920.
277 Corinne ou L’Italie. By Anne Louise Germaine Baronne de Stael-Holstein. London. Chez M.
Peltier. 1808. LW 1920.
278 Les Voyages de Kang-Hi ou Nouvelles Lettres Chinoises. By Pierre-Marc-Gaston, duc de Lvis.
De l’Imprimerie de P. Didot l’Ainé, A Paris. 1810. LW 1925.
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to England but his mother and two of his sisters were caught and guillotined.
Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand-Périgord (1754-1838)279 fled to England and then
America but later went back to France and worked for Napoleon.
William Cobbett (1763-1835) published ‘The Soldier’s Friend’ (1792) which was
critical of the low pay and harsh treatment of men in the British army. Nothing
to do with the French Revolution but sensing retribution in England, he fled to
France just as things got really bad in 1792. He quickly realised he had made a big
mistake, so he then left France in a hurry and went to America.
Quite a few people wrote books about the events relating to the French
Revolution. The German Henry Frederic Groenvelt wrote a set of letters that
were translated into English.280 Dr John Moore (1729-1802) wrote about it in his
‘Journal during a Residence in France in 1792’.281 282 He also wrote a few other
books including ‘History of the French Revolution’ published in 1795.283 Stephen
Weston (1747-1830) had been in France but quickly left in 1792 and later published
‘The Praise of Paris’ in 1803.284 Helen Maria Williams (1759-1827) was living in
France and was initially a supporter of the ideals of the revolution, but she then
ended up in a French jail.

279 Reminiscences of Prince Talleyrand by M. Colmache. London. Henry Colburn. 1848. LW and
HCFA.
280 Letters, Containing an Account of the Late Revolution in France … Translated from the
German of Henry Frederic Groenvelt [by Etienne Dummont]. London. J Johnson. 1792. Bookplates
Hannah Stamford and her niece Anne Marsh Caldwell. Initials of her daughter Rosamond Jane
Marsh-Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
281 Dr John Moore (1729-1802) the author had married Jean Simson. Jean’s sister Anna had
married Matthew Morthland. Their daughter Jean Morthland married William Dunbar (17??1800). Their daughter Ann Raymond Dunbar (1787-1842) married George Heath (1779-1852).
The Heath and the Moore families were close friends for many years.
282 A Journal During a Residence in France … 1792. By John Moore. London. GG & J Robinson.
1795. HCFA.
283 Edward, Various Views of Human Nature … By John Moore. London. A Strahan … 1796.
Bookplate James Stamford Caldwell. LW and HCFA.
284 The Praise of Paris: Or, A Sketch of the French Capital … 1802 … By Stephen Weston. London.
C and R Baldwin. 1803. LW 1920.
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Luckily, she didn’t lose her head and later on she was able to write about her
experiences.285 Sir Archibald Alison (1792-1867) wrote an extensive ‘History of
Europe from the Commencement of the French Revolution to the Restoration of
the Bourbons’ (1833–1843, 10 vol).286 Probably the most well-known book based
on these times came much later and this was the fictional novel ‘A Tale of Two
Cities’ published by Charles Dickens in 1859.
First-hand accounts of history can sometimes be a bit one sided. In the case
of the French Revolution, the 16,000 victims who lost their heads did not get to
write about it afterwards.
Some of the other Linley Wood books published around this time that were
not about the dire events happening in France were:
1791. Wonders of the Little World: or, a General History of Man.
By Nathaniel Wanley.
1791. Life of Johnson. By James Boswell.
1791. Epistles, Elegant Familiar and Instructive. By Vicesimus Knox.
1791. Elegant Extracts Prose, Verse/Poetry, Epistles. By Vicesimus Knox.
1792. Pleasures of Memory. By Samuel Rogers.
1792. A Vindication of the Rights of Woman. By Mary Wollstonecraft.
1793. The Works of Benjamin Franklin.
1794. Curiosities of Literature. By Isaac D’Israeli.
1794. Map of England & Wales. By John Cary.
James Caldwell of Nantwich died in 1791 and with his inheritance his son
James entered into a partnership with Enoch Wood. The new company ‘Wood
& Caldwell’ was formed to make pottery in Stoke-on-Trent. James and Enoch
had presumably met while they were both working for Josiah Wedgwood in the
1770s. As a partnership James was putting up the money to build the factory while
Enoch was to carry out the day-to-day management of the operation. James provided legal and accounting skills. He is also recorded as making representations
to Parliament on behalf of the Staffordshire Potteries.
285 Helen’s books about France may have been at Linley Wood but this has not been recorded.
One of her books that has survived is: A Tour in Switzerland or a View of the Present State of the
Governments and Manners of those Cantons, by Helen Maria Williams. London. GG & J Robinson.
1798. Inscription Elizabeth Caldwell, Nantwich. LW and HCFA.
286 Alison’s History of Europe: from the Commencement of the French Revolution in 1789 to the
Restoration of the Bourbons in 1815. 6th edition. By Sir Archibald Alison. Edinburgh & London.
William Blackwood and Sons. 1844. Bookplate of James Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Items from James Caldwell’s botanical dessert service. Made by Wood and Caldwell c1800.

In addition to his work with the pottery company, James was also carrying
out legal work for a wide circle of clients in the local area. After completing his
training with the lawyer John Sparrow (1769-1825) they went into partnership for
a few years as ‘Sparrow & Caldwell’. After that James started a new partnership
with John Martin. John was much older, and it is assumed that he then retired or
died. We know of him because a few of his books ended up at Linley Wood.287 288
In 1794 Josiah Wedgwood died and James was his executor together with
Josiah’s eldest son John Wedgwood (1766–1844). In his will Josiah left to James
“the sum of £100 which I desire he will accept as testimony of my friendship and
esteem for him”. This shows the great level of respect and trust that Josiah must
have had for James.

287 Justiniani Institutionum by George Harris, 1761. James Stamford Caldwell bookplate. Inscribed
‘John Martin’. LW 1920 and HCFA.
288 General Abridgment of Cases in Equity. By A gentleman of the Middle Temple. Printed by E &
R Nutt, and R Gosling for Henry Lintot. 3rd edition. 1739. Inscribed ‘John Martin’. LW and HCFA.
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James and Elizabeth Caldwell’s first three
children: Hannah Elizabeth, James Stamford
and Mary, c1790.

It was also in 1794 that James moved his family into their new family home,
Linley Wood. They had six children and of course they also had Elizabeth’s
unmarried sister Hannah Stamford.
By now the library must have had quite a few books in the collection. From
Elizabeth and Hannah’s side of the family, they had the books from their late father
Thomas Stamford, in addition to the books from Thomas Bentley and Henry
Coape. Some books had also come from James Caldwell’s father in Nantwich.
It is interesting to look through the library list and identify patterns. One group
of books that are listed in quite large numbers are books printed in the French
language. A lot of these would have come from Thomas Bentley as we know he
spoke French. He had visited France in 1776 and wrote a journal.289 Sadly, his
289 Journal of a Visit to Paris 1776. By Thomas Bentley, edited by Peter France. Published by
University of Sussex Library, Brighton, 1977.
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journal is no longer in the family, having been sold by a distant relative, but some
interesting mementos that are still in the family archive are the theatre tickets
from some of the shows that he saw while he was in Paris. In addition to Thomas
Bentley, we know that his nieces Elizabeth and Hannah both read French, and
this would explain why so many French language books were kept. The titles from
this period that we know of are:
1736. Les Langues Francoise & Angloise.
1736. Le Bachelier de Salamanque. By Alain-René Lesage.
1742. Les Curiositez de Paris, de Versailles. By Georges-Louis Le Rouge.
1742. L’Histoire Naturelle Eclaircie.
By Antoine-Joseph Dezallier d’Argenville.
1744. Faerne’s Fables. Translated by Charles Perrault.
Fables in French and Latin.
1745. Mémoires de M. de Meilcour. By Crébillon.
1748. Telliamed, ou Entretiens d’un Philosophe Indien
avec un Missionaire Francois.
1751. Œvres de Madame la Marquise de Lambert.
1751. Letters of Ninon De Lenclos.
1751. Conseils a une Amie. By Madame de Puisieux.
1753. Curiosités de l’église de Notre-Dame de Paris. By Gueffier and Valleyre.
1755. Nouveau Voyage de France. By Jean Aimar Piganiol De La Force.
1756. Petrone Latin et Francois.
1757. Oeuvres De L’Abbe de Chaulieu.
1758. Histoire de la Louisiane Contenant la Decouverte de ce vaste pays.
By Pratz.
1761. La Novelle Heloise. By Jean Jacques Rousseau.
1766. Nouvelle Encyclopedie Portative.
1768. L’érudition Universelle. By Baron Jakob Friedrich von Bielfeld.
1768. Géographie Ancienne Abrégée.
By Jean Baptiste Bourguignon D’Anville.
1769. Contemplation de la Nature. By Charles Bonnet.
1770. Nouveau Dictionnaire Historique-Portatif.
1773. Discours et Œuvres Mèlées De M. Le Chancelier D’Aguesseau.
1776. Introduction a L’Histoire Naturelle.
Translated from Spanish to French by William Bowles.
1777. Principes Generaux et Particuliers de la Langue Française. By M de Wailly.
1779. Traité des Couleurs Matérielles. By Le Pileur D’Apligny.
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Thomas Bentley died in 1780 and French books listed after that date become
less common. The next one is 1796 (Les Caractères de M. de la Bruyère).
Prior to this period most books were written by men but over the years female
authors (authoresses) had started to emerge and we see this trend increasing as
the years go by.
At Linley Wood among the early books were the following titles written by
female authors:
1751. Œvres de Madame la Marquise de Lambert.
1751. Letters of Ninon De Lenclos.
1751. Conseils a une Amie, par Madame de Puisieux.
1757. Œvres de Madame la Marquise de Lambert.
1773. Letters on the Improvement of the Mind. By Hester Chapone.
1778. Evelina. By Fanny Burney.
1782. Cecilia. By Fanny Burney.
1789. Observations … Journey, through France, Italy and Germany.
By Hester Thrale.
1794. Mysteries of Udolpho. By Ann Radcliffe.
1796. Camilla. By Fanny Burney.
1797. The Italian, or the Confessional of the Black Penitents. By Ann Radcliffe.
1798. A Tour in Switzerland. By Helen Maria Williams.
1798. Practical Education.
By Maria Edgeworth and her father Richard Lovell Edgeworth.
1799. Conversations and Amusing Tales … for the Youth of Great Britain.
By Harriet English.
Camilla published by Fanny Burney in 1796 is particularly interesting as it has
a list of the all the people who subscribed in advance. On the list is “Mrs Caldwell,
Lenlywood” (Elizabeth Caldwell of Linley Wood).290 Also on the list is “Miss J
Austen, Steventon” who was later to become the famous authoress of ‘Pride &
Prejudice’.
At Linley Wood there were also quite a few books on nature. Some of these
were as follows:

290 Camilla or A Picture of Youth. By the author of Evelina and Cecilia [Francis Burney]. London.
Printed for T Payne … 1796. Inscription Caldwell. Elizabeth Caldwell is noted on the subscriber’s
list along with Jane Austen. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Camilla by Fanny Burney, 1796. Ownership: Elizabeth Caldwell.
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1769. Contemplation de la Nature. By Charles Bonnet.
1776. Botanical Arrangement of all the Vegetables. By William Withering.
1777. Flora Londinensis; Or, Plates And Descriptions Of Such Plants.
By William Curtis.
1777. Linnaeus’s System of Botany. By William Curtis and Carl Linnaeus.
1781. Natural History General and Particular. By Count de Buffon.
1785. New Complete and Universal Body or System of Natural History.
By George Henry Millar.
1796. Exotic Plants at Kew. By Franz Andreas Bauer.
1809. Introduction to Physiological and Systematical Botany.
By Sir James Edward Smith.
Another popular topic was local tour books noting the natural history to be
seen in England and Wales.
1784. Guide to the Lakes in Cumberland, Westmorland and Lancashire.
By Thomas West.

Observations … Lakes of Cumberland, and Westmoreland by William Gilpin, 1786.
Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.
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1786. Observations … Lakes of Cumberland, and Westmoreland.
By William Gilpin.
1797. Walks Through Wales. By Richard Warner.
1800. Observations on the river Wye, and several parts of South Wales.
By William Gilpin.
1800. Tour round North Wales performed during the Summer of 1798.
By Rev William Bingley.
In 1795 another family wedding took place. This was the marriage of Henry
Helsham (1767-1806) and Katharine Crowe (1773-1816). They lived in a small
Norfolk village called Stoke Ferry where Henry had followed in his father’s footsteps and had become a surgeon. At this period medical procedures were not
very advanced. If a person suffered a bad fracture of an arm or a leg, a surgeon
would use a combination of saws and knives to quickly remove the remainder of
the affected limb. This would give the patient a better chance of avoiding a fatal
infection. For the patient this was a real calamity as in addition to the fact that
they were about to lose a limb, the process was usually done without any form of
anaesthetic (Ouch!).291
By the late 1790s France was being ruled by the ‘Directory’ which was a committee consisting of five politicians who had managed to attract a level of support
(they had survived this far without being guillotined).
Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821) was an army general and in 1798 he led the
French forces in an invasion of Egypt. This quickly led to war once more flaring
up between France and Great Britain.
Napoleon’s plan was to undermine Great Britain’s trade and communications
with India. This was to be a prelude to his master plan which was to then push the
British out of India. As it turned out, his time in Egypt ended up being a fiasco,
especially after Horatio Nelson sailed into Aboukir Bay and destroyed a large part
of the French fleet (1798). The French ships were all neatly lined up at anchor.
Nelson’s ships sailed along the line with little resistance and blew most of them
out of the water.

291 Opium had been used for many years to give some pain relief but there was no standard practice. Joseph Priestley (1733–1804) discovered nitrous oxide (laughing gas) but it wasn’t until 1846
that the American dentist William TG Morton (1819-1868) discovered the use of diethyl ether. The
following year the Scottish obstetrician James Young Simpson (1811–1870) showed chloroform
could be used as an effective anaesthetic.
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Henry Helsham (1767-1806) drawn in pastel by Jacques Gabriel Huquier (1725-1805).
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Possibly the only good thing that came out of this French expedition was the
work carried out by the diplomat, author and archaeologist Dominique Vivant,
Baron Denon (1747-1825) who later published ‘Voyage Dans La Basse Et La Haute
Egypte’ (1802). In this book he recorded in detail everything that he saw and
learnt about Egypt’s ancient civilization. This generated a lot of interest in early
Egyptian history, both in France and England.
Bad things also happened, like the pillaging of some of Egypt’s ancient relics,
including the Rosetta Stone which was to end up in the British Museum in
London. Huge numbers of Egyptians were killed trying to defend their country
and lots of French soldiers died of disease. The situation for the French in Egypt
was becoming chaotic.
Napoleon decided to leave his army in Egypt while he headed back to France.
Things were still tough in France but the people there did not know how badly
their military campaign was going in Egypt. All they knew was that Napoleon
had conquered Egypt, just like the fantastic Romans two thousand years earlier.
Napoleon’s return to France was seen as a breath of fresh air and he was welcomed
like a great military hero. Napoleon took full advantage of the situation and with a
high level of support he quickly mounted a military coup and made himself ‘First
Consul’ and a few years later ‘Emperor’.
One problem the British government had with the ongoing war with France
was the high cost. To raise extra income, the government of William Pitt had to
come up with a more novel way to raise tax. At the time it was very fashionable
to wear a wig and to sprinkle white hair powder on the top. The government
brought in the ‘Duty on Hair Powder Act 1795’ which required an annual payment
of one guinea (one pound and one shilling) to be paid by anyone who wanted
to wear hair powder. A new phrase ‘guinea-pig’ came into the English language.
A guinea-pig was a person who chose to pay the new government tax. Although
some tax was collected, the public desire to wear wigs, springled with hair powder,
quickly went out of fashion. Most men gave up wearing wigs and started cutting
their hair much shorter.
The government still needed more tax revenue so in 1798 they brought in
‘income tax’. This new tax was very unpopular and was repealed a short while
later but not for long. A shortage of money resulted in the government reinstating
the tax a few years later. The tax on hair powder was never very successful but
income tax in various forms proved to be very effective. As a result, the tax on hair
powder was repealed in 1869 but income tax is still with us and currently brings
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in approximately 40% of the annual tax revenue (UK Income Tax and National
Insurance Contributions).
Meanwhile in India Richard Wellesley (1760-1842) had been appointed
Governor General. He was also known as the Earl of Mornington and shortly
afterwards Marquess Wellesley. He had a younger brother called Arthur who
would later become the Duke of Wellington. Richard was in effect the boss of the
East India Company’s Indian possessions from 1798 to 1805.

Items of from Philip Crowe’s Spode dinner service, c1820.

During this time the British captured Mysore and then defeated Tippu Sultan
(1750-1799) at the Storming of Seringapatam.292
In 1803 the British won the Battle of Delhi and gained another useful piece of
territory. This was part of the Second Anglo-Maratha War. One person who was

292 History of All the Events and Transactions Which Have Taken Place in India: Containing the
Negotiations of the British Government Relative to the Glorious Success of the Late War Addressed
to the Honourable Secret Committee of the Honourable Court of Directors of the East India
Company, by his Excellency the Most Noble the Marquis of Wellesley ... London. Stockdale. 1805.
Bookplate of Frederic John Cuthbert. HCFA.
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Items from Philip Crowe’s silver cutlery service, 1812-1817.

wounded in this fighting was a young officer called Philip Crowe (1779-1831)293
who was in the 2nd Native Bengal Cavalry. Philip’s foot had to be amputated but
he managed to recover from his wounds. He obtained a job as a paymaster for the

Landscape scene in India. Drawn by Philip Crowe c1800
293 Philip Crowe died in 1831 without children and his possessions passed to his cousin’s daughter
Elizabeth Helsham (1801-1866). His silver and some of his drawings and a small diary ended up at
Linley Wood. LW and HCFA.
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next nine years during which time he managed to amass a considerable fortune
before returning home and retiring in Coulsdon, Surrey.
Also in India around this time was the young Chaplin, James Cordiner (1775–
1836). In common with many of the ‘English’ in India, he was actually a Scotsman.
He went out in 1797 and spent some time in Madras and then Ceylon before
returning home in 1804. James published a number of books about his time there
including ‘A Voyage to India’ (1820).294
In France, with Napoleon now running both the country and the army, he was
able to put all his efforts into his favourite pastime which was running military
campaigns. Winning a few battles every now and then made the people feel much
better and so Napoleon was able to stay in power for the next 15 years. He proved
to be politically astute and was a reasonably good administrator.
In Egypt, the French army was defeated by the British at the Battle of
Alexandria in 1801. During the battle Gen Sir Ralph Abercromby (1734-1801) was
hit by a cannon ball and died of his wounds a week later. Maj Gen Sir John Moore
(1761-1809) was also wounded but recovered.295
In the same year the British government were concerned that Denmark might
align with France. Rather than waiting for developments, a British naval force, led
by Horatio Nelson, sailed into Copenhagen and destroyed much of the Danish fleet.
Another event that happened around this time was that Britain carried out the
first census to count how many people were living in the country. This survey was
made in 1801 and the population was counted in at approximately 10.5 million (67
million today, 2021).
A few years later, Britain was concerned that Spain might also be about to make
an alignment with France. Again, the decision was made to take decisive action,
rather than waiting for developments. It was known that Spain was about to ship
a vast amount of gold back from their Spanish territories in South America. Adm
Sir Graham Moore (1764-1843)296 was sent to intercept the Spanish squadron.
294 A Voyage to India. By the Rev James Cordiner. Aberdeen. Printed for A. Brown & Co. 1820.
LW 1920.
295 John and Graham Moore were cousins of Jean Dunbar. John and Graham’s father Dr John
Moore (1729-1802) the author had married Jean Simson. Jean’s sister Anna had married Matthew
Morthland. Their daughter Jean Morthland married William Dunbar (17??-1800). Their daughter
Ann Raymond Dunbar (1787-1842) married George Heath (1779-1852). The Heath and the Moore
families were close friends for many years.
296 Adm Sir Graham Moore (1764-1843) was the younger brother of Lt Gen Sir John Moore
(1761-1909).
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The Battle of Cape Santa Maria (1804) took place off the southern Portuguese
coast and the British won decisively. For the Spanish this was to be the last of the
great treasure shipments from their Spanish territories. The days of the powerful
Spanish Empire were finished. With no better alternative, Spain went ahead and
aligned with France. For Graham Moore and his men (who were on performance
related pay) the capture of the Spanish gold made them all very rich.
The following year the Battle of Trafalgar took place just off the southern
coast of Spain (1805). The combined Franco-Spanish fleet numbered 33 ships
and the British had 27. As it turned out, the French and Spanish ships were not as
well maintained as the British fleet, and under the decisive leadership of Horatio
Nelson a resounding victory went to the British. In the battle the French and
Spanish lost 22 ships while the British lost none. Britain was now the greatest sea
power in the world and would maintain this position for the next 100 years.
For Nelson it was his last battle as he was shot by a sniper and died shortly
afterwards.297 In Britain he became revered as the greatest naval hero of all time.

Death of Nelson, 1805. Engraved by James Heath
from the painting by Benjamin West, 1811.
297 Life of Nelson by Robert Southey. London. George Bell & Sons. 1898. Inscription Cuthbert
Helsham Heath. HCFA.
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The artist Benjamin West (1738-1820) painted a dramatic perspective of Nelson
dying on the deck of HMS Victory surrounded by the crew. He carefully painted
in the faces of about 50 of the people who had been present. A copy of this massive
work was engraved by James Heath (and his team of engravers) and was published
as a print in 1811 (48 x 64cm).
For Napoleon, he knew that dwelling on a setback was not good for morale,
so he pushed on with a completely different battle, attacking the Russian and
Austrian army and winning a resounding victory at the Battle of Austerlitz (1805).
By the early 1800s James Heath (1757-1834) was well established as one of the
top engravers in his profession and he had become an Associate of the Royal
Academy. He had produced a number of large portrait engravings of public figures
of the time including:
1799. Samuel Johnson after the painting by Sir Joshua Reynolds.
1800. George Washington after the painting by Gilbert Stuart.
1801. Horatio Nelson after the painting by Lemuel Francis Abbott.
1804. Richard Colley Wesley after the painting by Robert Home.
1804. Erasmus Darwin after the painting by J Rawlinson.
1805. William Henry West Betty after the painting by James Northcote.
1807. William Wilberforce after John Russell.
In addition to engraving portraits, James Heath had also produced some large
topographical scenes including:
1789. Archery at Black Heath after Joseph Slater (58cm x 33cm).
1789. Adam and Eve in Paradise after Jan Brueghel (65cm x 47cm).
1790. The Riot in Broad Street after Francis Wheatley (59cm x 42cm).
1795. The Dead Soldier after Joseph Wright (61cm x 46cm).
1796. The Death of Maj Pierson after John Singleton Copley (76cm x 55cm).
James Heath’s main line of work was smaller illustrations for book projects and
some of the notable productions of this period were:
1795. Travels in Portugal. By James Murphy.
1796. The Chase. By William Somerville.
1796. Paradise Lost. By John Milton.
1796. The Spleen and Other Poems. By Matthew Green.
1796. Lord Macartney’s Embassy to China. By Sir George Staunton.
1797. Collins Poetical Works. By William Collins.
1798. Cowper’s Poems. By William Cowper.
1798. Memoirs of the Author of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman.
By William Godwin.
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The Dead Soldier.
Engraved by James Heath from the painting by Joseph Wright of Derby, 1795.

1798. The Works of Sir William Jones.
1798. Shenstone’s Poems. By William Shenstone.
1798. Voyage and Discovery to the North Pacific 1790-1795.
By George Vancouver.
1798. The Works of Horatio Walpole, Earl of Orford.
1799. A Voyage Round the World 1785-1788.
By Jean-Francois Galup, Comte de Laperouse.
1799. The Naval Chronicle.
1800. Shaw’s General Zoology. By George Shaw.
1800. Goldsmith’s Poems. By Oliver Goldsmith.
1800. Plays Performed at the Theatre Royal. Notes by Mrs Inchbald.
1800. The Holy Bible. Published by Thomas Macklin.
1801. Don Quixote. By Miguel de Cervantes.
1801. Gray’s Poems. By Thomas Gray.
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1801. The Pleasure of Memory. By Samuel Rogers.
1802. Works of the English Poets. Preface by Samuel Johnson.
1802. Heath’s Shakespeare. Published by James Heath.
1802. Boydell’s Shakespeare. Published by John Boydell.
1802. The Arabian Nights. Translated by Rev Edward Forster.
1802. Thomson’s Seasons. By James Thomson.
1802. Poetical Works of Hector Macneill.
1803. Torquato Tasso’s Jerusalem Delivered. Translated by John Hoole.
1804. Travels to Discover the Source of the Nile. By James Bruce.
1804. The Poetical Works of John Bidlake.
1804. An Account of the English Colony in New South Wales.
By Lt Col David Collins.
1804. Poetical Works of John Langhorne.
1804. Odes of Anacreon. Translated by Thomas Moore.
1804. Poetical Works of Alexander Pope.
1805. Cowper’s Iliad.
1805. Oberon. By Christopher Martin Wieland.
Translated by William Sotheby.
1805. History of England. By Tobias Smollett.
1805. Tales of a Genii.
Translated from the Persian of Horam by Sir Charles Morell.
1805. The Works of Gessner. Edited by Frederic Shobert.
1805. The Iliad of Homer. Translated by Alexander Pope.
1805. An Excursion to the Highlands of Scotland and the English Lakes.
By Joseph Mawman.
1806. The Poems of Ossian.
Alleged to have been translated by James MacPherson.
1806. The Pleasures of Hope. By Thomas Campbell.
1807. The Life of George Washington. By David Ramsey.
1807. The Columbiad. By Joel Barlow.
James Heath’s earliest work was 1779 and his last known engraving was in the
year of his death 1834. The above list from his middle period 1795 to 1807 gives a
good selection of his work.
Engraved illustrations were expensive to produce and so many of the above
books were published in two versions. The high-cost version would include the
illustrations. The low-cost version would be without the illustrations. In many
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James Heath.
Associate of the Royal Academy and Historical Engraver
to George III, George IV & William IV. Portrait c1833.

cases there would just be one or two illustrations in the front but for prestigious
productions, like ‘The Arabian Nights’ (1802), there were numerous illustrations
produced by all the top engravers of the day.
For many book purchasers, no expense was spared, and the resulting productions were magnificent. Having spent a lot of money buying a book from
the printers the owners would usually order the binding to be completed in full
leather with gold lettering on the spine and a touch of extra gold tooling for good
measure. If they really wanted to ‘push the boat out’298 they could also have their
298 The phrase ‘push the boat out’ is a nautical saying which derives from when sailors would
throw a raucous party before setting sail.
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Copper plate used to print an illustration for Collin’s Poetical Works, 1797.
The Passions, An Ode for Music by William Collins (1721-1759).
Engraved by James Heath from a drawing by Richard Corbould.
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family crest embossed on the cover and the pages could be edged with a dusting
of gold. Most of them would also have their personal bookplate pasted inside the
front cover confirming their ownership and showing their family coat of arms.
In 1804 James Stamford Caldwell matriculated at Cambridge University.299
He completed an MA and proudly added this achievement to the bottom of his
bookplate. Some of his prize books from his Cambridge days have survived in the
family with inscriptions inside the front cover.

J Stamford Caldwell, St John’s College, Cambridge.
Prize book for 1806. From inside the cover of Satirae XVI, 1801.

Some other things also happening around this period. The economist, Thomas
Robert Malthus (1766-1834) published ‘Essay on the Principle of Population’
(1798) bringing to everyone’s attention that if the world population continues
to grow it will eventually reach a point where the food will run out.300 In 1800 a
union was agreed between Great Britain and Ireland and in the following year the
name for the enlarged country became ‘The United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland’. Dr Edward Jenner (1749-1823) published ‘On the Origin of the Vaccine
Inoculation’ (1801). John Dalton (1766-1844) produced his Law of Partial Pressures
(1803). The Slave Trade Act (1807) abolished slavery in Great Britain. This was
to be followed later by The Slavery Abolition Act (1833) which finally abolished
slavery in all British territories.
299 Memorabilia Cantabrigiae or an Account of the different Colleges in Cambridge. Biographical
sketches of the founders and eminent men; with many original anecdotes; views of the colleges and
portraits of the founders … By Joseph Wilson. London. Printed for Edward Harding. 1803. LW 1920
and HCFA.
300 An Essay on the Principle of Population, as It Affects the Future Improvement of Society. By
Thomas Robert Malthus. London. J Johnson. 1798. LW 1925.
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In 1804 a young man by the name of Charles Waterton (1782-1865) travelled
to British Guiana, on the north coast of South America, to take charge of his
uncle’s estates near Georgetown. He spent the next 20 years exploring British
Guiana and some of the neighbouring countries. During his time there he learnt
taxidermy skills and built up a collection of stuffed animals before returning to
England in the 1820s.301 At his family estate of Walton Hall, Wakefield, he built a
three-mile-long wall enclosing what then became the world’s first wildfowl and
nature reserve. He is also thought to have invented the bird nesting box and is
now known as an early environmentalist (despite killing all those stuffed animals).
A marriage in the family in 1806 was that of James Heath’s son George Heath
(1779-1852) to Ann Raymond Dunbar (1787-1842). Ann’s father had died a few
years earlier and so her mother’s cousin Lt Gen Sir John Moore stepped in and
gave her away (George and Ann were my great x3 grand parents).
In 1807 France and her reluctant partner Spain invaded Portugal. For quite a
few years, Britain had enjoyed prosperous trading ties with Portugal, so much so
that there was a community of British people living there, including John Hesketh
(1750-1815), who was a Wine Merchant operating from Oporto and carrying out
trade with his colleagues in Liverpool. John was another of my great x4 grandfathers. Once Napoleon’s army turned up, thousands of the leading Portuguese
families immediately fled to the Portuguese colony of Brazil, taking their gold
and possessions with them. John Hesketh moved his family back to Liverpool but
his son Robert Hesketh (1789-1868)302 went to Brazil and made a new career as a
merchant (and a diplomat). One item that he appears to have taken with him was
his family bible and later on he recorded inside the details of all his children.303
The French had invaded but they quickly ran into trouble. There was a revolt
in Spain and this immediately spread to Portugal. To support the Portuguese, the
English landed a large army led by Lt Gen Sir John Moore (1761-1809) and Gen
301 Wanderings in South America. The North-West of the United States, and the Antilles, in the
years 1812, 1816, 1820, & 1824, with original instructions for the perfect preservation of birds, &c.
for cabinets of natural history. By Charles Waterton. London. Verlag B Fellowes. 1839. LW 1920.
302 For a biography of Robert Hesketh see ‘Our Men in Brazil’ by Ian Sargent. Published by
Scotforth in 2009. 2nd edition. in 2010. HCFA.
303 Holy Bible, printed by George EB Eyre and William Spottiswoode, 1838. Hesketh family bible
with inscriptions noting the marriage of Robert Hesketh (1789-1868) and Georgiana Raynsford
(1819-1910) and the birth of their children. There is also a second bible with much of the same
inscriptions. HCFA.
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John Hesketh (1750-1815) assumed
to have been painted by James Reilly.

Robert Hesketh (1789-1868)
by an unknown artist.

Sir Arthur Wellesley (1769-1852). This was enough to enable the Portuguese to
consolidate their position, but Sir John Moore’s army was overrun by the French
and had to retreat to Corunna. They managed to make an effective evacuation to
fight another day but sadly not Lt Gen Sir John Moore who was hit by a cannon
ball and died of his wounds.304 Arthur Wellesley managed to hold his position
further to the south. The ‘Peninsular War’ had begun (1807-1814).305 Over the next
few years, the British Army fought its way, step by step, out of Portugal, up through
Spain all the way into Southern France.
The death of Sir John Moore was a great loss to his brothers and sisters and
to his Heath cousins. Passed down in the family was a memorial brooch given by
Sir John Moore’s ADC Paul Anderson (Lt Gen Paul Anderson 1767-1851) who was
with him when he died.

304 A Narrative of the Campaign of the British Army in Spain Commanded by His Excellency
Lieut-General Sir John Moore KB. By James Moore. 5th edition. London. Printed for Joseph
Johnson. 1809. Engravings by James Heath. HCFA.
305 Recollections of the Peninsula. By the author of Sketches of India [Moyle Sherer]. London.
Printed for Longman. 1823. LW 1925.
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Campaign of the British Army in Spain Commanded by … Sir John Moore.
By his brother James Moore, 1809. Diamond brooch from PA (Paul Anderson).

About 35,000 British soldiers lost their lives in the Peninsular War, either
from fighting or from disease. One person who survived the campaign and wrote
an extensive journal306 of his experiences was Lt Charles Crowe (1785-1855), the
brother of Philip Crowe (1779-1831) mentioned previously.
Charles Crowe’s ‘Peninsular Journal’ covers the period 1812-1814, beginning
when he is in army barracks at Chelmsford. From there he makes his way down
to Portsmouth and then catches a sailing ship that takes him to Portugal. He
then travels overland until he catches up to join the Duke of Wellington’s army
in Spain. Before long he experiences action fighting the French at Salamanca, the
result of which is that most of his colleagues are killed around him, but he comes
through unscathed. His fitness becomes rather up and down after a bad case of
sunstroke but later his health also suffers due to mercury poisoning. He had been
306 Peninsular Journal manuscript document written by Charles Crowe. LW and HCFA. This
journal was later published as: An Eloquent Soldier. Edited by Gareth Glover. Published by Pen &
Sword, 2014.
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Peninsular Diary of Lt Charles Crowe from 1812 to 1814.

administered mercury by the doctor, but this was later found to be ill advised.
The story continues with his various adventures. At one stage a cannon ball flies
between his legs and then knocks out a swath of his colleagues like skittles. Again
most of them are killed but Charles only has a bruise on his leg.
The section from his diary covering this incident gives a flavour of what it was
like to be a soldier in the Napoleonic wars. It reads as follows:
… our regiment was ordered into Close Column. The enemy marked this movement: and as we thus offered a prominent mark, directed two of their nine pounders
against us. The first shots fell short and harmless; but one spent ball came whizzing
along the ground to the front of the Column. A young Grenadier jocularly said to it
“Get out of that Old Chap, we don’t want you here!” And gave the ball a kick - the
centrifugal force whipped off his foot!! This event caused an uneasiness amongst our
men; for it was evident that the enemy had measured the range; and the Cavalry
having taken themselves off, we were unnecessarily exposed to danger. Captain
Chitty ordered me to pace in rear of the Column and command silence. About the
centre I was calling some men to order, when I found great difficulty in keeping
myself from falling - so many men falling against me. I turned my eyes right and saw
a chasm in the Column like a V. An unfortunate, but well directed ball, struck the
breast of the front Grenadier; and in its passing, killed and wounded eleven men!
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Many men knocked down in the confusion had difficulty in convincing themselves
that they were not personally injured. I felt obliged to rouse them from their horror;
and urge them back to their posts. A recruit, belonging to our Company was driven
twice his own length from the ranks. When risen the poor fellow trembled like an
aspen leaf. “Come my good chap get into your rank.” “Oh Sir! - he replied - that’s
where the ball passed!!” “Well then - I rejoined - that no two balls strike in the same
spot!!” “What don’t they Sir?” and the brave fellow resumed his post. Leading this
recruit back, I called to old Dan Sullivan, before mentioned, who was driven down.
Regaining his feet, and deliberately picking up his musket, Dan gave me one of his
quaint side glances - adding – “Och sure you are a cool hand! for didn’t that ball pass
between your own legs, sure!!” “There give over your blarney, Master Dan! Get into
your place!!” Dan resumed his place, grumbling “Och! Och! Sure you were always a
cool hand!!” The Cavalry having departed, we now formed line over the height; and
sat down by our arms. Thus deprived of a point blank aim, the French fired ricochet
shots; which passed us; and passing to the rear Brigades did very little mischief.
Charles Crowe played his part in the various battles going on from Salamanca
to Vitoria, the Pyrenees, San Sebastian, the Nivelle, the Nive, Orthes and finally
Toulouse. The British army, moving at a walking pace, fought its way through
Spain and on into Southern France until Napoleon’s generals surrendered in 1814.
One of the reasons that Napoleon lost, was that in 1812, when the war in the
Peninsular was going badly for him, he decided he needed another war to divert
the public’s attention and so he attacked Russia again. To achieve this, he withdrew
part of his army from Spain and sent them to capture Moscow. After the battle
of Borodino, the French managed to march into Moscow but the cold weather
of winter was setting in and supplies of food started running short. Napoleon’s
army had no choice but to withdraw back to France suffering humiliating losses
in the process.
After the surrender by his generals in 1814, Napoleon was exiled to the island
of Elba which lies halfway between Corsica and Italy. King Louis XVIII, who had
been the nephew of the late King Louis XVI now became a constitutional monarch
(not an absolutist monarch). Unfortunately, Napoleon only stayed on the island
of Elba for about eight months and then decided to make a comeback.
He travelled into France picking up supporters as he went and within a few
weeks he was once more in charge but as it turned out only for 100 days.307
307 Much of the French invasion of Russia was covered in the fictional novel ‘War & Peace’ by Leo
Tolstoy. The completed novel was published in 1869.
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At the Battle of Waterloo, the French army, led by Napoleon, was defeated by
the coalition armies lead by Arthur Wellesley (The Duke of Wellington) and the
Prussian Prince Blücher. In one day of fighting approximately 65,000 men were
killed, the larger number of casualties being among the French soldiers.
Napoleon was exiled to the island of St Helena (over 7,000 km away).308 309 He
died on the island six years later (1821) without getting an opportunity for another
comeback. Despite the chaos and calamity of the Napoleonic Wars the British
public continued to be fascinated by him. In 1827 Sir Walter Scott published a nine
volume ‘Life of Napoleon Bonaparte’.310

308 Tracts Relative to the Island of St. Helena; written during a residence of five years. Illustrated
with views engraved by William Daniell, from the drawings of Samuel Davis. By Maj-Gen Alexander
Beatson. London. Printed by W Bulmer & Co and sold by G&W Nicol. 1816. LW 1920.
309 Letters from the Cape of Good Hope in Reply to Mr. Warden; with Extracts from the Great
Work Now Compiling for Publication under the Inspection of Napoleon [By Napoleon]. 3rd edition.
London. Printed for James Ridgway. 1817.
310 The Life of Napoleon Bonaparte, Emperor of the French: With a Preliminary View of the
French Revolution. By Sir Walter Scott. London. Longman … 1827. LW 1920.
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ne outcome of all the turmoil that had been happening in Europe
throughout the early 1800s was that large numbers of valuable oil paintings were bought and sold. The market in old master paintings was
booming and there were plenty of entrepreneurs who were happy to transport
valuable paintings from war-torn Europe to Great Britain, where they would
command a much higher value.
An important part of any young person’s education was to be taught how to
take in a scene and then produce a drawing or painting. This was before the invention of photography. If you wanted to record an image you either produced your
own or bought a completed painting from a professional artist. The early books
at Linley Wood relating to painting were from the time of Thomas Bentley, but
books on art continued to be added to the library. Some of these were:
1739. The Practice of Perspective. By Jean Dubreuill, translated
by Ephraim Chambers.
1743. The Principles of Painting. Translated from M. Du Piles into English
by a painter.
1760. Encaustic Painting. By Johann Heinrich Muntz.
1795. Practical Treatise on Painting in Oil-Colours. By Thomas Bardwell.
1808. Catalogue of Pictures of Cleveland House. By John Britton.
Another popular artform was silhouette portraiture. This was a quick and
low-cost method to produce a portrait (the outline of a person’s profile). James
and Elizabeth Caldwell took their family to Scarborough in 1814 and while there
they had their silhouettes taken. This consisted of a combination of light and
shadow to produce the outline. The artist then cut this into a piece of paper to
make a template from which copies of the profile could be made in black with a
white background.
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Encaustic Painting, 1760.

Some other Linley Wood books published or acquired in the early 1800s
include:
1801. Letters from Italy. By Mariana Starke.
1802. Travels into Poland, Russia, Sweden, and Denmark. By William Coxe.
1805. History of all the Events … in India. By Richard Marquess Wellesley.
1813. Chevy Chase a Poem. By Robert Roscoe.
1811. Sense and Sensibility. By Jane Austen.
1814. Waverley. By Walter Scott.
1815. Tour through Some Parts of France … 1814. By Richard Boyle Bernard.
1816. Paris Revisited in 1815 … Field of Battle at Waterloo. By John Scott.
1816. Sketches of India … Observations Descriptive of the Scenery
… in Bengal.
1817. Treatise of the Law of Arbitration. By James Stamford Caldwell.
1819. Journal of a Route across India, through Egypt to England …
By George FitzClarence.
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Silhouette portraits of James & Elizabeth Caldwell
and two of their daughters Hannah Elizabeth and Margaret Emma.
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In the late 1700s and early 1800s there had been a renewed interest in
Physiognomy. This was the study of the shapes of people’s heads and in particular
their faces. The objective being to then predict aspects of the person’s character.
Today this seems fairly crazy but back in the late 1700s it was treated by some
people as a very serious science. The concept had been thought up much earlier
by the ancient Greeks but had then been disregarded until the Swiss poet and
theologian Johann Kaspar Lavater (1741-1801) published a series of books on the
subject from 1775 onwards. A comprehensive English translation was produced in
1789 with numerous illustrations of faces all engraved by James Heath. The 1800
version of Lavater’s works was one of the books at Linley Wood.311
In 1818 James Caldwell made what was probably his most expensive book purchase ever. This was for the 46 volumes of ‘The Cyclopaedia’ by Abraham Rees.312
James makes two references to this purchase in his diary as follows:
12 Nov 1818. ‘. . . agreed for Ree’s Cyclopedia. To be the same as Mr Bent’s paper
copy Royal paper, Proof impression of plates etc’.
17 Dec 1818. ‘In the evening received Dr Ree’s Cyclopaedia which I had purchased
from Longmans & Co through Mr Smith of Newcastle. It is the best paper impression with proof impressions of the plates. The 78 numbers including 4 books of plates
cost £57 but I am to pay for the remaining numbers the subscription price which is
£1 & 16/- per number. Mr Bent who first recommended the purchase to me paid only
14/6- per number but mine was 15/- the price having risen’.
For the Caldwell’s at Linley Wood, this period was a mixture of good days,
bad days, happy days and sad days. James and Elizabeth were living on their
country estate with their son and five daughters all making good progress, but in
1813 tragedy struck when their daughter Mary died of a fever. The following year
another of their daughters, Catherine, also died of natural causes.
Their eldest daughter, Hannah, had been engaged to Maj Gen John Byrne
Skerrett (1778-1814), but he was killed while fighting the French at the Siege of
Bergenop-Zoom in the Netherlands.
311 Physiognomy; The Corresponding Analogy between the Conformation of the Features, and
the Ruling Passions of the Mind. Translated from the Original Work of J.C. Lavater, by Samuel Shaw.
London. HD Symonds. 1800. LW 1820.
312 The Cyclopaedia or Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and Literature. By Abraham Rees
DD FRS FLSS Amer. Soc. With the assistance of Eminent Professional Gentleman. Illustrated with
numerous engravings by the most distinguished artists. London. Printed for Longman … 1819. 46
large volumes. LW and HCFA.
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Example of heads from Essays on Physiognomy by J K Lavater, 1798.
Engravings by James Heath.
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We remember Mary by her little red notebook and by her diary passed down
in the family, recording her life during 1807-1809. For Catherine we have her diary
for 1813 and we also remember her by two gold memorial rings, a gold bracelet
and a lock of her fair hair.

Memorial jewellery of Catherine Louisa Caldwell (1794-1814) together with her diary.

A much happier occasion for the family was in 1817 when Anne Caldwell (17911874) married Arthur Cuthbert Marsh (1786-1849) thus uniting the two families.
Many years later Anne and Arthur’s daughter, Elizabeth Louisa Marsh-Caldwell
(1818-1913), wrote an account of how her parents had met.
Our father’s marriage arose, as one may almost say, accidentally and it was
in this way. My mother’s only brother, Mr Stamford Caldwell, the only son of Mr
Caldwell of Linley Wood was at the same College at Cambridge as my father, and
though they had previously no personal acquaintance, and lived in a quite different set at the University’s talk. The doors of their respective “rooms” happening to
be under the same archway, they naturally often met each other, they thus became
acquainted, and this ended in Mr S. Caldwell’s asking my father to come for some
shooting at his, Mr Caldwell’s home in Staffordshire.
On the young men leaving College, they did not see anything more of each
other for some time, till one day unexpectedly meeting each other in the streets of
316
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Arthur Cuthbert Marsh (1786-1849)
by an unknown artist.

Anne Marsh Caldwell (1791-1874)
by Evelyn Mason after Osgood.

London, they stopped, spoke, and so they renewed their old College acquaintance.
Then Mr Caldwell reminded our father of his old promise to come and see him in
Staffordshire which he had not yet fulfilled. It was then getting late in the season,
and so the tale has been told to me. Our father having no particular engagement at
the time, it struck him that he should like to see what life was like in the then remote
part of the country, the wilds of North Staffordshire, and then accepted his friend’s
invitation to Linley Wood!
Our mother has often told us how her brother jokingly said to his sisters, just
before our father arrived at Linley Wood “Now girls if one of you can catch Marsh
you will have done a good day’s work.”
At Linley Wood in those days lived our Grandfather and Grandmother Caldwell,
of simple country habits and manners, but both of them people remarkable in their
different ways, as will be seen when we come to the Caldwell part of this narrative further on. With them lived their three surviving daughters and as old Lord
Churston told me, who had known them in those days, all distinguished in conversation. Our mother was the second of these daughters and though not so handsome
as her two other sisters, was very tall and striking as I have heard from the friends
of her youth, very clever and lively. She has told us laughingly that when the sisters
had gone to their rooms the night of our father’s arrival, and as girls are want, were
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discussing the new guest and according to their brother’s recommendation!! Who
of the three sisters Mr Marsh seemed most to have noticed. They all agreed that
Emma, the youngest was the one so forward! But this was not really the case and at
the end of ten days my father asked the middle one of the sisters to be his wife. Our
dear mother Anne.
Anne was the first of the Caldwell sisters to marry. In the following year Hannah
married William Stanley Roscoe (1782-1843). Then in 1822 Margaret married Dr
Henry Holland (1788-1873).313 314 315 As it turned out their brother James Stamford
Caldwell (1787-1858) never married.
During this period young British gentlemen with sufficient financial resources
were continuing to travel overseas. In 1817 George FitzClarence (1794-1842) made
a journey across India and then back to England via Egypt, where he stopped to
explore the pyramids with the Italian Giovanni Battista Belzoni (1778-1823) and
the Englishman Henry Salt (1780-1827). From there George sailed down the Nile
and then travelled back to London via Alexandria and Malta. After his return he
published a wonderful book about his travels complete with numerous handcoloured illustrations of the Egyptian Antiquities.316
1817 was the year of the death of Jane Austen, who later became famous as the
author of ‘Pride & Prejudice’. It was also the year that Princess Charlotte (17961817) died in childbirth. King George III had been on the throne for 57 years but
in his old age he had descended into madness and in 1811 his son George Prince
of Wales had been made ‘Regent’ so he could officially stand in for his father on
state occasions. Prince George had married Caroline of Brunswick in 1795 but, as
it turned out, their marriage was a one-night stand with George having taken an
instant dislike to his new bride. However, one night was enough for them both to
perform their conjugal duties and Charlotte was born nine months later. George
was not a very responsible member of the royal family, and his brother William
313 Sir Henry Holland wrote a number of books including: General View of the Agriculture of
Cheshire; with Observations Drawn Up for the Consideration of the Board of Agriculture and
Industrial Improvement. By Henry Holland. London. Richard Phillips. 1808. LW and HCFA (copy).
314 Medical Notes and Reflections. By Henry Holland. London. Longman … 1839. LW 1920.
315 Recollections of a Past Life. By Sir Henry Holland. London. Longmans. 1870. HCFA (copy).
316 Journal of a Route Across India, Through Egypt to England, in the Latter End of the Year 1817,
and the Beginning of 1818 by Lt Col George FitzClarence [Earl of Munster]. London. John Murray.
1819. Including fine hand-coloured aquatints. Inscription Roscoe. LW 1920 and HCFA.
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Coloured engraving of a scene inside the Khufu/Cheops Pyramid at Giza.
From Journal of a Route across India, through Egypt to England in 1817.

was not seen as being much better. They were both overweight, overextravagant
and not really liked. Charlotte had been seen as bringing promise for the future
so there was great sadness among the public after her sudden death.
In 1817 James Caldwell’s son (James Stamford Caldwell) published his law
book ‘A Treatise on the Law of Arbitration’.317 He also later published ‘A Digest of
the Laws relating to the Poor’ (1821)318 and ‘Results of Reading’ (1848).319
Also, around 1817, a German by the name of Karl Drais (1785-1851) invented a
two-wheel running machine which is now known as an early form of what would
become the bicycle.
317 A Treatise of the Law of Arbitration. By James Stamford Caldwell. London. Printed by A Strahan
for J. Butterworth. 1817. LW 1920 and HCFA (copy).
318 A Digest of the Laws Relating to the Poor. By James Stamford Caldwell. London. J Butterworth
& Son. 1821. LW 1920.
319 Results of Reading. By James Stamford Caldwell. London. John Murray. 1843. LW 1920 and
HCFA (copy).
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James Stamford Caldwell (1787-1858)
possibly by Nicholas Freese.

In India the Third Anglo-Maratha War (1817-1818) was underway, and this was
to be the final and decisive conflict between the Maratha Empire and the East
India Company. The Maratha army was decisively defeated, and the East India
Company now controlled most of the Indian subcontinent.
One person who served in this campaign was Ann Raymond Heath’s brother,
Lt Matthew Charles Dunbar (1789-1819). Like many other young men with an
educated background and a sense of adventure (but with no inheritance) he had
joined the army as an ensign. In 1804, aged 15, Charles arrived in India and over
the next few years he gained promotion to lieutenant. Sadly, his career did not
progress much further. It is believed that he died of fever in Nasirabad, Ajmer,
in Northern India in 1819, aged 30. He was one of the hundreds of thousands of
young British adventurers who didn’t get to write a biography about their small
part in the building of the British Empire.
In 1820 King George III died and his eldest son finally got the top job. King
George IV was still officially married to Caroline of Brunswick, who would have
liked to have been Queen, but she was not invited to the coronation.320
320 Diary Illustrative of the Times of George the Forth. Interspersed with Personal Letters From
the Late Queen Caroline, The Princess Charlotte, and From Various Other Distinguished Persons.
Edited by John Galt. London. Henry Colburn. 1839. LW and HCFA.
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British silver crown coins showing
King George III (1760-1820) and King George IV (1820-1830).

1821 was the beginning of a new revolution in printing which would affect
the illustration of books and the printing of bank notes. Engraved illustrations
had previously been printed from copper plates but a new partnership ‘Perkins,
Fairman & Heath’ began printing using steel plates. Copper is a relatively soft
metal, and a typical copper plate can only print a few thousand copies before it is
worn out. This was generally not too much of a problem for book illustration as
most books were not printed in larger numbers. For banknotes however there was

First banknote example printed using a steel plate instead of a copper plate.
This item was printed by Perkins, Fairman & Heath to help market the
new technology.
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First book produced with images printed from a steel plate
instead of a copper plate.
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a requirement to print much larger quantities and every note had to be identical
with a very detailed design to make forgery more difficult. The process of printing on steel allowed much better definition and the plates could be used to print
extremely large numbers.
The very first book to feature illustrations printed from steel engraved plates
was ‘The Pleasures of Hope with Other Poems’ by Thomas Campbell, published
in 1821 as a New Edition and printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown,
Paternoster Row; and for Stirling and Slade, Edinburgh. This small book featured
four illustrations drawn by Richard Westall and engraved by Charles Heath on
hardened steel. Earlier editions of this production had been printed from copper
plates engraved by Charles Heath’s father, James Heath.
At Linley Wood there were quite a few books published in the 1820s. Some of
the notable ones were:
1820. Journey in Carniola, Italy, and France, in the Years 1817, 1818.
By William Archibald.
1820. Loss of the Winterton, Wrecked on the Coast of Madagascar
in 1792. By George Buchan.
1820. Picturesque Tour from Geneva to Milan, by way of the Simplon.
By Frederic Schoberl.
1820. A Voyage to India. By James Cordiner.
1821. Digest of the Laws relating to the Poor. By James Stamford Caldwell.
1821. Journal of a Voyage of Discovery to the Arctic Regions 1819 & 1820.
By Alexander Fisher.
1821. Sketches … in the French Provinces, Switzerland and Italy. By John Scott.
1822. Journal of a Voyage to Greenland, in the year 1821.
By George William Manby.
1822. Cottage Economy. By William Cobbett.
1823. Accredited Ghost Stories. Collected by TM Jarvis.
1823. Curiosities of Literature, Second Series. By Isaac D’Israeli.
1823. Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of the Polar Sea 1819-1822.
By Sir John Franklin.
1823. Report of the Committee for the Relief of the
Distressed Districts in Ireland.
1823. Denmark Delineated. By Andreas Andersen Feldborg.
1823. Recollections of the Peninsula. By Moyle Sherer.
1824. Tour in Germany, and … the Austrian Empire 1820-1822. By John Russell.
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Sketches of Switzerland, 1821. Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.

This was also the time of the Waverley Novels by Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832).
These were incredibly popular and so were printed in large numbers. Most of the
titles were at Linley Wood including: The Abbott (1820), The Monastery (1820),
Miscellaneous Poems (1820), Kenilworth (1821), Fortunes of Nigel (1822), Peveril
of the Peak (1822), The Pirate (1822), Quentin Durward (1823), Redgauntlet
(1824), St Ronan’s Well (1824), The Betrothed (1825), The Talisman (1825). These
are just a selection. The earliest title by Walter Scott, present at Linley Wood, was
Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border (1802)321 and the last titles, printed during his
lifetime, were Count Robert of Paris and Castle Dangerous (1832). There were
also numerous later copies. Everyone loved reading Sir Walter Scott’s stories, and
everyone kept buying them.

321 Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border Consisting of Historical and Romantic Ballads [By Walter
Scott]. Kelso. Printed by James Ballantyne for T Cadel … 1802. LW 1925.
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For William Marsh (1755-1846) life had been pretty good. His father George
Marsh (1722-1800), Commissioner of the Navy, had started a Naval Agency business which had made huge profits. From this had evolved the family Bank, ‘Marsh
Sibbald & Co’. During William’s life, money had attracted more money. In 1785
he had married the heiress, Amelia Cuthbert. She had died in 1793 and William
then married another heiress, Frances Graham. She had died in 1805 and William
then married his third wife Elizabeth Tresilian, who had also brought him a lot of
money. The bank had attracted hundreds of customers who had brought in even
more cash. Running a bank is a great business, as long as there are more customers
depositing money than customers withdrawing it.

Amelia Marsh nee Cuthbert (1765-1793) drawn in crayon by John Russell RA.
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Frances Marsh nee Graham (1770-1805)
by William Naish.

During this time William bought a country estate (Willey House near Farnham
in Surrey) and he also built up an incredible art collection which consisted of well
over 100 paintings, almost all by Dutch masters of the Golden Age. Some of the
paintings from his inventory were as follows:
Flight into Egypt by Hendrick van Balen.
Landscape by Van Balen.
Small Landscape by Abraham Begeyn.
Large Landscape by Jan Both.
A Bridge Warm Picture by Jan Both.
Adoration of the Shepherds by Leonaert Bramer.
Small Landscape of Bruegel.
Fine Evening View by Bruegel.
View of Dort by Benjamin Cuyp.
Sea Fight by Adriaen van Diest.
Landscape by Gaspard Dughet.
Large Landscape by Foquire.
Smugglers by Jan van Goyen.
Gothic Castle by Jan van Goyen.
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Without Water by Jan van Goyen.
Pleasant Landscape with Ruins by Jan van Goyen.
Large picture by Jan van Goyen.
Droll Picture by Dirck Hals.
Man’s Head by Frans Hals.
Mountebank by Egbert van Heemskerck.
Sheep by Carel du Jardin.
Buildings & Figures by Johannes Lingelbach.
Small Picture of a Waterfall by Murcheron.
Head by Adriaen van Ostade.
Man Playing Music by Adriaen van Ostade.
Small Head by Adriaen van Ostade.
Large picture by Picart.
Town on Fire by Adriaen Lievensz van der Poel.
Large picture by Rembrandt.
2 Sketches Garden of Love by Rubens.
Domestic Scene of Rubens at Work.
Two Landscapes by Herman Swanevelt.
Italian View by Herman Swanevelt.
Landscape by David Teniers.
An Incantation of Witches by David Teniers.
Two Heads, Man & Woman, by David Teniers.
Smoking Figures by David Teniers.
Corps du Gardes, after David Teniers.
Cavern by David Teniers, Style of Rubens.
Landbank by Jacob van Ruisdael.
Large Landscape of a ferry Boat by Jacob van Ruisdael.
Small Ferry Boat by Salomon van Ruysdael.322
Landscape by Roelant Savery.
2 Flemish by John Vanderbank.
Storm by Velde.
Shipwreck of Sir Cloudesley Shovell (1707) by Cornelis van de Velde.
Large Picture of Willem van de Velde.
322
Listed as “Rysdalls Ferry Boat Small, First Cost - £10.18.0” [Salomon van Ruysdael, 1602-1670]. This
was the only one of William Marsh’s pictures known to have stayed in the family. LW and HCFA.
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Flower Piece by Simon Verelst.
Moonlight by Jan Vermeer.
Five small Landscapes by Richard Wilson.
View in Italy by Richard Wilson.
Sea Piece, a Chace off the Cape of Good Hope by Thomas Whitcombe.
Landscape of Waterloo.
So often in life, all good things come to an end. For William Marsh this happened in 1824 when there was a run on the bank. Suddenly everyone wanted to
withdraw their deposits. The doors of the bank were closed (just after William’s
daughter had withdrawn some but not all of her savings). It was then found that
the junior partner, Henry Fauntleroy, had committed a fraud and much of the

The Ferry Boat by Salomon van Ruysdael (c1602-1670)
in a later Victorian plaster frame.
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money that was supposed to be in the bank was in fact no longer there.323
This was a particularly bad week for the Marsh family as not only were there
the difficulties associated with the bankruptcy, but Arthur’s brother William was
in Exeter dying of a fever. Their father William Marsh senior noted in his diary:
10th September 1824. Went up by Gates. In Scotland Yard [Arthur and Anne’s
home]. Arthur’s letter still, I think very unfavourable about poor William. In Berners
St when to my horror and surprise I found Mr Fauntleroy had been taken an hour
before to Marlborough St on a charge of Forgery!!! As far back as 1820 of Colonel
Bellis’s Stock to a large amount, and Mr Freshfield, the Bank Solicitor, examined
his desk and papers with Mr Graham!!! The latter went to him, the Examination
private! Most horrible was he was committed for further Examination straight
away. Watson absent, dear Arthur down at Exmouth, George and I in great distress
as the case at present appears too plain!! Agree I would see Mr Freshfield tomorrow
morning. Did not get home ‘till part 10 o’clock.
11th September 1824. By Gates, got to the Bank before 10 o’clock, called on Mr
Freshfield. As he kept me waiting I was full 2 hours there!! Unhappily the Case
appears too plain and he told me in numerous instances!! Alas!!! In Scotland Yard
Arthur’s letter leaves me little hope for William. Amelia [William’s daughter] came
to Berners St to take leave of her Uncle before she set off for Exmouth. Found this
concern of him & myself & as we were paying everybody still and she was going
away she determined to draw her Balance which we could not oppose. Mr Stracey
was come into the City having arrived late at night. The event having practically
transpired we were a lot run upon. After 5 o’clock we got some friends together in
serious consultation about going on. I was decidedly not and Mr Graham of my
opinion. Mr Stracey thought our bank so strong we might extend by asking Martin’s
to cash some of our bills. He is to go to him in the morning. Did not part ‘till ½ past 8
o’clock when we both dined with Mr Graham. Agreed to meet again early tomorrow
morning. Slept in Whitehall Place. Near one o’clock but I found Mrs Arthur sitting
up.
12th September 1824. All met before 9 in Berners St. Mr Stracey returned from the
City and found Mr Martin was at Barkenham. Went there in a charge. Mr Watson
came up from Weymouth agitated and alarmed. Upon Graham and I talking with
323 Pierce Egan’s Account of the Trial of Mr Fauntleroy for Forgery, at the Session’s-House, in the
Old Bailey, on Saturday, the 30th of October, 1824, before Mr Justice Park and Mr Baron Garrow.
London: Knight and Lacey. HCFA.
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and Mr Tyson we more and more confirmed in the propriety of stopping tomorrow
and preserving the large parcel of good assets we had in hand!! This was made
more evidently right when Stacey returned as Martin’s could only Cash £12,000
in addition to the £8,000 we had there! Mr Hare, Mr Buxton etc agreed with him.
Sent an advertisement accordingly to the Papers at 9 o’clock. Entreated Mr Hare to
be our Peletary Creditor etc. Got to Whitehall Place at ½ past 11 o’clock. No news
of dear Arthur.
13th September 1824. Met in private in Berners St. At 9 o’clock. Direct all drafts
ourselves!! An inconceivable sensation the consequence and the front of the house
crowded all the morning! A letter from Arthur, to say that poor dear William dead
on Friday at 12 o’clock! Poor fellow, he is happily out of the way and has for several
years had a quiet inoffensive life! Arthur requested I would send a sum down to
take charge of him to Gillingham etc etc. £100 to cover all use to him, the state of
the case. I sent him £10 to bring him up and as Amelia took £30 with her the L
not then arrived and I desired him to order all accounts to be sent up. He speaks
highly of the kindness and attention of the good woman of the house where the poor
fellow lodged. All of us engaged the whole day with one friend and another, got to
Whitehall Place at 11 o’clock. Arthur not come.
Anne’s father James Caldwell noted in his diary over the following days:
14th September 1824. . . . By this evening’s Post received a Letter from Dr. Holland
informing me of the miserable & melancholy circumstances of the Banking House in
Berner Street [Marsh, Sibbald and Co] which having been obliged to suspend their
payments, owing to the nefarious conduct of one of the Partners, Mr. Fauntleroy.
Eliza, also had a Letter from our poor Anne, on whom affliction has indeed of late
laid her heavy hand, but whose fortitude and admirable conduct on these trying
occasions appear to be above all promise. May God support and help her! and
enable us to pour valour into wounds which alas! we cannot heal . . .
18th September 1824: . . . Dr. Holland arrived from Knutsford at noon . . . We had
much conversation about the wretched business in Berner Street & Scotland Yard . . .
By the Post another Letter came from Anne with intelligence of poor Arthur being ill.
To this I replied myself & in a way which I hope would not fail to administer some
comfort to these poor sufferers . . .
25th September 1824: . . . By the Post arrived a Letter from my poor Anne requesting a loan of £1,000, & which with assistance from other friends to the amount of
£4,000, making in the whole £5,000 would enable Arthur to survive the business in
Scotland Yard . . .
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James Caldwell made no hesitation replying immediately to his daughter as
follows:
Linley Wood, Sept 25th 1824
My dear, dear Anne
The Post has just brought me your Letter. Not only shall I most cheerfully
advance the £1,000 which you request, but your Aunt [Hannah Stamford] with her
accustomed kindness and liberality, will advance another £1,000, and of which you
will be applied by a Letter from herself. To guard against the possibility of disappointment however from your other Friends, who may not perhaps be able to make
their advances within the time you mention, I will make arrangements with my own
Banker, so that £4,000 shall be at Arthur’s command on Wednesday, as I am sure
that Kennerslys will so far accommodate me. Tomorrow is unfortunately Sunday,
but on Monday I will send Arthur an order on . . . [Masternent & Co?] for any sums
to the above amount & which he will make use of to meet any delay in the accommodation of his other friends. Never, Never, My dearest Anne, did I comparatively
know the delight that money can give, till the opportunity that is thus afforded me
of evincing my affection towards yourself, and my friendship and regard for our
dear Arthur, on whose judgment, integrity, and honour I have ever placed the most
implicit confidence, and of whose eventual success in life, not that he will be left to
himself, I cannot entertain a single doubt. Should this letter afford some relief to
your aching heads and harassed Spirits, your own generous heart, my dearest Anne,
would lead you to envy the sensations of your Mother and myself. It is so late, that
I can write no more, but I could not lose a moment on replying to your Letter. Say
everything for me to our dear Arthur and believe me, My dearest Anne, if possible,
more than ever, Your tender & affectionate Father.
A letter to Anne from her friend Frances Allen (11 October 1824) reads as
follows:
My dear Anne
I have been very uneasy about you, ever since, I have seen in the papers, the
strange conduct of Mr Fauntleroy, and I have been a little relieved this morning
by a letter from Staffordshire saying that your husband had nothing to do with the
bank. Thank heaven for him! and though future expectation is cut off from you, this
may not, and I trust will not, be wanted by you, and I am convinced that you have
too much good . . .[sense?], and are too good to be cast down by disappointments,
and lighter misfortunes, and the heavier ones, you have yet escaped, for which I
rejoice most sincerely. I had not courage to write to you till I knew the extent of
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your misfortune, and I was much relieved today of hearing it was less than I had
sometimes feared . . .
In fact the crash of the bank turned out to be worse than anyone had imagined.
The colossal sum of £350,000 was missing. William Marsh was to lose his family
fortune, but Henry Fauntleroy was found guilty of fraud and was to lose his life.
Justice was swift and Henry was hung three months later. There was such a great
interest in the whole case that The Times published a very lengthy article on the
execution, and it was noted that an estimated 100,000 spectators turned up on the
day to watch Henry take his last breath.
One question that was never answered was how much had William Marsh
known about Henry Fauntleroy’s fraudulent activities? William might have been
aware but at this time he was 69 years old and was able to say that he had for a
number of years only been working part-time and so was able to plead innocence.
William converted everything he had into cash for the creditors. There is a
record of an auction on the premises of Rectory House, Orpington, selling much
of William Marsh’s household effects.
… A cellar of about 4,000 bottles. A select library, embracing the Works of
some of the best Authors, including the Encyclopaedia Britannica, and Boydell’s
Shakespeare, together about 1,200 volumes; a sideboard of elegant plate, weighing
upwards of 1,000 ozs; comprising two pair of double dishes; four sauce tureens, four
dozen table spoons and four dozen forks, four dozen dessert spoons, and two dozen
folks, six pair of table candlesticks, two waiters, soup and sauce ladles, three pairs of
salts, coffee biggin, bread basket, excellent plated articles and several sets of china
and richly cut glass, etc …
Some books previously belonging to George Marsh (William’s father) were
kept in the family, but the only book known to have survived with William Marsh’s
bookplate was ‘Epistles, Elegant, Familiar, & Instructive’ (1791).324
Initially Anne had assumed that her family would not be too greatly affected
as Arthur was not actively involved in the bank and they had their own separate
fortune from their marriage settlement. Unfortunately, this was not to be the case.
Arthur had some years earlier guaranteed his father’s credit and as a result they
also lost all their money. Arthur’s father (William Marsh), who had been a trustee
324 Epistles, Elegant, Familiar, & Instructive: Selected from the Best Writers, Ancient as well as
Modern; intended for the Improvement of Young Persons … [Vicesimus Knox]. London. Printed
for Rivington … 1791. Bookplate of William Marsh. LW and HCFA.
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Chinese produced plate incorporating the Marsh
family coat of arms, c1790.

of the young couple’s marriage settlement, had for some unexplained reason, sold
all the securities in their marriage settlement without informing anyone. As a
result, Arthur and Anne were penniless. James Caldwell probably did not have a
very high opinion of William Marsh’s conduct in all this. We know from James’s
diary that he immediately travelled down to London to see what could be done,
however the relevant pages in his diary where he could have recorded the visit
have been left blank.
For Anne and Arthur Marsh the next fifteen years were to become a nightmare
of fighting off creditors and attempting to keep costs to a minimum. By the late
1830s the family had moved to Boulogne in France to reduce their living costs.
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Epistles, 1791. Ownership: William Marsh.

In addition, Anne took over the education of their children rather than taking on
the expense of a governess.
Anne made reference to these difficult years in one of her diaries (1839) as
follows:
How far beyond all the world has ever been able on me to bestow! How gladly
would I have possessed the same for my children - but what a reverse of destiny! No
home, no plan - A London life of pride and elegance, then a hideous ruin, which
scattered all our hopes and left me and Arthur to make a miserable patchwork of
life - without system and without prospects - and striving to live on little, to save
and to retrench as we could. And here, at the end of two and twenty years am I, in
a hired apartment at Boulogne - without liberty, home or husband - my children,
thank God, not covertly longing for the past; And this is all we have made of life Alas! We hoped better things when we started together, but circumstances have been
too strong for us.
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Three of the children of Arthur & Anne Marsh.
Elizabeth Louisa Marsh, Martin Marsh, Mary Emma Marsh.
Painted in 1830 by William Egley.

James Caldwell did as much as he could to help Anne and Arthur, but one
difficulty was he could not give them a large sum of cash because this would then
be taken by the creditors. For the family this was a catastrophic event, but life
would somehow have to go on.
In 1818 James Caldwell sold his share of the pottery company ‘Wood &
Caldwell’ to his partner Enoch Wood. James continued his legal work in the
local area and in the early 1820s he became chairman of the Trent & Mersey
Canal Company. During this time one interesting project was the building of the
Harecastle Tunnel from 1824 to 1827. James records numerous meetings, including some with the famous engineer Thomas Telford (1757-1834). The tunnel was
2,676 m long and when built was the longest tunnel in the United Kingdom. It is
still in operation today.
James Caldwell made occasional visits to the site to observe the work.
One very memorable day for him was when he was able to lay the key stone
above the entrance a few months before the tunnel opened for boats.
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He records this special day in his diary as follows:
Saturday 25 November 1826. Snow. I this morning accompanied by Stamford,
went to Harecastle Tunnel and laid the lock or central Key Brick of this great work,
a little before 12 o’clock, attended by the two Mr. Pritchards, Mr. Hough the Head
Bricklayer and Mr. James Potter, having on the 3rd March 1824 first broke the ground
for it, & at nearly the same time of the day. The Brick was put in upright into the top
of the Arch by the help of Miss Pritchard & Mr James Potter, & not lengthways. A
number of the Workmen also attended. “Success to the new Tunnel. “Prosperity to
the Company of Proprietors of the Navigation from the Trent to the Mersey. “The
Chairman of the Select Committee, James Caldwell Esq. “The two other Members
of the Select Committee Sir George Chetwynd Bart. & Thomas Lister Esq. “Mr.
Vaughan & the Agents & Servants of the Company”, were severally drunk (with
these came three cheers) with great admiration from the Men. The Tunnel to the
Midway above the bank was part filled with water, & part laid with a Platform of
Planks and a small stage created on which I stood when I laid the Brick & to which
I ascended by a Ladder. A Bottle of Wine was then broke against the Brick that I had
laid & we then returned to the Entrance amidst repeated Hugging. When having
told the Men that I had directed a dinner to be given to all the workmen employed
at the Company’s expense. I made then a personal present of 5 Guineas to which
Stamford added two.
Another person who had run into financial difficulties was William Roscoe
(1753-1831). The connection with the Caldwell family was that his son William had
married James Caldwell’s daughter Hannah. William Roscoe (the father) was a
highly educated English gentleman who had practiced as a Lawyer, was briefly a
Member of Parliament, and had also been a prominent voice for the anti-slavery
movement. He seems to have been a man of many interests and published several
books on history and botany; he also wrote poems. During his life he built up a
considerable library, but a bank that he was connected with went bankrupt and as
a result he lost all his money. In 1816 he sold his library and retired from his business life. He did however keep up his interest in writing and in 1828 he published
his ‘Monandrian Plants’ which was an incredibly extravagant production limited
to only 150 copies each containing 112 hand-coloured illustrations of plants.325
325 Monandrian Plants of the Order Scitamineae. Chiefly Drawn from Living Specimens in the
Botanic Garden at Liverpool. Arranged according to the System of Linnaeus with Descriptions and
Observations. By William Roscoe. Liverpool. Printed by George Smith. 1828. Bookplate of James
Stamford Caldwell. LW 1920 and Sotheby’s 1950.
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Illustration from Monandrian Plants by William Roscoe, 1828.
Ownership: James Stamford Caldwell.
(Donald A Heald Rare Books, Prints & Maps)
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Kitlands, Surrey. Home of George Heath. By Julia Harrison, c1830.

Meanwhile, down in Surrey, life was progressing with the Heath family but at
this stage there was no connection with the Caldwell or Marsh families.
George Heath (1779-1852) rather than having money in a bank had used his
financial resources to buy the Kitlands Estate at Coldharbour, near Holmwood,
Dorking. His family was on the up. We can assume that he had a library but only
two of his books are known to have survived.326 327
George Heath’s three eldest sons went to Cambridge, but his youngest son
Leopold George Heath (1817-1907) decided to join the navy (Leopold was my
great great grandfather). In 1831, Leopold, aged 14, embarked as a cadet on board
the Melville of 74 guns and sailed for the East Indies (the area between India and
the north of Australia). Leopold quickly developed a reputation for making things
326 A Chronicle of the Late Intestine War in the Three Kingdoms of England, Scotland and Ireland.
By James Heath. London: printed by J.C. for Thomas Basset. 2nd edition, 1676. HCFA.
327 A Collection of Songs, Selected from the Works of Mr. Dibdin. London. Printed for R. Lea.
1814. Bookplate of George Heath. HCFA.
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Leopold George Heath joined the Navy in 1831 aged 14

happen. He was successful at most things that he tackled and on top of that he
was also very lucky (he didn’t drown or die of fever). A few years later he passed
his exams at the Royal Naval College and he won the top prize.328
328 Leopold’s prize from the Royal Naval College in 1840 was a sword with a special inscription
on the blade stating, ‘This blade was made from a bolt of HMS Royal George which was sunk at
Spithead in 1782’. HCFA.
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Another person who boarded a sailing boat in 1831 was Charles Darwin (18091882) who set off in HMS Beagle with Captain Robert FitzRoy (1805-1865) for a
5-year voyage around the world and to the South Pacific. Whenever the opportunity allowed, Charles spent much of his time on land studying the wildlife and
searching for fossils. From these observations he produced a large amount of
material, and this culminated in his publication in 1859 ‘On the Origin of Species
by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the
Struggle for Life’. We can assume that there was a copy at Linley Wood as the
Darwin and Caldwell families were friends. One book that was recorded is a later
copy of ‘Voyage of HMS Beagle’.329
There were quite a few books at Linley Wood about various voyages and
travels around this time. Some of these were:
1815. Account of a Voyage to Spitzbergen. By John Laing.
1815. Travels in South Africa. By Rev John Campbell.
1817. Voyage en Angleterre Pendant les Années 1810 et 1811. By Louis Simond.
1818. Greenland: Being Extracts from a Journal... 1770 to 1778.
By Hans Egede Saabye.
1818. History of the Island of St. Domingo. By Sir James Baskett.
1818. Voyage of His Majesty’s Ship Rosamond to Newfoundland.
By Edward Chappell.
1819. Journal of a Route Across India, Through Egypt to England.
By George Fitzclarence.
1819. Voyage of His Majesty’s Ship Alceste. By John Mc’Leod.
1820. Narrative of the Loss of the Winterton East Indiaman.
By George Buchan.
1820. A Voyage to India. By James Cordiner.
1821. Journal of a Voyage of Discovery to the Arctic Regions.
By Alexander Fisher.
1822. Journal of a Voyage to Greenland, in the year 1821.
By George William Manby.
1823. Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of the Polar Sea. By Sir John Franklin.
1825. Narrative of an Unsuccessful Attempt to Reach Repulse Bay.
329 A Naturalist’s Voyage. Journal of Researches into the Natural History and Geology of the
Countries visited during the Voyage of HMS Beagle Round the World under the Command of
Capt FitzRoy. By Charles Darwin. London. John Murray, 1884. [first published 1839] LW 1920.
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Greenland by Saabye, 1818. Ownership: Marsh.

By George Francis Lyon.
1826. Voyage to the Sandwich Islands. By George Anson, Lord Byron.
1826. Six Months in the West Indies in 1825. By Henry Nelson Coleridge.
1829. Narrative of a Journey through Norway … Sweden.
By Henry David Inglis.
1831. Narrative of a Voyage to the Pacific and Beering’s Strait
By Frederick William Beechey.
1838. West Indies … Journal of a Visit to Antigua.
By Joseph Sturge and Thomas Harvey.
1839. Wanderings in South America … United States … Antilles.
By Charles Waterton.
1839. Winter in the West Indies and Florida. Anonymous.
The 1830s were also a time of riots and political reform. The ‘Swing Riots’
erupted in southern England with agricultural workers demanding a better deal.
Many of them were starving and could not feed their families. In 1832 the Great
Reform Act extended the vote to around 20% of adult males. Further unrest continued and in 1834 some agricultural workers from Tolpuddle in Dorset were
found guilty ‘of administering an unlawful oath’ and were sentenced to seven years
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transportation. In today’s language we would call this a ‘stitch up’330 on the part of
the establishment. This group of six workers are still talked about today and are
referred to as ‘The Tolpuddle Martyrs’.
Another law passed around this time was the Slavery Abolition Act (1833)
which brought about the end of slavery in all British territories. This had followed
on from the Slave Trade Act of 1807.
Technology was continuing to advance and it was in the 1830s that photography was invented by a man called William Fox Talbot (1800-1877). This new technology was the beginning of the end for engraved illustrations, as a photograph
soon became much cheaper to reproduce (instead of an engraved copper or steel
plate). As it was, James Heath passed away in 1834 before the new technology
made most of the next generation of engravers redundant.
Over in India, in 1835, the East India Company had introduced unified coinage.
All the coins in circulation across India would soon have a portrait of the reigning
British monarch instead of the coat of arms of the East India Company. The first
coins with the monarch’s head were of King William IV who had begun his reign
in 1830. These coins also featured English text instead of Arabic text.

Silver One Rupee coin minted by the East India Company in 1835
showing the profile of King William IV.

330 It is not known for sure where the phrase “stitch up” originated but it could be a naval term
referring to a body of a dead sailor being stitched up before being dropped into the sea.
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James Heath, The Engraver, (1757-1834).
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For James Caldwell, 1831 was a devasting year as he lost his beloved wife
Elizabeth after nearly 47 years of marriage. He noted the events in his diary.
Friday 8 April 1831. Went to Stone, after seeing Eliza who had had a pretty good
night. Attended General Committee and General Assembly, but returned as soon
as the business was over, not staying to dinner. Report approved by Sir George &
Mr. Wedgwood & afterwards read & approved by General Committee & General
Assembly. Mr. Davenport in the Evening who pronounced Eliza something better.
Saturday 9. Eliza had a good night. On going into her Room, as usual, the first
thing in a Morning she was particularly cheerful and assured me that she was much
better, repeating with energy the words “I am better. I feel myself better.” Her . . .
[medicine] was then brought her, but which she returned from her stomach, apparently could be the effect of wind. She however took her breakfast & appeared to be
going on well. She called me in her own sweet manner, her “good dear Man”, this
was her expression of kindness to me. This was when I first saw her this morning,
between eleven & twelve. Thought her going on as well as he could say & no more
could have been expected. Dr. H. [Dr Henry Holland] said her pulse was perfectly
good, beating regularly speedily 72. Went up to her again. Saw her again about 2,
she was then going to sleep. Being in good spirits about her, I rode on Horseback to
Swallow Moor Wood & Flat Swallow Moor. On returning by the Farm I was met
by Samuel Jones who had come in great haste to fetch me. I galloped home, ran
upstairs and found her speechless & almost lifeless. She had been cheerful all day at
first, but as (blank) was sitting with her she observed her head droop and on going
to her found her dying. On my taking her hand I felt the pulse still faintly beating,
but life was ebbing fast, and she expired almost immediately without a single sigh,
or moan, & without the slightest convulsion or distortion of features & evidently
without the slightest pain or suffering. Her two Daughters, Stamford & myself with
her, with Margaret [Hales] & Bridgett. The former supporting her head with her
arm, & her Right hand locked in mine. The last pulse trembled against my finger &
then stopped forever. After I had took her hand the pulse for a few moments slowed.
This was between half past three and four o’clock in the afternoon. I can write no
more! All earthly happiness seemed closed with me for ever!
Sunday 10. The first sad day of Loneliness! The World seems a Desert to me!
Twice visited which was so lately my (blank)
Monday 11. Forced myself to give various directions for the approaching (blank)
finally agreed for Monday 18: What a day of wretchedness! Again twice visited her
dear Remains.
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Tuesday 12. Another day of, if possible, still deeper misery. Again twice saw her.
Wednesday 13. Heavier & heavier my affliction, as Reflection returns. Forced
myself to write to Dr. Holland whose uniform kindness, and attention to my beloved
Eliza I could not suffer to [remain longer unacknowledged]. But what a duty to
perform! What is to become of me? Desolation & Despair now await me.
Thursday 14. After disturbed sleep, rose early – walked in the open air – traversed
the Terrace which I had last walked with her. Recollections & feelings almost beyond
endurance. Visited again with Eliza her dear Remains. Afterwards in the presence
of my three kneeling and praying Children placed upon my lost Eliza’s fingers one
of the two plain Gold Rings which I had given to her on her Marriage & which
Eliza had found in her Mother’s favourite Drawer, it having occurred to me that
there was some in her possession. This I substituted for the Ring which she had
worn through life, & which had been taken off & delivered to me since her death.
Thus again reunited, I felt a Relief of which those only can judge who have loved
and been beloved Eliza one. She looked beautiful almost as in life. The same sweet
smile, the same beautiful expression, so far above all other beauty with which her
Countenance had ever been perfectly distinguished, & which diffused Comfort and
Cheerfulness amongst all around her. After kissing her as I had done every time I
saw her a thousand times, we withdrew. All this was between 10 & 11 o’clock. Mr.
Davenport came soon afterwards, & after seeing her told me that it was his duty to
say that I must see her no more. Change had taken place, & he could not consent to
my going to her again. I could not however be withheld but insisted upon one more
parting look. He accompanied me upstairs, where in a spite of my Remonstrance I
passionately kissed her cold lips & cheek again and again took a last look and parted
with her for ever! Oh! who can bear that word and thought for ever! This passed
about eleven o’clock or soon afterwards.
Friday 15. ____________Arthur Marsh arrived, & afterwards William Roscoe.
Saturday 16. Mr … [Trimmer?] came again & with whom made the final
arrangements for Monday next. He mentioned that Mr. R. Wilbraham junr. had
called upon him & expressed his intention to attend on the occasion, as a mark of
his respect. Received a kind and sympathizing Letter from my old friend Peake.
Mr. Skerratt came to dinner, and there has passed the first week of my new lonely
pilgrimage.
Sunday 17. Stamford read prayers.
Monday 18. About a quarter after 12 o’clock the sad procession [moved] &
attended the remains of my beloved wife to her last resting place. They were deposited
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in the Vault in the Chancel in Audley Church at 3 o’clock or something before. The
coffin being placed next to that of poor Louisa. The Service was performed by the
Curate the Revd. Garratt, the Revd. Mr. … [Heskin?] attending. The following was
the order of the Pall Bearers.
Bearers: Jos. Wedgwood Jnr. Esq., Thomas Kinnersley Esq., Fred. Twemlow Esq.,
George Tollet Esq., Revd. Thos. Butt, Revd. John Lawton, Richard E Heathcote Esq.,
Randle Wilbraham Esq.
In the Mourning Coach: Myself & Stamford, Arthur Marsh & William Roscoe.
In the carriage: Dr. Crompton, Mr Skerratt & Mr Holland of Knutsford, Randall
Wilbraham Jnr. Esq.
The inscription on the coffin was: Elizabeth wife of James Caldwell Esquire of
Linley Wood. Died April 9, 1831, Aged 76.
Monday 18. I understood afterwards that everything was conducted in the most

Letter seal of Elizabeth Caldwell sitting on one of her letters
to her beloved husband James Caldwell.
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correct and orderly manner, nor did a single circumstance occur to disturb the
solemnity of [section left blank]
Tuesday 19. I slept … [hard]. Rose early & walked into the air. Waking almost
as from a Dream, & feeling intensely the dreary void which now surrounds me!
Everything seems changed and to have lost the power to interest me. Wm. Roscoe,
Eliza & Dr. Crompton left us after breakfast, the Carriage taking them all to
Knutsford. Arthur Marsh afterwards left us on his return home, leaving Anne &
Louisa here. Wrote to Sir George Chetwynd at No. 8 Palace Yard. Received Letter
from Dr. Holland. The Wilbrahams sent up enquirie after us, the Servant delivering cards all the morning, “Mrs. Wilbraham, the Miss Wilbrahams” on one “Mr.
Wilbraham” on the other.
Wednesday 20. After breakfast Mr. Skerratt returned to Nantwich, the Carriage
taking him. My Feelings today seemed to be exhausted or to have become insurmountable. A strong kind of stupor or regard lifeless of the past or the present, & the
future having come upon me.
Elizabeth’s sister Hannah Stamford, who had never married, died the following year (1832). James continued the entries in his diary and after a while he got

Miniature portrait of Hannah Stamford,
c1790.
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back into the routine of his work and his chairmanship of the Trent & Mersey
Canal company. He finally retired in 1837, aged 78.
His last entries in his diary were as follows:
Sunday 3 December 1837. In bed all the morning. In the Evening Bessy read
Prayers [Bessy was his unmarried sister Elizabeth Caldwell (c1766-1842) ].
Monday 4. Wrote to Mr Wilkinson informing him of my being unable to attend
the Gen. Committee Meeting or the Gen. Assembly at Stone.
Tuesday 5. Mr Wedgwood called & staid [to] dinner.
Wednesday 6. Mrs Kinnersley of Clough Hall & Mrs Edward Kinnersley called.
Thursday 7.
Friday 8.
Saturday 9.
Sunday 10. Bessy read prayers as usual.
James died at Linley Wood, the following month, Tuesday 16 January 1838, the
event being recorded by his daughter Anne Marsh in a long letter to her children,
excerpts from which are as follows:
Linley Wood
Tuesday 16 January
My Dearest Loves
Your poor Grandpapa expired at 14 past six this morning. He had been in the act
of dying for nearly 24 hours, the first part of the time he knew us all, gave his directions about mourning matters to be done after his death to your Uncle Stamford,
enquired for his three sons in law. Mentioned his grandchildren, recommended
family love & union to us all, spoke as a good Christian should upon his past life &
his humble hope of a better & in short had prepared himself for this long agony as a
wise & good man should. He has been evidently much employed in self preparation
and . . . [sesset?] prayer for the whole time that I have been here. His speech forsook
him yesterday evening & he then lay quietly breathing until he breathed his last
without the faintest struggle, so that I who sat close by his head was in doubt some
minutes whether all was over.
...
Your grandpapa had many bright & shining virtues extreme parity of conduct
to the most perfect & beautiful degree, great integrity just self denial & the most
indefatigable industry. A very though desire to make his great talents useful. & an
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James Caldwell (1759-1838).

abhorrence of sloth [laziness], all his little imperfections of temper he in the greatest
& kindest manner as had forgiveness for even from his very man servant, giving as a
beautiful example of that humility of mind, that readiness to acknowledge ourselves
in the wrong & that readiness to atone for it which you know I so often recommend
as the true basis of the . . . [ ftin?] character. Such a death to be 11 days hourly expecting it, without the hope of escaping must indeed be an awful thing to everyone. He
took evidently great pains to endure the wearying hours with patience and never to
allow the slightest hasty word to escape him amid the many constant difficulties of
his illness, & almost the last word he said was “I am afraid I have been impatient”.
...
God bless you all my beloved children & I am ever your tender & loving
mother.
One person who had predeceased James Caldwell was King William IV who
had died 20 June 1837. His niece, Princess Victoria, now became Queen.
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Le Cuisinier Royal by André Viard, 1837. Ownership: Anne Marsh Caldwell.

Quite a few books are listed in the Linley Wood library at this time.
The following are the surviving copies still present in the collection.
1830. History of England … Julius Caesar to The Revolution in 1688.
By David Hume.
1831. American Ornithology. By Alexander Wilson and Charles Bonaparte.
1832. Count Robert of Paris and Castle Dangerous. By Walter Scott.
1833. Gallery of Portraits with Memoirs. By Charles Knight.
1833. Pride and Prejudice, Standard Novels. By Jane Austen.
1834. Cabinet Gallery of Pictures by the First Artists. By Allan Cunningham.
1836. Illustrations of Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress.
By Bernard Barton and Josiah Conder.
1837. Le Cuisinier Royal. By André Viard
[15th edition of one of the world’s first cook books].
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V

ictoria inherited the throne, aged 18, after her late father’s three elder
brothers had died without legitimate surviving issue (1837). At this point
in time things in the United Kingdom were on the up. The constitutional
style of government had made steady progress with the result that the country
continued to be relatively stable. Being an island with a sea border had also helped.
At the same time the East India Company was running India and London had
become a world centre for mercantile trade. This international commerce was
bringing in a steady stream of income for the country and the Royal Navy provided the necessary protection to keep the trade flowing. During Victoria’s reign
the United Kingdom became the centre of the largest empire that had ever existed.

Profile of Queen Victoria on a crown coin, 1847.

In the same year of Victoria’s accession to the throne there were two marriages in the family. In Rio De Janeiro, Brazil, Robert Hesketh (1789-1868) married
Georgiana Raynsford (1819-1910) and in Swindon, Richard Jones (1814-1888)
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married Elizabeth Helsham (1801-1866). These two couples were my great x3
grandparents.
At this time, there was no connection between the Hesketh and Jones families.
Richard Jones was a doctor practicing in Woodbridge, Suffolk. Elizabeth Helsham
was the sister of Richard’s late partner Dr George Helsham (1806-1836) who had
died only the year before. All of Elizabeth’s close family and numerous cousins
had died without issue. Most of them did not have large amounts of money but
her mother’s cousin, Philip Crowe, had made a fortune in India. Elizabeth had
become a very wealthy heiress.
Dr Richard Jones was 23 years old and had only recently completed his medical
training at Kings College in London where he had won two silver medals (1834
and 1835). Elizabeth was 36 and despite being 13 years older, they seem to have
been very happy and went on to have three children together. Henry (born 1838),
Henrietta (born 1840) and Arthur (born 1841).

Richard Jones’ prize medals from Medical School,
Kings College, London, 1834 & 1835.
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Henry, Henrietta and Arthur all grew up in Woodbridge and one family they
knew well was the Churchyard family. Thomas and Harriet Churchyard had
nine children, the younger of whom were of a similar age to Henry, Henrietta
and Arthur. Thomas Churchyard (1798-1865) had trained as a lawyer but his real
passion was painting.331 His interest in art was shared with Richard Jones who was
also an avid collector of paintings, particularly Dutch Masters. Many of Richard’s
paintings later ended up at Linley Wood.
The author Edward Fitzgerald (1809-1883) and the Quaker poet Bernard
Barton (1784-1849) were also close friends of both families. Bernard Barton’s
daughter Lucy married Edward Fitzgerald shortly after Bernard’s death in 1849
but the marriage was not a happy one and they quickly separated.
Thomas Churchyard’s daughter Harriet (1836-1927),332 like most young ladies
of the time, also drew pictures and achieved a high standard, much of her style
learned from her father. A wonderful relic which has survived from Linley Wood
is Harriet Churchyard’s sketch book, which is full of beautiful watercolour drawings of the Churchyard and Jones families and presumably also Edward Fitzgerald
and the Bartons.
As mentioned previously, Robert Hesketh had moved to Brazil in the early
1800s. We know that he was there around 1812 as his Diplomatic Commission is
dated 14 February 1812 in the reign of King George III and was signed at Carlton
House by Richard Wellesley (Marquess Wellesley). It appointed Robert to be the
British Consul in the Port of Maranhas and the adjoining provinces of Para and
São Luis, Portuguese Dominions in Brazil.
Being a British diplomat was in addition to his job as a merchant in the firm
of ‘Hesketh & Wilson’ but over time his work as a merchant gradually reduced as
the job of Consul took up more of his time. The British Government had started
discouraging Consuls from trading as merchants, as on occasions this brought
them into situations of conflict of interest.
In 1832 Robert was appointed as His Britannic Majesty’s Consul in Rio de
Janeiro, a position which he was to hold until he retired in 1852.

331 Painting The Day. Thomas Churchyard of Woodbridge. By Wallace Morfey. Woodbridge. The
Boydell Press. 1986. HCFA.
332 The Artist’s Daughter. A Fictionalised Memoir of Ellen Churchyard. By Sally Kibble.
Woodbridge. Antique Collectors Club. 2009. HCFA.
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as it was a great deal too hot to row.” Richard Jones is depicted sitting in the centre.
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Robert met his wife Georgiana Raynsford (1819-1910) in Brazil. She had been
born in Rio and was the daughter of Charles Raynsford, who came from a prominent Rio mercantile family. There was 30 years of age between them, Georgiana
being only 18, while Robert was 48. The marriage would appear to have been a
happy one and over the next 20 years resulted in the births of 13 children.333

Miniature portraits of Robert Hesketh,
his wife Georgian Raynsford
and their eldest three boys.

333 A record of all the children of Robert and Georgian Hesketh’s children was carefully written
down in two family bibles, 1838 and 1847. LW and HCFA.
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Robert’s time in Rio coincided almost exactly with the enormous struggle
between the will of the Brazilian people to retain the slave trade, and the will of
the British government to have it abolished.
In the midst of all his other duties, helping penniless British subjects, repatriating British victims of shipwreck, encouraging trade, advising, and regulating
British mariners, running the British hospital, chapel, and burial ground, and
keeping the large British community in order, Robert had to ensure the safety
of the hundreds of young African slaves brought into the port. These were the
unfortunate occupants of slave-trading vessels boarded and captured by the
British Navy Squadron cruising off the Brazilian coast. These slaves, the British
government had decreed, were to be kept in port whilst the slave-ship captains
were taken to court and their vessels confiscated. Only then could the slaves be
repatriated to the nearest British colony in Africa, usually Freetown, back across
the Atlantic.
But the law took its time, and the slaves sat in the Bay at Rio de Janeiro on
their stinking slave-ships, incubating numerous diseases. Smallpox, guinea worm,
ophthalmia, and above all, dysentery, were all common, and stretched the slender
resources of the few British naval surgeons available.
Just as dangerous, however, were the gangs employed by the slave-dealers,
whose job was to steal the freed slaves, and enslave them yet again. The British
Navy posted sentries, but the slave-thieves were devious and bold, and ready to
pounce if the slaves were transferred to other ships or taken ashore. When the
prosecutor of the Court trying the slave-ship captains was threatened with assassination, Robert took over his duties and out-faced the threats of the slave-owners
and their gangs.
Robert’s frequent letters to the Foreign Office about these seemingly intractable problems still exist in the National Archives, along with his plea to be allowed
to feed the Africans the food they were used to, rather than the old beef and biscuit
the British Navy provided.
The 1840s saw an increase in the number of African slaves landed in Brazil,
but the slave-dealers had saturated the market, the price of slaves fell, and the
Brazilians themselves began to accept that the trade in slaves was unacceptable.
In 1850, the ‘Quieroz’ Law was passed, banning further importation of slaves, and
the trade quickly died out, though it took nearly forty years before slavery itself
was abolished in Brazil.
Back in England, Victoria married her first cousin Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg
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and Gotha in 1840 and they went on to have nine children most of whom married
into many of the Royal houses in and around Europe.
1840 was also the year that the ‘Treaty of Waitangi’ was signed in New Zealand
confirming that the native Maori owned their land. This was a step forward in fairness and moderation when compared to what had happened in Australia where
the native Aborigines had been dispossessed of their land. It wasn’t however all
plain sailing for the Maori as the English settlers used every trick to pay as little
as possible for the land that they bought.
In China there was conflict around this time. British traders had been selling
opium to the Chinese but when the Chinese Jiaqing Emperor tried to stop it, the
British started a war. The Chinese were morally right, and the British were morally
wrong, but the British won and the Chinese lost. In the ‘Treaty of Nanking’ that
followed, Britain was given a lease on the island of Hong Kong to be used as a
trading base. This had some similarity to the trading base at Macau which the
Portuguese had been operating since 1557.
In 1843 Leopold Heath was appointed Gunnery Lieutenant of HMS Iris commanded by Capt George Rodney Mundy (1805-1884). Leopold served several

HMS Iris painted around 1857 by Narcissus George Arguimbau
(Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales).
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Detail from a section of the drawing by Lt Leopold George Heath
of Hong Kong harbour around 1845.

Detail from a section of the Hydrographic version published in 1847.
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years in Asia on board HMS Iris and was mentioned in dispatches after seeing
action in Borneo.334 335
On one of his visits to Hong Kong around 1845 Leopold drew a view of the
harbour as seen from his ship (a continuous view of all 360 degrees). Junior
officers were encouraged to draw pictures of harbours for the Hydrographic
Office. These views were then engraved onto copper so that prints could be made
to serve as an aid to the navigation. Presumably Leopold’s drawing was seen by
the Hydrographic Office to be of a good standard and as such was published in
1847 as a set of three black and white prints selling to the public for three shillings.
One notable event in the United Kingdom in 1840 was the reform of the postal
service and the introduction of ‘Penny Postage’. Previously it had been very expensive to post a letter and the person receiving was the person who paid. Under
the reforms, the postal service became a government monopoly with a standard

Penny Black.
The world’s first postage stamp,
1840. Engraved by Charles Heath
and his son Frederick.
334 The Expedition to Borneo of HMS Dido for the Suppression of Piracy: With Extracts from the
Journal of James Brooke. By Henry Keppel. London. Chapman and Hall. 1846. LW 1920.
335 Views in the Eastern Archipelago, Borneo, Sarawak, Labuan ... from drawings made on the
spot by Captain Drinkwater Bethune, Commander Leopold George Heath, and others, Thomas
McLean, 1847.
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charge of one penny (1d) to be paid in advance. To help the process, postage
stamps were invented. The very first example, now known as the ‘Penny Black’,
was produced by Perkins Bacon & Co, a company that was predominantly owned
by the Heath family. The stamp itself has a portrait of Queen Victoria which was
engraved on steel by Charles Heath and his son Frederick.
Through the 1820s and 1830s Charles Heath and his team were very active
producing engraved illustrations for the ‘Annuals’.336 These books were published
each year and aimed very much at the gift market. Generally, they were sumptuous productions containing numerous engravings on gilt edged pages, all bound
up in highly decorated leather bindings. The contents usually consisted of a dozen
short stories or items of particular interest. Some of these gift books were one off
productions like ‘The Forget-Me-Not’ (1826) but others were republished as a
new version each year. Some of the popular productions that were produced each
year included:
The Literary Souvenir (1825 to 1835).
The Amulet (1826 to 1836).
Friendship’s Offering (1824 to 1844).
The Keepsake (1827 to 1857).
The Landscape Annual (1830 to 1839).
Heath’s Picturesque Annual (1832 to 1845).
Heath’s Book of Beauty (1833 to 1849).
Charles Heath’s most impressive book project was ‘Heath’s Beauties of the
Opera and Ballet’ (1844). The content and binding were incredibly expensive to
produce. Unfortunately, Charles Heath did not manage to sell as many copies as
he had hoped. The result was that he went bankrupt, and this particular publication was not repeated.
Meanwhile, over in India, it was business as usual with the East India Company
continuing to run the subcontinent. Fighting broke out occasionally but the
British and their supporters generally came out on top. Unfortunately, they overextended themselves when they tried to take over neighbouring Afghanistan in
1839. Within a few years their position had become unsustainable and in 1842 Maj
Gen Sir William Elphinstone (1782-1842) decided to make a retreat back to India.
336 Heath’s Book of Beauty 1839. With Beautifully Finished Engravings From Drawings by the
First Artists. Edited by The Countess of Blessington. London: Longman … 1839. LW 1925. HCFA
(copy).
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Heath’s Beauties of the Opera and Ballet, c1844.
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This made a bad situation even worse as it was winter and during the retreat,
they were continually attacked by lawless Afghan tribesman. Out of more than
16,000 people from the column that had set out from Kabul, only one European
(Assistant Surgeon William Brydon) and a few Indian sepoys reached Jalalabad.
Over one hundred British prisoners and civilian hostages were later released but
most of the others had been killed or had died in the cold.337
During the 1830s life for Arthur and Anne Marsh had continued to be very
difficult. Much of their money had gone in their attempts to deal with the creditors
of the failed bank. Being a woman, Anne was very limited in her ability to do any
sort of work to make money however money was what they desperately needed,
and her husband Arthur was not able to make up the shortfall. The constant fight
with the creditors had very much ground him down and trying to find employment was not an easy thing to do, especially taking into consideration that he was
linked to of one of the previous decade’s most spectacular bankruptcies.
In this age of men, one of the few vocations open to women was writing. Anne
approached the author Harriet Martineau (1802-1876)338 for advice and later in
her biography339 Harriet noted visiting Anne in the early 1830s and encouraging
her to publish. Harriet mentioned that Arthur Marsh gave permission for his wife
to publish but only on the condition that she published anonymously. His reason
being that if the book should be a failure, then no one would know the name of
the author.
Anne’s first book ‘Two Old Men’s Tales’ was published in 1834 when she was
43, a bit late in life to be starting a publishing career, however, her book was very
successful. It made two editions in the first year and ran on to more than a dozen
editions over a period of almost 30 years. Anne continued this success with her
second book ‘Tales of the Woods and Fields’, published in 1836, and after this she
wrote at a frantic pace completing one or two books every year.
When Anne’s father James Caldwell died in 1838 the Linley Wood estate passed
337 Col Henry Helsham-Jones wrote a paper titled ‘History and Geography of Afghanistan and the
Afghan Campaigns of 1838-9 and 1842’, printed 1879. He also wrote ‘The Campaigns of Lord Lake
against the Marathas, 1804-1806’. Royal Engineers Institute Occasional Papers Vol VIII, 1882.
338 Illustrations of Political Economy by Harriet Martineau. London. Published by Charles Fox.
1834. LW 1920.
339 Harriet Martineau’s Autobiography with Memorials by Maria Weston Chapman. London.
Published by Smith, Elder & Co. 1877. HCFA.
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Anne Marsh’s first book: Two Old Men’s Tales, 1834.

to her brother James Stamford Caldwell, but Anne did however inherit £5,000.
A few years earlier her husband Arthur had also come into an inheritance, from
Sophia Harding nee Smyth, who had died in 1827. Sophia had been a close friend
of Arthur’s mother and had married late in life to a John Harding of York Place.
John already had a family before he married Sophia. After she had died, John had
forged a new will and had attempted to redirect Sophia’s money to himself but in
the end the court decided that the money was to go to the Marsh family. Over the
years the ups and downs of the Marsh family finances were to give Anne some
excellent source material to write into her novels.
In 1842, with their finances looking up, Anne and Arthur were able to move
back from France and they purchased the ‘Eastbury Estate’, near Watford,
Hertfordshire. The estate consisted of a mansion house surrounded by 314 acres
of farmland, and it was located far enough away from London to be rural but close
enough to London for them to be able to keep in touch with their wide circle of
friends and family.
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Arthur’s father William Marsh died in 1844. He was 90 years old when he
passed away and by then he had experienced an incredible life. The family bank,
which had been created by his father, had given William a wonderful lifestyle
which he had been able to live to the full. The bank had gone bankrupt in 1824
but by then William was 70 years old and he just accepted his changed circumstances. He had outlived his three wives and he had also outlived quite a few of
his children. He was sad about the loss of the family business but in some of his
letters he commented how wonderful it was to see his grandchildren growing
up especially Martin who was doing well at school and looking full of promise
for the future.
In addition to a few letters from William Marsh, we have a large number of
letters written by his daughter-in-law. These are mainly letters between Anne and
her son Martin but also quite a few from Martin’s sisters. These are all well written
and give an excellent picture of life in the family. In 1844 there was a new ballroom

Items relating to William Marsh (1755-1846).
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Letter written by Anne Marsh Caldwell.
Writing both ways was done to reduce paper and postage costs.
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dance craze in England, and this was the ‘Polka’ which had been introduced from
the Continent. One of Anne’s letters to Martin (8 July 1844) reads as follows:
… Now for adventures we came up on Friday that is Georgy, Posy and I to Mrs
Creed’s ball. It was a very pretty ball and your sisters danced Polkers and enjoyed
themselves very much. There was a Mr Elphinstone there, a son of Sir Howard
Elphinstone whom I met there before. He is attached to the Russian Embassy and
is a God son of the Emperor Nicholas which by the by makes him a Colonel in the
Emperor’s Guards by right of God sonnery. He Polks of course beautifully, having
practised it in Hungry and at St Petersburg from a child. He asked Posy to Polk,
and off they went. Posy Polking as she waltzes, light, elegant, pliant, and true to the
music in perfection. You never saw anything so pretty. Her partner was enchanted
and says he has never met with any Lady in England who Polks so well. They sat
down a little and then danced a second Polka, to the admiration of everybody. I
never saw anything so pretty. He dances very quietly but with a footstep that is
beautiful, and steers through the crowd as if he was steering a vessel. Never coming
athwart any one, no small dexterity being required for this. I was flattered at Posy
doing so well what she had learned so little. A proof of her quickness and elegance.
The dance itself is really charming.340…
The success of Anne’s books continued to bring in much needed funds and
Anne and Arthur used some of this money to put their son Martin through Eton,
and then on to Oxford. Anne realised the value of education but in addition she
saw the future of the family fortunes being very much dependant on what success
Martin would be able to make with his life. All was going well but in 1846, while
on a tour of Greece, tragedy struck when Martin caught a fever and died. He was
only 20 years old. This devastating event was followed a few years later in 1849
by a further loss when Anne’s husband Arthur also died. He was 63 years old and
expired very much a broken man.
Another author who had also started publishing in the 1830s was Charles
Dickens (1812-1870) whose literary success began with his monthly serial
340 One book in the Linley Wood library on dancing was: Analysis Of The London Ball-room : In
Which Is Comprised, The History Of The Polite Art, From The Earliest Period, Interspersed With
Characteristic Observations On Each Of Its Popular Divisions Of Country Dances, Which Contains
A Selection Of The Most Fashionable And Popular Quadrilles, Including Paine’s First Set, And A
Selection From The Operas Of La Gazza Ladra, Il Don Giovanni, Der Freischutz, Pietro l’Eremita,
And Il Tancredi ; And Waltzes : The Whole, With The Figures Annexed To Each, Calculated For
The Use Of Domestic Assemblies, And Arranged For The Piano-Forte. By Thomas Wilson. London.
Published by Thomas Tegg. 1825. LW 1925.
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Keys belonging to Arthur Cuthbert Marsh (1786-1849).

Wallet belonging to Martin William James Marsh (1825-1846).
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publication of ‘The Pickwick Papers’ (April 1836 to November 1837). His business model, printing books as monthly and later weekly serials, was financially
successful and so he followed on with ‘Oliver Twist’ (February 1837 to April 1839),
‘Nicholas Nickleby’ (April 1838 to October 1839), ‘The Old Curiosity Shop’ (April
1840 to November 1841), ‘Barnaby Rudge’ (February to November 1841) and a
whole string of other titles. His last book was to be ‘Edwin Drood’ (April 1870 to
September 1870).341
In 1841 a young politician by the name of Benjamin Disraeli (1804-1881) published ‘Coningsby’342 which turned out to be a best seller and was a great help to
his political career. In 1868 he became Prime Minister.
Two new books on the literary scene a few years later were ‘Jane Eyre’ by
Charlotte Brontë (1816-1855) and ‘Wuthering Heights’ by Emily Brontë (18181848). Both books were published in 1847 and quickly became very popular.
Some of the books of this period that have survived from the Linley Wood
library and are in the present collection include:
1838. Distinguished Men of Modern Times
1838. Holy Bible. Inscriptions relating to the Hesketh family.
1839. George the Forth, Diary illustrative of the Times. By John Galt.
1840. Arabian Nights Entertainments. Translated by Rev Edward Forster.
1842. Poems of Alfred Tennyson.
1842. Book of British Ballads. Edited by SC Hall.
1842. Gilbert’s New Map of England & Wales. By James Gilbert.
1842. History of the Peloponnesian War. By Thucydides.
1842. Kingdom of Christ or Hints to a Quaker. By Frederick Denison Maurice.
1843. Critical and Historical Essays. By Thomas Babington Macaulay.
1843. The Diaries and Letters of Madame D’Arblay [Fanny Burney].
Edited by Charlotte Barrett.
1843. History of British Birds. By William Yarrell.
1844. History of Europe: 1789 to 1815. By Archibald Alison.
1845. Vacations Rambles and Thoughts. By Sir Thomas Noon Talfourd.
1846. Book of Waverley Gems. By Walter Scott.
1846. Poetical Works of Oliver Goldsmith. Edited by Bolton Corney.
341 The Battle of Life. A Love Story. By Charles Dickens. London. Bradbury & Evans. 1846.
LW 1920.
342 Coningsby; or, The New Generation. By B Disraeli. London. Henry Colburn. 1844. LW 1925.
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1 847. Holy Bible. Second Bible with Inscriptions relating to the Heskeths.
1848. Reminiscences of Prince Talleyrand. By M. Colmache.
James Stamford Caldwell had published two previous books on law but his
real passion was his library and in 1843 he published ‘Results of Reading’. This
is a book which is full of short passages quoted from other books that he had
enjoyed reading.
In addition to his library James Stamford Caldwell was also interested in portraits.
At Linley Wood he had portraits of his parents and a few other family members,
but he decided he needed more. A great opportunity came up in 1848. The Duke
of Buckingham had gone bankrupt and the contents of his family seat at Stowe in
Buckinghamshire were all put up for auction.343 There was such a large amount of
stuff to be sold that the sale stretched over 40 days. With hundreds of portraits going
under the hammer, prices were presumably low. With a preference for portraits of
beautiful young ladies, James Stamford Caldwell purchased the following:
Henrietta Maria, Queen to Charles I. Face painted by Van Dyck.
Countess of Chesterfield. Painted by a follower of Van Dyck.
Princess Mary eldest daughter of James II. Painted by William Wissing.
Queen Mary wife of William III. Painted by Sir Peter Lely.
Sarah Jennings Duchess of Marlborough. Painted by Godfrey Kneller.
Queen Anne. Painted by Sir Godfrey Kneller.
Elizabeth Duchess of Somerset. Painted by Sir Godfrey Kneller.
Mary 4th daughter of the Duke of Marlborough. Painted by Charles Jervas.
Aphra Behn. Painted by Mary Beale.
Duchess of Queensbury. Artist not known.
James also purchased some miniature portraits from Stowe, one of which was
of the Duchess of Nemours, Marie d’Orléans-Longueville (1625–1707).
As mentioned previously, public libraries had been created over much of the
country and more were on the way. At the same time, independent book societies
had been created, again making books more accessible. A book society would
be formed with a group of people who pooled financial resources to buy books
that were then circulated around their select group of members. An example of
this in my library is a copy of the book ‘Norman’s Bridge’ written by Anne Marsh
Caldwell (3 volumes). Just inside the cover is a printed paged titled ‘Ladies’ Book
343 The Stowe Catalogue. Priced and Annotated. By Henry Rumsey Forster. London. David Bogue.
1848. LW 1920.
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Marie d’Orléans-Longueville (1625–1707)
Duchess of Nemours. From the Stowe sale in 1849.

Society’. This records 18 female members, each of whom was allowed a maximum
of 14 days to read all three volumes. Looking down the list we can see that the
book was bought in October 1847. Mrs Francis of Emmanuel Lane was the first
to read the story between 15 and 25 October. The next was Mrs Thackeray of
St Andrew Street who read it between 25 October and 8 November. Then Miss
Apthorpe … etc. It is wonderful to look back on this group of Victorian ladies and
imagine them sitting in their respective drawing rooms reading through my great
x3 grandmother’s work of fiction. Maybe afterwards some of them met up for a
cup of tea and a chat about the story. It would be great to know more about who
they all were and what they thought.
Anne Marsh was continuing hard at work writing books to earn money. Her
other big job was to find husbands for her six daughters. They were all bright girls
but, with a lack of family money, they were at a significant disadvantage in the
marriage market.
The first to be married off was Frances Mary Marsh (1819-1906) who married
Lt Col Richard Henry Crofton RA (later Maj Gen, 1818-1897) in 1848. Frances was
29 years old and went on to have four children. Richard had already fathered an
illegitimate child five years earlier, but this was not talked about.
Hannah Adelaide Marsh (1828-1859) married Rev Edward Henry Loring MA
(1823-1879) in 1853. She went on to have three children but then died relatively young.
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From inside a copy of ‘Norman’s Bridge’ by Anne Marsh, 1847.
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Mary Emma Marsh accompanied her newly married sister Frances to Malta
where Lt Col Crofton was now stationed. While there Mary continued to do
what young, educated women of the time did (wrote letters, read books, painted
pictures and kept smiling at any young man who looked like he might be single).
Mary’s luck was in when HMS Niger sailed into port commanded by the
dashing Captain Leopold George Heath who was now 36 but more importantly
not married. Mary and Leopold did not meet straight away. The story passed
down in the family was that Leopold was at someone’s house and saw a drawing
on the table and enquired as to who the artist was. They met shortly afterwards,
and it was love at first sight. They married 8 December 1853. Leopold did not stay
for long however as war was about to break out in the Crimea and so he had to
set his sails and head East.
The Niger had initially been designed as a sailing ship but during the build the
decision had been made to convert to steam so in addition to having sails this ship
also had a propeller for extra propulsion. When Leopold left Malta, we could say
that he ‘stoked up his boiler’ but I think it still sounds much better if we just say
that he ‘set his sails’ and then headed East.
The Crimean War developed from a dispute between the French, the Russians,
and the Ottomans over the rights of Christian minorities in the Holy Land, then a
part of the Ottoman Empire (Turkey). At the same time the French and the British
did not want Russia to strengthen its presence in the area. The Russians and the
Ottomans started fighting and the French and the English were quickly sucked in
on the side of the Ottomans.
The French, Ottomans and English decided to attack Russia’s main naval base
of Sevastopol which was located on the Crimean Peninsula on the Black Sea.
Three hundred and sixty ships sailed in seven columns, each steamer towing two
sailing ships. 422 ships anchored 13 September in the bay of Eupatoria and 201
ships then sailed east to make the landing of the allied expeditionary force on the
sandy beaches of Calamita Bay.344
Leopold was very much involved in this massive movement of soldiers and
resources and one item passed down in the family is a diagram, dated 16 September
1854, showing 82 ships in this highly organised part of the campaign.
344 Inside Sebastopol, and Experiences in Camp. Being the Narrative of a Journey to the Ruins of
Sebastopol, by way of Gibraltar, Malta, and Constantinople, and back by way of Turkey, Italy, and
France; Accomplished in the Autumn and Winter of 1855. [By George Wingrove Cooke]. London.
Chapman and Hall. 1856. LW 1920 and HCFA (copy).
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Grand Harbour, Valetta, Malta. Painted by Luigi Maria Galea (1847-1817).

HMS Niger. Commissioned in 1848 (sails and steam).

The landing was a success and British forces went on to fight the Battle of
Balaclava. On 25 October the immortal ‘Charge of the Light Brigade’ took place
when, due to a mistake in the confusion of battle, approximately 600 soldiers on
horseback charged down a valley against the Russian guns. When they regrouped
after the event only about 200 of them were still mounted on their horses. The
exact numbers who died will never be known for sure.345
The event became famous partly because Alfred Tennyson (1809-1892) wrote
a poem which was published a few months later.
345 The Reason Why. By Cecil Woodham-Smith. 2nd edition. Published by Constable, London,
1954. HCFA.
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Leopold’s diagram of his ships for the landing at Calamita Bay, Crimea, 1854.

Some of the memorable lines being:
… Forward the Light Brigade.
Was there a man dismayed?
Not though the soldier knew.
Someone had blundered.
Their’s not to make reply,
Their’s not to reason why,
Their’s but to do and die:
Into the valley of death rode the six hundred …
The Crimean war ground on for three years during which time there was a
lot of criticism of senior management but praise for the heroism of the troops.
The war itself didn’t really achieve a lot but some good things did come out of it
including further organisational reform of the British fighting forces. There was
also reform of the services caring for wounded soldiers and this was very much
due to the efforts of Florence Nightingale (1820-1910).
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Letters from The Black Sea, 1897.
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Looking back, we could say that Leopold had a good war, particularly because
he managed to capture an enemy ship and claim a large bounty. Lots of things had
changed in the Royal Navy over the years but one thing that was still happening
was performance related pay.346
Leopold published a book in 1897 titled ‘Letters from the Black Sea During
the Crimean War 1854-1855’.347 This contains events as recounted in his letters to
his wife Mary.
During this period the East India Company had continued its global trading
activities and its management of the Indian subcontinent. It was often referred
to as the ‘Honourable Company’ but it had of course been fully owned by the
British government for quite a few years and so was really an extension of the
government. In 1857 things blew up big time when some Indian Sepoy soldiers
mutinied in the garrison town of Meerut. This mutiny became a rebellion and
quickly spread to Delhi and quite a few other places including Cawnpore and
Lucknow. There was no top-down organisation of the rebels and in the chaos a
lot of British people were murdered including many women and children.
India was run by the British and one reason that this had worked was that a
lot of Indians were happy with the arrangement. If you were an Indian and you
were having a good lifestyle and you were making money, then why change things.
In the early days the young British adventurers had blended into the Indian
lifestyle and culture. For most of them they really had been living in paradise
(as long as they didn’t die of fever). There were few of the religious or social
restrictions that existed back in the United Kingdom. India was a multicultural
mixture of Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs and many other religions. People had learned
to respect each other’s faiths and work together. For the young British men there
was plenty of money to be made and there were ample servants to cater for their
every need. Possibly the most alluring attraction in India was the beautiful Indian
ladies. Many of these young British men took Indian mistresses (bibi) and in some
cases they kept more than one. It would be wrong to think of these as mistresses
in the modern sense. In most cases they were de facto wives. Over time most of
these relationships produced Anglo-Indian children.
346 Captain’s Letter Book HMSMS Seahorse. Crimean War. Capt LG Heath (Principle Agent of
Transport) 1854-1857. Document in script belonging to Adm Sir Leopold George Heath. HCFA.
347 Letters from the Black Sea During the Crimean War 1854-1855. By Adm Sir Leopold George
Heath. London. Richard Bentley. 1897. LW and HCFA (copy).
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The East India Company controlled who was allowed to visit India and one
profession that they very much restricted was church ministers. They recognised
that if large numbers of church ministers or missionaries started arriving in India
to convert the natives to Christianity, this could have bad consequences.
From the late 1700s more British men started bringing their wives out to India
and also their unmarried sisters and nieces. India was becoming a popular place
to find a husband. Most of these British ladies were more religiously inclined, and
they were not very happy to see British men living with native women. Pressure
was put on the company to lift the restrictions on churchmen and as a result more
Christian theologians, filled with a missionary zeal, started arriving. The other
change that began happening was that rather than working on equal terms with
the Indians, more of the English started to see themselves as a superior race. In
effect the management of India began to shift to a more apartheid system of institutionalised racial segregation. All the British were on the top and all the Indians
were on the bottom. Indians of mixed British-Indian descent were often treated
as complete outsiders.
By 1857 Anglo-Indian relations had not been moving in a good direction. It
is difficult to know for sure what was in the heads of the Sepoy mutineers but
once the killing and looting started, most Indians probably wanted it to stop.
The British, in addition to bringing commercial opportunities, had also brought
an improvement in stability and security. Large numbers of Indians backed the
British. It took a year for the British to regain control and in the process lots of
bystanders were killed. The number of people killed by both sides will never be
known but it must have been well over 100,000.
The East India Company handed out medals to all the heroes. This was good
for morale, but they also needed someone to blame. Bahadur Shah II (1775-1862),
the Mughal Emperor in Delhi, had long been disconnected from the running of
the country but the East India Company had continued to use him as a puppet
head of state. He had been paid a good salary to do nothing. He was in his early
80’s when the rebellion started, and it was fairly obvious that he had not really supported it or resisted it, but he ended up being the main scapegoat. For the Mughal
dynasty this was the end of the road. Bahudur Shah was exiled to Rangoon in
Burma where he died a few years later. He was the last Mughal of India.
The politicians back in London decided to make some major changes. The
East India Company was dissolved, and the British government took direct
control of India. Charles Canning, who had been the Governor General, was
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now given a pay rise and promoted as the first ‘Viceroy of India’. The Mughals
were now history and 18 years later in 1876 Queen Victoria was made ‘Empress
of India’, even though she had never even visited the country. One thing that was
now very clear, the British government were running India.
Back in the United Kingdom, Anne Marsh Caldwell had continued publishing
her books. Charles Darwin (1809-1882), who was one of her friends, published
(as mentioned previously) ‘Origin of Species’ (1859). Another author, a rather
eccentric character called Edward FitzGerald (1809-1883), published his version
of ‘The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam’ in the same year. Edward was a family friend
of Richard and Elizabeth Jones and one of the books from his library ended up
at Linley Wood.348
Other books that have survived from Linley Wood from this period include:
1850. Country Quarters. By Marguerite Gardiner, Countess of Blessington.
1850. Works of Lord Byron. Edited by William Anderson.
1851. General Gazetteer or Compendious Geographical Dictionary.
By Richard Brookes.
1851. Poetical works of John Milton.
1852. Leaves from my Journal. By Robert Grosvernor.
1853. Sermon Sous Louis XIV. By Laurent Louis Félix Bungener.
1854. Critical and Historical Essays. By Thomas Babington Macaulay.
1854. Natural History of Selborne. By Gilbert White.
1854. Poetical works John Keats. Edited by Richard Monckton Milnes.
1856. Table Talk. By Samuel Rogers.
1858. Evidences of the Truth and Certainty of the Christian Religion.
By Rev William Barnes.
1858. Lyra Germanica Hymns for the Sundays and Chief Festival.
By Catherine Winkworth.
James Stamford Caldwell had continued to add more books to his library. One
book that he subscribed to was a history of the Hinchliffe family, written by Rev
Edward Hinchliffe who was presumably a family friend.349
348 Gallery of Portraits with Memoirs, The Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, London,
Charles Knight, 1833. Vol 2 has the bookplate of Edward FitzGerald. LW and HCFA.
349 Barthomley: In Letters From a Former Rector to His Eldest Son by The Rev Edward Hinchliffe,
Rector of Mucklestone, and Domestic Chaplin to the Earl of Lisburne. London. Longman … Fred
Crewe: Newcastle-under-Lyme. 1856. James Stamford Caldwell is listed on the subscriber’s list at
the back of the book. LW 1920 and HCFA (copy).
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James Stamford Caldwell (1787-1858) by Thomas Phillips RA.
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James Stamford Caldwell died at Linley Wood 17 November 1858, aged 70. He
had started out in his early days with a lot of promise but at the end of his life, by
all accounts, he does not appear to have fulfilled his full potential. No diaries exist
to throw any light on what he was really like. This seems rather odd, as his father,
his sisters and many of his nieces and nephews all kept diaries and many of these
still exist in the Heath-Caldwell Family Archive. Surely Stamford must have kept
a diary, but no copies are known to exist, neither were there any copies of his own
publications passed down in the family. What happened to his papers? Was there
something about Stamford, that later, someone did not want known?
One item that has not been eradicated is Stamford’s will. The early part of the
document was written in 1840 and over the following 18 years he made changes
and additions on 17 separate occasions with the last amendment being made 29
April 1858 (only six months before he died). His will stated that the Linley Wood
Estate would be held in a trust. Stamford’s sister Anne Marsh could live at Linley
Wood for the rest of her life, as could any of her unmarried daughters. After that
the estate would pass to the second son of his niece Mary Emma Heath and her
husband Leopold George Heath.
The second son of Mary and Leopold was the baby Frederick Crofton Heath,
(later Maj Gen Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell, 1858-1945). Frederick was only
a few months old when Stamford wrote his last codicil and so it is unlikely that
they ever met. There were numerous conditions in the will, one of which was
that the person in possession of Linley Wood would have to add ‘Caldwell’ as
the last part of their surname. Hence Anne later changed her surname to ‘Marsh
Caldwell’ and her unmarried daughters changed theirs to ‘Marsh-Caldwell’. When
Frederick finally came into his inheritance 55 years later, he changed his name to
‘Heath-Caldwell’.
Unfortunately, some of Stamford’s relatives were rather unhappy that he had
left everything to a baby and as a result his will was contested with the whole
extended family dividing into two groups. One group was led by Anne Marsh who
carried the majority of the relatives in favour of the baby Frederick, as spelt out in
her late brother’s will. The other group was led by Anne’s three unmarried daughters. The lawyers had a field day and charged a substantial amount of money,
slowly dissecting the will page by page, line by line, and probably coming up with
more questions than answers. The total bill from the lawyers ran into thousands
of pounds. The will was finally proved in the Court of Probate 18 months later, in
April 1860, with the value of the effects being recorded at approximately £18,000.
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Further legal disputes arose in 1862 and 1868. Much of the paperwork relating
to these cases now resides in the Staffordshire Record Office but even today it is
difficult to figure out what all the fuss was about.
Anne Marsh Caldwell was now quite elderly. She had sold the Eastbury Estate
in 1857 and had moved to a new home called ‘Deacons’, which was near Ewhurst
in Surrey. Having inherited possession of Linley Wood for the rest of her life, she
was now spending part of her time at Linley Wood and part at Deacons. Deacons
was not too far from Holmwood which meant that she was able to keep in regular
contact with some of her grandchildren.
The locals on the Linley Wood estate organised a special celebration to mark
Anne’s return but sadly she was unwell and so was not able to attend. This event
was recorded in the local newspaper (The Staffordshire Advertiser, 15 September
1860) and reads as follows:
Festivities at Linley Wood
There was great rejoicing at Linley Wood, near Talk-o’-th’-Hill, on Saturday
last, in celebration of the taking possession of the Linley Wood Estate by Mrs Marsh
Caldwell, sister and nearest relative of the late owner. The tenantry and friends of
that great Lady have for some time been anticipating the pleasure of giving her a
personal welcome, and great was their regret to find that the severe indisposition
under which she is now suffering rendered that impossible. This will account for the
absence of Mrs Marsh Caldwell from Linley Wood on Saturday last, when about 300
persons consisting chiefly of the tenantry, a few private friends and the employees of
Mr Rigby’s Colliery, which is on the Estate, walked in procession from the village of
Talk to Linley Wood, a distance of about half a mile, headed by the Talk Brass Band.
Five Triumphal arches were erected on the route of the procession. The company
partook of dinner, supplied with profuse liberality, in a canvas enclosure, under
the Presidency of the Rev Mr Loring and the Vice Presidency of Mr Eden. After the
dinner the loyal and patriotic toasts were drunk and the Rev C.P. Wilbraham, Vicar
of Audley, then proposed the health of Mrs Marsh Caldwell, expressing his own and
the company’s deep regret that she was too unwell to be amongst them that day, and
their united and earnest desire that she might soon be completely restored to health.
A special scroll, welcoming Anne back to her childhood home was produced
for the occasion and was signed by more than 100 people.350
350 To Mrs Marsh-Caldwell, Linley Wood. Madame, We your tenants and the inhabitants of
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During the Victorian era the Royal Navy went from strength to strength and
in 1861 a new type of warship was launched in London. HMS Warrior was the
latest in ship design and was the first British warship to have a hull made of iron.
Previously all navy ships had wooden hulls, usually made of oak. The development of this new technology had followed on from the first iron hulled merchant
ship SS Great Britain which had been launched in Bristol in 1843.
We don’t know if Leopold George Heath was at the launch, but we can guess
that he probably wasn’t. At this time, he was on half pay living at his home
‘Moorhurst’, near Holmwood in Surrey, and he was superintending the building
of his new house which would be called ‘Anstie Grange’.

Anstie Grange, Holmwood. Home of Adm Sir Leopold George Heath after 1862.

In 1861 Leopold’s mother-in-law, Anne Marsh Caldwell, published her last
book which was a story for children titled ‘Charley & Georgy or The Children
of Gibraltar’. She also followed this in 1863 by editing ‘Heathside Farm A Tale of
Talk-on-the-Hill and its neighbours beg to offer our sincere and hearty congratulations on your
arrival here to take up your residence amongst us … LW and HCFA.
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Country Life’. Altogether during her writing career, she had produced 29 publications which was quite an achievement.
A list of her publications is as follows.
1834. Two Old Mens Tales (The Deformed, The Admiral’s Daughter).
1836. Tales of the Woods & Fields
(A Country Vicarage, Tale of an Oak Tree, Love & Duty).
1844. The Nevilles of Garretstown (by Mortimer O’Sullivan, edited by AMC).
1844. Triumphs of Time
(Sealed Orders, The Previsions of Lady Evelyn, Soldier’s Fortune).
1845. Mount Sorel or The Heiress of the De Veres.
1846. Emilia Wyndham.
1846. Father Darcy.
1847. The Protestant Reformation in France or The History of the Hugonots.
1847. Bella: A Tale of Vendee (by Octave Feuillet, edited by AMC).
1847. Norman’s Bridge or The Modern Midas.
1848. Angela.
1849. Mordaunt Hall or A September Night.
1849. Tales of the First French Revolution (Professional Visits of Le Docteur Noir,
Sealed Orders, Limoelan, The Soldier’s Fortune).
1850. Adelaide Lindsay A Novel (edited by AMC).
1850. Lettice Arnold A Tale.
1850. The Wilmingtons A Novel.
1851. Time the Avenger.
1851. Ravenscliffe.
1852. The Spendthrift’s Daughter.
1852. Castle Avon.
1853. Helen’s Fault A Tale for the Young.
1853. The Longwoods of the Grange.
1854. Aubrey.
1854. The Song of Roland (by Vitet, translated by AMC).
1855. The Heiress of Houghton or The Mother’s Secret.
1856. Bible History (for the use of children and young persons).
1856. Evelyn Marston.
1861. Charley & Georgy or The Children of Gibraltar.
1863. Heathside Farm A Tale of Country Life (edited by AMC).
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Mount Sorel by Anne Marsh Caldwell. First published in 1845.
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O

ver in America big changes were about to happen. In 1860 Abraham
Lincoln had won the presidential election on an anti-slavery platform
but bringing slavery to an end was not going to be easy. The anti-slavery
movement was strong in the north but in the south the consensus was to keep
slavery going. The country quickly divided into two opposing halves and the
American Civil War began. The north became known as the ‘Union States’ and
the south became known as the ‘Confederate States’. Overall, the north had more
resources and were able to mobilise approximately 2 million soldiers, but the
south was only able to mobilise 1 million soldiers.
The war battled on from 1861 to 1865. Eventually, after the deaths of something
like a million people, many of whom had died of disease, the war finally came to
an end. Slavery in America was now finished. Sadly, Abraham Lincoln did not
live to witness the surrender as he was assassinated a few weeks before the final
cease fire.
In 1866 Elizabeth Jones (nee Helsham) died in Woodbridge, Suffolk. We
remember her because she left a diary about her early life and she also left a large
number of drawings, scenes from various places where she had lived.
Another civil war happening in the late 1860s was in Ethiopia where the
Emperor Tewodros II (Theodore) was leading his Christian followers against the
encroaching activities of his mainly Muslim opponents. Compared to other wars
at the time, this was a relatively small-scale conflict, but it was about to get bigger.
To help in various activities, Tewodros had gathered around him a small group
of Europeans, one of whom was the British Consul, Charles Duncan Cameron.
Over time Tewdros became erratic and his European guests became prisoners and were treated badly. The British government sent Hormuzd Rassam, an
ethnic Assyrian Christian from Mesopotamia, to negotiate a solution to this crisis.
Unfortunately, he also became a prisoner.
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Diary of Elizabeth Jones nee Helsham (1801-1866).

The government decided to send an expeditionary force to rescue the captives
(all eight of them). The Abyssinia Expedition consisted of approximately 40,000
people. In addition to a wide range of stores they also took with them a sizable
sum of Maria Theresa Thalers (Silver Dollars). Most of these silver coins had been
minted in the UK, just for the expedition, and were to be used to buy extra stores
from the local population.
The main expedition was led by Lt Gen Sir Robert Napier (1810-1890) and the
supporting naval operation, to arrange the transportation, was led by Commodore
Leopold George Heath.
This event was later recorded in ‘Records of the Heath Family’ (1913) as follows:
In the autumn of this year [1867] it was determined to send an expedition to
Abyssinia for the relief of our consul Mr.Rassam, who was detained in captivity
by King Theodore, and Captain Heath was promoted temporarily to 1st class, and
took charge of the Naval portion of the expedition. He left Bombay in his flagship
Octavia, on December 21st, having on board Sir Robert Napier, the Commander-inchief and his staff. The spot chosen for the landing of the expedition was Zoulla, in
Annesley Bay, in the Red Sea, and here the men-of-war and transports assembled,
and the work of landing troops and stores was carried out incessantly and energetically by the Navy.
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At Zoulla, everything had to be provided. Stone houses to be built, and piers for
landing to be made, but the greatest drawback to the site was that there was no fresh
water, and everything had to be supplied by condensation of salt water.
The maintenance of this supply was a difficult matter, but fortunately some of
the transports were fitted up with engines of a modern type, in which surface condensation was adopted, and by a little ingenuity they were arranged so as to give
off fresh water of an excellent quality. Commodore Heath sent up with the troops a
small body of sailors forming a rocket brigade, and they did excellent service, and
were much praised by Sir Robert Napier. The expedition having succeeded in its
object, returned and re-embarked at Zoulla in June, 1868.
The total force landed was as follows:
Infantry and Cavalry 14,214
Cavalry horses and Staff horses 2,538
Natives and Soldiers 26,254
Land transport, horse or mules 19,580
Camels 6,045
Bullocks 7,086
Donkeys 1,850
Elephants 44
27,470 tons of water was manufactured and landed for the use of the troops, and
an additional 9,563 tons was supplied for the use of the transports on their return
voyage.
The troops constructed a small railway and progressed their way to Tewodros’
fort at Magdala where they engaged in battle. The erratic Tewodros committed
suicide and the hostages were all released unharmed. Back in the United Kingdom
the expedition was hailed a great success and Parliament extended a formal thanks
to all involved.351 Honours were handed out to all the key people who had participated. Lt Gen Sir Robert Napier was raised to the peerage as ‘Baron Napier of
Magdala’ and Leopold George Heath was given a knighthood.
Sir Leopold George Heath remained in command of the ‘East Indian Squadron’
and the following year, having no battles to fight, he led a series of actions to stop

351 House of Commons. Thursday 2nd July 1868. Resolved Nemine Contradicente, that the thanks
of this House be given to Lieutenant-General Sir Robert Napier … Commodore Heath … for the
indefatigable zeal and great ability with which he conducted the Naval Operations … Printed on
vellum with detailed gold border. HCFA 2004.
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the trade in slaves off the East Coast of Africa.352 The trade in slavery had been
banned in all British Territories in 1833 and in America in 1865 but an active slave
market still existed in Zanzibar where it was the main economic activity on the
island, in addition to spices and ivory. Any attempt to stop the slave trade here was
fraught with political difficulties which to date had proved to be insurmountable.
Africans were capturing and enslaving other Africans and then taking them to
the slave markets at Zanzibar. Much of this was witnessed by the explorer David
Livingstone (1813-1873) who at this time was understood to be missing but was
found by Henry Morton Stanley (1841-1904) a few years later.
Zanzibar had been run as a trading centre by the Portuguese but with the collapse of the Portuguese Empire the island had, since 1698, been run as a territory
of the Sultanate of Oman. In 1869 the Sultan of Zanzibar was Sayyid Majid bin
Said Al-Busaid (c1834-1870) and his brother Thuwaini bin Said al-Said (1821–
1866) was the Sultan of Oman. From Zanzibar the slaves were being exported to
Persia, Arabia, the Ottoman Empire and Egypt.353
Leopold, assisted by his key men (Philip Colomb, Edward Meara, George
Sulivan), sailed (or steamed) up and down the East Coast of Africa capturing
slave boats. Once a boat was found to be carrying slaves, all the people were taken
off and the boat was burned. This process upset a lot of people and when word
got back to London, the government of prime minister William Ewart Gladstone
(1809-1898) tried to stop the navy’s anti-slavery activities. However, communications in those days were very slow and by the time the government reacted, the
job was complete. Ending the trade in slaves off the East Coast of Africa was now
pretty much done and dusted.
With public opinion firmly behind the navy’s work, the government quickly
changed tack and the prime minister was very happy to accept all the praise and
gratitude.
The Suez Canal had been constructed over the period 1859-1869 and was
opened in time for Leopold to steam a more direct course back to England rather

352 Squadron. Ending the African Slave Trade. By John Broich. Published by Overlock Duckworth,
New York, London, 2017. HCFA.
353 Princes O Zinj. By Genesta Hamilton (grand-daughter of Sir LG Heath). Published by
Hutchinson of London, 1957. HCFA.
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Arabian Khanjar (dagger) given to Leopold’s son Frederick from the Sultan of Zanzibar.

than having to take the previous route down and around the Cape of Good Hope.354
Leopold retired from the navy in 1873 and then involved himself in business
matters including the family printing firm of Perkins Bacon & Co. He also remained
active in anti-slavery matters and was a member of the ‘Royal Commission
on Fugitive Slaves’ (1876). During this time, he met Sayyid Barghash bin Said
Al-Busaid (1837-1888) who was the new Sultan of Zanzibar, ruling from 1870 to
1888. The Sultan gave Leopold a present of seven Arabian khanjars (daggers) each
354 Manuscript logbook for HMS Forte, Commanded by Commodore Sir LG Heath, 17 July 1869
- 3rd Feb., 1871. HMS Forte was a Screw Frigate, 3,456 tons, launched at Deptford in 1858. The log
records visits to Africa, Middle East and India. Also the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. HCFA.
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having an ivory handle with gold inlay. One for each of Leopold’s seven children.
The Khanjar belonging to Leopold’s son Frederick, was kept in the library at
Linley Wood and has remained in the family.
Other notable events happening around this time. In 1864 the Scottish
Physicist, James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879), published his work on Electromagnetic
Waves. In 1867 Alfred Bernhard Nobel (1833-1896) invented Dynamite (based on
nitro-glycerine). The Russian, Count Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy serialised ‘War
& Peace’ between 1865 and 1867. The complete story was published as a book in
1869. Over in New Zealand, Otago University was founded in Dunedin in 1869
and opened in 1871.
The books that have survived from the Linley Wood library during the
1860s are:
1861. The Gold Thread A Story for the Young. By the Rev Norman Macleod.
1861. Lectures on the Apocalypse. By Frederick Denison Maurice.
1865. The Life of Josiah Wedgwood. By Eliza Meteyard.
1866. A Handbook of the British Flora. By George Bentham.
1868. Thoughts of a Physician. By Joseph Bullar.
Anne Marsh Caldwell did eventually return to Linley Wood, and this was
where she died in 1874 at the age of 83. Her daughter, Mary Emma Lady Heath,
recorded the following entries in her diary:
Tuesday 6 October. Heard from Linley Wood that my dear mother is gone! She
died last night quite calmly - as if she slept!
Wednesday 7 October. Leo and I went to London and hence to Linley Wood
where we stayed till Tuesday.
Tuesday 13 October. The funeral took place on Saturday 10th at Talke on the Hill
Church. The vault is in the Church Yard. We all followed with Richard Crofton, Leo
and H Loring, my Arthur who joined us on Friday, Nele Loring & Frank Holland.
It was all most beautifully arranged, most touching, most comforting.
After Anne’s death her obituary was published in the Atheneum which was a
literary magazine of the time that had over the years also printed reviews on many
of her novels. Her obituary covered much of her life and listed many of her novels
and then summed up as follows:
. . . Miss Edgeworth opened the present century admirably with her ‘Belinda’
(1801). The story, however, is not altogether free from old repulsive matter, and that
because Society was not free from the old repulsive manner: just as the comedy
which took merit from ceasing to be coarse seems to the later higher taste intolerably
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Mary Emma Lady Heath (1826-1902).

vulgar. In Miss Austen there is that power of description which has led some persons
to rank her with Defoe, and that insight into human motives which has emboldened other persons to compare her with Shakespeare. Mrs. Gore painted Society
as Cosway did his miniatures: it was wonderfully life-like, but with touches of too
bright colour. Miss Ferrier was in every respect an artist, and portrayed the incidents
of life with the minuteness and distinctness of a Dutch limner of cabinet pictures
[miniature portrait painter]. Mrs. Marsh had something of all their qualities, but
she had her special quality also. No writer had greater power than she of compelling tears. No book of its time produced more irrepressible bursts of tears than ‘The
Deformed,’ or more solemn silent showers than that heart-rendering story of ‘The
Admiral’s Daughter.’ There was a fine sense of humour in her too; together with
clearness of judgment on some of the problems of life, and what are called duties
of one person to another; and a rare fidelity in bringing vividly before her readers
the beauties of nature, or the domestic surroundings of a bride in the gloom of her
new home on the sunless side of Chancery Lane. Another school has, unfortunately,
succeeded, but its day has pretty well come to an end; and there is promise (amid
infinite trash) of something better. Meanwhile, Mrs. Marsh’s death has not, any more
than her retirement, eclipsed (as Johnson sillily remarked of Garrick’s decease) the
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Anne Marsh Caldwell (1791-1874) by Vegelen.
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gaiety of nations, but it leaves with us the honoured memory of an accomplished
lady, who devoted to the noblest ends the high qualities which came to her by nature,
or were acquired by education.
Anne Marsh Caldwell was without a doubt a remarkable lady. Although a very
popular author in her time, surviving copies of her books are now very rare and
she has become relatively unknown. Her life is partly presented by her novels,
many of which contain characters which are no doubt modelled on various people
that she had known. A considerable archive of her diaries and letters has survived
and these provide a more detailed insight into her life.355 A large leather album
with her initial’s AMC on the front contains a wonderful collection of portrait
photographs of her children, grandchildren, cousins, and family friends.356 The
combination of novels, letters and diaries, together with her photograph album,
do in themselves, present a remarkable story.

Photo Album of Anne Marsh Caldwell containing ‘cart de visite’ photographs, c1870.
355 Collection of diaries and family letters of Anne Marsh Caldwell containing six diaries and
approx 500 letters. LW and HCFA.
356 Photo album of Anne Marsh Cadwell containing over 100 carte de visite portrait images.
LW and HCFA.
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A page from Adm Sir Leopold George Heath’s photo album showing his son
Frederick in his army cadet uniform. Also showing Frederick’s three maiden aunts;
the Miss Marsh-Caldwells of Linley Wood. LW and HCFA.
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By the terms of James Stamford Caldwell’s will, the possession of the Linley
Wood estate now passed to Anne’s unmarried daughters for the rest of their life,
after which it was to pass to Frederick Crofton Heath. When Anne died, she had
three unmarried daughters who were now all in their 50s. These were Elisa Lousia
Marsh-Caldwell (1818-1913), Georgina Amelia Marsh-Caldwell (1820-1900) and
Rosamond Jane Marsh-Caldwell (1823-1911). These three spinsters moved in and
made Linley Wood their permanent residence. They became known locally as the
Misses Marsh-Caldwell’s of Linley Wood.
One soldier who hadn’t participated in the Abyssinia Expedition was my great
great grandfather, Henry Helsham Jones (1838-1920). He had been commissioned
into the Royal Engineers in 1855. The Royal Engineers only took the brightest so
he must have been very pleased to have been accepted. After an initial posting to
Chatham, he spent seven years working on a survey of the United Kingdom. His
first overseas posting was to Gibraltar in 1865 but he was back in England in 1867
when he married Elizabeth Jane Hesketh (1842-1869) at Southampton. Henry’s
next posting was to Bengal in India and Elizabeth went with him. Elizabeth had
been born and brought up in Brazil so she would have been familiar with the
lifestyle associated with living in a hot country. She gave birth to a daughter in
1869 (Constance) but sadly she died the following year after complications with
her second childbirth. Henry stayed on in India for a further 10 years and kept his
daughter Constance with him instead of sending her back to England.
Another young man who joined the army was my great grandfather, Frederick
Crofton Heath, second son of Adm Sir Leopold George Heath (1858-1945) and
heir to the Linley Wood estate. Like his father, Frederick was good at most things.
At school he had also won a prize for mathematics.357 He progressed onto the
Royal Military Academy (RMA) and while there he won the high jump competition, clearing 5-ft. 2-in. The prize was a photo album with an RMA monogram on
the front cover. He was also good at his studies with the result that he passed out of
the RMA second in his term and obtained a commission in the Royal Engineers.

357 The Atmosphere. Translated from the French of Camille Flammarion. Edited by James Glaisher,
F.R.S. With ten chromo-lithographs and eighty-one woodcuts. London, Sampson Low, Marston,
Low, & Searle, 1873. Inscribed “Frederick Crofton Heath from Wimbledon School mathematics
prize 1874”. LW and HCFA.
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Henry Helsham Jones and his daughter Constance, c1875.
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Frederick continued playing various sports in the Royal Engineers including
football and he was in the team for the 1878 FA Cup football match final.358 When
the referee (Mr S. R. Bastard) blew the final whistle, the score was Wanderers 3,
Royal Engineers 1. Sadly, Frederick’s side didn’t get to take home the silver, but he
managed to get a photo of the team for his photo album.

Royal Engineers football team for the 1878 FA Cup. Frederick is lying down on the right.

Having one’s photo taken by a professional photographer had become very
popular. The standard format for the printed image was the ‘carte de viste’ (portrait format, mounted on a card 64mm x 100mm). Everyone who could afford
it, was having multiple copies printed to give to friends. This popular practice
became known as ‘cardomania’ and spread quickly throughout Europe and then
to America and the rest of the world.
Many of these personal photograph albums have survived down the years. In
the Heath-Caldwell Family Archive, in addition to Frederick’s photo album, we
also have the albums of Henry Helsham Jones, Anne Marsh Caldwell, Leopold
George Heath, Mary Emma Heath and her sisters the Miss Marsh-Caldwell’s.
358 The very first FA Cup tournament had taken place in 1871.
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Other notable events happening in the 1870s include:
1871. The Institute of Electrical Engineers was established as
the Society of Telegraph Engineers.
1872. The ship ‘Mary Celeste’ was discovered abandoned in the Atlantic Ocean.
1874-1880. Benjamin Disraeli replaced William Ewart Gladstone
as Prime Minister.
1874. Douglas Denon Heath published his physics book
‘Conservation of Energy’.
1875. Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone in America.
1876. Queen Victoria was proclaimed Empress of India.
New coins had to be updated.
1877. The ballet ‘Swan Lake’ by Tchaikovsky premiered in Moscow.
1877. Cleopatra’s Needle was taken from Egypt and erected in London
the following year.
1878. Gilbert & Sullivan produced ‘HMS Pinafore’ at the
Opera Comique in London.
1879. The Zulu war (Isandhlwana, Rorke’s Drift) took place in South Africa.
1879. In America Thomas Edison patented the Incandescent electric lamp.
In 1880 Lt Frederick Heath was posted to Malta where he spent two years
playing a little polo and taking part in the usual garrison life while serving in the
17 Company of the Royal Engineers. During this time the government of Egypt
was running into difficulties. In 1881, an Egyptian army officer, Ahmed ‘Urabi
(Arabi Pasha, 1841-1911), mutinied and initiated a coup against Tewfik Pasha, the
Khedive (King) of Egypt and Sudan.
The British were concerned about any possible danger to British investments
in Egypt and also the Suez Canal which was an important trade route to India.
Rather than waiting to see the outcome of the revolt, the British decided to act in
support of the Khedive. The 38 and 60 Infantry Battalions, and the 17 Company
Royal Engineers were immediately dispatched from Malta on HMS Agincourt
and HMS Northumberland. Once off the coast of Egypt, they became part of a
large task force which was led by Lt Gen Garnet Joseph Wolseley (1833-1913). In
addition to Lt Frederick Heath, another soldier who was also present was Col
Henry Helsham Jones.
The task force was landed and a major battle was fought at Tel-El-Kebir (Sept
1882). Once more a quick victory was obtained by British forces, with the advantage of larger numbers, superior resources and efficient management. Ahmed
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Officers at Malta in 1881. Frederick Heath seated with his dog.

‘Urabi was captured and was later exiled. Tewfik Pasha continued in his position
as Khedive but for the next 40 years or so the British in effect occupied Egypt.
Afterwards the British press wrote lots of articles about the heroics of the
soldiers in Egypt. Everyone who participated was awarded medals and Garnet
Wolseley was promoted from Lieutenant General to full General. He was also
raised to the peerage as Baron Wolseley, of Cairo in Egypt and of Wolseley in the
County of Stafford.
Frederick’s and Henry’s medals have been passed down in the family together
with an interesting little Bible which Frederick happened to pick up from the
battlefield later in the day.
Another thing happening around this period was the standardisation of
time. Previously time had been determined by longitude. This meant that time
across Britain varied slightly depending on the location. As navigation and
shipping had developed, time had become important to determine longitude
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Frederick and his friends climbing the Great Pyramid at Giza, Egypt, c1882.
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and so for navigation purposes time was referenced to the Royal Observatory
Greenwich (longitude 0° 00ˈ). For most people time had been determined by
the rising and the falling of the sun but with the advent of railways a standard
time was required for train movements. In 1847 the majority of the railway
companies agreed to use standard ‘Railway Time’ which was in effect the time
on the clock at Greenwich. As the clocks at railway stations were always reliable, everyone started setting their clocks by them. In 1880 the British government introduced legislation to standardize ‘Greenwich Mean Time’. A few
years later at the ‘International Meridian Conference’ (held in Washington D.C.
1884) it was agreed that Greenwich Mean Time would become the international
reference standard.
Other things happening around this period. The construction of the Panama
Canal was started in 1881 but it would take until 1914 before it opened to shipping.
Refrigeration was developed and in 1882 the first shipment of frozen lamb was
exported from New Zealand to the United Kingdom. A politician called Lord
Randolph Churchill (1849-1895) founded the ‘Primrose League’ in support of
his conservative principles. Within 20 years the organisation had over a million
members, all sporting a metal badge in the style of a yellow primrose. Lord
Randolph Churchill did not manage to fully utilise the political pull of the organisation as from 1890 his health went into terminal decline, and he died in 1895. The
organisation was however a useful base from which his son Winston Churchill
(1874-1965) was able to launch his political career in the early 1900s.
Another soldier who had been in the Royal Engineers was Maj Gen Charles
George Gordon (1833-1885). He was a real action man who had led an amazing
life. He had fought in the Crimean War in the mid-1850s and had spent much of
the 1860s in China. By 1874 he was in Egypt working for the Khedive as Egypt’s
Governor-General over their territory of Sudan which had been experiencing
civil unrest. Suffering from poor health, Gordon returned to England around
1880. Rebellion continued in Sudan and the British continued to support the
Khedive but by 1884 it had become apparent that the situation was not winnable.
As a result, Gordon was sent back to the Sudan with instructions to negotiate and
carry out a withdrawal of British forces and associated personnel.
Charles Gordon managed to extract most of the British but for some reason
he and a small band of followers decided to stay in Khartoum and help defend it
against the followers of Muhammad Ahmad, the self-proclaimed Mahdi. The situation developed into a long siege and as the press coverage mounted in the United
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Kingdom the government decided to launch an expedition to rescue Gordon.
Sir Garnet Wolseley led the expedition, but this took quite some time and before
they reached Khartoum the Mahdi’s forces had captured the city and killed all
7,000 of the defending inhabitants.
At the same time, a supporting British Expedition had been launched at
Suakin, a port city in north-eastern Sudan, on the west coast of the Red Sea.
The Suakin Expedition was led by another Royal Engineer, Maj Gen Sir Gerald
Graham VC (1831-1899). Frederick Heath also took part and was promoted to
Captain. The expedition made some progress but was called off once it became
known that Gordon had been killed. One person who arrived around this time
was another Royal Engineer and this was Lt Col Herbert Kitchener (1850-1916)
who became Governor General of Eastern Sudan (really just Suakin).

An award from the Primrose League
given to Col Henry Helsham Helsham-Jones.
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Fort built by Frederick and his men at Suakin, 1885. Picture drawn by Frederick.

Over in India life in the British Raj had continued. The big event in 1885 was
the ‘Third Burma War’, the fall of Mandalay and the capture of King Thibaw Min
(1859-1916). Burma then came under the rule of the British Raj as a province of
India. The war itself was not very long as the King had surrendered before any
great loss of life but for the next 10 years the rule of law in Burma collapsed and
subsequently a lot of people died in the resulting chaos.
A soldier who took part in the Third Burma War was Col George Edward
Langham Somerset Sandford (1840-1901) who commanded the Royal Engineers
company. George had married Hamilton Hesketh around the same time that
Henry Helsham Jones married her sister Elizabeth Hesketh. George and Henry
were great friends and being brother’s-in-law they kept in touch. During the fall
of Mandalay, King Thibaw’s palace was ransacked by the locals who then sold
whatever they could to the British. The British also helped themselves to anything
they could grab, and a lot of stuff came into possession of the ‘Prize Committee’.
Some of the silver was melted down, other items were sold off or shipped out of
the country. George bought (or purloined) some mementos including four silver
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Burmese bowls. The inscription on one reads
“A Burmese bowl from King Theebaw’s Palace at Mandalay”.

bowls which later came into the possession of Frederick Heath and have remained
in the family ever since.
Back in England, the death of Gen Gordon in Khartoum was blamed on the
prime minister William Ewart Gladstone (1809-1898). Of course, it was not really
Gladstone’s fault, but he was the main person that the public and the press felt
to be responsible. Gladstone resigned in 1885 and the next prime minister was
Robert Gascoyne-Cecil, 3rd Marquess of Salisbury (1830-1903).
Salisbury had five sons and three daughters and took a lot of care in their
upbringing. On return from Egypt Capt Frederick Heath was offered the fantastic opportunity to be companion to one of Lord Salisbury’s sons, to travel with
him in Germany for a year. How this came about and which son it was, we don’t
know. It would appear that they got on well and while in Germany they both
met all the members of the Royal family including Wilhelm who was the same
age as Frederick and would later become Kaiser Wilhelm II (1859-1941) the last
German Emperor. During this trip, Frederick collected lots of carte de visite portrait photos for his photo album.
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Officers of the Royal Engineers at Aldershot, 1886.
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Col Henry Helsham Helsham-Jones and the Army Staff in Malta, c1888.
Henry seated 6th from the left.

Items belonging to Col Henry Helsham Helsham-Jones.
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On his return from Germany in the summer of 1886 Frederick was stationed in
Aldershot and in a photograph taken at the time we can see his younger brother
Gerard Heath and we can also see Col Henry Helsham Jones. It must have been
during this time that Frederick met Henry’s daughter Constance Mary Helsham
Jones (1868-1957). They were married 23 Jan 1889 and their first child, Cuthbert,
was born 7 Nov 1889. A second son Martin was born 24 Oct 1893.
Henry Helsham Jones’ last army posting was to Malta in 1888 and in the same
year his father Dr Richard Jones died at Woodbridge in Suffolk. Henry and his
brother Arthur, and sister Henrietta, added their mother’s maiden name Helsham
to that of their father’s name Jones. When Henry witnessed his daughter’s marriage certificate, he put his name as “Col Henry Helsham Helsham-Jones”. By now
he was 50 and so a few months after the wedding he left the army and retired to
the village of Holmwood in Surrey.
The Miss Marsh-Caldwell’s, now in their early 70s, were continuing to live
out the course of their natural lives on the Linley Wood Estate. In 1892 they had
a calamity when a fire broke out in one of the bedrooms up above the dining

Linley Wood, Talke, Staffordshire, c1880.
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room. All the estate workers seeing the smoke immediately rushed up the hill
with buckets of water. Luckily, the fire was not quick to spread so they managed
to contain it and as a precaution they set about quickly removing all the paintings,
furniture and high value items from most of the rooms. It must have been mayhem
as they ripped some of the windows out to speed up the extraction of the contents.
The story in the family was that they even broke up some of the four poster beds
and removed them as well. As it turned out, the fire was extinguished with the loss
limited to the dining room ceiling and the contents of two of the bedrooms above.
Everything else was saved. The place must have looked like a bomb site with part
of the roof fallen in, a number of windows missing, and a mass of furniture and
paintings spread all over the lawns.
Another very unfortunate incident that also happened around this time was
that the Linley Wood butler, Charles Chessneau, accidently shot his wife while
he was cleaning his gun in the kitchen. Apparently, he had not realised that it was
loaded. In court the injury to the deceased was reported as follows:
Mr A.W. Strickland, surgeon, stated that he made a post-mortem examination
of the body. There was a circular wound about two inches in diameter two inches
below the left breast. On the right side of the back there was another wound two
inches in length and one and a half in breadth. The fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth
ribs were broken, the whole of the lower part of the heart blown away, and the right
lobe of the liver and both lungs pierced by shot. These injuries of course were the
cause of death. … There was no doubt the husband had been guilty of negligence
and carelessness, but not sufficient to justify his committal for manslaughter. - The
jury at once returned a verdict that the deceased met her death by misadventure.
Other things happening around this time. In New Zealand in 1886 Mount
Tarawera erupted destroying the Pink and White terraces and resulted in the
deaths of over 150 people. In the same year in Germany the inventor Karl Benz
patented his Benz Patent-Motorwagen. This is generally recognised to be the
development of the first car, but another German called Siegfried Marcus had
previously developed a car, possibly as early as 1864. This was widely known and
generally accepted but in the 1930s the Nazi political machine had Siegfried’s
achievement removed from the history books because he was Jewish.
By 1887 Queen Victoria had been on the throne for 50 years. Celebrations
took place all over the country and across the empire. Manufacturers of pottery
took full advantage of the opportunity by selling commemorative items featuring
images of the great lady and the dates 1837 and 1887.
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Souvenir cup celebrating Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee in 1887.
This particular cup has on the back “Audley Wesleyan Sunday School, 1887”.

In 1888 the German Emperor (Kaiser) Wilhelm I died and was succeeded by
his son Frederick III. Unfortunately, Frederick was ill with cancer and died three
months later. His 29-year-old son Wilhelm II became the next Kaiser. As it was to
turn out, Wilhelm did not do a very good job as Kaiser.
In 1891 Arthur Conan Doyle’s, ‘Sherlock Holmes’ started appearing as a serial
in the Strand Magazine.
Women got the vote in New Zealand in 1893. They were not to get it in the
United Kingdom until 1918 and even then, only women over the age of 30. Women
under this age were not considered responsible enough and had to wait until 1928
(provided they were over 21).
A major disaster occurred in the Mediterranean in 1893 when two Royal Navy
battleships HMS Camperdown and HMS Victoria collided with a loss of 358
members of Victoria’s crew. Vice-Adm Sir George Tryon KCB (1832-1893), who was
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in charge of the fleet, gave orders to carry out a turning manoeuvre. Unfortunately,
he made a mistake in the detail of his order. Sadly, with strict naval discipline, his
instructions were carried out to the letter. HMS Camperdown rammed into HMS
Victoria. One of the junior officers on board HMS Victoria was Lt Herbert Heath
(Frederick’s brother). They all frantically did everything they could to limit the
loss of life, but the ship sank within 13 minutes. George Tryon went down with his
ship but Herbert Heath was lucky in that he had been on the bridge at the time
and so managed to survive.

Frederick’s brother Herbert.
Later Adm Sir Herbert Leopold Heath
(1861-1954).

During the early 1890s their youngest brother Gerard Heath had been posted
to India with the Royal Engineers. At this time there was a political concern that
Russia might continue to expand its influence further south and into India. This
ongoing situation became known as ‘The Great Game’.
The British had a fort at a place called Chitral which was in the mountainous border region with Russia to the north, Afghanistan to the west, China to
the east and India to the south. Back then this was known to the British as the
‘North West Frontier’. The area was ruled by groups of wild tribesmen with
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Frederick’s brother Gerard.
Later Maj-Gen Sir Gerard Moore Heath
(1863-1929).

Frederick’s brother
Cuthbert Eden Heath
(1859-1939).

ruthless leaders who kept murdering each other. The fort at Chitral found itself
under siege and the occupants were in great danger. A relief expedition was put
together to mount a rescue (1895). One of the soldiers who took part was Gerard
Heath. After much fighting the rebels fled, and the fort was relieved. The occupants of the fort by this time were low on food and very thin but the expedition
had arrived just in time.
Overall, the expedition was seen as a triumph of superior English grit.
Everyone got presented with a medal and there were eleven who were given DSOs
(Distinguished Service Order) and one soldier was awarded the VC (Victoria
Cross). Lots of journalists wrote stories about it including George and Frank
Younghusband who had also taken part.359
Another of Frederick’s brothers was Cuthbert Eden Heath (1859-1939).
Unfortunately, Cuthbert suffered from deafness and so was not able to join the
army or the navy. Instead, his father Adm Sir Leopold George Heath managed to
get Cuthbert a job working in London for an insurance underwriting company.
359 The Relief of Chitral. By Capt G J Younghusband and Capt F E Younghusband. MacMillan,
London, 1895. LW 1920
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Frederick and Constance Heath with their sons Cuthbert and Martin, c1894.
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Cuthbert took to business very quickly and become an underwriting member of
Lloyd’s in 1880 aged 21, helped by a loan of £7,000 from his father. Cuthbert had
to miss out on all the travel and adventures that his brothers were experiencing
but by the mid-1890s his business was prospering, and he was well on his way to
becoming a very rich man.
The Sudan was soon back on the agenda. The British public had not forgotten
the death of Gen Gordon at the hands of the Mahdists in 1885 and the press had
been calling for revenge. Initially the government resisted calls for another costly
expedition, but it became clear that France, Italy and Germany all had designs
on the region. It was decided to re-establish Anglo-Egyptian rule over the area
and the person chosen to lead the new expedition was the man who had been
Governor-General of Suakin from 1886-1888, Brigadier Herbert Kitchener of the
Royal Engineers.
Muhammad Ahmad bin Abd Allah, known as the ‘Mahdi’, had died in 1885 but
Sudan was now controlled by a new leader Abdullah Ibn-Mohammed Al-Khalifa
(1846-1899) known as ‘The Khalifa’
Kitchener started assembling a combined British, Egyptian, Sudanese army
in 1896 and set about to build a railway to ensure his force would be satisfactorily
resourced. The expedition was well organised and made steady progress. By late
1898 they were close to Khartoum. The Khalifa’s forces, with superior numbers
made an attack at Omdurman. The British forces with modern weapons, replied
with a fire storm of bullets and shells. By the end of the day approximately 12,000
of the Khalifa’s army had been killed. The British side only lost about 48 men.
Back in England the story of this resounding victory was just what the majority
of the public wanted to hear. Again, medals were handed out to all the soldiers,
four of whom were also awarded Victoria Crosses. Journalists wrote their stories
and Kitchener was ennobled as Baron Kitchener of Khartoum.360
Other things that had happened around this time. The National Trust was
founded in 1895 to “promote the permanent preservation for the benefit of the
Nation of lands and tenements of beauty or historic interest”. In 1896 the Olympic
Games were held in Athens restarting the ancient event that had been stopped by
the Roman Emperor Theodosius back in AD 393.
In 1897 Queen Victoria had been on the throne for 60 years and even more
360 A young Winston Churchill was also present and later published The River War: An Historical
Account of the Reconquest of the Soudan [Sudan]. Longmans, Green and Co., London, 1899.
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Souvenir cup celebrating Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee in 1897.
Salopian pottery. Item from Linley Wood.

celebrations were held to mark what was now her diamond jubilee. In the entrance
hall at Linley Wood there was a brown Salopian pottery mug that had been produced to commemorate this momentous occasion. Probably made by the Benthall
Pottery Company in Shropshire.
In 1899 Frederick and his brother Gerard headed to South Africa to take part
in the Boer War (1899-1902). Their brother Herbert was also involved in the naval
support side of the war effort. The origins of the Boer war are complex. By the late
1800s the southern area of the African continent was lived in by a wide range of
people who had originated from different countries. From the earliest days there
were the native Africans but from the 1500s onwards the population had steadily
been increased by Portuguese, Dutch and German immigrants and more recently
by the British. By the late 1800s the the southern part was run by the British and
the area to the north was run by the Dutch speaking Boers. The number of British
immigrants into the country was increasing, many of whom, like Cecil Rhodes
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(1853-1902), were making massive fortunes and were wanting to make even more
money, particularly when it became apparent that there were large pockets of
mineral wealth in some of the Boer regions (gold and diamonds).
War started in 1899 between the British and the two independent Boer states,
the South African Republic (Republic of Transvaal) and the Orange Free State.
This time the British found themselves fighting an army that was able to quickly
learn and adapt, thus presenting a formidable opposition. The Boers started using
hit and run guerrilla tactics and before long the British found they were fighting a
map. However, the British had huge resources and so they threw everything into
it including using troops from India, Australia, New Zealand and Canada. Lots of
horrible things happened but in 1902 a peace treaty was agreed, and it was all over.
The former Boer states were turned into colonies of the British Empire.
For Frederick, ‘Records of the Heath Family’ notes his involvement as follows:
… he was sent to South Africa at short notice on secret service, three months
before the outbreak of the war. During the campaign he held the appointment of
Staff Officer to the G.O.C. Lines of Communication, Commandant Hoopstedt; Staff
Officer to the G.O.C. Griqualand West Expedition; A.A.G. to the G.O.C. Midland
District; and finished up in command of a column of some 700 mounted men, which
he held for six months, and gave up three weeks before the termination of the war.
For his services in South Africa he was mentioned in Lord Roberts’ despatches, and
promoted Brevet Lt-Colonel.
The same volume records Gerard’s involvement as follows:
He returned to England in the spring of 1896, to command the balloon section
at Aldershot, and in the autumn of 1899 took his command to South Africa for the
war against the Dutch Republics. Being ordered, on the outbreak of the war, to join
Sir George White’s command at Ladysmith, he was present with the balloon at the
battle of Lombard’s Kop, after which he was shut up in that town during its siege by
the Boers. For his services he was mentioned in Sir GT White’s despatches. After the
relief of Ladysmith in February 1900, Major Heath, having no further use of the balloons, obtained permission to convert the section into a troop of mounted sappers,
for work with Lord Dundonald’s mounted brigade under Sir Redvers Buller.
Advancing with that force through Natal and the Transvaal, he was present at the
action of Laings Nek and round Belfast, and at many minor skirmishes, being mentioned in despatches by Sir R Buller, and being awarded the Distinguished Service
Order [DSO]. At the close of 1900 he joined Gen. Alderson’s Mounted Infantry, and
in 1901 became Intelligence Officer to Gen. Gilbert Hamilton’s Cavalry Brigade,
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Chocolate or tobacco tin issued to the soldiers in the Boer War. New Year’s day, 1900.

being subsequently appointed D.A.A. Gen. to that column, an appointment which
he held towards the end of the war in June, 1902. In August of the same year he was
promoted a Brevet Lieut.-Colonel for his services, and received the Queen’s medal
with 5 clasps and the King’s medal with 2 clasps.
Medals were handed out, heroes were made, and lots of stories were written
by journalists who had taken part, including a young lieutenant by the name of
Winston Churchill who immediately returned to Britain, published another book,
and launched his political career.361 362 Frederick and Gerard also had a good war
and they both had their medals to prove it.
In 1901 Frederick’s mother, Mary Emma Lady Heath, died at Anstie Grange
in Surrey. Another person who died in the same year was Victoria, Queen of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and also Empress of India. She
had reigned for 63 years which was longer than any of her predecessors. During
this period there had been great wealth coming in from the British Empire and
the British had become leaders in world trade, technology, industry, culture, etc.
361 London to Ladysmith via Pretoria. By Winston S Churchill. Longmans, Green, & Co., London,
1900.
362 Ian Hamilton’s March. Together with Extracts from The Diary of Lieutenant H. Frankland a
Prisoner of War in Pretoria. By Winston S Churchill. Longmans, Green, and Co., London, 1900.
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Stamps from countries across the British Empire (late 1800s).
Queen Victoria reigned from 1837 to 1901.
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In fact, the British had become world leaders in just about everything. Historians
now refer to this period as the ‘Victorian Age’.
The world population at this time stood at approximately 1.6 billion people
and a very large number of these people would have known who Queen Victoria
was. In fact, she must have been the most well know person to have ever lived and
most people also knew what she looked like. In addition to having her portrait
on many of the coins and banknotes that were circulating at the time, she was
also depicted on most of the postage stamps that were being issued by the many
countries that made up the great British Empire.
The first postage stamp, the Penny Black, as discussed previously, had been
printed in 1840 by the family company ‘Perkins Bacon & Co’. The company had
remained active specialising in printing high-definition line engraved designs
used mainly for bank notes and postage stamps. These productions had been
sold to banks and governments all around the world.
The general public were impressed by the quality of the designs and after
letters had reached their destinations some people started to remove the stamps
and paste them into albums. These people became known as ‘Stamp Collectors’ or
‘Philatelists’. The hobby took off quite quickly, especially as more countries started
issuing postage stamps and so the number and variety of stamps available greatly
increased. The image on each stamp told a story, often about a faraway country.
In 1856 a young man called Edward Stanley Gibbons (1840-1913) started
trading stamps, buying in spares, and swapping or selling them to other collectors
who were trying to make up complete sets in their albums. This hobby became
particularly popular with children and was to remain so for over 100 years until
the internet was invented and young people found other things to occupy their
interest.
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ictoria’s 59-year-old son ascended the throne in 1901 as King Edward VII.
His portrait started replacing Victoria’s on all the postage stamps, coins
and bank notes. Soon everyone got to know what he looked like. Some
peopled had thought of him as a bit of a playboy prince but in general he was a
popular monarch, and most people were very pleased with their new king.

King Edward VII.
Reigned from 1901 to 1910.

The Boer War ended in 1902 and for a while there was relative peace, and
everyone got on enjoying their lives. In Portsmouth they held a ‘Naval Review’ to
celebrate King Edward’s coronation. Altogether 108 warships lined up at anchor
in the Solent. This was a fantastic show of naval strength and generated a strong
sense of national pride among the British public.
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1902 also saw a change of Prime Minister with the Conservative Arthur Balfour
(1848-1930) succeeding his uncle the Marquess of Salisbury. One major piece of
legislation was the Education Act 1902 which brought about extra state funding
for schools and introduced more standardisation in what was taught. In addition
to primary education, it led to the foundation of more state funded secondary
schools. The bill was highly controversial with a large number of people strongly
in favour and a lot of people strongly against.
At this time British society had a very rigid class structure. For years, the
people on the top were those who had education, family connections and money.
The other thing these people had was confidence. For the uneducated people at
the bottom of the hierarchy there had been little education, little money and little
confidence. Life was tough. Most of these people were solely focused on doing
their best to feed their families.
In the early 1900s there were further political moves to improve conditions for
disadvantaged people and this was continued by the new Liberal government in
1905 headed by Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman (1836-1908).
Technology continued to advance. In England the Italian born Guglielmo
Marconi (1874-1937) had invented wireless telegraphy (patented 1896) and in 1901
he produced a radio set (transmitter and receiver), which he then successfully
demonstrated by sending a radio signal from Cornwall to New Foundland.
Another new development was fingerprints and in 1903 these were used successfully as evidence in a murder trial.
A new industry which was starting up around this time was the manufacture
of automobiles. This had begun in Germany and in 1896 Harry J Lawson (1852–
1925) founded a British company using the German automobile name of ‘Daimler’.
Although he ran into a few problems his company was probably the starting point
of car manufacture in Britain.
A number of enthusiastic motor entrepreneurs followed. Humber started
making cars around 1896. Wolseley around 1901. Sunbeam around 1901. Rover
around 1904. Austin around 1905. In 1904 Charles Rolls and Henry Royce established Rolls Royce in Manchester. Ford arrived from America and started British
production around 1910. Morris started around 1913. It is not really possible to say
for certain who started on what date, but I hope the above gives an indication of
what probably happened. Many of these companies had been in business earlier
making bicycles and other mechanical productions.
Frederick Heath, being in the Royal Engineers, was interested in anything
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mechanical. One of the books in the Linley Wood library was ‘Motors & Motor
Driving’ (Badminton Library) by Alfred Harmsworth, Lord Northcliffe, first published in 1902. Another was ‘Motors & Motoring’ by Henry John Spooner, first
published in 1905. We do have a rather faded photograph of one of Frederick’s
early cars which we assume is a Wolseley Siddeley 14hp.

Motor car from Frederick’s photo album, 1909
(Wolseley Siddeley 14hp).

Frederick had also been interested in flight. Earlier in his career, around 1880,
he had been involved in ballooning with the Royal Engineers. The next big challenge that many enthusiasts were working on was motor aided flight in a winged
vehicle (not a balloon). In 1903 two American brothers, Wilbur and Orville
Wright, made four brief flights at Kitty Hawk, in North Carolina. There was also
an early flight around this time in New Zealand by Richard William Pearse (18771953) but the exact date is not known.
The first flight in Britain was funded by the army and took place in 1908 with
another American, Samuel Franklin Cody (1867-1908) as the pilot. This aeroplane had the very unique name of ‘British Army Aeroplane No 1’. The plane flew
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successfully but there were difficulties steering the aircraft and this led to a crash
bringing the inaugural flight to a dramatic finish.
Another early aviation pioneer was Charles Rolls who in addition to his interest in fast cars had developed an interest in even faster aeroplanes. Unfortunately
flying these early machines was fraught with danger and many of these early pilots
were killed. Cody was killed in 1908 and Rolls was killed in 1910.
In 1904 the Japanese launched a surprise attack on the Russian naval base at
Port Arthur (Lushun) in China. Thus started the the Russo-Japanese War, with
the Japanese quickly getting the upper hand. The Russians then dispatched their
Baltic Fleet on a journey around the globe of 18,000 nautical miles (33,000 km)
during which time they burnt 500,000 tons of coal. The Japanese patiently waited
and then at the right opportunity engaged with the Russians and sunk most of
their fleet. For the Russians this was an unmitigated disaster, and they had no
choice but to agree a peace treaty and a withdrawal from Port Arthur.
The Russians still retained their own naval base at Vladivostok on their far
eastern coast but with the loss of most of their naval fleet this was now only of
limited use to them. Before the war, Russia had been suffering from economic
difficulties and the loss in public confidence after the war lead to increasing political instability.
Germany had been giving limited support to Russia as the Germans had
for several years been following an expansionist agenda. Britain had the largest
navy in the world and Germany started trying to build a navy that would rival it
although there was probably no intention to ever start a war with Britain. Their
focus was possibly more on the fact that Britain now controlled a large amount
of the world’s trade and Germany wanted to gain a bigger share of it. The British
in response decided to build even more ships. The Germans and the British were
now in an ‘Arms Race’.
Meanwhile life continued at Linley Wood with very few changes. Georgina
Emilia Marsh-Caldwell had passed away in 1900 but her sisters Rosamond Jane
and Elizabeth Louisa were continuing their long spinsterhoods. An image that has
survived from this period is a formal photograph of the servants who all helped
to keep the big house running.
In 1905 a young German called Albert Einstein (1879-1955) published four
articles relating to the photoelectric effect, Brownian motion, the special theory
of relativity, and E=mc². He would later go on to publish ‘Relativity: The Special
and General Theory’ (1920).
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The household servants at Linley Wood in 1905.

An event in the family in 1905 was that Frederick’s eldest son Cuthbert
Helsham Heath passed out of the Navy Cadet Training establishment ‘Britannia’.
He then joined the cruiser HMS Powerful as a midshipman and spent two years
sailing from the navy’s base in Australia, after which he returned to Britain to
complete his Sub-Lieutenant’s course. He then joined HMS Triumph, a Swiftsureclass battleship.
In 1907 Baden-Powell (1857-1941) organised his first boy scout camp on
Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour. The Scout movement was born and a few
years later he published ‘Scouting for Boys: A handbook for instruction in good
citizenship’ (1908).
Admiral Sir Leopold George Heath came to the end of his eventful life in 1907.
This was reported in the Surrey Advertiser as follows:
In the little churchyard on the beautifully wooded hillside at Coldharbour on
Friday afternoon of last week, the mortal remains of the late Admiral Sir Leopold
George Heath, K.C.B., of Anstie Grange, Holmwood, were laid to rest with a touching simplicity of ceremonial. Six servants whom the deceased employed on the
farm in which he so much delighted during his days of retirement bore the body of
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Naval Cadets at HMS Britannia on the Isle of Wight, 1905.
Cuthbert Helsham Heath is in the middle of the 2nd row from the top.
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Adm Sir Leopold George Heath (1817-1907).
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their beloved master to the grave, after a short choral service had been held in the
church, which was crowded with residents of the neighbourhood. The hymn, “Peace,
perfect peace”, was sung as the body was brought into church, and as the mournful
procession wended its way to the graveside the organist (Mr. Furnival) played “O,
rest in the Lord.” The service in the church was read by the Rev. C.C. Inge, Vicar
of South Holmwood, and the Rev. R. G. S. Gill, former Vicar of South Holmwood,
read the lesson. The rites of committal were performed by the Rev. J. Harding, Vicar
of Coldharbour, the deceased being interred in the same grave as that in which his
wife, Lady Heath, was buried in 1903. The grave was lined with moss, primroses and
laurel leaves, and with the coffin was buried a large anchor of flowers “from all at
Kitlands.” The coffin, which was encased in purple velvet, and on which were placed
the Admiral’s cocked hat and sword, had brass furniture, and on the breast-plate
was the inscription: Leopold George Heath; Died 7th May, 1907; Aged 89 years.
In his will he left various items to his children. To Frederick he left his silver
tea service which had been given to Leopold by his father on his marriage back in
1853. It appears that part of this tea service may have been lost, as only the cream
jug survives. Frederick did however also inherit a second silver tea service that
dates to Leopold and Mary’s anniversary.

Leopold’s tea service and silver items left to Frederick.

Leopold left his sword to his son Herbert but it would appear that Herbert
then gave it to Frederick’s son Cuthbert Helsham Heath who was 18 years old, and
as noted above had recently joined the navy.
To his daughter Ada Leopold left some wax models of a Maltese Fisherman
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and Fisherwoman. These must have been a memento of his time in Malta which
was where he had originally met his wife Mary in 1853.

Maltese Fisherman and Fisherwoman left by Leopold in his will to his daughter Ada.

Leopold’s home of Anstie Grange was not left to anyone because Leopold’s
son Cuthbert Eden Heath (who had made a ton of money with his insurance
business) had bought the main part of the estate a few years earlier. He also got
the majority of the contents of the house.
In 1909 Herbert Heath was appointed as the British Naval Attaché to the
Courts of Berlin, Copenhagen, and The Hague, during which time Germany’s
race to increase its sea power continued. Herbert served in this post for two years,
and was awarded the ‘Order of the Red Eagle’ by the Emperor Kaiser Wilhelm.
Another person who passed away around this time was King Edward VII who
died in 1910. He was succeeded by his son who became King George V (1865-1936).
All the postage stamps across the British Empire had to be updated with the new
king’s portrait.
During this period, we had the age of the ‘Polar Explorers’. The American
Robert Edwin Peary (1856-1920) had spent time on and off in the polar region
from 1886 and had become very experienced at living in the cold arctic conditions.
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King George V.
Reigned from 1910 to 1936.

In 1909 he mounted an expedition and afterwards claimed to have been the first
to reach the North Pole (together with his team). Of course, we will never know
for sure if Robert really did reach the North Pole as back in those days no one
had GPS and there wasn’t a carefully placed sign to say ‘You are at the North
Pole’. What is certain is that Robert certainly travelled within the vicinity of the
North Pole, and this happened in 1909. Another American Polar Explorer called
Frederick Albert Cook (1865-1940) also claimed that he had reached the North
Pole the year before, but he was not able to convincingly prove it. He didn’t have
a GPS either (it was not invented until the late 1970s).
In 1911 the Norwegian Roald Amundsen (1872-1928) with his team of five
people made the first successful visit to the South Pole. Another team led by the
Englishman Capt Robert Falcon Scott (1868-1912) made a trip in the same season
but reached the South Pole five weeks after Roald Amundsen. Unfortunately,
Scott’s expedition didn’t make it back as they ran out of food. A rescue mission
was sent out and eight months later they discovered their bodies and recovered
Scott’s diary which documented their final days.
Journalists wrote such a large number of stories about the tragic but heroic
death of Scott, that he actually became more famous that Amundsen. As it turned
out Amundsen was to disappear in 1928 while flying on a rescue mission in the
Arctic. His body was never found.
Over in India the British Raj were still running the country. The King-Emperor
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George V and his wife Queen-Empress Mary visited Delhi in 1911 for the Durbar
(Court of Delhi) which was attended by most of the ruling Indian princes and
nobleman, plus thousands of other important people. This was a colossal sized
celebration (a very big party). During the Durbar the King made a speech and
amongst other things announced that the Capital, which was at Calcutta, would
be moved to Delhi. Everybody had a great time and 26,800 Delhi Durbar Medals
in silver were awarded to all the British and Indian soldiers who participated.
There were also a few gold medals for the top VIPs.
Meanwhile the navy had been building Super-Dreadnoughts. These battle
ships were massive with a length of 196m. They carried guns with a calibre of
381mm and a range of up to 30km. The ship’s complement (number of sailors) was
approximately 950. One major change was that these new ships ran on oil rather
than coal. The person steering this massive programme was Winston Churchill
who in 1911 had been appointed First Lord of the Admiralty.
The army had continued to experiment with aircraft and in 1912 they formed
the ‘Royal Flying Corps’. A few years later the navy also decided to create their own
flying section and this was called the ‘Royal Naval Air Service’.
The Oceanic Steam Navigation Company (The White Star Line) were also
building large ships, for passenger voyages. In 1912 they launched the largest ship
ever built. It was 269m in length and carried 892 crew and 2,435 passengers. It
was named ‘RMS Titanic’ and although it was considered unsinkable, it accidentally hit an iceberg on its maiden voyage and sunk with the loss of 1,541 souls.
Unfortunately, it did not carry enough lifeboats to accommodate all the passengers and in the chaos many of the lifeboats were launched without even being full.
As a result, lots of people ended up in the water and died within a few minutes,
due to the low temperature (−2 °C).
In the same year the English physicist Joseph John Thomson (1856-1940)
discovered Isotopes. Elements are determined by the number of protons in the
nucleus. Most elements have the same number of protons, neutrons and electrons.
Isotopes are variants of a particular chemical element where the number of neutrons is not the same as the number of protons. The difference in most cases is only
a few neutrons but the result is that the atom has a slightly different weight and different properties. For example, most Neon atoms have 10 protons and 10 neutrons,
but there are variations that have 11 or 12 neutrons and these are called isotopes.
Another scientist who worked with Thomson was the New Zealand born
physicist Ernest Rutherford (1871-1937) who is sometimes referred to as the man
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who split the atom. Ernest made great strides in nuclear theory. He had been
awarded the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1908 and went on to be President of
the Royal Society (1925-1930).
In 1913 Frederick Heath’s aunt, Elizabeth Marsh-Caldwell, died at Linley Wood.
Known as ‘Aunt Missings’, she and her sisters had enjoyed the possession of Linley
Wood but they had not owned it. Frederick, now at the age of 55, finally took possession of his inheritance and in compliance with James Stamford Caldwell’s will,
he added Caldwell to his name and became Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell.

Elizabeth Louisa Marsh-Caldwell (1818-1913) at Linley Wood.

Since 1874 the estate had been managed by the three elderly Miss MarshCaldwells together with their nephew John Loring. By 1913 it was very run down.
The three spinsters had never been happy about Frederick inheriting the estate
and so over the years they had given away as much as they could to the other nieces
and nephews. The story in the family was that they also burnt James Stamford
Caldwell’s diaries. They certainly gave away most of the books from the Marsh
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Linley Wood as seen from the back garden.

side of the family but not Anne Marsh Caldwell’s diaries as she had explicitly
written into her will that these would stay with the estate.
The Linley Wood estate wasn’t as great as it had once been, but the contents of
the house were now boosted by a lot of possessions that came from the family of
Frederick’s wife, Constance (Crowe, Dalton, Helsham, Jones and Helsham-Jones
families). Frederick had also inherited a few items from his Heath and his Marsh
ancestors.
These changes at Linley Wood were probably fairly typical of what had been
happening at many other country house estates in Britain. Nothing ever stayed the
same. There were always people, possessions and money flowing in and flowing out.
1914 was a year that everyone would remember. A few notable things happened
like the Panama Canal finally opened. There was also a new service organisation
starting up in the United Kingdom. It had initially started in Chicago in 1905 and
was known as the ‘Rotary Club’.362 But the big event that started in 1914 was ‘The
Great War’ or as it became known ‘World War I’.
362 Rotary is still going in 2021 with 35,000 clubs spread around the world and a total membership
of 1.2 million
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Landscape by Adriaen Frans Boudewyns (1644-1711)
with figures by Peeter Bout (c1658-1719). Inherited by Frederick from his parents.

It is hard to say exactly why WWI started but the spark that set it going was
when a political extremist assassinated the Austro-Hungarian heir Archduke Franz
Ferdinand in Sarajevo (now the Capital of Bosnia and Herzegovina). A succession
of events followed, and the world was at war. Kaiser Wilhelm, the Emperor of
Germany, was the one person who could possibly have stopped it but if anything,
he encouraged it. On one side was Germany, Austria-Hungary and the Ottoman
Empire (Turkey). On the other side was the British Empire (Britain, Canada,
Australia, India, New Zealand etc) together with France, Russia, Serbia, Belgium
etc. As time went on other countries joined including Italy, Greece, and eventually
the United States. There were also many other countries involved in one way or
another. Japan for example sided with Britain and used the opportunity to seize
German possessions in China. Over time the British side became known as the
‘A llied Powers’ and the German side became known as the ‘Central Powers’.
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Germany launched an attack in August 1914, quickly overrunning Belgium
and then invading France but the campaign ground to a halt with the creation of
a stretch of trenches extending from the Belgian coast all the way to Switzerland.
This was the ‘Western Front’. An ‘Eastern Front’ also developed with Germany
facing the Russians, but this situation was more fluid. Substantial fighting also
took place in Arabia and Turkey. As the war progressed it led to the mobilisation
of more than 70 million military personnel.
For the Heath family, the brothers Frederick, Herbert and Leopold were
involved immediately, as were a number of their sons, nephews and cousins
including Frederick’s sons Cuthbert and Martin.
Cuthbert was a Lieutenant in the navy and was in command of the armed
launch ‘Miner’ operating in the Persian Gulf. He had recently been involved in
operations to support the Sultan of Oman put down a revolt at Barka, just up the
coast from Muscat.
Martin had completed his army training at the Royal Military Academy and
had recently been commissioned as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Royal Horse Artillery.

Lt Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell
and the crew of the gunboat HMS Miner, at Muscat, 1914.
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Initially everyone thought the war would be won very quickly and they would
all be able to celebrate. As it turned out this was not to be. The war was to grind
on for four years. Not many people had a good war, in fact by the end most people
were fairly devastated. For one cousin, Lt John Henry Crofton (1889-1914), the war
was very short as he was killed 13 November 1914.
At the end of 1914 all the troops in the field received a special present from
the King George V and Queen Mary. This was a little tin box which contained
chocolate or tobacco together with a Christmas postcard. The money to pay for
this was raised by public donations and approximately 2.5 million were produced
and sent to every soldier and sailor taking part in the big event.

Tin of chocolate or tobacco issued to all the soldiers in World War I, Christmas 1914.

In 1915 Frederick was appointed Director of Military Training responsible for
training all the new recruits. Gerard was appointed Chief Engineer to the 1st
Army, under Sir Douglas Haig (1861-1928). Herbert was Admiral Superintendent
at Portsmouth Dockyard.
The battle lines in France had become relatively static so a new area of operation was started with landings at Gallipoli in Turkey. This operation did not go
well and in the political fallout Winston Churchill was sacked from his job as First
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Postcard from the King & Queen to wish all the soldiers and sailors a merry Christmas.
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Items belonging to Lt Martin Frederick Heath-Caldwell (1893-1915)
including his prize books from Wellington College.
Martin was one of the millions of young men who sadly did not survive WWI.
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Lord of the Admiralty. Cuthbert had seen action in Iraq on the Shatt-al Arab river
and was awarded a DSC (Distinguished Service Cross). Sadly, Cuthbert’s brother
Martin was killed fighting in France.363 Their cousin Capt Raymond Leopold
Grieg Heath (1885-1915) was also killed in France.
In 1916 Frederick became Commander in Chief of the Portsmouth Garrison.
Herbert was appointed Rear Admiral Commanding 2nd Cruiser Squadron and
took part in the battle of Jutland. He was then appointed Second Sea Lord. The
Allied Powers launched the ‘Battle of the Somme’. Unfortunately, this was not
very successful either. Meanwhile in London, Field Marshal Herbert Kitchener
was Secretary of State for War and was being blamed for a lack of artillery shells.
He might have also been sacked but he was killed after the ship HMS Hampshire
was mined. Out of 749 people on board there were only 12 survivors. The Prime
Minister Herbert Henry Asquith was blamed for all the problems, and he was
replaced by David Lloyd George. With the increasing number of casualties

Anstie Grange Military Hospital (home of Cuthbert Eden Heath).
363 Martin’s war medals and a few other relics have been passed down in the family, including some
of his books. One in particular is: Battles of the British Army, Being a Continuous History of Its
Services, its Defeats, and its Victories from the Earliest Times. By Charles Rathbone Low. London.
George Routledge. 1908. First prize for History awarded to Martin Frederick Heath, Wellington
College. Just inside the cover is tucked the 1914 Christmas card from the King and Queen “May
God protect you and bring you home safe”. LW and HCFA.
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coming back from the front Cuthbert Eden Heath converted his home Anstie
Grange into a Military Hospital for wounded officers. This was done completely
at his own expense. Another thing that happened in this year was the introduction
of daylight saving.
In 1917 the Royal family decided they would get a new surname so they
wouldn’t sound like they were German. They chose the name ‘Windsor’ after
the name of their castle in Windsor. Meanwhile, in the Middle-East, Thomas
Edward Lawrence (1888-1935) was helping the Arabs who were mounting a fullscale revolt against the Turks. Some of his activities were filmed by the American,
Lowell Thomas (1892-1981). Lt Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell and his crew
in the ‘Miner’ were making their way up the Tigris to Bagdad. The government of
Russia collapsed after a revolution in which the monarchy was abolished. Millions
of peasants were dying of starvation and Russia was out of the war. For the rest
of the Allied Powers the fighting ground on and another cousin, Hugh Lefroy
Crofton (1884-1917) was also killed. People were now beginning to think that the
war could possibly last another 10 years.
By 1918 there were a number of new developments. On the battlefields of the
Western Front, the arrival of large numbers of tanks was starting to give an effective advantage to the Allied Powers. America had declared war on Germany in
1917 and by the summer of 1918 large numbers of American troops were starting
to arrive bolstering the Allied forces. At the same time Germany was starting to
run low on resources.
The Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval Air Service were combined to
make a new aerial fighting force which was called the Royal Air Force. Frederick
was appointed as an RAF area commander.
In Russia things descended further into chaos and the Tzar, his wife, his son
and his four daughters were all murdered by Communist revolutionaries.
On the 11th of November 1918 the armistice was signed and on the same day all
fighting ceased. For most people life would never be the same. After four years of
death, destruction and general mayhem, the dust would take a long time to settle.
This was the end of the largest manmade disaster in history. To make it sound a
bit better people started referring to the events of the last four years as ‘The Great
War’ or ‘The War to End War’.
For Frederick and Constance, their son Martin had been killed at the young age
of 21. Their only solace was that their other son Cuthbert had survived. Frederick
was now 60 and would have liked to have continued his career but the army now
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Maj Gen Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell attending a charity event at Portsmouth
to raise money for the war effort, 19 May 1917.

Frederick presenting medals to war heroes at Portsmouth, 2 June 1917.
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Items belonging to Maj Gen Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell (1858-1945).
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had vastly more men than it needed. Frederick retired to his Linley Wood estate.
His younger brothers Gerard and Herbert retired 1919 and 1922 respectively.
By the end of WWI it is estimated that 8.5 million combatants and 13 million
civilians had died. Approximately 1,115,000 of the soldiers, sailors and airmen
killed were young British men.
It is hard to put a figure on the financial cost of the war, but some historians estimate that the Allies spent $58 billion and the Central Powers $25 billion.
Among the Allies, the United Kingdom spent $21 billion (US dollars valued in
1913). A large part of this was money borrowed from America.
To pay the money back, everyone in Britain would have to redouble their
efforts to revive the economy and generate wealth. An essential ingredient needed
to achieve this would have been large numbers of active, ambitious, educated
young men. Unfortunately, a significant proportion of the men who could have
done this were now dead. In addition, there was probably a further 500,000 young
men who had ongoing disabilities resulting from injuries received during the war.
The Allies, and in particular France, demanded that Germany pay reparation payments to settle the bill. Over the next few years, everyone found out
what they should have already known, a bankrupt Germany was not able to make
these payments.
Worse was still to come. During 1918 a flu pandemic had started to spread,
and even more people died. It is estimated that tens of millions of people were
killed by flu between 1918 and 1919 (both young and old). It is difficult to make a
realistic estimate, as a large number of these people would have been elderly, or
malnourished, or already suffering underlying health conditions. In other words,
many of these victims would have been people who were already reaching the end
of life’s journey. We just don’t know.
The war brought about a change in people’s attitudes and aspirations. As the
men had gone off to war, lots of their jobs were filled by women, many of whom
had never worked previously. Women now wanted more say in domestic life and
they also wanted the vote. Men returning from the war wanted better jobs and
they were no longer prepared to be treated as second class citizens. The people
who had been the lower classes did not want to be servants to the upper classes.
Some people wanted a new country. Immigration to the colonies, and former
colonies, continued (Africa, America, Australia, Canada, India, New Zealand etc).
Over a million native soldiers from India had fought during WWI. There was
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now a growing movement in India for independence. Indians wanted to control
their own destiny.
America had entered the war only in the last year. The total number of
American soldiers killed was approximately 117,000. This was a much smaller
loss than the UK, but it was still a large number of deaths. America had also spent
a great deal of money, possibly $17 billion against Britain’s $21 billion. However,
America was a larger country with a strong economy. It was in a much better position to recover from its losses. America was very fortunate in that it was one of the
few countries that came out of the war without having to take on heavy financial
debt (in comparison to the United Kingdom).
The German ex-Emperor Kaiser Wilhelm did not need to think about very
much after 1918. He and his family were exiled to Holland, and they retained
enough financial wealth to ensure a very comfortable lifestyle. He was never again
involved in politics. He died in 1941 aged 82.
My grandfather, Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell, ended his war by meeting
his future wife who was the sister of one of his fellow naval officers. Her name was
Violet Charlotte Mary Palmer (1885-1971). They married in 1919.

Wedding photograph of Cuthbert and Violet, 1919.
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Over the next few years numerous people wrote of their experiences in the
‘Great War’. An author called Conrad Cato published ‘The Navy in Mesopotamia’
(1918) which covered the action which Cuthbert had been involved in.364
George Heath published a second volume of ‘Records of the Heath Family’
(1920) which gave an excellent overview of what all the Heath brothers, sisters and
cousins had done during the war.365
Winston Churchill published ‘The World Crisis’ (1st part 1923) giving a very
detailed overview of the whole shooting match.
The American Lowell Thomas had been giving talks and showing films about
his time in Arabia. This was starting to make TE Lawrence famous. TE Lawrence
then produced privately an account of his time in Arabia (small number of copies
in 1922). Lowell Thomas then published ‘With Lawrence in Arabia’ making TE
Lawrence a hero. TE Lawrence then published more copies of his own book
in 1926. An abridged version in larger numbers was published as ‘Revolt in the
Desert’ in 1927. His fame continued to grow, and the full version of his book was
published as a best seller in 1936 as ‘Seven Pillars of Wisdom’.366
One book that was owned by Herbert Heath was ‘Grandeur and Misery of
Victory’ by Georges Clemenceau. Published, 1930, by George C Harrap & Co,
London.
Cuthbert’s senior officer, Adm Wilfrid Nunn, published ‘Tigris Gunboats’
(1932) which was a second book to cover the war in Mesopotamia.367
Many of the books at Linley Wood were novels and in the early 1900s one
author who was popular with my great grandparents was Maud Diver (1867-1945).
Maud grew up in India where her father was an officer in the British Indian Army.
She married Thomas Diver who was also an officer in the Army. Maud spent
much of her later life in England and wrote novels specialising in the imperial
romance genre. Most of her stories were set in India and would have brought
364 The Navy in Mesopotamia 1914 to 1917. By Conrad Cato. London. Constable. 1918. LW and
HCFA (copy).
365 Records of the Heath Family Vol 2. From Various Contributors. Arranged By George Heath For
Private Circulation. 1920. LW and HCFA.
366 Seven Pillars of Wisdom. By TE Lawrence. London. Jonathan Cape. 1936. HCFA.
367 Tigris Gunboats. A narrative of the Royal Navy’s co-operation with the military forces in
Mesopotamia from the beginning of the war to the capture of Bagdad (1914-1917). By Vice-Adm
Wilfred Nunn. London. Andrew Melrose. 1932. Inscription from Wilfred to CH Heath-Caldwell.
HCFA.
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Inscribed from Wilfrid Nunn to Cuthbert Heath-Caldwell.

back some nostalgic memories for numerous people like my great grandmother
who had also grown up in India.368 369 370 Another popular author with Indian
connections was Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) and quite a few of his books were
also in the family library.
For the British Raj in India life carried on. One of the the big events in 1921 was
the completion of the Victoria Memorial in Calcutta. This amazing building had
taken 15 years to complete and had been funded mainly by public subscription. The
building is 56m high and sits in the middle of 64 acres of open parkland. In design
368 Candles in the Wind by Maud Diver. Edinburgh & London. William Blackwood [c 1909].
Inscription: Heath-Caldwell, Linley Wood. LW and HCFA.
369 Desmond’s Daughter by Maud Diver. Edinburgh & London. William Blackwood [c 1916].
Inscription: Heath-Caldwell, Linley Wood. LW and HCFA.
370 Ships of Youth by Maud Diver. Edinburgh & London. William Blackwood [c 1931]. Inscription:
Heath-Caldwell, Linley Wood. LW and HCFA.
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it has some similarities to the Taj Mahal but the Victoria Memorial is even bigger.
The iconic Taj Mahal (completed around 1653) represents the height of the
Mogul Empire, and we can now look back and see that the Victoria Memorial
represents the height of the British Raj in India.
Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) had made his way back to India in 1914, having
spent time in Africa and before that in England where he had trained as a lawyer.
The movement towards independence was growing. The biggest challenge was
getting all the interested parties to agree a plan on how to achieve it (Hindus,
Muslims, Sikhs, Jains, Buddhists, Christians … and the British).
Over in Italy, in 1922, the fascist Benito Mussolini (1883-1945) launched a coup
and took control of Italy. In the same year the island of Ireland became an independent country except for Northern Ireland which had voted to remain part
of the United Kingdom. The BBC was founded and started radio transmissions
and 10 years later public television transmissions (1932). In Egypt the British
archaeologist Howard Carter and his team discovered the tomb of Tutankhamun
(Pharoah from 1334 BC to 1325 BC).
James Ramsay MacDonald (1866-1937) became the UK’s first Labour Party
Prime Minister when he replaced Stanley Baldwin briefly in 1924. He also became
Prime Minister 1929-1935 (National Labour).
In 1927 the American pilot Charles Lindbergh (1902-1974) completed the first
trans-Atlantic flight from Long Island to Paris. This was one of many inaugural
flights that were being completed around different parts of the globe. In 1928
Charles Kingsford Smith flew from California to Brisbane in Australia and then
from Sydney to Christchurch in New Zealand. Sadly, he was later lost on a flight
that set off from India to Singapore in 1935. In 1930 the lady pilot Amy Johnson
flew solo from England all the way to Australia. She was later killed in a flying
accident in 1941.
My great grandparents, Frederick and Constance, were living a comfortable
retirement at Linley Wood but finding servants to help run the estate was difficult. Most people did not want to be servants. The estate consisted of a number
of tenant run farms but times were tough and rental income was low. At the same
time the house was suffering from subsidence and the the cost of maintenance was
rising. Around this time Frederick and Constance went on a holiday to Egypt. For
Frederick this was an opportunity to revisit some of the places where he had been
based during his army posting 1882 to 1885. On this trip they were accompanied
by a young lady, Joyce Holden (1907-1993).
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1929 was the year of the ‘Wall Street Crash’. Around the world prices of shares
collapsed, and large numbers of investors and speculators went bankrupt. The
slide continued over the next few years reaching its bottom in 1932 by which time
the index of American share prices had reduced by almost 90%. Similar falls had
also occurred in the United Kingdom. The first half of the 1930s saw a worldwide
economic depression with high unemployment.

Frederick and Constance with their grandchildren; Pat, Danny and Rosamond.

In Germany life had been dire since the end of WWI. In 1933 The Nazi Party
completely took over the government and Adolf Hitler became a political dictator.
Although most people tried to remain positive, Europe was now on the road to
another war.
In 1934 South Africa became an independent country. Among the countries
of the British Empire the desire for independence was getting stronger. America
had of course abruptly left much earlier in 1775. For other countries the route to
independence was more gradual and took place over a number of years. Canada’s
road to independence had started in 1867. Australia and New Zealand had started
the process in the early 1900s. Afghanistan had been a protectorate but became
independent in 1919, Egypt in 1922, and Iraq in 1932.
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King Edward VIII.
King in 1936.

King George VI.
Reigned from 1936 to 1952.

King George V died in 1936 and his son Edward became King Edward VIII
but he gave the job up because he wanted to marry an American lady called Wallis
Simpson. The difficulty was that Wallis had previously been married and divorced
and this just wasn’t acceptable. With no support coming from the Conservative
government of Stanley Baldwin (1867-1947) Edward decided to abdicate (he

Items belonging to Capt Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell (1889-1979).
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resigned). His younger brother Albert agreed to take the job on, and he became
King George VI.
Meanwhile in the same year, Italy, led by the fascist dictator Benito Mussolini,
invaded Albania and also Ethiopia. In Spain the army general Francisco Franco
(1892-1975) was fighting a civil war that would see him take on the leadership of
the country in 1939.
My grandfather, Captain Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell RN DSC, retired
from the navy and took on a two-year job in Hong Kong (1936-1938). His wife
Violet went with him as did my father James who was six years old at the time.
His three sisters (Pat, Danny and Rosamond) went to live with their grandparents
at Linley Wood.

The Eight Immortals
(modelled on Cuthbert’s servants during his time in Hong Kong, c1937).

Another person who had been living at Linley Wood was Joyce Holden (19071993) who had become good friends with Frederick and Constance since their
trip to Egypt some years before. We don’t know what date Joyce had moved in
but probably around 1929. In 1936 Joyce married Derek Poole (1910-1996) who
was a solicitor in Newcastle-under-Lyme. After their marriage Derek moved into
Linley Wood. This was a very practical arrangement as the house was very large
and having extra people around was useful to Frederick and Constance who were
by now aged 78 and 68. Derek and Joyce paid rent which must have also helped.
Luckily for Cuthbert and Violet they left Hong Kong in 1938 and moved back
to the UK (before the Japanese invasion). Cuthbert had a religious experience,
and he took holy orders. He then started a new job as a church minister in a small
village in Wiltshire called Brixton Deverill.
Frederick and his brothers and sisters had by now all reached their twilight
years. Maj Gen Sir Gerard Moore Heath had died in 1929 and the business tycoon
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Cuthbert Eden Heath OBE (1859-1939)
painted by John Arthur Machray Hay, c1930.

Cuthbert Eden Heath passed away in 1939. Cuthbert had made a name for himself
in the International Insurance market and a large portrait of him hangs in the
main board room at Lloyds of London. A smaller version by the same artist has
also survived.
In 1938 Nazi Germany annexed Austria and took over Czechoslovakia. Britain
and France tried to negotiate with Hitler but soon found that any reasonable
agreement could not be achieved. In 1939 Germany invaded Poland. Britain and
France declared war on Germany. World War II had started.
Germany successfully invaded France and a new French government was set
up led by the Frenchman, Marshal Philippe Pétain (1856-1951). This government
collaborated with the Nazis and became known as the ‘Vichy France’.
Germany aligned with Italy and between them they quickly took over most
of Europe except for Spain and Switzerland which remained neutral. Later, they
were also to attempt an invasion of Egypt and the Soviet Union.
In the United Kingdom the politicians blamed Neville Chamberlain for not
standing up to Hitler. As a result, Neville Chamberlain resigned in May 1940 and
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Winston Churchill became the new Prime Minister.
The Germans launched an aerial attack on Britain in July 1940 intending to
then mount a full-scale land invasion, but the British fought back and by mid-1941
the Germans came to the realisation that this was one invasion that was not going
to be successful. They scaled back their plans.
In 1941 Japan aligned with Germany and launched an unexpected attack
on America’s naval base at Pearl Harbour in Honolulu (Hawaii). America had
stayed out of the European War but was now at War with Japan. America still
didn’t declare war on Germany but then Germany declared war on America. This
pushed America into joining the Allies against the Axis Powers (Germany, Italy
and Japan).
Japan had already been fighting a war in China and now launched a full invasion of China and the Asian Peninsula making their way down through Malaya to
Singapore and then on to most of the island nations north of Australia.
The Japanese had murdered millions of civilians in China and the rampant
carnage continued as they made their way down to Singapore. The exact number
of people killed by the Japanese will never be known but historians estimate it to
have been somewhere between 3 and 10 million.
Things were not looking good but of course by now the Axis Powers had
begun to overstretch their resources. At the same time the Allied Powers had been
building up their fighting forces. In 1942 the Allies won their first major victory
against the Germans and the Italians at El Alamein in Northern Egypt.
The British were now running an effective aerial bombing campaign against
Germany from the west. At the same time the Soviets were fighting from the east.
America was fighting the Japanese in the Pacific and British Empire forces were
fighting the Japanese in Burma. The tide had turned and within a few more years
the fighting would be over.
The Allies had also been working on some new high technology developments. One aspect was code breaking and to achieve this a team at Bletchley Park
in England developed the world’s first programmable digital electronic computer.
This machine was called ‘Colossus’ and was built using valve technology as transistors were not yet available. By listening to German radio signals and breaking
their codes, the Allies were able to gain a lot of up-to-date information about the
enemy’s military resources and intentions.
As in WWI women were making up a large part of the work force carrying
out numerous jobs that had previously been done by men. Quite a few women
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were working on code breaking. A young lady called Elizabeth Windsor (Princess
Elizabeth) was helping to fix trucks.
Another new technology was Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR). The
concept had been developed in the mid-1930s and a team in Britain led by Robert
Watson-Watt (1892-1973) worked hard to refine this new electronic equipment.
The early deployment of RADAR was one of the key things that helped defeat the
German planes during the Battle of Britain.
My family only had limited involvement in WWII. My grandfather Cuthbert
was 50 in 1939 and so was too old to fight. My father James was only nine and
so was too young. His elder sisters Danny and Rosamond signed up as WRNS
(Women’s Royal Naval Service). Danny worked for a while at Swanage supporting
the team that worked on the development of RADAR. Another person who also
worked on this project was my other grandfather Richard Stanley Jones (19081979). He had always had an interest in electrical things and during the war he
became an engineer working for the government.
Another project that started in the UK was the development of the atomic
bomb. This secret programme was given the deliberately misleading name of
‘Tube Alloys’. To ensure success on the quickest timescale, the British and the
Americans decided to combine resources into a joint project. Operations were
moved to America, and this became known as the ‘Manhattan Project’.
On the 6th June 1944 the Allies launched the largest seaborne invasion that
had ever been seen. This was called ‘The D Day Landings’ and took place along
the coast of Normandy in France (156,000 soldiers). The Allies quickly liberated
France and then started fighting their way to Germany. At the same time the
Soviets were pushing in from the east.
Unfortunately, the German leadership surrounding Adolf Hitler was completely dysfunctional and incapable of making rational decisions. A cease fire
should have been negotiated but it wasn’t. Allied forces had to continue fighting
all the way to Berlin until at the final moment Adolf Hitler committed suicide and
shortly afterwards the war in Europe came to an end, 8 May 1945.
War was still continuing in Japan, and it was now obvious that Japan would
also be defeated. Again, a cease fire should have been negotiated but the Japanese
leadership would not negotiate. By now the atomic bomb was ready. The choice
was drop the atomic bomb on Japan and kill thousands of Japanese civilians or not
drop the bomb in which case fighting would continue and thousands of American
soldiers would be killed.
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The American Airforce dropped the first atomic bomb on Hiroshima, on 6
August 1945 and somewhere between 90,000 and 146,000 people were killed.
The Japanese leadership still refused to surrender. Three days later a bomb was
dropped on Nagasaki. Another huge number of people were killed, somewhere
between 39,000 and 80,000. At the same time the Soviet Union started attacking
Japanese territory in and around China. The Japanese leadership surrendered 15
August 1945. World War II finally came to an end.
For the United Kingdom, WWII brought about the death of approximately
383,700 combatants and 67,200 civilians (total 450,900). This was less than half
the number of British deaths that had occurred in WWI (1,115,000 ) but overall
WWII had much higher casualties. In addition to all the fighting against Germany
and Italy, a great deal of fighting had taken place in the war with Japan. Some
historians estimate that the total number of people who died in, or as a result of
WWII, is probably somewhere between 70 and 85 million. This would equate to
about 3% of the 1940 world population (approx 2.3 billion).
The financial cost of WWII to Britain had also been crippling. In 1945 the UK
national debt stood at approximately £21 billion which was equivalent to 2 years
of GDP (Gross Domestic Product). Britain was not able to declare bankruptcy
and has had a large national debt ever since.
After WWII more countries within the British Empire moved towards independence. Jordan became independent in 1946. India and Pakistan became
independent countries in 1947 and Ceylon (Sri Lanka) and Burma (Myanmar)
became independent in 1948. Sudan 1956, Malaysia 1957, Singapore 1958, Cyprus
1959, Nigeria 1960, Somaliland 1960 and many more followed.
Germany lost approximately 7 million people killed and as a country was once
again bankrupt. Because the British and Americans held the west and the Soviets
held the east, the country was split into West Germany with a capitalist government and East Germany with a communist government. Germany had to start
again from scratch but as two separate countries (not to be reunited until 1990).
One thing that became apparent at the end of the war was the full extent of the
‘Holocaust’. Nazi Germans had systematically murdered approximately 6 million
people of Jewish descent. Rumours of what was going on had reached the Allies
during the war, but the idea seemed so crazy that few people believed it. Most of
the German population did not know the full extent of what had been going on.
The Nazi Germans, with the help of their collaborators like the ‘Vichy France’,
had rounded up the majority of the people in Europe of Jewish descent. These
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people were then transported to extermination camps. In the early days they were
simply shot but the Germans then developed more mechanised ways to execute
them. They experimented by killing them with petrol fumes and then settled on
using cyanide dispensed in buildings made especially for the purpose. One of the
main extermination factories was Auschwitz.
After the war the Allies carried out detailed investigations and were able to
document numerous first-hand accounts of what had happened. Much of this
was presented at the trials of the war criminals held in Nuremberg. Although the
German government had not been asked to make reparation payments for the
cost of the war, they did later on make substantial payments to some of the victims
of the ‘Holocaust’.
For the Jews who had survived the war, many headed to Palestine. Immigration
into the country became so large that in some areas they began to outnumber the
local Muslim population. Within a few years they had taken over and in 1948 they
founded their own Jewish state of Israel.
The Soviet Union, having fought its way to Germany was not prepared to give
up its political influence in the area. Poland, Hungary, Romania, Czechoslovakia,
Bulgaria and Albania all became satellite states of the Soviet Union.
It is estimated that approximately 20 to 27 million people died in the Soviet
Union due to WWII. Negotiations between the Soviet Union and the West became
difficult and with the partition of Germany into West and East, the ‘Cold War’
had begun.
By the end of WWII China had descended into civil war which ended in
1949 when the country became a communist state. By this time somewhere
between 15 and 20 million people had died but it is very difficult to know what the
numbers were.
The Korean Peninsula became unstable, and this was to lead to another war
(1950-1953) after which the country was divided. North Korea became a communist dictatorship and South Korea became a capitalist democracy.
The great communist experiment was now well underway. The question that no
one knew the answer to was, which system would prove to be the best, capitalism
or communism? It would take another 40 years before an answer would emerge.
Japan lost approximately 3 million of its own people killed during WWII and
on defeat the country was bankrupt. Japan had to start again from scratch.
America lost approximately 419,400 people killed and also spent a lot of
money. But again, the country came out relatively well. America was now the
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biggest economy in the world, and it was also the strongest military power.
In the 1945 UK elections the Conservatives lost to Labour and Clement Attlee
(1883-1967) replaced Winston Churchill as prime minister. Churchill went on to
write two further history books ‘The Second World War’ (published 1948-1953)
and ‘A History of the English-Speaking Peoples’ (published 1956-1958).
To try and help international relationships the ‘United Nations’ was founded
and replaced the earlier ‘League of Nations’. The invention of the nuclear bomb
was seen as a bad thing that would threaten mankind’s existence. Interestingly,
with the threat of nuclear war, everyone has worked together to ensure that
another major conflict does not take place. Certainly as I write this book a WWIII
in the future looks unlikely.
The biggest threat to mankind is the overpopulation of the planet. This is
leading to more rubbish, more CO₂, more global warming and exceedingly high
levels of migration. If the supply of food becomes restricted, we will see serious
civil conflicts breaking out in the overpopulated countries. Nature is also fighting
back and more pandemics in the future look likely.
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THE END OF THE LINLEY WOOD ESTATE: 1949

D

uring the war Frederick and Constance had continued their retirement
at Linley Wood. Getting servants had become almost impossible but
with Joyce to lend a hand they managed ok. Joyce’s husband Derek had
joined the army and so was away helping to fight the war. Frederick was by now
very advanced in age and his mental faculties had been slowly deteriorating. In
September 1945, just after the war had finished, Frederick passed away one afternoon while having a nap in the garden.
In his will Frederick left the Linley Wood estate to his son Cuthbert and hoped
that somehow, he would move up to Staffordshire and take up residence. The
Caldwell family had lived at Linley Wood for almost 160 years and so there was
a strong expectation for everything to continue but this was no longer a practical
proposition. The wide circle of local business friends all making money together, as
in the days of James Caldwell, was now very much a thing of the past. Cuthbert was
not business minded and did not even know how to run the estate let alone actually
make money. On top of that the house itself was falling apart. The damage caused by
subsidence was increasing and maintaining the building was becoming impossible.
Constance talked of giving up the house and moving down to Wiltshire to
join Cuthbert but Cuthbert’s job as a church minister was about to come to an
end and there was uncertainty as to exactly where he would be living next. In
the meantime, Constance continued to live at Linley Wood helped very much by
Joyce and Derek Poole.
Cuthbert was not happy about his mother’s arrangements with Joyce and
Derek as he was concerned that they were living off her good will. He failed to
understand that Constance had the Poole’s living with her at Linley Wood because
she needed them. Joyce and Derek were planning to leave but they could not do
so until Constance was definitely moving out. Over the next few years there was
regular talk but no action.
In 1949 Cuthbert retired from his job as Church Minister at Brixton Deverill.
He bought a new home in the small village of Cattistock in Dorset, which was
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approximately 40 miles from Brixton Deverill. He was now 60 and he was certain
that he was never going to move to Linley Wood.

The Pound House Cattistock. Home of the Heath-Caldwell family from 1949 to 2005.

Constance was 81 and was needing more specialist nursing help. The local
doctor wrote a letter to Cuthbert advising him to arrange a more appropriate level
of care. This specialist care could not be provided by Joyce and Derek.
By now Cuthbert had become absolutely exasperated with the situation and he
became certain that somehow it was all the fault of Joyce and Derek. He decided
to take action. He and Violet drove from Dorset all the way up to Staffordshire.
This was a long journey and would have taken them most of the day. They arrived
unannounced, early evening, just as everyone was sitting down for their evening
meal. Cuthbert ordered Joyce and Derek out of his house and he and Violet then
sat down and ate their dinner. Apparently, Constance said very little.
Within a few days Joyce and Derek had moved their things out of the house.
Cuthbert moved his mother to Cattistock where he had purchased a smaller house
in the village for her (Cattistock Lodge). Linley Wood was put up for sale. This
was all handled by Knight & Sons, the local solicitors in Newcastle-under-Lyme.
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Linley Wood Estate auction catalogue (25 Oct 1949)
and the Sotheby’s book auction catalogue (22 Jan 1950).

Linley Wood was a massive house with six principal bedrooms and a further 10
smaller bedrooms. It was full of family relics passed down from various branches
of the family over the previous 200 years. Cuthbert and Violet had the difficult
task of deciding what to keep and what to sell. First, they selected the items of furniture that Constance would need for her new home. Then they worked their way
through an old family inventory, identifying items of family historical significance
that would be kept. These included most of the portraits of family members, some
items of furniture, a selection of china and some of the family silver. From the
library they collected up the old family diaries and a selection of books.
Sotheby’s, the London based auctioneers, were called in and they removed all
the valuable paintings of Queens and Duchesses, most of which had been bought
by James Stamford Caldwell in the Duke of Buckingham’s sale at Stowe in 1848.
They also went through the library and removed about 100 volumes of what they
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Map of the Linley Wood Estate from the Auction Catalogue.

felt were the more valuable books.
The Estate was split into five separate farms that were sold by auction as single
lots. The sale of the contents of the house was a more informal affair. On the day of
the auction all the interested parties arrived at the house. The auctioneer then led
everyone though the main rooms auctioning off items one by one to the highest
bidder.
For the books there were only two buyers who attended on the day and one
of these was the Manchester based book dealer Robert Gibb. There were over
2,000 volumes still left in the library and the auctioneer sold them shelf by shelf.
The two book dealers bought as much as they could at rock bottom prices. At the
end of the day there were still books unsold and these were given to the gardener.
Over the next few years much of the contents of Linley Wood would have been
sold from dealer to dealer and then on to collectors all around the world.
For the next 10 years Linley Wood was run as an old people’s home but keeping
the old building together became hopeless and in 1960 it was demolished.
1949 was the end of Linley Wood as a country estate and as a family home
full of historical relics. The late 1940s and the early 1950s were difficult years for
families with country houses. During this period countless families all around
the country gave up their family estates and sold everything. There were auctions
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every week causing a glut in the market and prices were very low. So low in fact
that lots of old furniture was simply used as firewood.
For Cuthbert this was a year of stress, some of which he wrote about in his
own diary. The Linley Wood problem was now finally sorted but the family did
not find it easy trying to adapt to a modern world. In Cuthbert’s view, civilised
life, as he knew it, had completely disintegrated. His children also found it difficult
adapting to a world that they had not been brought up to take part in. All four
of them suffered from schizophrenia especially James and Rosamond. Cuthbert
and Violet lived out their retirement in Cattistock together with their daughter Pat
who never married. They lived a relatively quiet and reclusive lifestyle.
This was the end of the Heath-Caldwell family being ‘Landed Gentry’.

Cuthbert in the sitting room of the Pound House, c1970.

However, what is great is that a lot of historical relics from Linley Wood have survived and are still in the family. We can think of these as the residual remains of
an English country house. One particular item that I have kept is a large box full
of keys. During the tumultuous period when my grandparents sorted out what to
sell and what to keep, they got very confused as to which keys fitted which pieces
of furniture. As a result, they kept a vast number of keys. When I cleared my late
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Aunt’s house in 2005, I collected up all the keys and sorted through them. I found
22 keys that fitted various chests and items of furniture that had been kept. In
addition, I found approximately 600 keys that presumably fitted furniture that
was no longer in the family.

Keys found at the Pound House in 2005
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Appendix 1
A Walk Through the Interior of Linley Wood
as it probably was in 1925
Regarding our library at Linley Wood, we have photographs of what the house
looked like in the early 1900s, but we don’t have any photographs of the interior
of the library or any of the other rooms. However, we do have some documents
giving us information, including the 1920 inventory which in addition to listing
the books, also has a diagram showing the layout of the shelves. Another document written in 1925 gives a further list of books together with a detailed inventory of the contents of each room including the furniture and the paintings. This
information gives us a reasonable idea of what the interior of the library probably
looked like.

Layout of the ground floor rooms at Linley Wood.

If you had visited Linley Wood in 1925, and walked through the front door,
you would have found yourself standing in the hall. This room would have been
reasonably spacious and there was a large mirror hanging on the wall to increase
the light. Around the inside of the hall, you would have seen a varied assortment
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of hall chairs, a couple of armchairs, a round table and two large wooden chests.
There were two grandfather clocks, one of which was a black and gold (Japanned)
clock made by Christopher Goddard of London (active 1720-1760) and the other
was a mahogany cased version by James Green of Nantwich (active 1738-1779).
On the chests there were an assortment of items including a large Chinese bowl,
a Japanese kettle made of iron, a china mug with two handles celebrating the
diamond jubilee of Queen Victoria in 1897, a number of small boxes and some
Staffordshire figures including a lion made by Wood & Caldwell. The lion was
the Caldwell family crest.

Assortment of family relics recorded as being in the entrance hall of Linley Wood in 1925.

Up on the walls were a dozen oil paintings, some of which were very valuable.
There was a large painting of a Royal Navy sailing ship, a ‘Man of War’, at sea off
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the Cape of Good Hope with Table Mountain visible above the coast line (dated
1817). This painting was by Thomas Whitcombe (1763-1824) and had belonged to
my great x4 grandfather, William Marsh. Another painting was of some playful
looking Cherubs, and this had once been owned by Thomas Bentley. There was
a very old Dutch painting of a young boy with a pigeon by Gillis d’Hondecoeter
(c1575-1638), a picture of a Roman Wedding, some still lifes and a number of
portraits including three of the Miss Marsh-Caldwells and a small portrait of the
authoress, Aphra Behn (1640-1689).
To the left was a door through to the drawing room and opposite on the right
was a door through to the morning room. Towards the back of the hall there was a
staircase going up in one continuous flight. Just below it to the left was a corridor
going through to the kitchen and the servants area. There was a large gong which
was struck each evening to announce dinner.
At the very back of the hall, on the right, was a door which led through to the
dining room. This was a large room (6.8m x 5.5m) and at the far end was a very
wide curved bay window letting in lots of light. In the centre of the room was a
full-length mahogany dining table with a set of Hepplewhite chairs to sit 12 people.
The other furniture in this room included a very old Chippendale sideboard, a few
smaller tables, a settee, an armchair and a few other items. Up on the walls were
about a dozen portraits most of which were ancestors and relatives of the various
branches of the Heath-Caldwell family. On the right-hand side was a second door
and this would have taken you from the dining room through to the library.
The library was 5.2m by 4.6m and had a massive set of built-in bookcases
extending around most of the walls. To the right (the west wall) the bookcases
covered the full length of the wall with seven sections, each with seven shelves
running from the floor to the ceiling except for the middle section which contained a set of draws in the bottom half. We don’t know the height of the bookcases, but we can assume that they would have been about 2.3m. In the middle of
the south wall was a large sash window bringing in plenty of light and on each side
two bookcase sections, again each with seven shelves going from floor to ceiling.
In the middle of the east wall was a fireplace with a blue Dutch tile surround. To
the right of this was another two sections of floor to ceiling bookcases and on the
left there was a door that went through to a small annex with a further door out
into the garden. On the north wall of the library was another three sections of full
height bookshelves and these incorporated a row of cupboards along the bottom
half. There were also bookshelves up above the lintels of both doors.
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Layout of the library shelves at Linley Wood.

In the centre of the room were two Turkish rugs, one large 2.4m x 2.4m and
one small 1.2m x 1.2m. Around the room were five armchairs and a small book
stand. There was a valuable pedestal writing desk (length 137cm) and there were
two small tables, one of which was for playing cards. On the pedestal writing desk
was an ink well made of horn and silver, and next to it was a black elephant paperweight. On the mantlepiece above the fireplace was a carriage clock (made by
Charles Frodsham of London, c1865), half a dozen small bronzes and a Japanese
carving representing a man carrying a woman. At each end of the mantlepiece
was an ormolu candle stick. Up on the wall, next to the fire surround, hung two
swords, two pistols and a dagger. There was also a watercolour picture of Stirling
Castle and three other water colours.
If you had stood in the middle of the room and cast your eye around, you
would have seen a multitude of volumes most of which would have had leather
spines and gilt lettering. One set of books that would have stood out was the 46
massive volumes of Rees’s Cyclopaedia which had originally been purchased by
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James Caldwell in the 1820s. In 1925 this huge set was located on the lower shelves
on the west wall and would have been even more noticeable as each volume had
recently been rebound in blue cloth.
In my great grandfather’s time, the library was referred to as the ‘Smoker’s
Room’. Frederick and his son Cuthbert were both partial to tobacco. I can just
imagine them relaxing in the armchairs, reading books and taking the occasional
puff on their pipes. The room must have often been full of smoke and even today
when I open some of the surviving books there is a faint musty smell, possibly of
burnt tobacco.
Altogether there were 108 shelves in the library, each being approximately
70cm wide. If we assume that the average shelf held approximately 25 books,
then the total library would have contained something like 2,700 volumes. As
it was, there were also more bookcases around the house including an African
wood bookcase in the hall and a pair of rosewood bookcases up on the landing.
We also know that some of the library shelves were double stacked with a front
row and a back row, and this would have meant storage for even more books. The
total number of volumes was probably something near 3,000. If the average title
consisted of 2 volumes this would equate to approximately 1,500 titles. We know
that the 1920 inventory is not complete as it lists very few books published after
1858 and there are quite a few books still existing in the family that are not on the
list. There are approximately 1,000 titles listed but we can assume that the total
number of books in 1920 was probably closer to 1,500 titles (3,000 volumes).
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Capt Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell, c1930.
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Appendix 2
Inventory Abbreviations
Throughout the text I have listed a large number of books that were known to
have been at Linley Wood. These books are listed on one or more of the old inventories, or the book is still present and the original owner’s inscription or bookplate
are inside the front cover thus confirming the provenance.
The abbreviations used in the footnotes are as follows:
LW 1808:	Book title was listed at Linley Wood by
James Caldwell in his diary, 1808.
LW 1920:	Book title was listed at Linley Wood by
Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell around 1920.
LW 1925:	Book title was listed at Linley Wood by
Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell in 1925.
LW:	Book has a known provenance and would have been at
Linley Wood but it is not listed on any of the inventories.
Eastbury 1849:	Book title was present at Eastbury in 1849
after the death of Arthur Cuthbert Marsh.
Sotheby’s 1950:	Titles listed in the 1950 Sotheby’s catalogue in the section
of books sold by Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell.
HCFA:

Book is in the present Heath-Caldwell Family Archive.
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Appendix 3
Family Trees
The story of the library at Linley Wood is a family history story with numerous
branches of families brought together by marriage and linked by their descendants. It is not possible to make a complete family tree, as the number of people
involved are too many. Connections between the families can be followed by
visiting the family history website www.jjhc.info . A summary of some of the
branches, showing how they flowed down to my grandfather Capt Cuthbert
Helsham Heath-Caldwell, are as follows:
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Families: Caldwell, Marsh, Marsh-Caldwell, Heath, Heath-Caldwell

William Caldwell of Beith 1695?-1750?
married Margaret Gate (married in 1714)
James Caldwell of Nantwich 1721-1791
married Hannah Armstrong 17??-1794

Hannah Eliza Caldwell 1785-1854
married
William Stanley Roscoe 1782-1843

Eliza Louisa
Marsh-Caldwell
1818-1913

Arthur Raymond Heath
1854-1943 married
Flora Jean Baxter

James Stamford Caldwell
1787-1858

Frances Mary Marsh 1819-1906 married
Maj Gen Richard Henry Crofton 1818-1897

Marion Emma Heath
1856-1949 married
1st: Alfred Fox Cotton 18??-1889
2nd: Maj Richard Martin Crofton 1854-1899

Capt Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell DSC RN 1889-1979
married Violet Charlotte Mary Palmer 1885-1972

Patrica Constance Mary
Heath-Caldwell 1920-2005

Hilary Diana Heath-Caldwell
born 1957

James Caldwell of Linley Wood
1759-1838 married
Elizabeth Stamford 1754-1831

Ann Caldwell
1758?-1826

Margaret Caldwell 1749? -1805
married
Joseph Skerrett 1745?-1832

Georgina Amelia
Marsh-Caldwell
1820-1900

Maj Gen Frederick Crofton
Heath-Caldwell 1858-1945
married Constance Mary Helsham
Helsham-Jones 1869-1957

2nd Lt Martin Frederick Heath-Caldwell
RHA 1893-1915

Diana Heath-Caldwell
1921-2015
married John Chalton

Jeremy James Heath-Caldwell
born 1959
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Mary Caldwell 1789-1813

Rosamond Heath-Caldwell,
1925-1982
married John Attwood born 1922

Michael Daniel Heath-Caldwell
born 1960

Elizabeth Caldwell
1766?-1842

Anne Caldwell 1791-1874
married Arthur Cuthbert
Marsh 1786-1849

Rosamond Jane
Marsh-Caldwell
1823-1911

Cuthbert Eden Heath 18591939 married Sarah Caroline
Gore Gambier 1859-1944

Margaret Emma Caldwell
1792-1830 married
Sir Henry Holland 1788-1873

Martin William
James Marsh 1825-1846

Catherine Louisa Caldwell
1794-1814

Mary Emma Marsh 1826-1902
married Adm Sir Leopold George
Heath 1817-1907

Ada Randolf Heath
1860-1957 married
HJT Broadwood 1856-1911

Frances Caldwell
1796?-1801

Hannah-Adelaide Marsh
1828-1859 married Edward
Henry Loring 1823?-1879

Admiral Sir Herbert Leopold Maj Gen Sir Gerard Moore
Heath 1863-1929
Heath 1861-1954 married
married Mary Egerton
Elizabeth Catherine Simson
18??-1954
18??-1951

James Alexander Heath-Caldwell born 1930
married
Dora Ann Jones born 1935
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Families: Crompton, Stamford, Caldwell
John Crompton 1611-1669
married Mary
Abraham Crompton 1649?-1724
married Elizabeth Bourne 1653-1690

Elizabeth Crompton
1678-1757 married 1st:
Henry Coape
2nd:
Samuel Hacker

Hannah Crompton
1720-1788 married
Thomas Stamford
1712-1787

Samuel Crompton
1679-1757
married
1st:
Ann Rodes
2nd:
Martha Rich.

Abraham Crompton
1720-?

Hannah Stamford 1753-1832
never married.

Hannah Eliza Caldwell
1785-1854
married
William Stanley Roscoe
1782-1843

James Stamford Caldwell 1787-1858
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Mary Crompton
1680-1728
married
1st:
Henry Seal
2nd:
John Heslop

John Crompton 1722-1780?
married Catherine Wharton

Elizabeth Stamford 1754-1831
married James Caldwell 1759-1838

Mary Caldwell
1789-1813

John Crompton 1682-1750
married
1st:
Hannah Mather
2nd:
Margaret Rigby

Joseph Crompton 1723?-?

Anne Caldwell 1791-1874
married
Arthur Cuthbert Marsh
1786-1849

Abraham Crompton
1690-1766

Plus 6 further children
via 2nd wife
Margaret Rigby

Margaret Emma Caldwell
1792-1830 married
Sir Henry Holland
1788-1873
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Catherine Louisa Caldwell
1794- 1814

Frances Caldwell
1796?- 1801

Families: Marsh, Marsh-Caldwell
Francis Marsh 1643-1714? of Tichfield (shipwrecked 1794)
married Hannah

George Marsh RN 1683-1753
married Elizabeth Milbourne
1687-17??

Francis Marsh
1708-17??

George Marsh
1749-1790

Arthur Cuthbert Marsh
1786-1849
married Anne Caldwell
1791-1874

Eliza Louisa
Marsh-Caldwell
1818-1913

Milbourne Marsh 1708-1778
married
1st:
Elizabeth Evans
2nd:
Katharine Soan

Mary Marsh
1712-1800
married John Duval

William Marsh
1755-1846
married
1st: Amelia Cuthbert, 1765-1793
nd
2 : Francis Graham 1770- 1805
3rd: Elizabeth Tresilian 1769?-1838

Amelia Marsh
1788- 1861

George Marsh
1790- 1868

Georgina Amelia
Marsh-Caldwell
1820-1900

Frances Mary Marsh
1819-1906 married
Maj Gen Richard
Henry Crofton
1818-1897
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Daniel Marsh
1716-17??

Anne Marsh
1760-1777

Ann Marsh
1792-1870
married
Monsieur Gabiou Chanceaux

Rosamond Jane
Marsh-Caldwell
1823-1911

John Marsh
1718-17??

Isaac Marsh
1720-17??

George Marsh
1722-1800
married
Ann Long
1720-1784

Eliza Marsh
1724-17??

Samuel Mead Marsh
1751- 1751

Francis Mary Marsh
1797-1818

Martin William
James Marsh
1825-1846

William Marsh
1795-1824

Mary Marsh
1798-1839

Mary Emma Marsh
1826-1902
married Adm Sir
Leopold George Heath
1817-1907

Hannah-Adelaide Marsh
1828-1859 married
Edward Henry Loring
1823?-1879
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Georgiana Nelson Marsh
1801-1861

Families: Heath, Heath-Caldwell
Joseph Heath 1700-1757
and Hannah Heath of Nottingham

Joseph Heath
17? ?-1789
married Mary

George Heath 1724-1773
married
Mrs Mary Jacob

Joseph Heath 1754-1820?

George Heath
1778-1852
married
Ann Raymond Dunbar
1787-1842

Julia Anna Heath
1807-1879
married
James Park Harrison

Arthur Raymond Heath
1854-1943
married
Flora Jean Baxter

James Heath 1757-1834
married
Eliza Thomas 17??-1835
then lived with
Mary Phillipson

Caroline Heath
1784-18??
married
Samuel Hamilton

Rev John Moore Heath
1808-1882
married Marianne Harman
1816-1888

Marion Emma Heath
1856-1949 married
1st: Alfred Fox Cotton
18??-1889
2nd: Maj Richard
Martin Crofton
1854-1899

Maj Gen Frederick
Crofton Heath-Caldwell
1858-1945 married
Constance Mary Helsham
Helsham-Jones
1869-1957
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William Heath 1725-1786
married
Mary Hartray

Hannah Heath 1758-1774

Amelia Clara Heath
1794-18??
married
Rev Frank Dollman

Douglas Denon Heath
1811-1897

Cuthbert Eden Heath
1859-1939
married
Sarah Caroline Gore Gambier
1859-1944

Hannah Heath
1729-?
married
John Stanley

Sarah Heath, 1759-?
married
John Botheroyde 17??-1813

Clara Heath
married
George Pitman

Rev Dunbar Isidore Heath
1816-1888
married
Emily Mary Harrison
18??-1897

Ada Randolf Heath
1860-1957
married
HJT Broadwood 1856-1911

Possibly
John Heath
1734-?

George Heath 1766-1821
married
Mary Fielding 1760?-1843

Charles Heath
1785-1848
married
Elizabeth Petch
17??-1861

Harriet Heath
1789-18??
married
Edward Dollman

Adm Sir Leopold George
Heath 1817-1907
married
Mary Emma Marsh
1826-1902

Emma Jane Heath
1821-1884
married
William Godfrey Whatman

Admiral Sir Herbert Leopold Heath
1861-1954
married
Elizabeth Catherine Simson 18??-1951
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Matilda Sophia Heath
1792-1864
married
William Tyler Heath

Maj Gen Sir Gerard
Moore Heath
1863-1929
married
Mary Egerton 18??-1954

Families: Dunbar, Heath
Patricius de Dunbar, comes Marchie, 8th Earl 1243-1308
married Marjory, daughter of Alexander, Earl of Buchan
Patrick 9th Earl of March and Moray 1284?-1367?
married Agnes Comitissa Marchie Et Moravie (Black Agnes of Dunbar)
John Dunbar 1330?-1393?
married Marjorie daughter of King Robert II
Alexander Dunbar 1373-1421?
married Maude Fraser
James Dunbar Earl of Moray 14??-1442
married Isabel Innes
Sir Alexander Dunbar 1425-1497?
married Isabel Sutherland.
David Dunbar 14?? to 1521 of Durris
married ?
Alexander Dunbar
14?? 1527
Robert Dunbar of Durris, Scotland
married Christian Learmouth
Mark Dunbar 15??-1640ish of Durris, Scotland
married Isabella Falconer
Ninian Dunbar 15??-16?? of Grangehill, Scotland
married 1st: Marion Ogilvy, 2nd: Christian Dunbar
David Dunbar 1630ish to 1691 of Kirkhill, Scotland
married Margery Seaton.
John Dunbar 165?-171? of Kinkorth, Scotland
married Mary Urquhart
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Robert Dunbar 1697?-1782? Minister of Dyke
married Jean Miller 1705ish-1788

William Dunbar 17??-1800
married
Jean (or Jane) Morthland
1747?-1815

John Dunbar
who married
Janet Grant

Robert Dunbar
1785-1804

Ann Raymond Dunbar
1787-1842
married
George Heath
1779-1852

Matthew Charles Dunbar
1789-1819
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Jane Robina Dunbar
1791-18??
married
Captain Ralph Henry Sneyd

Families: Simson, Morthland, Dunbar, Heath
Patrick Simson 1556-1618 and Martha Barron 15??-1601

Patrick Simson1628-1715
married 1st: Elizabeth Hay 16??-1662 2nd: Janet Peadie 1635-1714

John Simson1667-1740
married Janet Stirling 1691-1782

Anna Simson
1720-1802
married
Matthew Morthland
1700ish-1765?

James Simson
1729-1777

Jean (or Jane) Morthland
1747-1815 married
William Dunbar
17??-1800

Robina Morthland
1747?-1832
married
Chr Hare

Robert Dunbar
1785-1804

Julia Anna Heath
1807-1879
married
James Park Harrison

Ann Raymond Dunbar 1787-1842
married
George Heath 1779-1852

Rev John Moore Heath
1808-1882
married
Marianne Harman
1816-1888

Douglas Denon Heath
1811-1897
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Jean Simson
1735-1820
married
Dr John Moore
1730-1802

John Morthland

Matthew Charles Dunbar
1789-1819

Rev Dunbar Isidore Heath
1816-1888
married
Emily Mary Harrison
18??-1897

Jane Robina Dunbar
1791-18??
married
Captain Ralph Henry Sneyd

Adm Sir Leopold George
Heath 1817-1907
married
Mary Emma Marsh
1826-1902

Emma Jane Heath
1821-1884
married
William Godfrey Whatman
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Families: Napier, Brisbane, Morthland, Dunbar, Heath
Sir John Napier 1550-1617 and Agnes Chisholm

Helen Napier 15??-1675?
married Rev Matthew Brisbane 1594?-1650?

Dr Matthew Brisbane
married Robina Lindsay

Robina Brisbane
married Charles Morthland 16??-1744

Matthew Morthland 17??-1765?
married Anna Simson 1720-1802

Jean (or Jane) Morthland
1747-1815 married
William Dunbar
17??-1800

Robert Dunbar
1785-1804

Julia Anna Heath
1807-1879
married
James Park Harrison

Robina Morthland
1747?-1832
married
Chr Hare

Ann Raymond Dunbar 1787-1842
married
George Heath 1779-1852

Rev John Moore Heath
1808-1882
married
Marianne Harman
1816-1888

Douglas Denon Heath
1811-1897
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John Morthland

Matthew Charles Dunbar
1789-1819

Rev Dunbar Isidore Heath
1816-1888
married
Emily Mary Harrison
18??-1897

Jane Robina Dunbar
1791-18??
married
Captain Ralph Henry Sneyd

Adm Sir Leopold George
Heath 1817-1907
married
Mary Emma Marsh
1826-1902

Emma Jane Heath
1821-1884
married
William Godfrey Whatman
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Families: Harvey, Helsham, Jones, Helsham-Jones, Heath-Caldwell
Robert Harvey of Crimplesham, Norfolk
16??-1720?

Lieut John Harvey RN

Robert Harvey

William Harvey 1695?-1786
married
Mrs Martha Forby 1695-1775

Robert Harvey 1700-1756
married
Mary Wheasenham 1701?-1777

Dr William Harvey
1732-1803

Mary
17??-1784

Dr Henry Helsham 1767-1806 who married
Catharine Crowe (Katharine) 1773-1816

Catharine Helsham
1797-1818

Ann Helsham, 1798-1822

Col Henry Helsham Helsham-Jones 1836-1920
married 1st: Elizabeth Jane Hesketh 1842-1869
2 : Mary Littledale Greenwood (Mrs Rohde Hawkins) 18??-1913
nd

Elizabeth Helsham
1801-1866 married
Dr Richard Jones 1814-1888

Henrietta Elizabeth Helsham-Jones
1840-1919

Constance Mary Helsham Helsham-Jones 1869-1957
married Maj Gen Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell 1858-1945

Capt Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell DSC RN 1889-1979
married Violet Charlotte Mary Palmer 1885-1972
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2nd Lt Martin Frederick Heath-Caldwell RHA
1893-1915

Elizabeth 17??-1798

Ann Harvey 1731?-1793
married
Dr Henry Linhooke Helsham
1736?-1805

Henry Helsham 1804-1828

George Helsham,
1806-1836

Arthur Helsham-Jones
1842-1919
married
Alice Harriette Elizabeth Tooke
1846-1929
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Susan Harvey 1732-1824
married
Thomas Forby

Families: Crow, Crowe, Helsham, Jones, Helsham-Jones, Heath-Caldwell
Robert Crow 16??-1725 and Anna Bodham,
1690-1727

Robert Crowe 1710-1786
married
Alice Alpe 1713?-1776

Robert Crowe 1734-?

Caroline Crowe 1768-1848
married
Gen Dorking

Catharine Helsham
1797-1818

Elizabeth Crowe 1712-1797
married
Francis Dalton 17??-1767

Priscilla Crowe
1736-1739?

Edward Crowe
1714-1715

Edward Crowe
1738-1742

Robert Crowe
1771-1807

Rev Henry Crowe
1769-1851

Ann Helsham, 1798-1822

Col Henry Helsham Helsham-Jones 1836-1920
married 1st: Elizabeth Jane Hesketh 1842-1869
2nd: Mary Littledale Greenwood (Mrs Rohde Hawkins) 18??-1913

Elizabeth Helsham
1801-1866 married Dr Richard
Jones 1814?-1888

Henrietta Elizabeth Helsham-Jones
1840-1919

Constance Mary Helsham Helsham-Jones 1869-1957
married Maj Gen Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell 1858-1945
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Anna Crowe 1717-1791
married
John Matthias Miller

Rev Henry Crowe
1741-1816
married 1st:
Elizabeth Haylett
1746?-1779 2nd:
Mary Smith

Katharine Crowe
1773-1816
married
Henry Helsham 1767-1806

Henry Helsham 1804-1828

Philip Crowe
1718?-1737

Rebecca Crowe
1723-1723

Catherine Crowe
1743-1769

Philip Crowe
1745-1828
married
Margaret
17??-1834

Edward Crowe
1776-1788

George Helsham,
1806-1836

Arthur Helsham-Jones
1842-1919
married
Alice Harriette Elizabeth Tooke
1846-1929
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Dorcas Crowe
1725-1792

Families: Hesketh, Jones, Helsham-Jones, Heath-Caldwell
Robert Hesketh 1720-1793 married Catherine Holding

John Hesketh 1750-1815 married Louisa Ann Beete 1768-1799

Robert Hesketh
1789-1868
married Georgiana Raynsford
1819-1910

Robert Raynsford
Hesketh 1837-1854

Hanbury Bold Hesketh
1848-1852

John Hesketh, 1791-1838

Mary Ann Hesketh
1793-1856

William Crosbie Hesketh
1839-????

Spenser Bold Hesketh
1853-1905

George Hesketh
1840- 18??

Mary Sophie Hesketh
1853-195?

Constance Mary Helsham Helsham-Jones 1869-1957
married Maj Gen Frederick Crofton Heath-Caldwell
1858-1945

Arthur Jones 1869-1870

Capt Cuthbert Helsham Heath-Caldwell DSC RN 1889-1979
married Violet Charlotte Mary Palmer
1885-1972

2nd Lt Martin Frederick Heath-Caldwell RHA
1893-1915
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William Hesketh
1794-1856

Henry John Hesketh
1843-1871

Harriet Lucy Hesketh
1854-19??

Louisa Hesketh
1789-1845

Harriet Hesketh
1797-1833

Henry Hesketh
1796-1856

Hamilton Maria Hesketh 1845-1895
married
Lieut Gen George Edward Langham Somerset Sandford

Earnest Johnston Hesketh
1856-????

Harold Owen Hesketh
1857-1876
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Thomas Hesketh
1798-1840

Georgiana Sarah Hesketh
1846-19??

Eliza Jane Hesketh, 1842-1869
married
Col Henry Helsham- Jones
1836-1920
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Jeremy James Heath-Caldwell (known as JJ)
was born and brought up in New Zealand.
He completed a degree in Physics at Otago
University in 1979 and the following year he
travelled to the UK on a working holiday.
JJ was fascinated to meet his British relatives
and to discover his family’s history.
Over time he collected a lot of information
about his various ancestors and became in
effect a ‘family historian’ steadily collecting
up a wide range of family documents
and relics.
This led to an interest in all
aspects of world history.
JJ currently lives in Winchester
together with his wife Sue.
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